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ABSTRACT




In this dissertation, we will propose a concatenative, non-templatic origin
for the various templatic morphological phenomena attested across Afro-Asiatic.
We will demonstrate that, starting with a concatenative morphological system
(in the sense of a system consisting of simple affixation), we can generate the
non-concatenative forms seen across the Afro-Asiatic daughters using an analy-
sis based on syncope. We will demonstrate how this syncope gives rise to many
of the characteristic alternations in root shape attested in both nominal and
verbal morphology. In addition, we will use this syncope analysis to explain
the distribution of templatic grammars within the Afro-Asiatic world, explain-
ing why apparently templatic non-concatenation (particularly within the verbal
system) is significantly weaker or has been lost altogether in Chadic, Cushitic
(outside of Beha, Afar-Saho and a few other conservative holdouts), and Omotic.
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1.1 Afro-Asiatic Languages and Speakers
Afro-Asiatic is one of the major language families spoken on the planet. Coming
in behind the goliaths of Indo-European and Sino-Tibetan, as well as its African
neighbor Niger-Congo, Afro-Asiatic is the fourth-most widely spoken family,
whose approximately 499 million speakers constitute roughly 6.4% of the world’s
population. The 365 recognized Afro-Asiatic languages are spoken primarily
(and traditionally) throughout Northern Africa and the Near East, although
the growth of Islam within the last two millenia has spread Afro-Asiatic, in
the form of Arabic, as far afield as India, Indonesia, Central Asia, the Iberian
Peninsula, and the Philippines.
Afro-Asiatic languages are, today, the second-most widely spoken languages
within the African continent, after Niger-Congo, and represent the overwhelm-
ing bulk of languages spoken north of and throughout the Sahara and Sahel
regions. In modern times, Arabic is by a wide margin the most widely spoken
Afro-Asiatic language, clocking in at roughly 315 million native speakers, and
dwarfing other widely spoken Afro-Asiatic languages such as Hausa (33 million),
Amharic (25 million), Oromo (17 million), Somali (16 million), or Hebrew (8
million). In addition to these prominent contemporary languages, Afro-Asiatic
languages are well represented among the important languages of the ancient
and classical world, such as Hieroglyphic Egyptian, Akkadian, Biblical Hebrew,
Classical Arabic, Old Aramaic, and Punic-Libyan.
The family is itself regarded as consisting of six major-order sub-branches,
ranging from the widely known Semitic and Egyptian1, to lesser-known branches
such as Berber, Cushitic, Chadic, or the quite poorly attested Omotic. Afro-
Asiatic is the oldest attested demonstrable family, with Afro-Asiatic written
records dating from as early as the 31st century BCE and continuing until
1Though unambiguously Afro-Asiatic, the Egyptian branch has been dead as a spoken
language since approximately the 16th century. Its Bohairic survives in the usage of Coptic
as a liturgical language among many Coptic Christians.
1
present. As will be discussed in further detail below, there is great disparity in
the relative time periods associated with the attestation of the differing Afro-
Asiatic sub-branches, with a maximum time span of approximately 5,000 years
separating the attestation of written Egyptian and the written attestation of
the first Omotic languages.
The Afro-Asiatic languages are characterized by and share a number features
common to the family2. There is relatively consistent attestation of verbal sub-
ject agreement affixes, both suffixed and prefixed, with the split between the
two apparently reflecting verbal eventivity. The languages likewise typically
share a three-way phonemic opposition between voiceless, voiced, and so-called
"emphatic" stops, typically realized with some type of secondary glottal ar-
ticulation, but also occasionally as pharyngealization. The nominal system is
characterized by a binary system of essentially arbitrary grammatical gender,
noticeably distinct both from the three-way system of gender opposition attested
in Indo-European, or the semantically-driven noun-class gender system found
in the nearby Niger-Congo languages of sub-Saharan Africa. Most importantly
for this investigation, many languages in the family are quite strikingly charac-
terized by a system of morphological inflection and derivation which, along with
the addition of simple affixes, makes use of apparently non-concatenative stem
manipulations consisting of vowel alternations and the direct manipulation of
the so-called consonantal root3.
In the remainder of section 1.1, we will provide a brief overview of the major-
order Afro-Asiatic branches and a quick introduction of the relevant internal
groupings, history and attestation, contact phenomena, and important differ-
ences between each of the families.
1.1.1 Semitic
Semitic is by a wide margin the best attested, most widely spoken, and most
thoroughly studied of all of the Afro-Asiatic branches. The earliest attestations
of a Semitic language occur throughout the first half of the 3rd millennium,
and come almost exclusively from the East Semitic branch. In the earliest
attestations, these take the form of Semitic names appearing in Sumerian texts,
such as the likely Semitic names or phrases appearing in the Sumerian King List
(Kullasina-bel or Kal(i)bum), or Semitic loanwards pertaining to economics and
mathematics in finds from Abu-Salabikh (<mi-ad? *mi »at "hundred" or li-im
*lim "thousand")Hasselbach (2005). The oldest historically verifiable individual
with a Semitic name is Sargon the Great (c. 2334–2284 BCE), and it is with
his kingship that the full attestation of East Semitic writing begins properly, as
he strongly encouraged the use of Akkadian in royal inscriptions. Our first full,
unambiguous utterances in Semitic languages therefore come from this period.
2With the exception of Omotic, which is the most typologically divergent branch of the
family. Scholars disagree as to whether this divergence reflects Omotic internal innovation or
the retention in Omotic of extreme archaism.
3For more, see the introduction to section 1.3.
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Tablet Detailing Quarrel between King Sargon and Ur-Zababa c. 23rd
Century BCE
The next oldest attested Semitic branch is Central Semitic. As was the
case with East Semitic, the absolutely oldest attested forms consist of names
appearing in texts of older literate languages: in this case, Amorite names ap-
pearing in cuneiform Akkadian. The oldest native attestation comes between
the 19th and 16th century BCE, in the form of so-called Proto-Sinaitic inscrip-
tions. These inscriptions, consisting primarily of graffiti and other small, par-
tial, and incomplete writings, are recovered from the western Red Sea coast, the
Sinai peninsula, and the Levantine coast. The oldest inscriptions in the Sinaitic
script come solidly from within Egypt fromWād̄ı al-Hawl (Wadi el-Hol) between
Thebes and Abydos. These inscriptions show the greatest graphical similarities
to hieroglyphic Egyptian, but the interpretation of the inscriptions is not yet
completely secure. It is commonly regarded as writing a Semitic or Canaanite
language, though the value assigned to each of the signs varies between different
interpretations. The later inscriptions recovered from Sarāb̄ıt. al-K¯
ādim (Serabit
el-Khadim) are far more abstract in terms of the appearance of the graphical
signs, but are typically regarded as more easily intelligible, with the late Egyp-
tologist Alan Gardiner identifying an inscription grafitti’d on the a statue of
Hathor as rendering <l b– lt>, *li ba –lati "for the lady" (depicted below).
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Sinaitic Inscription from Wād̄ı al-Hawl (left) and Sarāb̄ıt. al-K¯
ādim (right)
But the first attestation of a central Semitic language on a massive scale
comes in the form of the cuneiform inscriptions from Ugarit. In addition to the
expected legal, political, and economic texts, we find a number of long, literary
texts from Ugarit. These texts, such as the Epic of King Keret, the incomplete
stories of the folk hero Dan- »el/Dan- »il and his son Aqhat, and the Ba –al Cy-
cle, depicting the mythic background and activities of Ba –al/Hadad, lack the
pervasive influence of larger external cultural groups, such as the Sumerians
in the case of Akkadian/Babylonian, or the Egyptians in the case of the more
southerly Canaanites. For this reason, the Ugarite texts give us our clearest
surviving look at early, pre-Abrahamic Semitic polytheism.
Fragmentary Ugaritic Inscription containing the Ba–al Cycle
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The remaining Central Semitic languages are attested thereafter, with both
Phoenician and Hebrew texts being recovered from the late 2nd millenium,
early 1st millenium BCE, and Arabic appearing first in the form of various
onomastic forms recoverable from Neo-Assyrian texts of the 9th century BCE,
and subsequently with Nabataean inscriptions beginning around 200 BCE4.
Our discussion of the attestation of the Central Semitic languages would not
be complete without mentioning the work of Richard Steiner (2011). Steiner has
claimed to have identified otherwise untranslated and indecipherable portions of
the Egyptian Pyramid Texts, which represent spells and incantations in an early
Canaanite, Northwest Semitic, or Central Semitic language. Steiner identifies
Pyramid Text 232-238, 281, and 286, a section detailing a protective charm
against snakes, as containing Semitic sequences of the sort given below, along
with Steiner’s suggested reconstructions and translations.







‘Turn aside, O my love, O lion!’









‘His spell (is): Come, come to my house!’

















‘Hurry you (pl.) away from R̄ır-R̄ır, those ones who deal death with
their hand’
Steiner’s decipherment and reconstructions are fairly compelling. For one
thing, the Semitic translations which he offers fit quite well with the surround-
ing Egyptian text, which had until this point resisted a coherent translation or
narrative. Additionally, the Egyptian hieroglyphic symbols frequently match
those known to be used to represent Semitic words as attested in other un-
ambiguous instances such as in the Amarna letters. If Steiner’s assertion is
true, then these sections of the Pyramid Texts represent not only the oldest
attestation of a Central/Northwest Semitic language, but also likely the oldest
attestation of any Semitic language. The Pyramid of Wenis <wn»ıs>, in which
4The Nabataeans themselves wrote in Aramaic, which was the dominant international lan-
guage of the area at the time. However their texts show both significant L1 on L2 interference
in the form of Arabic loanwords or Arab-isms within the normal Aramaic. Occasionally, Ara-
maic legal or technical terms are glossed in Arabic to ease communication (Al-Jallad (2017))
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the Pyramid Texts are first attested, is dated to the mid-24th century BCE, ap-
proximately contemporaneous with our oldest East Semitic cuneiform writing.
But scholars (Allen (2001), Strudwick (2005), Baines (2004)) regard the texts
themselves as likely significantly older, with Baines remarking,
...material in all the Pyramid Text collections bears signs of depth
of written transmission, in the form of errors of transmission and
redaction....These features could imply centuries of development or
rather less; the point of reference back should be the early 5th dynasty,
with the attestation in the pyramid Temple of Sahure....If a long
estimate is plausible, the written composition of Pyramid Texts-like
materials could go back to the date from which speeches of the gods
are first attested, that is, the late 2nd or early 3rd Dynasty.
Although plausible and well-argued, Steiner’s hypothesis has not been con-
firmed or accepted within the Egyptological or comparative Semitic communi-
ties. We will therefore regard the Sinaitic inscriptions as the earliest confirmed
attestation of Central Semitic languages.
The South Semitic languages are the last major branch to be attested, ap-
pearing in the historical record close to 1000 years later than either our earliest
East or Central Semitic languages. The oldest South Semitic form probably
comes from the Old South Arabian inscriptions, dating at their earliest to the
9th century, scattered throughout Yemen, Oman, and Eritrea. The Ethiopic
branch is attested even later, with the earliest Ethiopic attestation coming in
early Ge’ez inscriptions on the Hawulti obelisk from the early Aksumite period
in the early 4th century AD (depicted below).
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Epigraphic South Arabian (left) and Ethiopic (right) Inscriptions
The Semitic languages are, unsurprisingly, the best-attested and most widely
studied languages within Afro-Asiatic. We have excellent descriptive and gener-
ative grammars of almost every Semitic language, both ancient and modern, for
which attestation is adequate. This includes tremendous scholarship of Arabic
(both Classical and the modern vernaculars), Hebrew (both Classical and Mod-
ern), Akkadian (both Babylonian and Assyrian), and quite impressive schol-
arship on the Ethiopic languages generally. Semitic has also been subject to
excellent comparative and reconstructive work, and it is perhaps unsurprising
that Proto-Semitic is the intermediate major-order Afro-Asiatic proto-language
for which we have the most complete, most secure reconstructions in terms of
both phonology and morphology. Because of the comparative security of these
reconstructions, we will use Proto-Semitic forms in our discussions wherever
such forms can be posited without controversy or issue.
We may remark finally on the internal cladistics of Semitic as a family.
Effectively all scholars regard East Semitic as a distinctive and early-branching
grouping within Semitic. The existence of South Semitic and Northwest Semitic
are also likewise regarded as largely uncontroversial, though the membership in
each of those groups varies in different theories. We have here reproduced a




















Figure 1.1: Semitic Family Tree Adapted from Hetzron (1976)
While the internal cladistics of Semitic will not bear greatly on the analysis
that is to follow, one important point resulting from this tree and others like it is
that for any given word, morpheme, or grammatical feature to be securely and
incontrovertibly reconstructable for Proto-Semitic, we must find evidence for it
in Akkadian. Data from any other two Semitic languages in principle only allows
for reconstruction to the common ancestor of the non-East-Semitic languages.
In practice, of course, we can make use of out-group analysis to confirm the
presence of features in Proto-Semitic which appears outside of East Semitic
as well as in some non-Semitic Afro-Asiatic language. But it is important to
remember the significant and meaningful position that East Semitic holds within
the family.
1.1.2 Egyptian
The Egyptian family is the oldest attested Afro-Asiatic family, with early proto-
literate glyphic symbols in use in the Nile River Valley as early as the mid 4th-
millenium BCE in the form of partial inscriptions such as the labels of Scorpion
I or the Palette of Narmer. The first unambiguous complete sentence attesting
the Ancient Egyptian languages comes from a seal impression recovered from
the tomb of the second dynasty pharaoh Seth-Peribsen (<sth
¯
pr »ıb sn> "Set
is the hope of all hearts"), containing the sentence <dmd
¯
.n.f t»»w»ı n z»» .f nsw.t-
b»ı.t(»ı) pr »ıb sn> "He has united the Two Lands for his son, the dual king, hope
of all hearts," as illustrated below.
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Seal Impression of Seth-Peribsen c. 28th Century BCE
From that point, Egyptian enjoys one of the longest periods of continuous
attestation of any language or family of languages in human history, covering
approximately 4400 years from the second dynasty until about the 16th century
when Coptic falls out of use as a native spoken language5.
Unsurprisingly, the spoken and written Egyptian language(s) undergoes a
tremendous amount of change over the course of this vast attested history.
Scholars typically divide the diachronic variation into distinct eras or phases
of the Egyptian language, beginning with Old Egyptian, which is dated from
the earliest attested Egyptian inscriptions until approximately 2000 BCE. The
next stage is Middle Egyptian, which is typically taken to last until roughly
the 14th century BCE. Middle Egyptian is the most widely attested form of
any Egyptian language, since it was the form in use during the classical period
of the Egyptian civilization, and has the largest body of extant texts. Middle
Egyptian also survived as a literary and liturgical language within Egypt fol-
lowing its displacement as a spoken language, a role in which it continued to
function until the Christianization of Egypt as a Roman province around the
4th century. Middle Egyptian gave way to Late Egyptian, which functioned as
5It should be mentioned that there have been sporadic claims throughout the 19th and
20th centuries that isolated pockets of native Coptic speakers remain throughout Egypt and
Sudan. We are agnostic about the validity of these assertions until such time as sufficient
research can be conducted as to either confirm or refute these claims
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the spoken language of the last native Egyptian dynasties and kingdoms. It
is also the likely source of Egyptian loanwords appearing in Semitic texts in-
cluding the Canaanite of the Amarna letters, and likely Egyptian borrowings
into Hebrew. The Egyptian of the subsequent Late and Ptolemaic periods is
commonly referred to as Demotic, a term originally used by the Greek historian
Herodotus to distinguish it from the literary usage of hieroglyphic Middle Egyp-
tian, with which Demotic was contemporaneous. The final diachronic stage of
the Egyptian language is referred to as Coptic. Coptic is typically taken to have
arisen approximately during the period of Christianization in the 3rd and 4th
centures CE, and survived in some spoken form until approximately the 15h
century. It remains in common use as a liturgical language for the numerous
Coptic Christians in Northern Africa and spread throughout the world.
With such an extensive attested history, we would expect the Egyptian lan-
guage(s) to likewise be subject to a great deal of internal diversification not
unlike that seen with the Semitic family. Although the phonetically under-
specified nature of hieroglyphic writing conceals some such diversity, it must
certainly have been present, because when Coptic begins to appear in the writ-
ten record, numerous dialects likewise simultaneously appear, effectively already
fully formed. Sahidic (from the region around Thebes) and Bohairic (from Mem-
phis) are the two best known Coptic dialects, due to Sahidic being the most
widely attested dialect during the pre-Islamic Christian era, and Bohairic being
the dialect in most common use among Coptic Christians today. In addition to
these well-known dialects, Coptic also diversified into lesser known dialects such
as Akhmimic (from Panopolis), Lycopolitan, Fayyumic, and Oxyrhynchite.
The Coptic dialects play an important role in our ability to recover infor-
mation about the phonological structure of Egyptian words during the earlier
periods of Egyptian linguistic history, as the development of Middle Egyptian
into Coptic was acutely conditioned by the syllable structure and vowel quantity
of the Middle Egyptian words. This fact allows us to reconstruct the phono-
tactic shape of Middle Egyptian words (at least those words which survive into
Coptic) with remarkable accuracy, and therefore either confirm or reject our
theory of syncopation as it applies to Egyptian words.
1.1.3 Berber
The Berber languages of Northern Africa are attested far later than either
Semitic or Egyptian. All of the most ancient attestations in a Berber language
come in the form of the so-called Libyco-Berber "Numidian" inscriptions. The
oldest such inscription for which a firm and uncontroversial date can be estab-
lished is the bilingual Phoenician/Numidian inscription from the Mausoleum of
Dougga in modern-day Tunisia, whose construction can be dated securely to
146 BCE.
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Punic-Libyan Inscription from the Mausoleum of Dougga, 146 BCE
There are, however, a number of additional inscriptions for which secure
dates cannot be identified, and it is therefore likely that some of these inscrip-
tions predate the Mausoleum of Dougga. For example, a number of inscriptions
from the Atlas Mountain regions of Morocco have been supposed to date far
earlier, as early as the 6th or 7th centuries BCE, on the basis of accompany-
ing engraved rock art characteristic of that period. The incomplete nature of
the inscription, lack of explicit dating, as well as uncertainty as to whether the
rock art and Libyan-Berber inscriptions were carved at the same time make it
impossible to confidently confirm the early 6th or 7th century dates, but they
remain plausible given the partial data available.
Rock Art with Libyan-Berber Inscription from the Atlas Mountains, Morocco
The usage of the original Libyco-Berber Tifinagh script declined among
northern Berber populations following the spread of Christianity and the subse-
quent spread of Islam throughout Northern Africa, but it remained in relatively
continuous use among the Tuareg populations further to the south, where it is
commonly used in games, personal notes, and traditional Tuareg poetry. Among
the Tuareg tribes, the use of Tifinagh, in contrast to Arabic script, has a partic-
ular association with women, and women often exhibit higher rates of Tifinagh
literacy and frequency of use.
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The internal cladistics of the Berber languages is not a well-researched area
of scholarship, and there is one major confound to its further study. Namely,
the Berber languages are remarkably similar to one another, far more so than
is characteristic of Semitic, Cushitic, Chadic or Omotic. Indeed, Kossmann
and Vossen (2011) regard the Berber languages as exhibiting approximately the
same degree of internal diversity to be found in Romance or Germanic (this
despite presumably being far older as a family). Given this, Kossmann and








Despite identifying these groupings, Kossmann and Vossen make no further
claims as to the relationships between these groupings or the reconstruction of
intermediate sub-families between these groups and Proto-Berber itself. Indeed,
the authors remark that:
As a consequence, one may doubt whether the tree model is suitable
for the description of the Berber language family. Its continuous
history of convergence and differentiation along new lines makes any
definition of branches arbitrary. Moreover, mutual intelligibility and
mutual influence render notions such as “split” or “branching” rather
difficult to apply, except, maybe, in the case of Zenaga and Tuareg.
Despite this reticence, the authors do include a reference to a cladistic study










Figure 1.2: Berber Family Tree Adapted from Blažek (2010)
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Healthy skepticism should be applied to Blažek’s result. His tree is pro-
duced solely through a lexico-statistical algorithm, and is therefore subject to
all methodological issues and shortcomings inherent in that technique. However,
as Kossmann and Vossen point out, Blažek’s method does correctly identify a
number of valid groupings, such setting Zenaga and Tuareg apart as distinctive
groups, placing Tamazight and Tashelhiyt together, and identifying the Zenatic
block, so it is possible that it may be identifying some of the signal present in
the cladistic grouping of the Berber languages.
One final remark about the internal structure is that the relative position
of Old Numidian (as either a language or a grouping of dialects), as well as the
quite divergent Guanche language of the Canary Islands, cannot be properly
identified. In the case of the Old Numidian forms, this results from the way
in which the Tifinagh script may conceal dialect-relevant information, such as
changes in vowels, or the lenition of consonants in specific positions. In the case
of Guanche, it results from the poverty of the attestation beyond word lists and
place names. In each case, we cannot say whether these languages are early
divergences from the family, or rightly belong in the nuclear core with other
dialects, although Kossmann and Vossen (2011) have noted that the Guanche
language may plausibly even be a member of the Berber family and may have
simply undergone borrowing from an otherwise unattested Berber language. We
remain agnostic regarding this possibility.
1.1.4 Chadic
In contrast to the far older Semitic, Egyptian, and Berber branches, Chadic is
attested only relatively recently. As is common, the earliest attested Chadic
languages take the form of Chadic onomastics or toponyms, typically Hausa,
appearing in Arabic texts from the introduction of Islam and Arabic writing
(referred to as Ajami6 writing) into the Lake Chad basin in about the 11th
century. Despite this medieval attestation of the presence of Chadic languages
in the region, the first uninterrupted text in a Chadic language is not reliably
dated until the 17th century when –abd »allāh Suka, a Nigerian scholar authored
the Riyawar Annabi Musa (The Testament of Moses the Prophet).
6Ajami is a term borrowed from Arabic –ajamiyy "Persian/non-Arab" which has come to
refer to the use of the Arabic script for writing non-Arabic languages.
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Hausa Ajami Writing from the Littaafin K. asa
Our understanding of the internal cladistics of Chadic as a family is signifi-
cantly less developed than that of Semitic, but we are nevertheless able to recover
a great deal more about the history of the family than is the case for Berber. A
minimum of three primary phylogenetic groupings are apparent within Chadic:
West, Central, and East Chadic. A fourth grouping, referred to as Masa, is
recognized by some scholars, such as Newman (1977) and Blench (2006), and
treated as a constituent member of Central Chadic by others, like Stolbova
(2016). Within these major groupings smaller subfamilies have been identi-
fied: the rather uncreatively named A and B groupings within both West and
East Chadic, along with the more descriptive Gongola-Higi, Hill, and Riverain
groups within Central Chadic. Recent work by Olga Stolbova at the Univer-
sity of Moscow has likewise provided our first tentative groupings among the
major-order groupings. Based on lexical inheritance and innovation, along with
the phonological development and reflexes of Proto-Chadic segments, Stolbova
has argued that the initial division within Chadic was between the speakers
of the Proto-West-Chadic, who migrated westward into their current locations
throughout northern Nigeria and southern Niger, and the speakers of the lan-
guage ancestral to East and Central Chadic, who presumably remained more
centrally located around the Lake Chad basin, primarily in Chad and Cameroon.





















Figure 1.3: Proposed Chadic Family Tree Adapted from Stolbova (2016)
1.1.5 Cushitic
The oldest attestations of Cushitic languages take the form of onomastics and
other words recovered from Egyptian, Coptic, and Greek texts from Northern
Africa during the 1st millenia BCE and CE. The earliest such form comes from
an Egyptian papyrus text from approximately 1000 BCE, which contains a spell
that may begin with a cognate of Beja sigi "be gone" (Vanhove (2016)), though
this is somewhat speculative. Far more secure are the various names recovered
from Greek and Coptic ostraca containing names of Blemmyes origin. Browne
(2003) has argued rather convincingly that a large majority of these names
contain Cushitic, and specifically Beja, lexical roots and morphemes, and that
the languages of the Blemmyes people should be regarded as an ancient linguistic
ancestor of the modern Beja populations.
Coptic Papyrus Text Containing Blemmyes Onomastics of Beja Origin
From that point, there is a large gap in the attestation of Cushitic languages,
lasting until approximately the 13th century, when the Arabic script was in-
troduced into the Horn of Africa by the Islamic scholar Yūsuf »ibn »ah.mad
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»al-Kawneyn, spreading throughout the Sultanates of Mogadishu, Ifat, Adal,
and Ajuran. Originally, this took the form exclusively of the creation of a na-
tive Somali vocabulary for Arabic grammatical and orthographic terminology,
but it soon gave rise to the use of the Arabic script for the writing a relex-
ified, Somali-fied form of Arabic traditionally referred to as Wadaad writing
and Wadaad Arabic7, and eventually to the full-fledged writing of the Somali
language, which continued until the introduction of the Latin alphabet and its
adoption as the official written script of Somali in 1972.
14th Century Somali Inscription Containing Wadaad Writing
The remaining Cushitic languages are attested throughout the 19th and
20th centuries, although attestation and documentation in this family can be
quite disparate from language to language, with some, such as Somali and Beja,
having decent scholarship and attestation to other languages like Dahalo or
Iraqw, which are not particularly well-described and have been subject to little
rigorous or theoretically inclined research.
The internal cladistics of the Cushitic family are likewise poorly studied and
understood. As with Berber, a number of distinct groupings within Cushitic
have been identified, including Lowland East Cushitic, Highland East Cushitic,
the Agaw languages, the Southern or Rift languages, and Beja (as a group-
ing unto itself)8. There are also a number of Cushitic languages (or possibly
7A Wadaado is a Somali cleric or scholar.
8The Omotic languages were once considered to be a Western branch within the Cushitic
family, but have been regarded as a distinct family since the work of Fleming (1969) and
Bender (1971); contra Theil (2010), who regards Omotic as a non-Afro-Asiatic family.
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Cushitic languages) which resist easy classification into larger phyla, such as
Yaaku, Dullay, or Ongota. There are therefore numerous proposed groupings of






























Figure 1.4: Cushitic Family Trees from Hetzron (1980), Ehret (2011), and Tosco
(2000)
1.1.6 Omotic
The Omotic languages are the Afro-Asiatic subfamily which remains the most
poorly attested, most poorly studied, and generally most mysterious in terms
of its precise relationship with the remainder of the macro-family. Omotic lan-
guages are first attested in any capacity in the form of onomastics and toponyms
appearing in Ethiopic Wadaad writing during the middle ages, such as the Kafa
Kingdom, whose name derives from the Kafa language/people, or the various
proper names recoverable from the hagiography of the Ethiopic saint and pro-
syletizer Täklä Hāymānot. More substantive attestation of Omotic texts are not
found until the late 19th and 20th centuries, either following the expansion of
the Kingdom of Ethiopia under Menelik II, or in early descriptive works from
British East Africa. Many Omotic languages are only attested or written in any
capacity during the 20th century.
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Wolaytta Writing from the 20th Century
The situation regarding the internal cladistics of the Omotic family is far
from clear. Effectively all modern groupings of the Omotic languages recognize
the presence of a North/South or Aroid/Non-Aroid split, but the proposals can
differ significantly as it pertains to other groupings such as the Mao group or






















Figure 1.5: Possible Omotic Trees from Bender (2000) and Hayward (2000)
1.2 Afro-Asiatic Cladistics
Finally, a few remarks should be made on the cladistics of the Afro-Asiatic
family as a whole, at least insofar as it pertains to our analysis or reconstructions
presented here. The internal relationships among the Afro-Asiatic sub-families
are hardly a settled matter within the field. Even basic facts such as the initial
branching of the proto-language or which languages form major groupings with
one another can vary significantly from one proposal to the next.
The historically initial grouping of Afro-Asiatic languages into major group-
ings was the so-called Hamito-Semitic divide, which supposed that the Semitic
languages formed a coherent subgroup to the mutual exclusion of the African
branches of the family, which were supposed to go together into a cladistic
grouping of "Hamitic" languages. This basic grouping, which, as its name sug-
gests, was based on a racial conception originating in the Biblical sons of Noah,
persisted for a remarkably long time. It remained in common citation until
Greenberg (1950) demonstrated that the Hamitic vs. Semitic divide had no
methodological validity in terms of linguistic features present in the various
families, and proposed the replacement of the linguistically misleading and ar-
guably racist term Hamito-Semitic with one of his own coinage, Afro-Asiatic or
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Afrasian. Greenberg, who had no further claims about the cladistics of the
family, suggested that Afro-Asiatic be treated as consisting of five co-equal
branches (Semitic, Egyptian, Berber, Chadic, and Cushitic9), with the rela-
tionships among those branches to be determined by later scholarship.
Since that time, a number of proposed groupings have arisen. The Soviet
scholar Igor Diakonov (1988) favored a grouping of Egyptian and Chadic on the
one hand, and Semitic, Berber, and Cushitic on the other (effectively predicating
his grouping on the presence (Semitic-Berber-Cushitic) or absence (Egyptian-
Chadic) of the prefix-conjugation). Christopher Ehret (1995) and Roger Blench
(2001) both favor the analysis whereby Omotic, clearly the most distinctive sub-
family, is also the most divergent branch, and constitutes one-half of the family
in its entirety. Carsten Peust (2012) uses lexical information to generate an
unrooted tree featuring the groupings Egyptian-Semitic, Cushitic-Omotic, and
Berber-Chadic.
In this dissertation, we will adopt the model of internal Afro-Asiatic cladistic
relationships as proposed in Bacovcin and Wilson (2018). We will therefore
propose that Proto-Afro-Asiatic initially bifurcated into distinct "Northern"








Figure 1.6: Afro-Asiatic Tree from Bacovcin and Wilson (2018)
Adopting this view of the family has important consequences in terms of
what we can rightly reconstruct to Proto-Afro-Asiatic proper, and the kind of
evidence necessary to project a given word or structure onto the proto-language.
According to this tree, a lexical item, morpheme, phonological property, or syn-
tactic construction need only occur in one of Berber-Egyptian-Semitic and one
of Chadic-Cushitic-Omotic in demonstrably cognate form in order to be rightly
considered an inheritance from common Afro-Asiatic. This is the position we
will adopt in the course of this analysis.
1.3 Morphology of Proto-Afro-Asiatic
One of the most striking and well-known features of the Afro-Asiatic family
is its so-called "templatic" morphological structure, consisting of discontinuous
9In Greenberg’s time, Omotic was regarded as the westernmost branch of the Cushitic
family, and therefore only five major Afro-Asiatic branches were recognized.
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consonantal roots. In many (though not all) languages within the family, con-
tent words and other major lexical items, along with some function morphemes,
appear at least at a superficial level to be derived from root morphemes con-
sisting of one, two, or three consonants10 interleaved with vowels expressing
inflectional or derivational information. This generalized property is so starkly
apparent to speakers of such languages that it was even well-known to ancient
speakers. Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic writing, for instance, included pho-
netic signs capable of writing one, two, and three consonant root forms. The
medieval Semitic grammarians, both Hebrew and Arabic, likewise identified a
discontinuous consonantal root as a distinct abstract entity in the grammar, re-
ferred to as šorEš (Hebrew) and jid
¯
r (Arabic) respectively, both approximately
meaning "root."
Although such concepts seemed quite simple to the medieval Semitic gram-
marians, who operated largely at the level of description of surface facts and
patterns, "templatic" morphology of this sort has required special attention from
modern theorists of morphology in order to be incorporated into generative the-
ories. Most critically, languages with morphological structures of this type have
forced morphologists to develop theories that allow them to instantiate a pre-
formed prosodic "template" somewhere within the grammar. McCarthy (1981),
in his pioneering work on the templatic morphology of Arabic, for example,
uses the autosegmental theoretical framework in order to locate the consonan-
tal "root" on a single autosegmental tier, and the sequence of vowels (termed
a "pattern" or "melody") on another. Each is then interleaved into a prefabri-
cated "template" consisting of a prosodic structure into which the consonants
and vowels are fit. For McCarthy, when we encounter two related words, such
as the Arabic verbal stems katab (G-Stem, Form I) and kattab (D-Stem, Form
II), we may rightly say that each consists of three constituent morphological
elements: a lexical root consisting of discontinuous consonants (k-t-b), a vocalic
pattern (a), and a prespecified association between these strings of segments and
a template consisting of what McCarthy refers to as "C and V slots." The repre-
sentation of katab and kattab under such an analysis is given below (adapted
from McCarthy 1981).
(4) Representation of katab
a
C V C V C
k t b
(5) Representation of kattab
a
C V C C V C
k t b
10Roots consisting of a single consonant, or even as many as four or five consonants are also
attested, but are rare and seem not to be productive in the Afro-Asiatic languages.
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Although McCarthy’s proposal is notable for being one of the first serious
generative treatments of "templatic" morphology, and for establishing the now
conventional autosegmental root-and-template approach to such languages, it
is hardly the only theory which has been proposed to account for these pecu-
liar morphological formations. Optimality-theoretic approaches, for example,
such as those devised by Kastner (2018) or Wallace (2013), have proven quite
capable of dealing with the unique issues presented by templatic morphology,
since the constraints on outputs can be arranged to "conspire" to produce the
specified template form, without having to directly build the template itself
into the grammar as an object. Of particular interest to our inquiry and pro-
posed analysis are those theories of templatic morphology which are termed
"word-based" theories. Pioneered by scholars such as Jeffrey Heath (1987), Bill
Darden (1992), Robert Ratcliffe (1997), and Outi Bat-El (1991, 2003b,a), these
theories reject the notion of the Semitic lexical root as a purely consonantal
abstraction, and rather take as their underived root form an articulable and
fully vocalized syllable or sequence of syllables. Although the theory presented
here is fundamentally different from those of these scholars – in that it is a di-
achronic explanation, rather than an analysis of the sychronic grammar of any
single language – it shares with each the idea that we will begin with an at least
partially vocalized root morpheme which needs no templatic interdigitation to
be articulable11.
While theories of this sort have shown varying degrees of promise in terms of
understanding and analyzing the distinctive sychronic morphological structures
common to Afro-Asiatic family, such approaches have no diachronic component
by design. If we suppose, for example, that McCarthy’s theory is a perfectly
accurate representation of the state of knowledge possessed by a given native
speaker of Arabic, we are left with no answers to questions about the diachronic
trajectory of this native-speaker knowledge. Has a McCarthy-type theory always
provided the correct framework to describe the knowledge of speakers of Arabic?
Of Proto-Semitic? Of Proto-Afro-Asiatic? If not, what does the correct model
of the knowledge of speakers of these earlier languages look like? When and
how did we move from one to the other?
None of these questions can be answered within the framework of McCarthy’s
theory, which effectively assumes its own synchronic stability, and contains no
mechanism to describe how or why such a system could have arisen in the first
place. This is the topic of inquiry in this dissertation. We will not attempt to
propose a sychronic theory of the grammar of any given Afro-Asiatic daughter
language or family. Rather, our focus is on providing a diachronic understand-
ing of the history and trajectory of the morphological system of Afro-Asiatic
as a whole. We hope to answer questions of how such a morphological system
could have arisen; what changes it was subject to over time; and how, when,
and if it was subject to reinterpretation as a grammaticalized morphological sys-
11Note, as discussed previously, this does not mean that such morphemes must always
be articulable given the surface constraints of the language. Rather, it simple means that
they contain segmental material which can be articulated without the need for the distinctly
templatic process of interdigitation.
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tem rather than an originally phonological alternation. If, for example, a truly
templatic morphological system arose at some point within the reconstructable
history of the Afro-Asiatic family, we may ask how it did so from a presumably
concatenative predecessor. We might also ask why it arose to such frequency
and commonality in those branches of the family which exhibit extreme non-
concatenative behavior (Semitic, Berber), and not in those branches for which
such processes are less common and less exaggerated in their effects (Chadic,
Omotic). Alternatively, if Afro-Asiatic must be reconstructed with a templatic
morphological structure as far back as the proto-language, we must ask how
and why it has atrophied in branches such as Chadic and Omotic, and why it
has remained so robust in, for example, Semitic. These are questions we will
attempt to answer.
As a first step to finding these answers, we must build as clear a picture
of the synchronic grammar of Proto-Afro-Asiatic as our reconstructions allow.
We will then argue that the apparently templatic behavior of the family was,
in its earliest stages, fundamentally an epiphenomenon of phonology. We will
argue and demonstrate that we can generate such alterations in root and stem
shape using a simple system of concatenative affixation in conjunction with a
phonological rule of syncope, which operated iteratively from left to right on all
syllables within the word. We will demonstrate how such a rule can produce
the forms which we must or might reconstruct for Afro-Asiatic. Once we have
established this proposal at the synchronic level of Afro-Asiatic, we will trace
the development of these morphological and phonological processes along their
lines of descent into the Afro-Asiatic daughters, describing how these rules are
inherited, lost, and modified, and how they interact with other changes which
have arisen within the development of the daughter languages.
1.3.1 Nominal Morphology
At its most basic, we propose to characterize the morphological structure of
Afro-Asiatic as consisting not of discontinous strings of consonants, but rather
as consisting of simple morphemes, both roots and affixes, which contained lexi-
cally specific vocalism in their underlying forms. Under this analysis, Proto-
Afro-Asiatic appears much more similar not only to other reasonably well-
reconstructed proto-languages (such as Proto-Indo-European, or Proto-Uralic),
but also, critically, to the host of contemporary languages in which root mor-
phemes and affixes consist of sequences of consonants and vowels, often directly
articulable, and frequently syllabified. As we will demonstrate in Chapter 2,
the transition from this clearly concatenative system of fully vocalized roots
and affixes has been rendered historically opaque by the confluence of both
our proposed rule of syncope, and an originally unrelated system of apophonic
transformations capable of altering the quality of the vowels originally present
in these underlying forms. We will argue that this combination of syncope and
vowel apophony, each individually distinct in origin, is the process which gives
rise to "templatic" morphological structures when subject to reanalysis and
grammaticalization.
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As we begin with the reconstructable nominal morphology of Afro-Asiatic,
we must begin with the basic, but somewhat contradictory, observation that the
nominal morphology of Afro-Asiatic is significantly more difficult to reconstruct
than the verbal morphology. And yet, at the same time, the nominal morphol-
ogy we can reconstruct is significantly simpler than that of verbs. It seems
clear that "nominals," broadly speaking (nouns, deictics, and perhaps adjec-
tives), inflected for two grammatical genders, masculine and feminine, with the
masculine commonly unmarked, and feminines marked by a suffix *-t. There
were also, as expected, morphologically unmarked feminines, which showed no
overt affix but clearly retained the grammatical category. The marker of other
nominal features, such as case and number, is far less clear, as will be elucidated
in the discussion below.
1.3.1.1 Reconstructable Nominal Morphemes
When we consider the forms of nominal roots which we can reconstruct for
Proto-Afro-Asiatic, we are confronted immediately by one of difficulties of using
reconstructed data to ascertain the structure of prehistoric languages. Namely,
it is that the forms which we reconstruct are themselves surface-level phonetic
realizations, and need not be direct or accurate representations of the underlying
structure of the words and morphemes in question. Consider the simple of
example the reconstructed pair of Indo-European nominal forms *léymō∼limnéy.
As demonstrated by Noyer (2013), although the surface forms of this nominative
and dative singular pair are reconstructed as such *léymō and *limnéy, the
underlying forms must be rightly regarded as */leymons/ and */leymonéy/
respectively. As we can see, simple facts such as whether or not syllables are
accented, the presence or absense of vowels, and the basic prosodic structure
of the underlying word are not faithfully reflected in the reconstructed surface
forms.
In the case of Indo-European, we know enough about the phonological and
morphological grammar and history of the family to be able to recover the
underlying forms which give rise to our reconstructions, but our knowledge
about Afro-Asiatic is significantly more fragmentary. What then are the surface
forms of nominal roots which we can recover in Afro-Asiatic, and what can we
recover about the underlying forms of such roots?
The surface syllabic constraints and prosodic structure of Afro-Asiatic ap-
pear to be remarkably stable components of the family, as the basic facts about
allowable and disallowable syllable types and weight constraints on syllables are
often quite strongly cognate between daughter branches, with only minor vari-
ation. From a comparison of these daughters, and from the reconstruction of
the intermediate Afro-Asiatic proto-daughter-languages, we may conclude that
Afro-Asiatic was characterized by the following surface constraints:
• Obligatory onsets
• No complex onsets
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• Optional codas
• No complex codas
• Two-mora syllable weight constraint
• Word-final consonant extrasyllabicity
Given these constraints, the possible shapes of surface syllables were rather
limited, with all syllables effectively taking the forms CV, CVC, or CV̄, with
additional forms CV̄-C and CVC-C permitted by extrasyllabicity at word end.
The corresponding array of possible surface root and morpheme shapes is simi-
larly limited. On the basis of comparative data, we can reconstruct the following
root and morpheme shapes at the surface level. In each case, we will discuss
as much as possible what can be recovered about the possible underlying forms
which give rise to these recoverable shapes.
C ˘̄V Morphemes of this shape, which we might traditionally refer to as "mono-
consonantal" or "uniconsonantal" under the traditional terminology of Afro-
Asiatic (in which morphemes are categorized by the number of consonants which
must be projected into the underlying "template") are common for suffixes,
clitics, deictics, question words, and other "functional" morphemes, but are
vanishingly rare for lexical or content words. Morphemes of this sort are reflected
in the cognate sets: Arabic mā "what," Egyptian <m/m»ı> "who, which, what,"
Tuareg ma/mi "who/what," Hausa m`̄e "what," Beja naa "what" "who/what,"
or Akkadian -šu, Egyptian <-f>, Tuareg -s, Hausa shī, Somali -iis, Mao »iš, all
approximately meaning "3rd. M. Sg."
As it pertains to the relationship between this reconstructable surface form
and any underlying representation which we can recover, the primary question
is whether or not there exist roots/affixes which have no onset consonant, and
whose surface compliance with the constraint of mandatory onsets is the result
of the so-called "prosthetic aleph." To use a concrete example: is the morpheme
which marks the 1st Sg. of the prefix-conjugation in fact * »v̆-, or could we
more simply assume that the morpheme is */v̆/, with the initial * »- supplied
by phonological rule? The answer here is...possibly. There are numerous Afro-
Asiatic daughter languages which lose the requirement that all syllables begin
with an onset consonant. Unsurprisingly, in such languages, the form of the
1st Sg. prefix-conjugation affix is v̆-. But the nature of the causation here is
muddled. Have such languages lost this syllable structure constraint, meaning
that vowel-initial morphemes are no longer supplied with a prosthetic aleph? Or
alternatively, have such languages lost underlying phonemic aleph, resulting in
syllables which now can begin without an onset consonant and therefore violate
this original syllable structure constraint. What is clear is that if V lexical roots
coexist along with CV ones, then they must be relatively fewer in number.
It is also clear, however, that morphemes without onset consonants unam-
biguously must be constructed for at least some stages of the Afro-Asiatic fam-
ily. Due to the surface level constraints, we can only clearly recover such forms
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when they appear either as suffixes or as some other word-internal element.
Derivational suffixes such as the Semitic, Egyptian, possibly Berber nisba for-
mative seem to be underlyingly vowel initial, as does the shared Semitic-Berber
suffix *-ān, which forms derived adjectives 12. It can at times be difficult to
project these morphemes back beyond the intermediate stages of Afro-Asiatic
(the common ancestor of Berber and Semitic for *-ān, the common ancestor
of Cushitic-Omitic and Chadic for *-VC type reduplication). Nevertheless, it
seems clear that morphemes of this type are common enough in Afro-Asiatic
languages that we should regard them as, if not original, clearly widespread.
CVC The so-called biconsonantal or biliteral morpheme, CVC, is the most
common surface nominal morpheme shape which is reconstructable in Afro-
Asiatic. It is reflected in pronouns and deitics, such as the 1st Sg. indepen-
dent pronoun: Arabic »anā, Coptic/Egyptian anok <»ınk> * »anak, Tuareg näk,
Hausa n̄ı, Beja »ani, and possibly Dizi yin or Hamer »inta. It is also by far
the most common in basic underived nouns shared by the majority of branches
in the family: Arabic »ab, possibly Egyptian <»»b.t>, Izayan ibba, Hausa ūbà,
Agaw abaa, possibly Dizi »yab, all "father," excpt Egyptian "family," Arabic
qas. "shinbone, joint," Coptic/Egyptian kac <qs> *qis, Siwa îG@s, Hausa Îàsh́̄ı,
Daasanach k.as, Dime k.os, all "bone" except Arabic "shinbone, joint," or He-
brew šēm, Egyptian <sm.t>, Tahaggart is@m, Hausa s´̄un´̄a all meaning "name,"
except Egyptian "ears."
As with the C ˘̄V morphemes, we can question whether non-consonant-initial
˘̄VC morphemes exist, and again, the answer is that it is possible, for the same
reasons as discussed previously. Perhaps more interesting is the question, given
the commonality of using root-and-template grammatical theories to describe
Afro-Asiatic languages, of whether the underlying form of CVC morphemes is
truly vocalized, or if such forms might be better described with an underlying
form /CC/, with the medial vowel supplied by epenthesis or some other process
or surface-level constraint. Here we should likely conclude that the answer is
no. On the one hand, the vocalism of these basic, underived CVC nouns is
remarkably stable across the family as a whole despite what must certainly
be considered a vast time depth. If such vowels were supplied by epenthesis,
we might expect them to display a greater variability. Additionally, we might
suppose that if the vowels of the reconstructed CVC roots were epenthetic, then
they should be absent from derived or alternate forms in which the syllable
structure does not demand them. There is minor evidence for such a change,
mostly from Classical Arabic, in the form of nouns such as »ibn "son" and »ism
"name." In this last example, we might suppose that Proto-Semitic *šim was
in fact */šm/ underlyingly, and that therefore in Arabic, where the prosthetic
aleph has developed, no epenthesis occurs, and the underlying non-vocalized
nominal root surfaces »ism. While possible, we find this analysis lacking. For
one, this phenomenon is generally restricted to Arabic nouns containing /i/ as
12Arabic rah.mān "merciful" from rah. ima "to have mercy on," Berber ab@rkan "black" from
ib@rrik "to be(come) black" Chaker (1995).
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the root medial vowel. It seems simpler to suppose innovation on the Arabic
part rather than to claim the archaic inheritance of zero-vocalized nominal roots
in only this branch. Moreover, parallel forms in other Afro-Asiatic daughters
show no such zero-vocalized root, as in the clearly cognate Tuareg noun is@m,
in which the sychronic root vowel /@/ is not the result of epenthesis, but the
clear reflex of Proto-Berber *i. Given these data, it seems that the vocalism of
CVC morphemes in Afro-Asiatic was a necessary part of the underlying form.
For more information, see section 2.3.1.1 below.
CVCVC Despite the commonality and familiarity of the so-called triconso-
nantal root from Semitic and Egyptian, it appears to have been the less com-
mon type for underived nouns in Afro-Asiatic more generally. It is nevertheless
clearly recoverable in the form of cognate sets such as: Arabic wad
¯
amat "in-
testines," Tahaggart ădân "bowels," possibly Egyptian <wzmw> "unidentified
body part from pyramid texts," Daba wènji "intestines," Somali wadna "heart,"
Ometo wazEna "heart" or Arabic yamı̄n "right hand, South," possibly Izayan
imna "direct," Egyptian <»ımn> "right hand, West," Hausa yammā "West."
Some triconsonantal roots are themselves clear derivatives from their simpler bi-
consonantal cousins. Consider, for example, Proto-Semitic *lišān, which seems
to reflect rather clearly the biconsonantal root attested in Coptic/Egyptian lac
<ns> *lis, Qabyle il@s, Dangaleat l´̄esé, possibly Kafa mi-laso13, all with the
meaning "tongue," extended with the Semitic derivational suffix *-ān, which
forms denominal adjectives.
Here, however, we can say a great deal more about the difference between
superficially reconstructable surface forms and possible underlying ones. To
begin, many of the same caveats we have voiced to this point are still relevant.
We may question whether any triconsonantal nominal roots which begin with
the consonant *» on the surface are in fact vowel initial, and the same conclusions
can likewise be reached here as for superficially CV and CVC morphemes. Of
far greater interest is the number of novel root structure now possible given
the three distinct root consonants present. We may ask, for example, whether
superficially CVCVC roots may in fact be underlied by prosodic shapes such as
CCVC, CVCC, or even more unconventional forms.
In the case of nominal morphemes, there is evidence that just such underly-
ing forms do exist. The best evidence comes to us in the form of the so-called
segolate nouns of Semitic. These are triconsonantal nouns which appear on
the surface with consonant clusters word-finally, such as *bayt "house," * »arś.
"earth," or * »ud
¯
n "ear." Under a templatic analysis, the difference between
typical Semitic triconsonantal CVCVC segolate CVCC nouns is effectively re-
ducible to which template happens to apply to each. In fact, we do see variability
between the two, such as Akkadian and Arabic malik contrasted with Hebrew
mElEk
¯
*malk. A more striking example, perhaps, comes to us from Ancient
Egyptian. Egyptian, from what we can reconstruct, no longer seems to allow
13Though here, a borrowing of Amharic m@las "tongue," seems just as plausible, if not
moreso, than direct cognation.
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surface, word-final clusters, and therefore presumably has no segolate templates
into which nominal roots can be fit. Despite this, there is at least some evidence
that certain Egyptian nominal patterns, and the variations that exist between
them are best accounted for by supposing the existence of underlyingly segolate
nominal roots, even if such forms can never overtly surface in the sychronic
grammar. For further discussion, see section 5.1.4.1 below.
For this reason, it seems likely to us that the traditional "triconsonan-
tal" nominal category should rightly be divided between the more conventional
CVCVC forms and the segolate CVCC nouns, not as a projection of a prosodic
template, but rather as a distinction which exists between underlying root types
present throughout the family.
CVCCVC The status of so-called "quadriliteral" CVCCVC morphemes is an
open question within the Afro-Asiatic family. They are relatively uncommon
compared either to biconsonantal CVC morphemes, or to the triconsonantal
moprhemes, whether segolate (CVCC ) or non-segolate (CVCVC ). It is likewise
difficult to recover forms which are shared between any substantial number
of daughter languages. Such forms which are recoverable at all tend to be
either simple reduplications, such as Egyptian <tftf> and Hausa tàftaf both
meaning either "henna," the substance, or "henna tree": alternatively, they
also commonly take the form of derivations from originally triconsonantal roots
(nouns or verbs) in languages in which the original root has been lost. Consider,
for example, forms like Arabic minjal, Hebrew maggāl, and possibly Akkadian
niggallu all meaning "sickle." Each has the superficial form of an instrumental
*mv̆- prefixed noun, but there is, for example, no corresponding Arabic verb
najala, meaning something like "reap" or "cut," from which the nominal could
be formed, and we are left with an apparently quadriliteral CVCCVC noun.
Any confusion is quickly resolved, however, when we consider parallel nouns in
the Chadic languages. For example, the East Chadic Migama »ângùl "sickle,"
clearly related to and derived from verbs such as Mafa ng@l "cut."
Considering the scarcity of apparently "quadriliteral" nominal morphemes
which are not derived, either synchronically or in origin, we would conclude
that, at the older stages of Afro-Asiatic, there were likely no morphologically
simplex roots which we could rightly describe as quadriliteral.
1.3.1.2 Gender Inflection
The status of gender as a grammatical in Proto-Afro-Asiatic would appear to
be beyond question14. Grammatical gender as an active category on nominals is
attested in all major-order branches, present at the very least on both pronouns
and independent nominals. Gender is likewise commonly expressed via agree-
ment on adjectives, determiners, and sometimes finite verbs. In all branches, the
grammatical system attested is one which reflects only two gender categories:
14Note, however, that Ehret (1995) considers nominal gender to be an innovation of the
non-Omotic languages.
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masculine and feminine. Although the grammatical genders of Afro-Asiatic can
have some semantic component (grammatical gender often corresponds to bio-
logical sex or social gender, feminines are commonly used as diminutives, etc.),
these classes are, as in the gender systems of modern Indo-European languages,
largely semantically opaque and function much more as morphological concord
classes than as true semantic noun classes.
Gender is most transparently visible in Berber, where (almost) all nouns are
double-marked for gender, in the form of both gender suffixes and gender-specific
case prefixes (see section 1.3.1.4). The masculine gender is unmarked, both in
its gender suffix and in its prefix, while the feminine is marked most often with
a suffix -t (*-t), which is appended directly to the nominal stem, along with an
additional allomorph -ät (*-at), which appears following super-heavy syllables
CV̄C or CVCC, along with a handful of lexically specified nouns. While the
feminine is decidedly the marked gender in Berber, there are also a number
of morphologically unmarked but grammatically feminine nouns which trigger
feminine agreement despite the absence of the characteristic *-t ending. A sum-
mary of Tuareg and reconstructed Proto-Berber gender marking is illustrated
below, adapted from Prasse (1974).
Masculine FeminineMarked Unmarked
Tuareg a-rgäz-∅ ta-nk@b-t/s@mmus-ät ma
Proto-Berber *ā-rgaz-∅ *tā-nkub-t/sammūs-at *mah
Figure 1.7: Gender Marking in Berber
In Semitic, we find a nominal gender system, which bears a strong similar-
ity to that of Berber. Semitic nouns lack the gender-specified case-prefixes of
Berber, but the suffixes are almost identical in both form and function. The
masculine gender is again unmarked, while the feminine bears overt marking.
The precise form of the feminine suffix varies across and within Semitic lan-
guages between a bare *-t appended directly to the stem, as in Akkadian bēltu
"lady" or Phoenician qart "city," and a suffix *-v̆t containing one of the three





or Arabic malikat "queen." As discussed in section 3.1.1 below, there is some
reason to suppose that the *-t variant is original, with the *-v̆t form arising,
as in Berber, as an allomorph following super-heavy syllables. In Semitic, like
Berber, there are also a number of grammatically feminine nouns which trigger
explicit feminine concord despite lacking overt feminine suffixation, like Akka-
dian ummu "mother" or Arabic »ard. "earth." We may therefore reconstruct
the system of grammatical marking in Semitic as fundamentally akin to that of








Figure 1.8: Reconstructable Gender Marking in Proto-Semitic
The same pattern is largely recoverable in Ancient Egyptian. Again, two
genders (masculine and feminine) are present, with the masculine being mor-
phologically unmarked. The feminine is again the morphologically marked gen-
der, exhibiting the characteristic Afro-Asiatic *-t morpheme. The data from
Coptic, however, suggest that the form of this suffix in Middle Egyptian was
always *-v̆t, with a fully present vowel. The unmarked feminine category is still
present in Egyptian, but it is increasingly a relic class, as more and more femi-
nine nouns are marked with overt feminine morphology. Examples are provided
below, adapted from Osing (1976)
Masculine FeminineMarked Unmarked









Figure 1.9: Gender Marking in Coptic and Middle Egyptian
While the three northern Afro-Asiatic branches clearly and robustly attest to
approximately the same gender system, the category of gender is somewhat more
complicated in the southern members of the family. In Chadic, the gender sys-
tem is no less robust than in its northern cousins, but it is distinctly different in
both the overt form of the marking morphemes, and the structure of the gender
system. In Semitic, Egyptian, and Berber, gender and number are independent
morphological categories with each noun being both masculine/feminine and
singular/dual/plural. The Chadic system is structurally distinct, as masculine,
feminine, and plural are each mutually exclusive nominal categories. Moreover,
gender categories are not explicitly marked on the nouns themselves, but rather
often come to be marked by deictics or determiners, which are often affixed to
nouns. In some cases, this unstable system of morphologically unmarked gram-
matical gender is lost altogether as the gender system collapses. Consider the
comparison of gendered nouns and gender marking below, adapted from Schuh
(2019).
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Bare Noun Determined Noun
Masc. Fem. Pl. Masc. Fem. Pl.
Hausa r`̄agō tunkìyā tumāk̄ı r`̄agò-n tunkìyà-̃r15 tumākì-n
Miya mb@̀rgu t@́máku t@́makwìy ná-k@n mb@̀rgù tá-k@n t@máku níy-kin t@makwiy
Mokilko kùlé »éròwó k`̄ulí kùlé »ényó »éròwó » @́ttíyó k`̄ulí »éníyó
Musey gàmlà tímí tímígí gàmlà-nà tímí-ra15 tímígí-na
Figure 1.10: Gender Marking Across Chadic Languages
Despite the apparent weakness of gender as an overt morphological category
in the Chadic languages, the gender of a given cognate noun is remarkably
stable across Chadic, pointing to a shared inheritance of gender from Proto-
Chadic. Indeed, both Stolbova (2016) and Schuh (2019) consider gender to be
an inherited feature of Proto-Chadic from Proto-Afro-Asiatic, despite similarly
reconstructing the absence of clearly detectable gender marking morphemes.
In this sense, we may consider the category of gender in Chadic as akin to
grammatical gender in German, in which much of the overt nominal marking
of the more archaic language (Proto-Germanic, Proto-Indo-European) has been
lost, but gender remains as a robust inflectional category across the noun phrase.
The gender system of Cushitic resembles that of Chadic in a number of re-
spects. Most notably, gender is frequently zero-marked on nouns, such that the
gender of any given noun is difficult or impossible to determine simply from the
surface structure and is only revealed through concord. A distinctly marked
feminine gender is nevertheless detectable in Beja, both in the form of the
gender-agreeing case-prefixes/articles, as well as in the form of a true feminine
suffix, surviving as -t, and in the Agaw languages, where it is marked with -t,
though only on the accusative-absolute form of the noun. The corresponding
masculines are unmarked. Another feature which is shared with Chadic is the
fact that in many Cushitic languages, number and gender are not independent
features of nominals. In Chadic, we have seen that plurality behaves as an ex-
clusive class with respect to masculine/feminine, whereas in Cushitic, plurality
instigates what is commonly referred to as "gender polarity," a phenomenon
wherein the gender of a noun is inverted when it is pluralized (M→F, F→M).
Thus gender polarity perhaps reflects a time when Cushitic, like Chadic, had
a nominal system in which gender and number were conflated as values within
a single system of nominal inflection. Several Cushitic gender systems are pre-
sented below, adapted from Appleyard (2011).
15In which both the Hausa article -r̃ [-r] and the Musey article -ra reflect a Proto-Chadic
*-ta, which has been tapped intervocalically.
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Masc. Fem. Pl.
Afar-Saho áwka awká irri (M)
Somali ínan inán ínammo (F)
Oromo nama lafa namōta (M)
Bilin g@rwä gänä-t g@r@w (C)
Beja Bare tak yās-t yas-tDetermined » ō-tak ti-yās ti-yas
Figure 1.11: Gender Marking Across Cushitic Languages
The category of gender requires the most discussion as it pertains to Omotic.
The Omotic languages are often described by scholars, such as Ehret (1995),
as completely lacking the category of nominal gender. Indeed, this is one of
the arguments that Ehret musters in support of his positioning of Omotic as
the first and most divergent branch of Afro-Asiatic, suggesting that the other
branches innovated the gender system together at some point in their common,
non-Omotic lineage. It must be noted, however, that when scholars refer to
the lack of Omotic gender, they are referring to the absence in Omotic of the
characteristic *-t suffix indicating feminine gender, for gender as a morphological
category is alive and well within the Omotic family. Nominal gender is reflected
in verbal agreement affixes for 3rd Sg., in agreement with various deictics and
determiners, and even on the noun itself in the case of animate nouns with
biological sexes.
We may even question the notion that Omotic lacks the common Afro-Asiatic
feminine marker *-t, as Bender (1989) notes that many Omotic languages, in-
cluding Kulla (-to, -ta, -tu), Konta (-tu), Zayse (-ti), and Kore (-ita, -itte, -atse)
all attest feminine gender markers, which would appear to be fine potential re-
flexes of the original *-t form. Given these facts, we might more rightly consider
Omotic, as it pertains to gender, to be quite similar to Cushitic. Omotic inher-
ited the system of gender differentiation from Proto-Afro-Asiatic but has either
partially or completely lost the morphemes which originally signaled this dis-
tinction on nouns. Nevertheless, the category is still active on the marking of
verbs and on deictic elements throughout the noun phrase.
Considering the state of gender marking across the various daughter branches,
we may reconstruct the gender system of Proto-Afro-Asiatic with comparative
clarity. Two grammatical genders are securely reconstructable, with the mascu-
line being morphologically unmarked and functioning as the default gender in
nouns16. The feminine gender, meanwhile, was overtly marked. The forms at-
tested in the daughters allow for two possible shapes for this feminine morpheme
(*-v̆t or *-t). It is possible that both shapes occurred in Proto-Afro-Asiatic,
16Despite this, there is a semi-strong tendency in Afro-Asiatic languages for grammatically
feminine forms to become default in plural marking, likely due to the cross-contamination of
the feminine suffix in *-t and the collective suffix in *-t
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but we consider the reconstruction of *-t to be more primary, for a number of
reasons. First, this is the form recoverable on pronouns and deictics in the per-
sistent n/t/n system of number and gender marking which occurs throughout
Afro-Asiatic as demonstrated by Greenberg (1960). It would also appear to be
the more basic of the morphological forms recoverable from Berber, Semitic, and
Cushitic, where the original, unaltered system is presumably retained. Sample
reconstructed Proto-Afro-Asiatic nominals are presented below.
Masculine FeminineMarked Unmarked
Afro-Asiatic *»ab17 "father" *»am-t18 "woman" *» v̆mm "mother"19
Figure 1.12: Reconstructable Gender Marking in Proto-Afro-Asiatic
1.3.1.3 Number Inflection
In contrast to nominal gender, inflection for number is significantly more difficult
to reconstruct in its precise form for Proto-Afro-Asiatic. Number is present as an
active category of nominal inflection in all Afro-Asiatic daughters, and appears
as a category in verbal inflection in all daughters which retain an explicit form
of finite verbal inflection. Singular vs. plural categories are recoverable from
all branches, while duals are attested in Semitic and Egyptian, and sporadically
in the Chadic pronominal system20. Despite the commonality of the number
as a category, the distinct forms of the plural morphemes are quite difficult to
reconstruct, being rather disparate across the branches.
We may begin our investigation of number in Semitic, where the forms of
nominal pluralization are most well-known. Traditionally, Semitic plurals are
referred to as belonging to one of two basic types; "sound plurals" and "broken
plurals." The sound plurals, which we might today call the concatenative plu-
rals, are those plurals formed with distinct pluralizing suffixes. For masculine
nouns, plurality is bound up with case marking, as the plurals are formed by the
lengthening of the characteristic case marking vowel21. The feminines are also
formed by lengthening, but not of the case vowel. Rather, they are formed by
17Arabic »ab, possibly Egyptian <»»b.t> "family," Izayan ibba, Hausa ūbà, Agaw abaa,
possibly Dizi »yab
18Akkadian amtu, Egyptian <»ım»».t> "female animal," Warji ámái, Kambatta amta
19Akkadian ummu, Tahaggart ma, Egyptian <mw.t> extended with .t, Kilba āmà, Sidamo
ama
20Northern Berber languages also attest to a morphological dual ending, but it is rather
transparently a borrowing of the Arabic dual ending reanalyzed as a word-level clitic meaning
"two." Such forms are not commonly reconstructed for Proto-Berber.
21Or by the apparent retention of a lengthened suffix which is originally a case-vowel in
function in those languages which lose case marking, as in the case of the Hebrew plural -im.
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the lengthening of the *-(a)t feminine suffix to *-āt, regardless of case. In addi-
tion to these simple concatenative plurals, Semitic languages, like Afro-Asiatic
more generally, are characterized by "broken plurals," which are formed not by
the addition of suffixes, but by the apparent non-concatenative manipulation
of the nominal stem. A number of such broken plural "patterns" are attested
throughout Semitic. For more information, see section 3.1.4. Reconstructions of
nominal plural formations are presented below, adapted from Lipiński (2001).
Sound Plural Broken PluralMasc. Fem.
Nom. *-ū *-āt *kalb ∼ *»aklābObl. *-̄ı
Figure 1.13: Plural Formation in Semitic
The formation of plurality is likewise quite easy to reconstruct in Proto-
Berber, where the distinction between sound plurals and broken plurals is sim-
ilarly attested. However, the Berber sound plurals are not directly related in
form to their Semitic counterparts. Berber sound plurals are not intermeshed
with case-marking as in Semitic, although the Berber case marking prefixes do
have distinct singular and plural forms which agree with the number of the
noun to which they append. Masculines form their plurals by the affixation of a
*-an suffix, while feminines are formed with *-̄ın. The broken plurals are again
formed by the manipulation of the nominal stem directly. For more information
on the broken plural patterns of Berber, consult section 4.1.3.2. The basic plural
forms of Proto-Berber are presented below, adapted from Prasse (1974).
Sound Plural Broken PluralMasc. Fem.
*-an *-̄ın *ā-dkir ∼ ı̄-dukrān
Figure 1.14: Plural Formation in Berber
Approximately the same system, that of sound plurals mixed with broken
plurals, is attested in Ancient Egyptian. In hieroglyphic Egyptian, it is entirely
clear that the sound plural of masculine nouns is formed by the addition of a
suffix written as <.w>, while feminines are formed by the transparently derived
suffix <.wt>. To identify the precise shape of these plural affixes, however, we
must again rely primarily on the attestation of Coptic. And here the situation
is further complicated, because the original Egyptian system of pluralization
does not survive into Coptic as such. Rather, only a few archaically pluralized
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nouns survive, and we must use this sparse attestation to recover a picture of
the form of the Middle Egyptian plural moprhemes. Consider the Coptic forms
presented below.
Hieroglyphic Coptic
















Figure 1.15: Sound Plurals in Coptic and Hieroglyphic Egyptian
Due to their unstressed position at the ends of words, the Middle Egyptian
plural suffixes themselves do not survive directly into Coptic. There is general
agreement that the form of the feminine sound plural must have been something
like *-wv̆t. As revealed by alternations such as /ime//iome, corresponding to
Middle Egyptian *hi»ımv̆t/*hi»ıamwv̆t, the addition of the feminine suffix <.wt>
did not create an open syllable and must therefore have been consonant initial.
The form of the masculine sound-plural suffix is somewhat more difficult to
recover. Scholars have proposed varying forms, including *-aw (Loprieno, 1995),
*-uw (Callender, 1987), *-wu (Vergote, 1969), and *-ū (Vycichl, 1955). For this
paper, we remain relatively agnostic regarding the precise nature of the Egyptian
sound-plural suffix, aside from the observation that, on the basis of Coptic, it
must not have been consonant initial.
In the southern Afro-Asiatic languages, by contrast, the marking of plural
is considerably more variable, and it is far more difficult to reconstruct a single
ending even for each family respectively. In some Chadic languages, particu-
larly those in Central Chadic and in the Bole-Tangale group of Western Chadic,
nominal plurality is largely unmarked. Schuh (2019) notes that in Bole, for ex-
ample, only 165 of 2400 surveyed nouns attest overt morphological plural forms,
and nearly all of these represent animates, either human or animal. He likewise
notes a "nearly exhaustive" list of morphologically plural nouns in Kapsiki,
which totals 15.
More common are those languages which exhibit common morphological
plurality, and these point to a few distinctive Proto-Chadic markers, though
only a few bear close resemblance to forms outside Chadic. Newman (1990)






Of consonantal suffixes, Newman reconstructs three for Proto-Chadic, with
the most common and best-attested being the *-aki plural suffix. Another is
a plural in *-n, bearing a certain similarity to like plurals attested in Berber.
Finally, there is a plural morpheme in *-d. (i) of uncertain origin. Attestations
of these plurals across the four major Chadic branches are presented below,
adapted from Newman (1990).
West Chadic Central Chadic East Chadic Masa
*-aki Hausa: -àk̄ı Podoko: -áki Mukulu: -àgi Musey: -v̆gi
*-n Hausa: -an(n)̄ı Gude: -nyi Kera: -a/@ŋ Masa: -nai22
*-d. (i) Ngizim: -d. Gidar: -d. e/i Mukulu: -d. i –
Figure 1.16: Consonantal Suffixed Plurals in Chadic
Newman likewise notes four common vowel-suffix plurals, though he men-
tioned that the lack of solid reconstructions of Proto-Chadic vowels, taken to-
gether with the general instability of vowels diachronically, makes these forms
more difficult to reconstruct. Newman reconstructs only two with any degree
of certainty to Proto-Chadic; the *-i plural and the *-ay plurals.
West Chadic Central Chadic East Chadic Masa
*-i Hausa: -̄ı Margi: -i Migama: -i Musey: -i
*-ay Hausa: -ai Gude: -@y@ Dangaleat: -ai Masa: -ai
Figure 1.17: Vocalic Suffixed Plurals in Chadic
Chadic is known to have a number of non-concatenative, "internal" plurals.
Despite the superficial similarity with Berber and Semitic, however, they are
typically regarded as Chadic internal developments, and few are conventionally
reconstructed for the common Chadic period. One such form which is recon-
structed for Proto-Chadic, and which does bear a striking resemblance to other
AA plural formations, is the so-called "internal <a>" plural. We may charac-
terize this plural form, depending on our theoretical orientation, either as the
infixation of an <˘̄a> morpheme, or the templatic interdigitation of a / ˘̄V/ into
the root skeleton. Sample internal <a> plurals from Chadic are provided below,
adapted from Newman (1990).




West Chadic (Ron) shôm shwǎm
Central Chadic (Logone) hlin hlan
East Chadic (Dangaleat) tapìrò tapàr
Masa –
Figure 1.18: "Internal <a>" Plurals in Chadic
Although reduplication is rather common as a process for plural formation
in the languages of the world, the Chadic languages attest a particular type of
reduplicative plurals which is shared with their Cushitic and Omotic sisters to
the east. Chadic plural reduplication takes the specific form of *-VC(V) in which
the C represents the final stem consonant, while the vowel(s) of the suffix is/are
either copied from a prior vowel in the word, or simply fixed as part of the suffix
(this is particularly true of the reduplicated plurals of Hausa). Reduplicated
plurals often co-occur with other plural morphemes, such as the plural suffixes.
This leaves open the question (discussed further in section 1.3.1.5 below) of
whether reduplication began as a derivational process, such as for the formation
of collective nouns, which were then subject to normal affixing pluralization, or
whether this co-occurrence is simply an instance of redundant double marking
of the sort seen with some regularity in diachronic linguistics. Examples of
reduplicated plurals are provided below, again from Newman (1990).
Sg. Pl.
West Chadic (Ron) gùl gùlal
Central Chadic (Mbara) yòmo yòmōmó
East Chadic (Bidiya) »úcò »ucác
Masa –
Figure 1.19: Reduplicated Plurals in Chadic
Plural formation in Cushitic is similar in a number of respects to that of
Chadic. Both affixing and internal plurals are attested, though both come in a
dizzying array of distinctive formations. Many are particular to a single branch
of Cushitic, or indeed even to a single language. Nevertheless, several are com-
mon or distinctive enough to be postulated for Proto-Cushitic. In his discussion
of Cushitic nominal plurality, Zaborski (1986) does not utilize Newman’s cate-
gorization of plural morphemes, but they are appropriate for Cushitic as well.
Consonantal suffixes show a number of Afro-Asiatic cognate forms. *-t plu-
rals likely represent old derived collectives (as attested in Semitic, for example)
which have become incorporated into the nominal paradigm. The *-n plural
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may be shared with Berber, Chadic, and possibly Semitic, and may represent
the ancestor forms of the Cushitic *-m plurals. The plurals in *-k are likely
cognate with the *-aki plurals of Chadic. Consonantal plurals are presented
below, adapted from Zaborski (1986).
Beja Agaw Rift East Cushitic
*-t – Qimant: -t1 – Afar-Saho: -ta
*-n – Agaw: -än Iraqw: -en Somali: -an
*-m – – Iraqw: -emu Sidamo: -ma
*-k – Awngi: -ka Iraqw: -kw Dahalo: -eka/i
Figure 1.20: Consonantal Suffixed Plurals in Cushitic
Vocalic suffixes are somewhat fewer in number, but they include many of
the suffixes which show some of the best cognation with outside plural affixes.
The plural in *-v̆w evokes the <.w> and (possibly) the *-ū masculine plurals of
Egyptian and Semitic respectively. The *-v̆y plural appears to be a dead ringer
for the *-ay plural of Chadic, and the *-a plural may be cognate with similar
formations in Omotic. Examples of vocalic plural suffixes are presented below,
again from Zaborski (1986).
Beja Agaw Rift East Cushitic
*-w – Qimant: -ū/w – Afar-Saho: -wa
*-y – Khamir: -tay Afar-Saho: -ay
*-a -a – Oromo: -a
Figure 1.21: Vocalic Suffixed Plurals in Cushitic
Reduplicated plurals are also quite strongly attested in Cushitic, and here
we see arguably the strongest cognation between two Afro-Asiatic plural for-
matives, as the Cushitic reduplicated plurals show precisely the same final con-
sonant reduplication, with optional vowel copying, which is seen in Chadic.
Moreover, the reduplicative plural is far better attested in Cushitic than any of
the "sound" affixing-plurals, appearing in three of the four major branches of
Cushitic, excepting Beja, which has a simpler system of nominal pluralization,
as seen below (again from Zaborski (1986)). Beja attests reduplicated plurals
on adjectives only, and these appear to be of a different sort, reduplicating the




Agaw (Bilin) 1l 1l1l
Rift (Gorowa) ´̄ako ākókî» i
East Cushitic (Somali) af afaf
Figure 1.22: Reduplicated Plurals in Cushitic
Cushitic languages are also strongly characterized by a distinctive inter-
nal plural formation involving alternations of vowel length within the nominal
stem. This "broken" plural form has been speculatively linked with the "inter-
nal <a>" plural of Afro-Asiatic, though the connection is far from clear. More
interestingly, although the long vs. short alternation is widely-attested within
the family, there is clade-internal disagreement over the use of the forms. Beja,
for instance, contrasts singulars with long, stem-internal vowels and plurals with
short vowels. In Afar-Saho, however, the roles are reversed, with short vowels in
singular stems and long vowels in their corresponding plurals. Iraqw may attest




Rift (Iraqw) mūna mune
Rift (Iraqw) digima digēmi
East Cushitic (Afar-Saho) h.utuk h.utūka
Figure 1.23: Vowel-Length Internal Plurals in Cushitic
The Agaw languages have been left absent here as they do not directly attest
the length-alternation plural formations which characterize the remainder of
Cushitic. They do, however, directly attest the internal a-plurals, which we
have noted for Chadic, as in mändäq "wall" vs. mänad1q "walls" in Bilin.
Indeed, it is the presence of these internal a-plurals in the Agaw languages that
leads scholars to postulate that this form underlies the lengthened plurals of the
other languages, supposing, for instance, that Beja yam goes back to an original
*yaam, Iraqw mūna and digēmi go back to original *mauna and *digaimi, and
Afar-Saho h. utūka reflects an original *h. utauka. For the purposes of our analysis,
we remain agnostic regarding the origin of the lengthened plurals of Cushitic,
as this has no bearing on expected syncopation.
To close out our discussion of plurality in Cushitic, we may note that Cushitic
languages also attest to the formation of plurals by the shifting of accent from
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its position in the singular stem. Plurals of this sort are attested in forms
such as Beja had. ´̄ab "lion" vs. hád. āb "lions" or Afar-Saho ayró "day" vs. áyro
"days." Despite the relative commonality of such plural forms across Cushitic,
the pattern itself is not typically reconstructed for the proto-language, as most
scholars regard plurals of this sort as the vestige of old affixed plurals, in which
the presence of the original affix triggered a recalculation of accent placement
before being lost due to subsequent sound changes.
Finally, we can turn our attention to plural marking in Omotic. As one
might expect, data from Omotic is the poorest for any Afro-Asiatic branch.
Nevertheless, we can discuss plurality in Omotic to the extent that it has been
analyzed. Bender (2000), in his discussion of plurality notes:
As is true of many Ethiopia-area languages, in Omotic the sg. form
is often used for pl., especially with numerals and other quanti-
fiers. Singular nouns end in terminal vowels (TVs), while plurals
are unmarked or have suffixes which are usually more than simple
V. There is no pervasive Omotic plural suffix.
Of the many plural morphemes which occur across Omotic, those most rel-
evant to our discussion would appear to be the forms in *-n and in *-t. Bender
notes these as both the most common of the plural formatives found within
the family, and those which are the most likely to show potential cognation
outside of it. The *-n plural, he notes is quite common and bears strong re-
semblance to its counterparts in Berber, Chadic, etc. The *-t plural looks like
a strong cognate with the similar forms of Cushitic. Examples of these plural
morphemes from the major Omotic branches are provided below, adapted from
Bender (2000).
*-t Plural *-n Plural
Ometo Wolaytta: -ati Malé: -ansi
Gimira-Yem-Kafa Bench: -nd Bench: -nd
Dizoid Dizi: -el23
Aroid – Hamer: -na
Mao –
Figure 1.24: *-t and *-n Plurals in Omotic
It is likewise important to note that the internal or broken plurals which else-
where characterize Afro-Asiatic are, on the whole, absent from Omotic. Newman
remarks on the absence of the internal a-plural from the family, and likewise
mentions that reduplication as a plural formation process is rather uncommon.
23Speculated by Bender to result from the lenition or tapping of an originally intervocalic
*t.
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Further, to the extent that reduplication does occur in Omotic, it is typically
full reduplication (as in Shinasha bolla "mule" vs. bollobollá "mules," from
Hayward (2012)) and it is therefore unlikely that we should group these plu-
ral formations with their more morphologically distinctive Cushitic and Chadic
counterparts. He does mention the sporadic presence of Chadic/Cushitic-type
reduplicative plurals in the Kefoid and Yem languages, citing examples like Yem
asa/asusa "man/men." Because such forms are relatively uncommon in Omotic,
it is unclear whether these represent true cognate forms, or merely convergent
but independent developments.
Despite this prevalence of plurality as a nominal category across Afro-Asiatic,
the data from the daughter languages makes it quite difficult to reconstruct ei-
ther a single plural affix or a set of plural affixes to the Proto-Language. The
so-called broken or internal plurals are, outside of Omotic, ubiquitous through-
out the family and it would appear that plurals of this form can likely be pro-
jected back to Proto-Afro-Asiatic. The specific forms of these broken plurals,
including the internal a-plural, are difficult to reconstruct as their precise forms
can appear quite distinct across the daughter branches. For the sound plurals,
the situation is even less clear. All daughters attest to plurality as a nominal
category, to a greater or lesser degree, but few of the morphemes used in the
formation of these sound plurals show strong cognation beyond a single branch
or two.
The most common of the sound-plural affixes is without question the plu-
ral in *-n, being attested as a noun-plural suffix in Berber, Chadic, Cushitic,
possibly Omotic, and even Semitic in the plurals of, for example, the South
Semitic languages. We are nevertheless reluctant to reconstruct this morpheme
as the clear sound-plural affix of Proto-Afro-Asiatic, as it seems likely that this
morpheme began as the plural marker of the deictic/pronominal n/t/n system
of number/gender marking, as first proposed by Greenberg (1960). Consider
the following determiners or pronouns from various Afro-Asiatic daughters.
M. F. Pl.
Semitic (Ge’ez) z@n-tu z@t-ti »@lon-tu
Egyptian <pn>24 <tn> <nn>
Berber (Wargla) wid. id. @n tid. id. @t id. id. @nin
Chadic (Masa) -na -ta -na
Cushitic (Beja) ben bet bal̄ın
Omotic –
Figure 1.25: n/t/n Agreement System in Afro-Asiatic Pronouns/Deictics
24The origin of the <p> element of the masculine form is unclear, as it is elsewhere unat-
tested in Afro-Asiatic. It may represent an attempt on the part of native speakers to differ-
entiate the masculine and plural forms. Regardless, it has little bearing on the prevalence of
the n/t/n system more broadly.
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While it is possible that this *-n form was the plural marker of both the
deictic/determiner paradigm and of bare nominals, the fact that it is attested
sporadically as a plural marker across the daughters suggests that has been
shifted over from the pronominal system into nouns independently along each
line of descent. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that while *-n is
attested as a plural marker in Chadic, it is frequently only so for determined
nouns. We are therefore reluctant to reconstruct this morpheme as the sound
plural marker of nominal in Proto-Afro-Asiatic.
The other plural affixes attested in the daughters are typically confined to
only a few branches, making their secure reconstruction to Proto-Afro-Asiatic
effectively impossible. The Egyptian and Semitic masculine plurals (<.w> and
*-ū respectively) make a plausible cognate pair, but are generally unattested
outside of these two branches. Cushitic and Chadic show plurals in *-k, but
again, these are practically unseen elsewhere in the family, including in Omotic,
with which Cushitic has had substantial contact and may be more closely re-
lated. Likewise, Cushitic and Omotic share a plural in *-t25, but this form is
both unattested elsewhere, and is likely better analyzed as the outcome of the
collective suffix in *-t, as in Semitic numerals such as *śalāt
¯
-at "three, a triad"
or Egyptian collectives like <sb»»> "star" vs. <sb»».t> "constellation," which
has been reinterpreted by speakers as a maker of plurality. Even among the
broken plurals, where we find the stem-final consonant reduplication of Chadic
and Cushitic, we are perhaps better-served as treating this plural formation as
the reanalysis of some older derivational process of reduplication, the same pro-
cess which gave rise to the large numbers of reduplicated C1-C2-C2 roots in the
Northern Afro-Asiatic daughters, as well as independently within Cushitic.
Taking into consideration the great variability and contradictory nature of
the evidence from the Afro-Asiatic daughter languages with respect to the shape
of nominal plural morphemes, one is almost tempted to conclude that Proto-
Afro-Asiatic, like Proto-Sino-Tibetan, lacked true morphological plurality on
nouns26. Such a conclusion is likely unwise, however, in the case of Afro-Asiatic.
In Sino-Tibetan, the absence of plurality is conserved in a number of daughter
languages, such as Mandarin or Tibetan, and is likewise absent from any agree-
ment or concord morphemes throughout the grammar. In Afro-Asiatic this is
not so. As we have discussed, all Afro-Asiatic daughters reflect an active plural
category, and plurality is deeply enmeshed in the pronominal system, agreement
with deictics and adjectives, and even on agreement morphemes indicating the
subjects of finite verbs.
We consider it, therefore, more likely that Proto-Afro-Asiatic nominals did
indeed have morphological plural forms, but that due to the time depth which
separates the Proto-Afro-Asiatic language from the present day, the precise form
of such a morpheme or morphemes is unrecoverable. For the purposes of our pro-
posed syncopation analysis, we will return to our discussion of plural formation
as we trace the development of the Afro-Asiatic morphological system along its
25Connections with the Chadic plural in *-d. are unclear.
26Or, if we grant the presence of the broken-plural formations, that it lacked true plural
affixes for nominal inflection
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various lines of descent, where plural morphemes appear with far greater clarity.
1.3.1.4 Case Inflection
Finally, we may discuss whether the Afro-Asiatic noun was inflected for case.
Outside of the pronominal system, which attests a possessive, an objective and
a seemingly elsewhere-used "independent" form, nominal-case marking is com-
pletely unattested in Ancient Egyptian. The lack of reliable vocalization for
older stages of Egyptian, combined with the well-known loss of word-final short
vowels in Egyptian27 means that any case-marking vowels which might originally
have been present would have been expected to be lost.
The Chadic languages are likewise commonly regarded as being a caseless
branch of Afro-Asiatic, but this is not entirely true. While largely absent from
the family, distinct case-marking for direct objects is attested in the Central-
Chadic-A languages Gude and Lamang. These languages share a common ac-
cusative case marking prefix, taking the form of t́@- (Gude) and t- (Lamang).
This system of case marking does not appear to be particularly deeply embedded
within the grammatical structure of either language, being neither an obligatory
case marker nor permissible at all with semantically indefinite direct objects.
This latter fact has led to the conclusion that this form began as an original
deictic and has since switched its function to that of case marking. We may
rightly regard this case-marking prefix as an innovation of the Central-Chadic-
A branch and, indeed, neither Stolbova (2016) nor Schuh (2019) reconstruct any
case marking to the common Proto-Chadic stage.
In the Cushitic branch, in contrast to Egyptian and Chadic, we find that case
marking is far more widely attested, appearing in all major Cushitic branches
except South Cushitic. The Cushitic case systems are, in general, characterized
by a distinctive marked-nominative system in which the accusative case form is
unmarked and functions as the citation form of the noun, while the nominative
form receives overt case marking and is used solely as the subject of verbs28.
Although the rather striking marked-nominative alignment seems to be quite
securely reconstructable to the Cushitic family as a whole, the actual morphemes
or morphological processes which mark case do not point cleanly to a single se-
cure reconstruction of case marking in Proto-Cushitic. In several East Cushitic
languages, such as Sidamo or Afar-Saho, we find systems in which the nomina-
tive is marked by a -i/-u, while the accusative is unmarked. In these systems,
case is typically marked only on masculine nouns, and only those masculine
nouns ending in vowels. It is not entirely clear that it is possible to reconstruct
27The stage at which word-final short vowels was lost in Egyptian is uncertain. They are
clearly absent from Coptic, and they would appear to have been absent from the Late Egyptian
of the Amarna letters as well. Whether this means they were lost in Proto-Egyptian itself,
or at some point in the development from Proto-Egyptian to Late Egyptian is impossible to
recover.
28In the literature regarding case marking in Cushitic, this system is sometimes misrepre-
sented as an ergative-absolutive system, due to the distributional similarities between the true
absolutive case of the ergative system and the citation accusative of the marked nominative.
Despite this confusion, the Cushitic languages are decidedly not ergative.
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this system even to the level of Proto-East-Cushitic, however, as other East
Cushitic languages attest quite different systems with obviously different ori-
gins. Oromo, a Lowland East-Cushitic language like Afar-Saho, rather attests
a system in which the accusative is unmarked, but the nominative is marked on
both masculine and feminine nouns by suffixes -ni and -tí respectively. Somali,
another Lowland East-Cushitic language, attests an entirely different system,
one in which the marking of the nominative case involves the change of tone
from H to L on the last syllable of the noun, though this tonal displacement
does not occur if the noun is marked by a definite determiner. The Central
Cushitic languages attest a different system, one in which the accusative is no
longer unmarked, but rather, indicated by an -s suffix, while the nominative is
either unmarked or shows the same -i/-u marking as in East Cushitic. Beja,
the most divergent Cushitic branch, likewise attests the most divergent case-
marking system, with both nominative and accusative being indicated by case
marking prefixes for both masculine and feminine nouns. A summary of these
case systems is presented below, adapted from Hasselbach (2013) and Appleyard
(2011).
Masc. Sg. Fem. Sg.
Beja Nom.
»ū-/wi- ti-
Acc. » ō-/wi-/-b ti-
Sidamo Nom. -i/-u -∅Acc. -∅ -∅
Afar-Saho Nom. -i/-u -∅Acc. -∅ -∅
Oromo Nom. -ni -tíAcc. -∅ -∅
Somali Nom. inan naagiAcc. inán náág
Bilin Nom. -∅ -∅Acc. -s -t
Qimant Nom. -i/-a -tAcc. -s -t
Figure 1.26: Case Marking Across Cushitic
These attested forms make the reconstruction of a Proto-Cushitic case sys-
tem somewhat difficult. Sasse (1984) suggests that way may reconstruct, on the
basis of similarities among East Cushitic, Agaw, and Beja, a system of nominal





Figure 1.27: Proto-Cushitic Case System from Sasse (1984)
This reconstruction is not without difficulty, however. Tosco (1994), for
example, regards the case-marking function of these affixes as secondary, and
suggests, given their striking usage often with definite nouns only, that the
original function of the *-i/*-u marker was as a topic or focus discourse marker
and that Proto-Cushitic had no overt marking of case on nominals.
Although they are more poorly attested, the case systems of the Omotic
languages should rightly be discussed alongside their Cushitic counterparts as
they appear to be quite similar in form, function, and origin, and may possibly
represent a component of the grammar common to an Cushitic-Omotic group.
Within Omotic, most nouns end with what are commonly referred to as terminal
or thematic vowels. These terminal vowels are separable from the nominal root
and are clearly distinct affixes, but, like the theme vowels of Romance verbal
classes, provide little to no semantic or grammatical content. The accusative
case in most Omotic languages corresponds to this nominal form marked with
the terminal vowel. The nominative case forms of the various Omotic languages
show some similarities with their Cushitic counterparts. In many of the Ometo
languages, the nominative case forms are marked by a -i/-y suffix whereas Aari
and Dizi attest nominative-case marking in *-n, like Oromo. A summary of
some Omotic case-marking forms is provided below, adapted from Hasselbach
(2013).
Nom. Acc.
DEF INDEF DEF INDEF
Zayse -i/-y -∅
C’ara -i/-y -a
Aari -(i)na/-(i)ne -∅ -(i)nam -∅
Male -í kaní -i kani
Figure 1.28: Example Case Marking in Omotic
In Berber, unlike in Cushitic or Omotic, we a find a much clearer picture of
the case marking across the daughters, and a much cleaner reconstruction for
Proto-Berber. The Berber case system was traditionally described using termi-
nology borrowed from the Arabic grammatical tradition, with the two Berber
cases referred to as the "free state" and the "construct/annexed state." This re-
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flects the fact that the case system of Berber was known, even in pre-theoretic
terms, to be quite different from the case system of Arabic and Semitic at large.
Much like that of Cushitic, the Berber case system is sometimes erroneously
described as an ergative-absolutive alignment, as its so-called "free state" can
be used as the citation form of nouns, to mark the subjects of predication, and
to mark the objects of transitive verbs. This description is not accurate, since,
as noted by Satzinger (2000) and König (2008), the construct state, which is
supposed to correspond to the ergative under this analysis, is used not only to
indicate the subject of transitive or agentive verbs, but also for the subjects of
any finite verb, though not subjects of predication. Consider the examples from





















‘This boy is your son’
Given these facts, we may rightly suggest that the Berber case system is
cognate in structure with the system of Cushitic; namely that it is a marked-
nominative or so-called nominative-absolute system, with the "construct state"
corresponding to a true nominative or subjective case, and the "free state"
representing the absolute or generalized accusative. As illustrated in the sim-
ple example sentences provided above, the case markers of Berber are prefixed
rather than suffixed, and this state of affairs is reconstructable all the way back
to Proto-Berber, where Prasse (1974) reconstructs the following case markers.
Free Construct
Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl.
M *ā- *̄ı- *wa- *wi-
F *tā- *t̄ı- *ta- *ti-
Figure 1.29: Proto-Berber Case-Marking "State Prefixes"
Case is securely reconstructable for Proto-Semitic, although it is distribu-
tionally somewhat rare among attested Semitic languages. The full Semitic case
system is attested in East Semitic in the form of Akkadian. It is reconstructable
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for Ugaritic, on the basis of nominals stems ending in *» where vocalism is indi-
cated in the written tradition. Arabic clearly once retained this Proto-Semitic
case system, as it is correctly described by the Classical Arabic grammarians
and prescribed in formal written Arabic. Nevertheless, there is evidence from
the writing of Arabic names in Nabataean Aramaic inscriptions as early as the
2nd century CE that the case system had either collapsed entirely or was col-
lapsing as an active part of the grammar of spoken or vernacular Arabics. A
remnant or partial case system survives in the Ethiopic branch. Otherwise, in
the Modern Arabics, in Hebrew, Phoenician, and Aramaic, in the Modern South
Arabian languages, case is unattested.
Those Semitic languages which do attest to case point to a single system in-
herited from Proto-Semitic. This Semitic case system is essentially nominative-
accusative, with the addition of a genitive case, which effectively functions as
an all-purpose oblique. Nouns are divided into two inflectional classes typically
referred to as triptotes and diptotes. Triptotic nouns decline for all three (NOM,
ACC, GEN) of the cases reconstructable for Proto-Semitic, while the diptotic
nouns reflect a reduced case system featuring a full nominative, and a combined
ACC-GEN. The reconstructable case system of Proto-Semitic is presented be-
low, adapted from Lipiński (2001).
Triptote Diptote
Sg. Dl. Pl. Sg. Dl. Pl.
Nom *-u *-ā *-ū *-u *-ā *-ū
Acc *-a *-ay *-̄ı *-a *-ay *-̄ıGen *-i
Figure 1.30: Proto-Semitic Case Marking
Although the attested Semitic languages clearly reflect a more conventional
nominative-accusative alignment, there is some reason to believe that this sys-
tem may have arisen from an older marked nominative system more akin to that
of Berber or Cushitic/Omotic. The most striking piece of evidence is the pres-
ence and behavior of the so-called "absolute state" in archaic Semitic languages
like Akkadian and Eblaite. The absolute state was a zero-case-marked form of
the noun, which appeared to have been used as a citation form (as in Akkadian
ištēn "one" or Aššur), the form of the vocative (Akkadian šar! "Oh king!,")
the subject of predication (Ea rab̄ı/Ištar rabiat "Ea/Ištar is great,") as well as
possibly originally the object of prepositions, as in frozen Akkadian expressions
such as ultu rēš adi k̄ıd "from beginning to end," or ana dār "for eternity."
These forms are consistent with an analysis in which the Proto-Semitic marked
accusative arose from an originally unmarked accusative with the additional,
non-argument roles of the unmarked accusative surviving in the zero-marked
absolute state. Although the absolute state does not survive as such into Clas-
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sical Arabic, we should probably regard the usage of the accusative (or more
generally the non-nominative in plural and diptote inflection) as the case form
associated with some archaic copular constructions in Classical Arabic as a ves-
tige of the originally marked nominative status.
To summarize, case marking is quite common throughout Afro-Asiatic; is
completely absent from only one family, Egyptian; largely absent from another,
Chadic; and otherwise well-attested in the remaining four branches. These
case systems tend to point towards an otherwise cross-linguistically uncommon
marked-nominative or nominative-absolute system being common to the fam-
ily as a whole. However, the individual morphemes which indicate case across
each branch, and indeed within each branch, often appear to be non-cognate
or difficult to trace to any obviously cognate morphological system of Proto-
Afro-Asiatic case marking. Given this data, it seems likely that case was, in
some capacity, present at the common Afro-Asiatic stage, but we cannot di-
rectly reconstruct individual case-marking morphemes, and we therefore cannot
evaluate their potential impact on syncopation.
1.3.1.5 Nominal Derivation
It seems clear that Proto-Afro-Asiatic possessed a system of nominal derivation
which included simple prefixes (*C ˘̄V-) and suffixes (*- ˘̄VC/*-C ˘̄V). A few of these
derivational affixes are securely reconstructable to the common Afro-Asiatic pe-
riod, such as the *mv̆- prefix which forms agent, location, instrument or deverbal
nouns (Takács (2007)), while others, such as the denominal adjectival formative
*-iy, the so-called nisba formation of Semitic, Egyptian, and possibly Berber
(Vycichl (1952)) have a more limited distribution throughout the family.
The status of infixes in nominal derivation is unclear. Unlike the verbal
system, which seems to have clearly infixed morphemes, the system of nominal
derivation does not exhibit any obviously cognate infixed morphemes short of
the usage of infixed verbal forms in the creation of deverbal nouns. Finally, we
may discuss reduplication in nominal derivation. We have previously mentioned
the role reduplication plays in the formation of plurals in Chadic and Cushitic,
but reduplication is also attested in nominal formation, though its role is un-
clear. Complete reduplication is attested in various forms such as Arabic kawkab
"star" (from *kabkab) or Akkadian galgaltu "hunger." Partial reduplication is
also attested in the formation of three-consonant root forms from original bilit-
erals, as in Egyptian <qbb> vs. Somali qabō, or Akkadian libbu, and Kilba líbìbì
vs. Egyptian <»ıb>, Somali lāb or Anfillo yibō. It is unclear whether this partial
reduplication was originally a distinctive derivational process (perhaps the same
one which gave rise to the Chadic and Cushitic plurals), or simply whether this




The verbal morphology of Proto-Afro-Asiatic is significantly more robust than
its nominal counterpart. Finite verbs inflect for a much larger number of distinct
morphological categories than do nouns, and more of those forms are marked
with overt morphemes. In addition, this verbal morphology is a great deal
easier to reconstruct. Distinct verbal affixes survive very much intact across
many daughter branches, and these morphemes show a much greater degree of
cognation than do the affixes appended to nouns. As we shall see, the recon-
structable Afro-Asiatic verb inflected at its most basic for eventivity, aspect,
person/number/gender of the verbal subject, as well as the transitivity of the
verb by means derivational affixes.
1.3.2.1 Reconstructable Verbal Morphemes
The surface forms of verbal roots and morphemes must of course conform to
the same strict constraints on syllable structure which gave rise to the com-
paratively restricted set of apparent nominal-morpheme shapes. But again we
may wonder whether verbal roots might exhibit more variant underlying forms
beneath these surface-level constrictions. Using comparative evidence, we can
reconstruct the following surface-morpheme shapes, and try to probe their un-
derlying representations.
C ˘̄V Surface *C ˘̄V morphemes are remarkably common in verbal inflection and
derivation, but they appear to be restricted to a specific subset of such mor-
phemes. They are characteristic, for example, of the affixes which mark the
prefixing conjugation in languages which retain the inflectional category, as well
as a number of the suffix-conjugation affixes (at least in the so-called short
form). It is likewise characteristic of the derivational prefixes which form the
derived verbal stems found throughout the family (the S-, T-, and N-Stems).
Despite the allowability and relative commonality of verbal morphemes of this
sort, it is striking that it is rather difficult to identify lexical root morphemes
even with this apparent surface form, much less underlying form. Some cognate
sets, such as Egyptian <»»> with Diri »á and Somrai há, all meaning "go," do
appear synchronically with this form, but such forms are better analyzed as
originally biconsonantal CVC roots which have lost weak final consonants.
Regarding the underlying form of such morphemes, we may again say more.
As with nominal morphemes, it seems likely that not all such morphemes have
true initial-onset consonants and are supplied with one via the epenthesis of
*» . More interestingly, it seems likely that at least some of the vowels present
in such morphemes may not be a part of their true underlying representation.
Consider, for example, the variation between the prefix-conjugation featuring
vocalisms in *i/*a and the form featuring *u in Semitic (see section 2.3.2.1 be-
low for further details). One possible explanation for this alternation is that
the prefix-conjugation affixes themselves are morphologically complex, featur-
ing a consonant which indicates person, number, and gender, and a vowel that
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indicates something about verbal valency. This is not the only possible inter-
pretation, but if true, it would imply the existence of morphemes C-V, which
only superficially behave as if they were a single CV morpheme. We will discuss
this possibility in greater detail in section 2.3.2.1.1.
CVC As in the case of nominal morphology, apparently CVC "biconsonantal"
roots are the most common which we can reconstruct for the basic, underived
verbal vocabulary of Afro-Asiatic. They appear sometimes in inflectional or
derivational morphemes, as in the 2nd Pl. of the suffix-conjugation: Arabic
-tum/-tunna, Egyptian <.twn(»ı)>. But morphemes with this surface shape are
far more common as the roots of lexical verbs in Afro-Asiatic: Semlal firri,
Egyptian <p»»>, Hausa f́̄ırà, Beja fir "fly," or Akkadian banû, Ghadames @bni,
Egyptian <bnbn> "stela," Mubi bénì "build," or Arabic yasmū, Qabyle s@mmi,
Egyptian <sm»ı> "inform," Migama semsimo "whisper," Oromo sima "wel-
come." originally likely meaning "call/name." A quick review of attested nom-
inal roots reveals that some of these forms (*sim "name" *sim "speak call"),
are shared between the verbal and nominal roots, and are clearly related in
meaning. We consider the CVC root to be the most basic and possibly default
surface verbal root shape reconstructable for Proto-Afro-Asiatic (though this
was subject to change in each daughter branch).
As it pertains to the underlying forms of such verbal roots, the biggest con-
cern outside of the likelihood of *» epenthesis is the question of the underlying
presence of a vowel. In the case of nouns, we could plausibly reconstruct the
vowels of forms such as *dam "blood" or *"sim" name because of their remark-
able stability across the family (see section 2.3.1.1). For verbal roots, however,
this position is more difficult to maintain, precisely because verbs tend to be
subject to significantly more root-and-stem-internal vowel apophony than do
nouns. This makes the recovery of underlying verbal vowels a more difficult
proposition. We will pick up this matter again in the case of triconsonantal
roots, where more clarity might possible.
CVCVC Triconsonantal CVCVC morphemes are similarly easy to recon-
struct for Proto-Afro-Asiatic, but as in the case of nouns, they are effectively
limited to lexical verbal roots. Cognate sets such as Arabic yamūtu, Tahaggart
imm@t, Egyptian <mwt>, Hausamútù, Somalimōt "die" are widespread enough
in the family to secure the reconstruction of this root to the common Afro-
Asiatic period. It is also worth mentioning that a number of reconstructable
triconsonantal CVCVC forms are in fact derived from original CVC roots. For
example, Arabic yanfusu, Izayan in@ff@s, Hausa númf`̄asā, Saho nafse "breathe,"
all appear to be extended from an original root still reflected in Egyptian <nf>
and Oromo nafa also meaning "breathe." As with nouns, the CVCVC verb root
proceeds to become the default verbal root form in Semitic and Berber, as well
as likely Egyptian and several of the individual Cushitic daughters.
The situation regarding the underlying forms of so-called triconsonantal
verbs is the most interesting and revealing of any of the morpheme shapes
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which we have discussed until now. In the various Afro-Asiatic daughters, these
verbs surface in a number of distinctive root/stem shapes, varying from CVCVC
to CCVC, CVCC, CVC2C2VC. But which, if any, of these represents the un-
derlying form? Here we may turn to Semitic for at least a partial answer. As
discussed in section 2.3.1.1.3, while it is true that most vowels in a Semitic verb
are morphophoonological in nature, and ought not to be projected onto the un-
derlying form, the vowel which separates the second and third root-consonants
in the G-Stem perfective (the vowel Kuryłowicz refers to as the "theme vowel")
is lexically specific. By contrast, the vowel that appears between the first and
second root-consonants is always controlled morphophoonologically. This leads
to the conclusion that the underlying form of Semitic verbs (which are all tri-
consonantal in their inflection) is neither a purely templatic C-C-C, nor a fully
vocalized CVCVC, but rather, a surface inarticulable CCVC, and that the form
with which the phonology of archaic Semitic languages actually deals directly
is CăCVC, with an epenthetic vowel supplied29. This conclusion is true of
Semitic, but whether it is true for other Afro-Asiatic languages requires a more
detailed analysis of the sort Kuryłowicz provided for Semitic. In either case,
it suggests that Afro-Asiatic verbs consist of both underlying vowels as well as
morphophoonologically supplied epenthetic vowels.
CVC(V)CVC As with nouns, CVCCVC "quadriliteral" morphemes are ex-
ceptionally rare; consist almost exclusively of lexical verbs; and are typically the
result of either reduplication, as in Tigre tämtäma "strike," Egyptian <tmtm>
"press/crush" (which is likely related to verbs such as Hausa tuma "thresh,"
Oromo tuma "beat") or fossilized extensions of CVCVC root morphemes, such
as S-Stems in Coptic like caany, reflecting Middle Egyptian *sa –nah
˘
, an S-
Stem derivative of wn/ * –ānah
˘
. For our purposes, we will treat any CVCCVC
verbal "root" as in fact resulting from some derivational process.
1.3.2.2 Eventivity
The most basic opposition reconstructable for the Proto-Afro-Asiatic verb is a
distinction between eventive verbs and stative verbs. In languages which retain
this distinction, or remnants of this distinction, we find that the eventive class
indicated true dymanic or action verbs often involving agentivity on the part of
the subject, while the stative class indicated that the subject of the verb was
either the patient or experiencer of the basic verbal meaning.
1.3.2.2.1 Eventive – Prefix-Conjugation
The eventive verbal conjugation was the most basic verbal inflection in Proto-
Afro-Asiatic. Eventive verbs were inflected by the addition of subject-agreement
prefixes, uniformly taking the form *CV-, to the verbal stem. The prefix-
conjugation is best known to us today from the Semitic languages, where it
29This epenthetic vowel is visible in forms such as the Akkadian imperfective
iparras/irappud/ipaqqid/is.abbat.
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is attested in all branches. In Akkadian, the original function of the prefixing
conjugation is most apparent, as it is the conjugation of true eventive verbs,
regardless of their relative temporal position. Outside of East Semitic, as the
relative values of the prefix and suffix-conjugation shift, there is a strong ten-
dency for the prefix-conjugation to lose its eventive semantics, and rather to
become the conjugation of the present-future tense, as has occurred in Arabic,
Aramaic, and the South Semitic languages.
Additionally, the prefix-conjugation of Semitic has gained further suffixes
(of clearly secondary origin), which serve to disambiguate otherwise morpholog-
ically identical forms. For instance, the 2nd singular feminine has gained an *-̄ı
suffix to distinguish it from its masculine counterpart. This *-̄ı seems clearly
to arise in the *-̆̄ı which characterizes with the feminines of the pronominal sys-
tem. Likewise, the 2nd and 3rd plurals have gained suffixes *-ū (M) and *-ā (F),
which are transparently the same *-ū and *-ā suffixes that form nominal plu-
rals. Since these forms are not shared with other Afro-Asiatic languages, we may
consider them Semitic innovations. A summary of Semitic prefix-conjugation
forms, along with a Proto-Semitic reconstruction, adapted from Lipiński (2001)
is provided below.
Proto-Semitic Akkadian Arabic Hebrew Ge’ez Mehri
1st Sg. *»a-/*»u- a-/u- »a-/»u- »e-/»ă »@- @-
2nd Sg. M *ta-/*tu- ta-/tu- ta-/tu- ti-/t@- t@- t@-F *ta-/*tu...-̄ı ta-/tu...-̄ı ta-/tu...-̄ı ti-/t@...-̄ı t@-...-i t@-...-i
3rd Sg. M *ya-/*yu i-/u- ya-/yu- yi-/y@- y@- y@-F *ta-/*tu- ta-/tu- ta-/tu- ti-/t@- t@- t@-
1st Pl. *ni-/*nu- ni-/nu- na-/nu- ni-/n@- n@- n@-
2nd Pl. M *ti-/*tu-...-ū ti-/tu-...ā ta-/tu-...-ū ti-/t@-...-ū t@-...-u t@-...-uF *ti-/*tu-...-ā ti-/tu-...ā ta-/tu-...-na ti-/t@-...-nā t@-...-a
3rd Pl. M *yi-/yu-...-ū i-/u-...-ū ya-/yu-...-ū yi-/y@-...-ū y@-...-u y@-...-uF *yi-/yu-...-ā i-/u-...-ā ya-/yu-...-na yi-/y@-...-nā y@-...-a
Figure 1.31: Prefix-Conjugation in Semitic
Although the forms are quite clearly cognate, special comment is required
for the vowels associated with the prefixed morphemes. First, the prefixes are
divided into two sets by the characteristic prefix vowel which runs through the
paradigms. Roughly speaking, we may speak of the Ca-/Ci- prefix class on the
one hand, and the Cu- prefix class on the other. Although the distributions
become somewhat cluttered across the Semitic daughters (particularly with re-
spect to the T-Stem and its derivatives), it seems clear that in the original
paradigm, the Cu- prefix class characterized D-Stem and Š-Stem forms, while
the Ca-/Ci- class characterized the remaining stems. Since the D-Stem, which is
factitive in meaning, and the Š-Stem, which is causative in meaning, are the two
derived verb forms of Proto-Semitic which serve to add valence, this distribution
has led some scholars to suggest that the Cu- prefix class was originally used
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for the inflection of transitive verbs, while the Ca-/Ci- class was originally used
for instransitives. Such a proposal is plausible, but since it has little bearing on
the syncopation analysis which follows, we remain agnostic on the issue.
Another comment is necessary regarding the prefix vowel of the Ca-/Ci-
prefixes in Hebrew and Arabic (and indeed within the Central Semitic family at
large, if we had included more such languages). In the Arabic forms presented
above, we find that the prefixes occur exclusively with the vowel /a/. In the
Hebrew forms, we find the opposite, with /i/ throughout. This variation is
the result of leveling, in opposite directions, of the alternation between /a/∼/i/
caused by Barth’s Law. According to this sound law, the vowel of the prefix
in the Ca-/Ci- prefix set is governed by the corresponding thematic vowel of
the verbal stem to which it is appended. If the prefix appends to a verbal stem
with /a/ as the theme vowel, the prefix will exhibit Ci- vocalism, while if the
theme vowel is /i/ or /u/, the prefix will exhibit Ca- vocalism (e.g. yiqtal vs.
yaqtil). Barth’s Law is known to operate in Hebrew, Syriac, Ugaritic, Amarna
Canaanite, and sporadically in old Arabic forms (Khan et al., 2012). In Arabic,
the prior variation has been leveled in favor of Ca- vocalism throughout, while
in the Canaanite languages, such as Hebrew, Ci- leveling is common. The
Akkadian form, with Ca- vocalism characterizing the singulars and Ci- vocalism
characterizing the plurals, is typically regarded as more archaic.
Turning our attention to the Berber languages, we find that the prefixing
eventive conjugation is well-preserved and closely matches the forms attested
from Semitic. There is, however, an additional complication, as the Berber lan-
guages seem to have conflated the prefix and suffix-conjugation such that almost
all30 verbs are now inflected with both the prefixes of the prefix-conjugation
and the suffix of the suffix-conjugation simultaneously. For such verbs, the
eventive semantics of the prefixing conjugation have clearly been lost, as these
morphemes have become default inflectional forms used on (almost all) verbs
regardless of meaning. A comparison of Tuareg verbal inflection with recon-
structed Proto-Berber forms is presented below, adapted from Prasse (1973)
and Heath (2005).
Tuareg Proto-Berber
Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl.
1st ∅-...-äG n-...-∅ *a-...-aG *na-
2nd M t-...-äd t-...-äm *ta-...-ad.
*ta-...-am
F t-...-mät *ta-...-mat
3rd M i-...-∅ ∅-...-än *ya-...-∅ *∅-...-anF t-...-∅ ∅-...-nät *ta-...-∅ *∅-...-nat
Figure 1.32: Verbal Conjugation in Tuareg and Proto-Berber
30Though see more on true stative verbs bearing suffix-conjugation only in section 1.3.2.2.2
below.
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In many cases, the prefix forms are straightforward in their transition from
Proto-Berber to Tuareg (or to the other Berber daughters, for that matter) and
in their similarity to Semitic. Nevertheless, a few require comment. The Berber
daughters attest no overt prefix for the 1st singular form. We nonetheless feel
confident reconstructing the *a- form, cognate to the * »a- of Semitic, as the
initial glottal stop is a weak consonant that drops in Berber, and we would
expect short, word-initial vowels to be lost from Proto-Berber anyway. More
striking are the 3rd plural forms. Here, *yv̆- prefixes ought to survive if they
were present in Proto-Berber, as they do in the case of the 3rd M. Sg., and we
therefore do not reconstruct such prefixes for Proto-Berber.
On phonological grounds, there is no reason to suppose that the *yv̆- prefix
ought to have been lost in Proto-Berber, as we see that it survives quite intact in
3rd M. Sg. We would therefore expect it to survive, if it was inherited without
some other change. However, a compelling theory regarding the loss of the *yv̆-
prefixes in the 3rd plurals in Berber was presented to me by my advisor Rolf
Noyer in personal correspondence. He suggests that, in contrast to the loss of
1st Sg. * »a-, which is plausibly phonological in nature, resulting from the loss
of weak sub-oral consonants in Berber, the loss of the *yv̆- prefix in the 3rd
plurals is to be interpreted as a case of pure morphological reanalysis. He notes
that while it is descriptively true to state that the *yv̆- prefix characterizes the
3rd M. Sg., in terms of the morphological features which each morpheme spells
out, it is perhaps more accurate to state that *yv̆- is in fact the default spellout
of [masc] only. It therefore surfaces only in circumstances in which the [masc]
feature is present, and for which there is no more specific morpheme. Consider-
ing the distribution and function of the morphemes, this naturally restricts its
appearance solely to the 3rd M. Sg., creating its apparently restricted distribu-
tion. The difference between Semitic and Berber, then, is twofold. On the one
hand, the development of distinctive suffixes *-an and *-nat, which appear in
3rd plural inflection, means that these forms already explicitly spell out both
the number and gender features of the 3rd plural form. At the same time, in
contrast to Semitic, where the *yv̆- prefix functions more accurately as a de-
fault, in Berber, it has been reanalyzed due to the conflation of the prefix and
suffix-conjugation as the spellout of [masc]. When both of these reanalyses have
occurred, the *yv̆- will naturally lose ground in its distribution, since the more
specific suffixes *-an and *-nat, which are spellouts of [masc, pl] and [fem, pl]
respectively, will effectively block their appearance with 3rd Pl. verb forms.
In Egyptian, the prefixing conjugation is wholly unattested, having instead
been replaced by an innovative system whereby the basic non-stative verbal
stem is not truly inflected for the person, number, or gender of its grammatical
subject, but rather can co-occur with an enclitic pronoun. These pronouns are
commonly referred to in Egyptological circles as the "suffix-conjugation", but
they are not a true conjugation, as evidenced by the fact the these morphemes
are blocked by the occurrence of an explicit nominal subject. Given the rel-
ative antiquity of Egyptian attestation, some scholars, such as Peust (2012),
or by implication Diakonov (1988), take the absence of the suffix-conjugation
in Egyptian as evidence that the prefixing conjugation is not original to Afro-
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Asiatic, and that it represents an innovation on the part of Semitic, Berber,
and Cushitic. We wholly reject this conclusion. At an empirical level, Egyp-
tian is only attested a few hundred years before Semitic, where we find a fully
functional and operational prefix-conjugation in East-Semitic, so it is unclear
how much value should be placed on the fact that a branch without the prefix-
conjugation is attested first. On a deeper methodological level, when confronted
with two related language families, one of which (Semitic) contains a dizzyingly
complex and morphologically opaque system of verbal inflection, and the second
of which contains a comparatively simple and transparently derived system of
affixing pronoun clitics onto verbs, it seems to us to stand the whole of his-
torical linguistic science on its head to conclude that it is the simple pronoun
clitic system which is the archaism, and the complex, morphophoonologically
conditioned system of vowel apophony and stem allomorphy is the more recent
innovation.
The prefix-conjugation is preserved, but only precariously in the Cushitic
languages, being instead commonly replaced by an innovative suffixing paradigm31.
Nevertheless, the prefix-conjugation is still clearly attested. It survives as a dis-
tinctive, fully functional class of verb inflection only in Beja and Afar-Saho,
where it is the inflection paradigm of so-called "strong verbs." Elsewhere in
Cushitic, we find that the prefix-conjugation survives as a relic class of archaic
and non-productive strong verbs: "bring," "come," "know," "remain" and "be"
in Agaw, "be able to," "become," "come," "die," "drink," "eat," "kill," "lay
down," "dwell, live," "run," "say," "stop (intr.)," "be" in East Cushitic. True
prefix-conjugation forms from across Cushitic are provided below, adapted from
Banti (2001) and Zaborski (1975).
Beja Rendille Arbore Awngi
1st Sg. »a- »a- » ā- a-
2nd Sg. M ti-..-a ta- tā- ti-F ti-...-i
3rd Sg. M
»i- ya- yā- yi-
F ti- ta- tā- ti-
1st Pl ni- na- nā- a-...-ne
2nd Pl. ti-...-na ta-...-̄ın tā- ti-...-ana
3rd Pl. »i-...-na ya-...̄ın yā- yi-...-ana
Figure 1.33: Prefix-Conjugation in Cushitic
As in Semitic, the prefix-conjugation in Cushitic, to the extent that it has
survived as a stand-alone form of verbal inflection, has accumulated additional
suffixes, though again these are of secondary origin. Beja has gained disam-
biguating suffixes -a and -i in the 2nd Sg. forms, which are clearly the same
31Distinct from the original Afro-Asiatic stative suffix-conjugation.
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-a and -i forms which characterize the 2nd person pronouns throughout Afro-
Asiatic more generally. Moreover, they are not attested throughout the rest of
Cushitic. The plural suffixes are more likely candidates for common Proto-
Cushitic forms, being attested throughout the surviving prefix-conjugations
across the family. Moreover, they bear some similarity to the Berber 3rd Pl.
suffixes *-an and *-nat. However, these suffixes are likely better seen as the
spreading of the *-n plural of the nominal system into verbal paradigm, just as
in the Berber and Semitic plural forms. Awngi has created an innovative 1st
Pl. form, modeled on the 1st Sg., apparently with either the *-n ending of the
common Cushitic plural, or the *-n suffix of the possessive pronouns. Since the
remainder of the family shows the same prefix in *n- as Semitic, it is clear that
the Agaw forms are innovative.
Outside of Beja and the archaic verbs mentioned above, the prefix-conjugation
was displaced in Cushitic by the novel Cushitic Suffix-Conjugation (SC1). This
conjugation is not to be conflated with the archaic Afro-Asiatic suffix/stative
conjugation, but has rather been understood as a Cushitic (and possibly Omotic)
innovation. It is characterized by a number of unique attributes which distin-
guish it from the prefix-conjugation, including:
(i) The verbal stem remains the same in the non-past and past
tenses.
(ii) Tense distinctions are expressed by vowel alternations in the
endings: *a or developments of *a in the non-past vs. a front
vowel or a likely development of it in the past (e, i, and Somali
ay).
(iii) Subject agreement as expressed in the consonants of the endings
bear a striking similarity to those not of the suffixed pronouns,
but rather to the prefix-conjugation.
Since the work of Reinisch (1878), Colizza (1889), and Praetorius (1893,
1894), scholars have regarded the SC1 as an originally prefix -conjugated pe-
riphrastic form, which has subsequently univerbated with an originally non-
finite verbal form, such as a participle or infinitive. We may therefore regard
the Cushitic SC1 as evidence for the Afro-Asiatic prefix-conjugation. As we will
argue more extensively in section 6.2.3, this originally periphrastic origin of the
Cushitic SC1 or "weak verb" is crtical in understanding its apparent lack of
templatic or non-concatenative inflection. Examples of the SC1 along with a
Proto-Cushitic reconstruction are provided below, again from Banti (2001) and
Zaborski (1975).
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Beja Somali Awngi Proto-Cushitic
1st Sg. -an -ā -e *-» v̆
2nd Sg. M -tā -tā -te *-tv̆F -tay
3rd Sg. M -ya -ā -e *-yv̆F -ta -tā -te *-tv̆
1st Pl -na nā -ne *-(a)tv̆
2nd Pl. -ta...-na -tā...-n -ta...-na *-tv̆n
3rd Pl. -ya...-na -ā...-n -a...-na *-yv̆n
Figure 1.34: Cushitic Suffix-Conjugation (SC1)
In Omotic, we find that the prefix-conjugation is completely absent as a
distinct inflectional class for verbs. In Omotic, verbal agreement with subjects
takes the form almost exclusively of suffixes. As Bender (2000) notes, the suffixes
are quite diverse and divergent across the family. There is, nevertheless, in the
Yemsa language, a suffixed conjugation that bears a striking similarity to the
SC1 of Cushitic. Compare the Yemsa forms with the Beja weak conjugation, as
adapted below, from Bender (2000).
Beja Yemsa
1st Sg. -an -na
2nd Sg. M -tā -táF -tay -atè
3rd Sg. M -ya -éF -ta -à
1st Pl. -na -ni
2nd Pl. M -ta...-na -tiF
3rd Pl. M -ya...-na -soneF
Figure 1.35: Yemsa and Beja "Weak" Conjugation
Excepting the 3rd persons, the Yemsa forms are solid potential cognates
for their Cushitic counterparts and indeed many scholars, including Diakonov
(1988) have supposed that the Yemsa suffix-conjugation represents the sole sur-
vivor of the Afro-Asiatic prefix-conjugation in Omotic, again in the form of
an old verbal auxiliary univerbated to form a suffixing conjugation. The con-
nection between the Yemsa inflectional paradigm and the Afro-Asiatic prefix-
conjugation is plausible, but inconclusive. We will therefore treat the prefix-
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conjugation as likely absent from Omotic.
The situation pertaining to the prefix-conjugation in Chadic is unclear. It is
apparent that the prefix-conjugation does not survive anywhere within Chadic
as a stand-alone form of verbal inflection because the Chadic verb does not
inflect according to either the inherited prefix or suffix-conjugations of Afro-
Asiatic. Rather, as described by Jungraithmayr (2005), the finite Chadic verb
is a periphrastic verbal phrase consisting of:
(Subject) – "Subject Pronoun" – (Tense/Aspect/Mood) – Verb Stem
Tense and aspect information can be (in the more archaic East Chadic lan-
guages) indicated by internal apophony or verbal stem allomorphy, but the
person, number, and gender of the subject, if it is overtly marked at all, is com-
monly expressed by the so-called "subject pronouns," though these might be
more rightly considered overt expression of syntactic T or some other part of an
expanded TP, since they can co-occur with overt pronominal subjects without
blocking them32. In the more innovative Chadic languages these "subject pro-
nouns" often express the tense/aspect/mood information and the verbal stem


















The boy is drinking tea.
These "subject pronouns," clearly auxiliary verbs themselves, have been sub-
ject to scrutiny as to whether they may represent the still-freestanding prefix-
conjugated auxiliaries hypothesized to underlie the Cushitic weak verb. This po-
sition is taken by Klingenheben (1956), Diakonov (1988), and Voigt (1986), con-
sidering the role of the subject pronouns in marking the person/number/gender
of the subject, as well as aspectual information which they can encode. Unlike in
Cushitic, however, the comparison here is not entirely straightforward. Consider
the following elements of the Hausa subject pronoun paradigms (HSP), from
Voigt (1986), in comparison with both the Semitic prefix-conjugation (SPC)
and the Semitic possessive suffix pronouns (SPS).
32In many Chadic languages, the 3rd person "subject pronouns" do not co-occur with
nominal subjects, though they do in Hausa. It is unclear which configuration is more archaic.
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HSP SPC SPS
1st Sg. n(a) *»a- *-̄i/-ya/-ni
2nd Sg. M ka *ta- *-kaF ki *-ki
3rd Sg. M ya *ya- *-šuF ta *ta- *-ša
1st Pl. mu *ni- *-na
2nd Pl. M ku *ti- *-kunF *-kin
3rd Pl. M su *yi- *-šunF *-šin
Figure 1.36: Hausa Subject Pronouns vs. Semitic Prefix-Conjugation and Pos-
sessive Suffix Pronouns
While the 3rd Sg. forms of Hausa are strikingly similar to those of the
prefix-conjugation, and the 1st Pl. is a plausible match with either, the 2nd
person forms and the 3rd Pl are clear cognates of the possessive/object clitic
pronouns. Presumably, scholars favoring the prefix-conjugation origins must
suppose the gradual displacement of the prefixed forms by forms resembling the
other pronouns. This analysis is not altogether improbable, since these forms
exhibit much of the behavior of freestanding pronouns and speakers could easily
conflate the two paradigms.
On the other hand, scholars such as Newman and Schuh (1974) or Mukarovsky
(1983) reject the notion of a prefix-conjugated auxiliary, instead seeing in the
Chadic "subject pronoun" an innovative variant of the otherwise present inde-
pendent pronouns attested within the family. These forms, which are clearly
cognate with the possessive/object suffixes of Semitic, match closely with all
forms but the 3rd persons, particularly the 3rd masculine. To explain this dis-
crepancy, Mukarovsky posits a *s→*y "weakening" or "lenition" in Hausa and
other languages which attest the *y- form. It is unclear if such a sound change
is attested within the history of Hausa or West Chadic more generally, and it
is uncertain what the phonetic motivation for such a sound change would be.
Excluding the possibility of sound change, it is likewise unclear what the ana-
logical model for morphemic change from *s- to *y- for the 3rd Sg. M could be,
other than the morpheme of the prefix-conjugation.
In general, we will conclude that the prefix-conjugation does not unambigu-
ously survive as such in Chadic, which is the most important element of our
analysis using syncopation. As for the possibility that the subject pronouns of
Chadic may retain traces of the original prefixing conjugation, we acknowledge
the possibility, but find insufficient evidence for this claim at present.
On the basis of these data drawn from the Afro-Asiatic daughters, we may
reconstruct the following prefix-conjugation affixes for Proto-Afro-Asiatic.
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Sg. Pl.
1st » v̆- nv̆-
2nd tv̆-
3rd M yv̆- yv̆-F tv̆-
Figure 1.37: Proto-Afro-Asiatic Prefix-Conjugation
This is a rather asymmetrical system which requires further comment. The
distinction of number is marked through overt morphological means in the re-
constructable prefixes only in the 1st person, where the clearly distinct Sg.
(* »v̆-) and Pl. (*nv̆-) morphemes can be securely reconstructed. In the 3rd
person, the opposition between singular and plural is not directly indicated via
the opposition between unambiguously singular and plural morphemes. How-
ever, if we take Noyer’s suggestion that the *yv̆- morpheme was functioning as
a default in Afro-Asiatic, as it appears to be in Semitic and Cushitic, then we
must conclude that the Sg./Pl. opposition is still operational, as the neutraliza-
tion of grammatical gender which characterizes the plural in Afro-Asiatic has
clearly occurred. This explains the use of the default *yv̆- prefix with all plural
nouns, as the [fem] feature (of which *tv̆- of the Fem. Sg. is the spellout) is
absent, having been neutralized by the exclusive feature [pl]. The 2nd person
reflects no securely reconstructable oppositions of either number or gender. In
the daughter languages, number and gender are typically indicated, but often
as additional suffixed morphemes of clearly non-cognate status. The only group
of languages which reflect a consistent opposition of number or gender in the
prefixes of the 2nd person is East Semitic, where 2nd Sg. reflects ta-, and 2nd
Pl. reflects ti-. Since there are no external comparanda, however, we cannot
project this variation back to Proto-Semitic, much less Proto-Afro-Asiatic, and
we are forced to conclude that the 2nd person in Afro-Asiatic initially had a
single prefix morpheme *tv̆-.
1.3.2.2.2 Suffix-Conjugation – Stative
The stative verbal conjugation of Afro-Asiatic was indicated by a set of subject-
agreement affixes quite distinct from those of the eventive conjugation, and
likewise by a shift from prefixing to suffixing inflection-morphemes. These suf-
fixes typically take the form of *-CV, though, as discussed below, there is some
evidence for a lengthened form *-āCV, perhaps with a slightly different seman-
tics. The stative conjugation was originally used in the inflection of verbal roots
denoting states, attributes, positions, or conditions, in contrast to the eventives
which denoted true verbal actions often involving agency on the part of the
subject.
As with the prefix-conjugation, the suffix-conjugation is best attested and
best known largely from Semitic, where it survives at least in form in every
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daughter branch. The original stative semantics of the form survive produc-
tively only in East Semitic, in the form of the so-called "permansive" verbs of
Akkadian, which we will hereafter refer to simply as statives. Outside of East
Semitic, the suffix-conjugation survives as a distinct inflectional category, but
it has shifted from the form of stative verbs rather to become the inflection of
the past/perfect in the novel West Semitic tense/aspect system. Forms of the
Semitic suffix-conjugation are presented below, adapted from Lipiński (2001)
Proto-Semitic Akkadian Arabic Hebrew Ge’ez Mehri
1st Sg. *-(ā)ku -āku -tu -t̄ı -ku -k
2nd Sg. M *-(ā)ta -āta -ta -tā -ka -kF *-(ā)ti -āti -ti -t̄ı -ki -š
3rd Sg. M *-∅ -∅ -a -∅ -ä -∅F *-at -at -at -ā -ät -ōt
1st Pl. -(ā)nu/a -ānu -nā -nū -nä -@n
2nd Pl. M *-(ā)tun -ātun(u) -tum -tem -k@mmu -k@mF *-(ā)tin -ātin(a) -tunna -ten -k@n -k@n
3rd Pl. M *-ū -ū -ū -ū -u -awF *-ā -ā -na -a -∅
Figure 1.38: Suffix-Conjugation in Semitic
The forms attested in Semitic warrant a number of comments. The first and
most obvious is that the attested forms are split between a short *-CV form
attested in West Semitic and a long *-āCV form attested in Akkadian. From the
Semitic data alone, it is difficult to know which form should be reconstructed
for Proto-Semitic, or indeed if both should be. We will reconsider this long
suffix-conjugation form in our discussion of Egyptian below.
The next comment regards the large amount of leveling which has occurred
throughout the paradigm. In Akkadian, we find a 1st Sg. form reflecting *-k,
and 2nd persons of both numbers and genders in *-t. Outgroup analysis with the
other Afro-Asiatic branches confirms the East Semitic distribution is original,
but it is otherwise unattested in West Semitic. The Central Semitic languages,
here represented by Hebrew and Arabic but also including Ugaritic or Aramaic,
have leveled the more common ending in *-t into the 1st Sg. form, replacing
the *-k form. Inversely, the South Semitic languages have leveled the *-k form
into all 2nd person forms, displacing all forms in *-t.
Finally, we may discuss the forms of the 3rd persons. It seems clear that
the 3rd. M. Sg. form is either the *-∅ form reflected in Akkadian, or the *-a
form reflected in Arabic, Ge’ez, and Ugaritic33. There is some evidence for a *-a
ending in East Semitic, particularly in names such as Akkadian <ìl-ba-na> * »il
bana "El is beautiful," but there is likewise evidence that the *-a ending may
33The Hebrew, Modern South Arabian, and Aramaic forms are in principle consistent with
either ending, since these languages are prone to the loss of word-final short vowels.
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have been innovated in the other branches. For example, while verbs tend to
show 3rd. M. Sg. -a in Ugaritic, names, which tend to be archaic, often do not,
as in <ba–al-ma-lak> "Ba–al is Lord." The ending is likewise mostly missing
from the Northwest Semitic dialect attested in the Amarna letters (<ša-pár>
*šapar "he sent"). The perfect in *-a does appear in our oldest vocalized Arabic
texts, Greek representations of Arabic from roughly the 3rd or 4th century CE,
as in αθαοα (* »atawa "he came") and can safely be regarded as present in
Safaitic (Al-Jallad and al Manaser (2015)). It is, however, curiously absent
from onomastics such as Safaitic <nz.m
»l>, Ναταμηλος, *naz.am34
»il "God has
ordered," or cuneiform Sabaic names such as <ka-ra-ab-il>, *karab35 »il, "God
has grieved?," both from Al-Jallad (5/7/2017). Modern Ethiopic names also
commonly lack the *-a marking of the perfect (Šäwa räggäd "Shoa trembled").
The remaining 3rd person forms are essentially attested across the entirety of
Semitic and therefore can be reconstructed to the proto-language. Nevertheless,
there are reasons to suppose that even these are not original at the Pre-Proto-
Semitic stage. Outgroup analysis notwithstanding, where we see a generally
different set of 3rd person forms, the 3rd Fem. and the 3rd Pl. suffixes are
clearly drawn from the nominal paradigm, making them prime candidates for
spread by analogy or leveling, especially in a nominal/predicative verb form
such as the stative. Moreover, we may remark on their vowel-initial shape, in
contrast to the *-CV form of the 1st and 2nd person forms, perhaps suggesting
a different origin for this set of affixes.
Unlike the prefix-conjugation, the suffix-conjugation survives in Egyptian,
and indeed, outside of Semitic, Egyptian is our best attestation of both the
suffix-conjugation morphemes and its stative semantics. Regarding the forms
of the morphemes, they are for the most part very strong cognates to their
Semitic counterparts. Transcriptions of hieroglyphic forms are presented below,
adapted from Gardiner (1950) and Satzinger (2002), with forms presented from
the older Pyramid Texts as well as the more conventional Middle Egyptian from
the Middle Kingdom.
Pyramid Texts Middle Egyptian
Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl.
1st -k(»ı) -nw(»ı)/-w(»ı)n -k(w) -w(»ı)n
2nd -t(»ı) -twn(»ı) -t(»ı) -twn(»ı)
3rd M -
»ı -w(»ı) -w -w
F -t(»ı) -t(»ı) -t(»ı) -t(»ı)
Figure 1.39: Suffix-Conjugation in Egyptian
Egyptian attests to the same distribution of *-k in the 1st Sg. and *-t in the
34As opposed to Classical Arabic naz.ama
35As opposed to Classical Arabic karaba
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2nd persons which, we saw in Akkadian, but which had been lost in the other
Semitic branches by leveling in one direction or another, confirming its archaic
nature. The 3rd persons again (particularly in the case of the masculine plural)
appear to have been simply drawn in from the nominal paradigm.
It is clear that the Egyptian suffix-conjugation can and does have a stative
semantics, but it has also been noted that, like its West Semitic counterparts, it
can express a perfect or preterite meaning as well. Kammerzell (1990, 1991b,a)
and Schenkel (1994) have both argued that the stative vs. perfect meaning
are associated with a strong statistical tendency regarding the distribution of
the variable writing of vocalic signs, with the shorter, "non-vocalized," signs
corresponding strongly to usage with perfect semantics. This distribution is
illustrated for 2nd M. Sg. forms below.
Perfect Stative
.t .t»ı .t .t»ı
2nd Sg. M 100 (95% !) 5 (5%) 148 (64%) 83 (36%)
Figure 1.40: Long and Short Suffix Forms in Stative and Perfect Contexts
Unfortunately, we cannot directly ascertain what phonetic differences (if
any) these two spellings represent, as the suffix-conjugation does not survive
as such in the vocalized Egyptian of Coptic36. Nevertheless, Schenkel makes a
compelling analogical argument by looking at the spelling of the feminine nisba
adjectives, which are, quite helpfully, also commonly spelled out as <.t> or
<.t»ı>. Since the nisba adjectives do survive in Coptic, we may compare the
spellings to their phonetic counterparts, where we can reconstruct forms that
either append directly to the last consonant of the stem (...CV̆C-ti»ı), or are
preceded by a stressed/long vowel (...C ´̄V-ti»ı).
...CV̌C-ti»ı ...C ´̄V-ti»ı
-t -t»ı -t -t»ı
2nd Sg. M 140 (93% !) 10 (7%) 43 (47%) 48 (53%)
Figure 1.41: Long and Short Spellings of Feminine Nisba Adjectives
If we accept Schenkel’s analogy between the two forms, we may suppose that
the distribution of spellings in the suffix-conjugation likewise corresponds to two
different shapes of the affix; a short form with perfect semantics, which appends
36Though see section 5.2.1 below for a discussion of fossilized stative forms which have
survived into Coptic.
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directly to the (consonant final) verbal stem, and a long form with stative seman-
tics, which is adjoined to the verb stem by a long vowel. Note that this match-up
of long and short suffix-conjugation forms with stative and perfect semantics is
likewise precisely what is found in Semitic, where the long-form Akkadian suffix-
conjugation is stative in meaning, and the short-form suffix-conjugation of the
West Semitic perfect/past tense is, of course, perfect in meaning. Even the
stem shapes that emerge from this novel reconstruction with the lengthened
vowel correspond almost perfectly with those of Semitic, as illustrated in the
reconstructions below from Satzinger (1998).
Stative Perfect
Egyptian Stative Akkadian Egyptian Perfect Arabic Perfect
1st Sg. *satpākv̆»ı parsāku *satapkv̆w fa–altu
2nd Sg. M *satpātv̆»ı parsāta *sataptv̆»ı fa
–alta
F parsāti fa–alti
3rd Sg. M *satpv̆
»ı paris *satpv̆»ı fa–ala
F *sataptv̆»ı parsat *satpVtv̆»ı fa–alat
1st Pl. *satpānv̆»ı parsānu *satapnv̆»ı fa–alnā
2nd Pl. M *satpatūnv̆»ı parsātun(u) *sataptūnv̆»ı fa
–altum
F parsātin(a) fa–altunna
3rd Pl. M *satpv̄wv̆
»ı parsū *satpv̄wv̆»ı fa–alū
F *satpv̄tv̆»ı parsā *satpv̄tv̆»ı fa–alna
Figure 1.42: Egyptian and Semitic Stative/Perfect Suffix-Conjugations
Since the long and short suffix-conjugation forms, if we accept the arguments
for their presence in Egyptian, are attested solely in Egyptian and Semitic, it
is unclear whether we should treat these forms as an archaic inheritance from
Proto-Afro-Asiatic in two closely related branches, or as an innovation within a
common Egypto-Semitic clade. For this dissertation, we will treat the long and
short suffix-conjugation variants as if they were of the same antiquity as the
prefix-conjugation for the purposes of syncopation, while acknowledging that
the variants may have arisen at a much later, Egypto-Semitic stage, during
which syncopation was still an active rule of the synchronic grammar.
The inherited suffix-conjugation has become a part of the default inflection
of effectively all verbs in Berber. As Prasse (1973) reconstructs, verbal inflection
for Proto-Berber attests to a mixed paradigm in which affixes from both the
prefix and suffix-conjugation appear :
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Tuareg Proto-Berber
Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl.
1st ∅-...-äG n-...-∅ *a-...-aG *na-
2nd M t-...-äd t-...-äm *ta-...-ad.
*ta-...-am
F t-...-mät *ta-...-mat
3rd M i-...-∅ ∅-...-än *ya-...-∅ *∅-...-anF t-...-∅ ∅-...-nät *ta-...-∅ *∅-...-nat
Figure 1.43: Verbal Conjugation in Tuareg and Proto-Berber
In addition to this mixed paradigm, however, some Berber languages addi-
tionally attest to the survival of a true stative suffix-conjugation in the form of
the so-called qualitative verbs (verbes qualitatifs). These forms, which appear in
a number of Northern Berber languages, consist of verbal roots with attributive
or qualitative meanings, including colors, body characteristics, physical ailments
or infirmities, and other permanent or semi-permanent states37. All such qual-
itative verbs are inflected exclusively with suffixes, lacking the inherited prefix-
conjugation morphemes which have become common to all eventive verbs, as
illustrated in the chart below, adapted from Taine-Cheikh (2003, 2008).
Tuareg Qabyle Ghadames Zenaga
1st Sg. -G -@ġ -e.Q -äg
2nd Sg. -d -d. -@t -äą
3rd Sg. M -∅ -∅ -∅ -∅F -∅ -@t -et -äą
1st Pl. -∅ -it -it -∅
2nd Pl. M -äm -it -it -amF -mät -@mñäą
3rd Pl. M -än -it -it -anF -nät -it -@ññäą
Figure 1.44: Tuareg Verbal Suffixes and Berber Verbes Qualitatifs
Although some of the forms of the qualitative verb suffixes resemble their
Semitic and Egyptian counterparts, there are a number of discrepancies. First,
in the case of the 1st and 2nd persons Sg., the forms attest to the same *-k and
*-t segments underlying these forms in Egyptian and Semitic with one notable
alteration: each has undergone an unexpected and quite irregular sound shift
37In the Northern Berber varieties in which this form appears, it is commonly used to
translate the form Arabic IX »if –alla verb stem as well as the corresponding »af –al adjectives
with which they have great semantic overlap though no direct formal cognation.
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from the voiceless member of their obstruent series to the emphatic member38.
The presence of emphatic consonants is clearly some irregular or secondary
process, but it appears to be an ongoing process, as the Zenaga language shows
the spread of emphasis to all coronal obstruents in the suffix-conjugation.
The plural forms are also worth some comment, particularly because of the
split between languages such as Tuareg or Zenaga, which boast complete, fully
distinctive paradigms of plural suffixes, and those like Qabyle and Ghadames,
which show a common *-it ending for all plural persons. Since the forms of
the complete plural paradigm are not (at least superficially) clearly cognate
with those of Egyptian or Semitic, it is not clear a priori which set is original.
However, as Zenaga in fact attests both its full paradigm, as well as the reduced
form, we may suppose that both forms existed at the common Berber stage
with some languages eventually displacing the full paradigm with its reduced
counterpart39.
The lack of cognation among the plural forms is also worth noting in and of
itself. It is not surprising that the 3rd persons are innovative, as both Semitic
and Egyptian appear to have developed novel 3rd person forms for the suffix-
conjugation. It is more striking that the 1st and 2nd persons lack this cognation.
Prasse (1973) has attempted to argue that the 2nd persons of the complete
paradigms may in fact reflect the same *-tun/*-tin and <.t»ı> endings of Semitic
and Egyptian. Prasse suggests that Proto-Berber *-am and *-mat may reflect a
Pre-Proto-Berber *-tam and *-tamat respectively. Why the *-t of this proposed
suffix would disappear is not clear. Some scholars have suggested a loss of the
*-t due to haplology triggered by the presence of the *t- prefix. Such a change,
if present, clearly must not be a regular sound change as it has failed to occur in
the the case of the singular 2nd forms. It is likewise not attested in the case of
the t-...-t feminine state/gender markers. No adequate reason has been offered
for the absence of the presumed 1st plural forms in *-n.
The most common suffix-conjugation in Cushitic is, as has been previously
described, the Cushitic "weak verb," the remnant of an old prefix-conjugated
auxiliary that has univerbated with an otherwise invariant verb stem. It is,
therefore, correctly not regarded as the direct inheritor of the old Afro-Asiatic
suffix-conjugation. In addition to this, however, there exists in Eash-Cushitic a
second suffixing verbal conjugation, referred to by Banti (2001) as the Second
Cushitic Suffix-Conjugation (SC2) or the East-Cushitic Stative. As the name
states, this form is used for verbs in East-Cushitic, which are predicates, adjec-
tival, unaccusative or otherwise intransitive. Examples of the SC2, drawn from
the Somali and Afar-Saho verb –usub "be new," are presented below, adapted
from Banti (2001); Khan et al. (2012).
38Afro-Asiatic *t. straightforwardly yields *d. in Berber, which is attested in Qabyle and
Zenaga (and in the voiced variant of Tuareg). Afro-Asiatic *k. yields Berber *G/qq, which is
reflected in all 1st singulars presented here.
39There is also the fact that the default plural marker here bears a striking resemblance to
the Berber plural clitic *id. We may envision these forms as a univerbation of a bare verb
stem and a plural marker, perhaps originating in the otherwise unmarked 3rd person forms
and spreading from there.
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Somali Afar-Saho
1st Sg. –usbi –usubiyo
2nd Sg. –usbid –usubito
3rd Sg. –usub –usuba
1st Pl. –usbin –usubino
2nd Pl. –usbidin –usubitin
3rd Pl. –usub –usubon
Figure 1.45: East Cushitic Stative
There is little consensus within the field as to whether the SC2 represents an
inheritance of the original suffix-conjugation, or an innovation internal to the
East-Cushitic languages. Banti (1987) originally argued for a common origin
of the SC2 and the original stative conjugation, but subsequently (Banti, 2001)
shifted his opinion, linking the SC2 with the possessive suffixes of Cushitic, and
claiming that it represents an originally nominal/participial form with possessive
suffixes, akin to the Egyptian sd
¯
m.f clitic "conjugation."
Both proposals are not without their own merits and issues. If we suppose
that the SC2 is indeed a retention of the stative conjugation, we may ask why
it lacks the characteristic *-k of the 1st Sg. of the suffix-conjugation. Rather,
it would appear that the 1st Sg. form of the SC2 has been borrowed into the
paradigm of verbal inflection from the possessive suffixes, where Banti recon-
structs *-iyi/u for the SC2 and *-yi/u for the possessive suffixes. This parallels
the Egyptian sd
¯
m.f conjugation, where the 1st Sg. form <.»ı> is identical with
the possessive suffix <.»ı>. On the other hand, if it is cognate with the pos-
sessive suffix pronouns, we may argue why effectively none of the SC2 suffixes
except the 1st singulars resemble their possessive suffix counterparts. Compare
the SC2 and possessive forms below, adapted from Banti (2001).
SC2 Possessive Suffix
1st Sg. -iyi -yi/-yu
2nd Sg. -itu -ku/-ki
3rd Sg. M -∅ -su/-siF -si/-sa
1st Pl. -inu -inu/-ni
2nd Pl. -itin -kin/kutv̆
3rd Pl. -∅ -sin/-sutv̆
Figure 1.46: SC2 vs. Possessive Suffixes
Banti (2001) has argued that the presence of *-t in the 2nd persons can
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be likened to the phenomenon in Egyptian whereby the 2nd person feminine
suffixes were palatalized to <.t
¯
> and eventually passed to -t in Coptic. We
argue against such an analysis, since, unlike in Egyptian, there is no evidence
that palatalization is an active sound change shared by East-Cushitic, nor has
this change occurred in the suffix pronouns themselves. We may also note, as
seen in Somali, that the verb of the SC2 is characterized by stem allomorphy,
which the verbal forms arising from univerbation, such as the SC1 "weak verb,"
lack. For our purposes, we will tentatively accept the proposal of the SC1 as
the descendent of the original stative conjugation, while acknowledging their
possibly novel origin. For more detail, see section 6.2.1.
As for Chadic and Omotic, there is no evidence that the stative suffix-
conjugation was ever present in either branch. Neither the suffixes themselves,
nor the presence of a distinct stative conjugation is reflected in either branch.
Due to the family structure that we have here supposed, we will regard this
absence as a loss of the inherited suffix-conjugation. We nevertheless admit the
possibility, particularly if the Cushitic Suffix-Conjugation 2 is of non-cognate
origin, that the suffix-conjugation itself may be an innovation on the part of the
northern Egyptian-Semitic-Berber clade.
Considering these data from the daughter branches, we may reconstruct the





3rd M *-∅F *-∅/-t
Figure 1.47: Proto-Afro-Asiatic Suffix-Conjugation
As in the prefixing conjugation, a clear morphological distinction between
the Sg. and Pl. 1st person morphemes is securely reconstructable40. As is
typical of the family, gender is not distinguished in the 1st person. Unlike the
prefix morphemes, the suffix forms reflect a Sg. vs. Pl. distinction in the
2nd persons, which is at least plausibly reconstructable. Semitic and Egyptian
clearly reflect a plural in *-tv̆n, and if the East Cushitic stative conjugation is
truly cognate, its 2nd Pl. form *-itin would appear to be a dead ringer. We
should only mention the caveat that the form of the 2nd Pl., which appears to
be the 2nd Sg. suffixed with the same *-n affix that indicated plurality in the
pronominal forms, could plausibly represent a parallel innovation on the part of
these daughters, since it has the appearance of a rather transparently derived
40Note also that in the case of both the prefix and suffix morphemes, along with the various
personal pronouns, the 1st Pl. is characterized by the segment *n.
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formation.
The precise behavior of the suffix-conjugation in the third person is most
difficult to recover. The simplest is the case of the Fem. Sg., so we will begin
there. Semitic, Egyptian, and Berber all clearly point to a Fem. Sg. that is
indicated by the presence of the typical feminine *-t. This distinctive feminine
form is absent from the East-Cushitic stative, but it should be noted that the
Afro-Asiatic *-t feminine affix appears only sporadically in Cushitic outside of
Beja. This suggest two possibilities to us: 1) the Egyptian-Semitic-Berber state
of affairs is original, and the Cushitic languages have remodeled their original
feminines in *-t, after the loss of that morpheme in that branch, or 2) the
Cushitic state of affairs is original, and Egyptian, Semitic, and Berber have
each independently innovated a feminine in *-t, presumably on the similarity
between feminine adjectives in *-t and feminine statives. Tentatively, we favor
the former proposal, but both are plausible.
The form 3rd Masc. Sg. suffix is even more difficult to recover. The evidence
of Egyptian and Coptic points clearly to a morphologically overt and vowel-
initial suffix. This is mirrored in the *-a suffix reflected in Arabic, Ge’ez, etc.
As we discussed, however, there is at least some evidence that the *-a suffix
of these forms is not original in Semitic. It is largely absent in East Semitic,
and it appears to be absent from our most archaic onomastic representations of
the West Semitic languages. The attestation of Berber is consistent with either,
since no overt suffix is present, but a word-final, unstressed vocalic suffix would
have been lost in Berber in any event. The East-Cushitic stative conjugation
also has no overt 3rd Masc. Sg. form. Given the typically unmarked nature
of the masculine singular in Afro-Asiatic (having no overt marking in nominal
inflection, default *yv̆- in prefixed verbal inflection), we tentatively favor the idea
that the 3rd Masc. Sg. of the suffix-conjugation had no overt morphological
realization.
The 3rd plural forms are difficult to analyze. In effectively every branch for
which we have evidence of the suffix-conjugation, we find that 3rd Pl. suffixes are
distinct from 3rd Sg. suffixes, but none of the plural suffixes are cognate with one
another. Semitic *-ū and *-ā appear to be drawn from the paradigm of nominal
inflection, corresponding to nominative masculine plural in *-ū and the feminine
plural in *-āt respectively. The same is likely true of Egyptian <.w(»ı)> and
<.t(»ı)>, as each, particularly the former, resembles the nominal plurals <.w>
and <.wt>. The Berber languages do not show internal agreement within the
family pointing to a single set of 3rd plural suffixes. Rather it seems clear that
there is a cluster of geographically northern languages in which the *-it of the 3rd
plural is simply a part of the generalized *-it suffix that characterizes all subject-
conjugated verbes qualitatifs. Then there appears to be a more more southern
group, characterized by Zenaga (as well as the suffix forms of general verbal
inflection in Tuareg) in which distinctive 3rd Pl. suffixes *-an and *-nat can
be reconstructed. Which, if either, of these systems ought to be reconstructed
to the Proto-Berber stage is unclear. The East-Cushitic stative conjugation
likewise exhibits no distinctive forms for the 3rd plural, or indeed, of the 3rd
persons at all.
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Across the daughter languages, then, we find common evidence for the pres-
ence of 3rd Pl. suffixes, but almost all such morphemes bear strong resemblances
to morphemes present in nominal inflection, and almost none of the morphemes
in question exhibit any straightforward or uncontroversial cognation with one
another. We therefore cannot reconstruct a clear affix indicating the 3rd Pl.
in Afro-Asiatic, though we acknowledge the possibility that such an affix may
have existed at one point, but has since been lost and replaced with other more
transparently derived morphemes from nominal or pronominal inflection.
1.3.2.3 Aspect
Excluding the previously discussed possibility of a long vs. short/stative vs.
perfect opposition within the suffix-conjugation, it is the eventive prefixing con-
jugation that can be further sub-divided into aspectual categories. Although
the systems do not agree perfectly in detail, a picture nevertheless emerges of
an Afro-Asiatic eventive verb which reflects two primary aspects: an unmarked
and default perfective form and a marked imperfective. We will discuss the
distinctive form and the attestation of each below.
1.3.2.3.1 Perfective Stem
As with many elements of the morphology of Afro-Asiatic, the perfective stem
is best known to us from Semitic. This stem is the form of the Akkadian
preterite, the Ugaritic perfective, the Hebrew, Aramaic and Syriac imperfects,
the Classical Arabic non-past and jussive, the Ethiopic jussive, and the South
Arabian subjunctive. In all of these attestations, it reflects the same basic stem
shape: *CCVC, as demonstrated in the comparison of the most basic paradigms
from Semitic, adapted from Lipiński (2001).
Akkadian Arabic Hebrew Ge’ez Mehri
1st Sg. aprus »af–alu »eqt.ōl
»@qt@l l@ktēb
2nd Sg. M taprus taf
–alu tiqt.ōl t@qt@l t@ktēb
F taprus̄ı taf–al̄ına tiqt.@l̄ı t@qt@li t@ktēbi
3rd Sg. M iprus yaf
–alu yiqt.ōl y@qt@l y@ktēb
F taprus taf–alu tiqt.ōl t@qt@l t@ktēb
1st Pl. niprus naf–alu niqt.ōl n@qt@l n@ktēb
2nd Pl M taprusā taf
–alūna tiqt.@lū t@qt@lu t@ktēb@m
F taf–alna tiqt.ōlnā t@qt@la t@kt@b@n
3rd Pl. M iprusū yaf
–alūna yiqt.@lū y@qt@lu y@ktēb@m
F iprusā yaf–alna tiqt.ōlnā y@qt@la t@kt@b@n
Figure 1.48: Triliteral Semitic Perfective Stem Forms
Considering the root shapes of other Afro-Asiatic families, biliteral verbal
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roots are suspiciously absent from the the inflection of prefix-conjugated forms
in attested Semitic languages. Many Semitic verbs reflect only two root conso-
nants in their surface representations, and some may be correctly interpreted
in the synchronic grammars of Semitic daughter languages as having only two
root consonants. However, almost all such forms can be rightly regarded as the
outcomes of originally "weak" verbs containing one (or more) sonorant or gut-
tural consonants prone to vocalization or disappearance depending on position
within the syllable. Based on this, we may rightly say that Proto-Semitic had
no biliteral inflection41.
Because all non-imperative finite verb forms which can be securely recon-
structed to the common Proto-Semitic stage are triliteral, we cannot directly
comment on the shapes of other stems in Proto-Semitic, but we can neverthe-
less remark upon their behavior in specific daughters. In Arabic, four-consonant
verb roots form an irregular but relatively coherent class that take the uniform
shape CVCCVC in both the prefix and the suffix-conjugation: as in yutarjimu
"he translates" or yuqahqihu "he laughs aloud." Quadriliterals in Akkadian are
limited exclusively to the derived N-Stem (see section 1.3.2.4.3 for further dis-
cussion of the N-Stem), but nevertheless exhibit the same distinctive CVCCVC
stem shape: ibbalkit42 "he turned over." Ethiopic and South Arabian both attest
four-consonant forms of the Arabic type (Ge’ez y@tärgw@m "may he translate,"
Mehri yakarb@l "may he run," Rubin (2010); Tropper (2002)), but they share
with Akkadian an association of the N-Stems with quadriliterals. Indeed, in
South Semitic, quadriliteral verbs are the only forms which retain the N-Stem
in any form. In the Northwest Semitic languages, quadriliterals take the same
form as in Arabic, (Hebrew y@t
¯
argēm "he is/will translate"). Five-consonant,
or quinquiliteral, verbs are even rarer across Semitic, however, they do occur
sporadically, especially in South Semitic, where they attest a stem shape CCVC-
CVC (Ge’ez y@dlaql@q "may he tremble," which appears to be a reduplication).
As we turn our attention to Berber, we find a similar system in many re-
spects. Here, again, triliteral forms predominate, and like Semitic, they attest
a CCVC stem shape. In addition to these most common root forms, however,
we likewise find in Berber regular or semi-regular classes of biliteral, quadrilit-
eral and even quinquiliteral verbal roots. Though comparatively less frequent
than their triliteral counterparts, these forms are common enough for Prasse
(1973) to reconstruct them to Proto-Berber, along with their distinctive stem
shapes. Biliterals appear as CVC, quadriliteral roots as CVCCVC, and quin-
quiliteral roots as CCVCCVC. Note that, as in Semitic, other phonologically
41There is, in fact, some evidence that Proto-Semitic had inherited archaic biliteral verbal
forms, albeit not in the prefix-conjugation. In Arabic, for instance, some verbs which begin
with weak consonants such as *w, *y, *», etc. appear as biliteral in the imperative: kul
"eat!" vs. ya »kulu "he eats." Rather than an Arabic innovation, we may compare this with
the common Semitic imperatives – Akkadian lid̄ı, Ugaritic ld, Hebrew l@d̄ı, or Ge’ez lädi, all
meaning "give birth!," missing the initial weak consonant *w/*y seen in the inflected verb
*walad/*yalad. Since, however, all these verbs have been extended with weak consonants in
the prefix- and suffix-conjugation forms, we cannot examine the form of the perfective stem
with biliteral verb roots.
42Originally *inbalkit.
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well-formed stem types not precluded by syllable-structure rules (such as CVCC
CVCVCC or CVCCVCC ) are not attested in the basic verbal system of Berber.
A complete illustration of the possible perfective stem shapes is provided below,
adapted from Prasse (1973) and Heath (2005).
Biliteral Triliteral Quadriliteral Quinquiliteral
1st Sg. @wätäG @kräsäG @bärdäGäG @blänkäsäG
2nd Sg. t@wätäd t@kräsäd t@bärdäGäd t@blänkäsäd
3rd Sg. M iwät ikräs (i)bärdäG iblänkäsF t@wätät t@kräsät t@bärdäGät t@blänkäsät
1st Pl. n@wät n@kräs n@bärdäG n@blänkäs
2nd Pl M t@wätäm t@kräsäm t@bärdäGäm t@blänkäsämF t@wätmät t@kräsmät t@bärdäGmät t@blänkäsmät
3rd Pl. M @wätän @kräsän @bärdäGän @blänkäsänF @wätnät @kräsnät @bärdäGnät @blänkäsnät
Figure 1.49: Tuareg Berber Perfective Stem Forms
In the Cushitic languages, the perfective stem is retained only in the prefix-
conjugated "strong verbs," but nevertheless, a similar pattern emerges. Larger
4- and 5-consonant verbal roots are not attested in Cushitic, but biliterals, which
are the most common root type in Cushitic, attest the same primarily CVC stem
shape (with occasional conditioned variation to CC ), while triliterals attest
primarily CCVC, excepting stems containing weak or laryngeal consonants, or
stems containing long first vowels, which appear as CV̄CVC ). While the stems
with long vowels are likely Cushitic innovations, the biliteral forms agree quite
closely with Berber, and the triliterals with Berber and Semitic. Bi- and triliteral
stem formations from both Beja and Afar-Saho are presented below, adapted




Biliteral Triliteral Biliteral Triliteral
1st Sg. arib ašbib able afkune
2nd Sg. M tiriba tišbiba table tafkuneF tiribi tišbibi
3rd Sg. M irib išbib yable yafkuneF tirib tišbib timiy tafkune
1st Pl. nirib nišbib nable nafkune
2nd Pl tiribna tišbibna tablin tafkunin
3rd Pl. iribna išbibna yablin yafkunin
Figure 1.50: Beja and Afar-Saho Perfective Stem Forms
Since the perfective stem is morphologically unmarked, and is identifiable
only in the inflection of the prefix-conjugation, direct reflexes of this stem are
unrecoverable in those branches which have lost the prefix-conjugation, namely
Egyptian, Chadic, and Omotic.
On the basis of these data, we may reconstruct the basic perfective stems of
Proto-Afro-Asiatic as varying distinctly based on the number of consonants that
make up the root. We will return to this variability in section 2.2.1, in which we
discuss the generation of such forms from an originally vocalized and syncopated
root. A summary of reconstructable stem shapes is provided in section 1.3.2.5.
1.3.2.3.2 Imperfective Stem
The other of the securely reconstructable aspectual stems is the imperfective
stem. In contrast to the perfective stem, which is morphologically unmarked,
other than potential stem allomorphy, the imperfective stem has a characteristic
morphological form, often treated as a templatic phenomenon, which we will
here argue is better-characterized as a simple case of infixation.
The imperfective stem, both in its form and its semantics, is best-attested
in Semitic, specifically east Semitic, where Akkadian attests to a morphologi-
cally distinctive imperfective verbal stem formed, using the terminology of the
traditional grammars of Semitic languages, by the gemination of the second
root-consonant: CVC2C2VC. This geminated imperfective is likewise attested
in the Ethiopic languages, although its basic semantics have shifted, now repre-
senting a combined present/future "non-past" form. A geminated second root-
consonant may be hypothesized to underlie the imperfect form of the Modern
South Arabian languages, such as Mehri y@rōk@z. The long vowel appearing
between the first and second root-consonants is a lengthening by prosodic po-
sition, but the presence of a vowel in such a position at all suggests that it
arose not as a CCVC perfective stem but rather a CVC2C2VC stem with sub-
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sequent loss of gemination43. The geminated imperfective clearly has been lost
in Classical Arabic, but it was likely present at the Proto-Arabic stage. As
noted by Rubio (2006), Andalusian Arabic still retained the geminate imperfec-
tive as late as the 16th century, when Pedro de Alcalá recorded forms such as
<nihammí> (*nih. ammı̄) and <nixehhéd> (*nišehhed) in place of the expected
classical forms »ah.mı̄ and
»ašhadu respectively44. The geminated imperfective
is unattested in Hebrew and Aramaic, and the writing of Ugaritic makes it
impossible to ascertain its presence there with certainty. Nevertheless, there
is some evidence that such forms may have been present in Central or North-
west Semitic. Recovered Amorite onomastics such as <ya-ma-at-ti-Èl> and
<ya-na-ab-bi-Èl> seem to demand reconstructions as geminated imperfectives
*yamatti – »el "El will protect" and *yanabbi » »el "El will name" rather than
perfectives *yamti – »el or yanbi » »el respectively. Below we present forms from
Akkadian and Ge’ez, which clearly reflect the old imperfective geminate stem,
as well as the Modern South Arabian forms, as represented by Mehri, which
may reflect this formation.
Akkadian Ge’ez Mehri
1st Sg. aparras »@qätt@l @kūt@b
2nd Sg. M taparras t@qätt@l t@kūt@bF taparras̄ı t@qätt@li t@kēt@b
3rd Sg. M iparras y@qätt@l y@kūt@bF taparras t@qätt@l t@kūt@b
1st Pl. niparras n@qätt@l n@kūt@b
2nd Pl M taparrasā t@qätt@lu t@k@tb@mF t@qätt@la t@k@tb@n
3rd Pl. M iparrasū y@qätt@lu y@k@tb@mF iparrasā y@qätt@la t@k@tb@n
Figure 1.51: Triliteral Semitic Imperfective Stems
In each of these cases, the traditional templatic description of these imperfec-
tives as having a geminated second root-consonant is consistent with the data.
When we begin to examine the quadriliteral and quinquiliteral verb forms, how-
ever, it becomes clear that this formulation must be modified. In Akkadian, for
instance, the imperfective counterpart to ibbalkit is not *ibballkit (which would
violate syllable structure), or *ibballv̆kit with an epenthetic vowel to correct for
syllable structure, but rather, ibbalakkit, with the third radical apparently gem-
inating. The same pattern holds true in Ge’ez where, the perfect y@tärgw@m is
43*yarákkaz>*yarákaz>y@r´̄ok@z
44The replacement of the * »a- 1st Sg. prefix with *ni- is a common characteristic of
Maghrebi Arabic and has no bearing on the presence of morphological gemination in these
forms.
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paired not with *y@tärrägw@m, but rather with y@täräggw@m. Likewise for the
quinquiliterals of Ethiopic. Perfect y@sars@r is geminated in the present/future
not as *y@hv̆ssars@r with second-radical gemination, but rather as y@hasrass@r.
In the case of these data, we can perhaps salvage the templatic account by
suggesting it is not the second root-consonant that geminates, but rather that
the formation of the imperfective stem is effectively a right-edge prosodic effect
which geminates the second root-consonant from the right. Such a theory would
produce both the more conventional CVC2C2VC triconsonantal forms as well
as the less conventional CVCVC3C3VC quadriliterals.
A similar situation presents itself in Berber. The old Afro-Asiatic imper-
fective is survived in Berber in the form of the so-called "Intensive Imperfect,"
which functions as a present progressive, and is marked by gemination. For
triliteral roots, as in Semitic, it is characterized by the gemination of the second
root-consonant, and the presence of a full vowel between the first root-consonant
and the geminate (*yikarras). The biliterals of Berber, absent from Semitic, are
consistent with the right-edge analysis, with gemination in such forms occurring
on the initial root-consonant, the second from the right (*yiwwat). Samples of
biliteral and triconsonantal inflection are provided below, again adapted from
Prasse (1973) and Heath (2005).
Biliteral Triliteral
1st Sg. @ggât45 @kârras
2nd Sg. t@ggâtäd t@kârräsäd
3rd Sg. M iggât ikârräsF t@ggâtät t@kârräsät
1st Pl. n@ggât n@kârräs
2nd Pl M t@ggâtäm t@kârräsämF t@ggâtmät t@kârräsmät
3rd Pl. M @ggâtän @kârräsänF @ggâtnät @kârräsn̈at
Figure 1.52: Bi- and Triliteral Geminate Imperfectives in Tuareg
Four- and five-consonant verbal roots are present within Berber, but we
cannot directly observe the shape of the gemianted imperfective in these forms
due to a particular quirk of the imperfective stem in general, and of these larger
verb stems in Berber specifically. The geminated imperfective stem in Berber
does not co-occur with any of the derived stem types (see section 1.3.2.4 for
discussion of derived stems). Although they are not transparently derived in any
detectable fashion, the quadriliteral and quinquiliteral stems of Berber exhibit
the morphlogical behavior of derived stems, both in terms of affixes and stem
45This is the same root as perfect iwät. Geminate *w in Berber results in an alternation
with [gg].
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shapes. They therefore do not show any gemination in the imperfect, instead
showing a novel imperfect prefix in *t-. However, there is another important
class of verbs in Berber, those we might rightly describe as CVCV biliterals,
which contain only two root-consonants, but are bisyllabic. In these forms,
gemination of the intensive imperfect (the old imperfective stem) appears on
the final root consonant (*yibassa). We will return to these momentarily, as the
data from Beja can help clarify their behavior.
among the Cushitic languages, the original distinction between the old Afro-
Asiatic perfective and imperfective stems is retained only in Beja, which is not
particularly surprising, as Beja is the only Cushitic language outside of Afar-
Saho in which the prefix-conjugation survives as anything more than a handful
of irregular or suppletive verbs. In contrast to its northern cousins, Beja does
not reflect the same characteristic gemination of root consonants in imperfective
verb stems. Rather, it shows an imperfective verb formed by the presence of
an infix <n>. However, this <n> infix corresponds closely to the gemination
reflected in Semitic and Berber, with the infixed segment appearing directly
adjacent to the same consonant which would geminate in the northern languages.
For triliteral CVCVC verbs, this means the <n> infix appears adjacent to the
second root-consonant (Beja (i)danb̄ıl vs. Akkadian iparras). For biconsonantal
CVC verbs, this means the infixed <n> appears adjacent to the initial root-
consonant (Beja inr̄ıb vs. Tuareg iggât). Finally, in biliteral, bisyllabic CVCV
verbs, the <n>-infix appears adjacent to the final root consonant (Beja (i)dangi
vs. Tuareg ibâss).
One striking difference between the imperfective stems of Beja and those of
Semitic and Berber is that the <n> infix which indicates the imperfective ap-
pears to be wholly absent in the plural forms, although Reinisch (1893) reports
forms from the Hadendowa dialect of Egypt, Eritrea, and Sudan, which main-
tain <n>-infixation throughout the full paradigm. To judge from the external
comparanda, it would appear that this is the original configuration, though it
is not entirely clear as to why the infix should be lost. It is true that the plural
forms have allomorphically variant stems that could be interpreted as spelling
out the imperfectivity without the need for the infix. Such an approach is per-
haps supported by the fact that in the Hadendowa forms reported by Reinisch,
the presence of the <n> infix in the plural is accompanied by no other changes
to the verbal stem. Sample paradigms are provided below, again from Wedekind
and Musa (2010), Zaborski (1975), and Reinisch (1893).
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Biliteral Bisyllabic Triliteral Hadendowa
1st Sg. anr̄ıb adangi adanb̄ıl arankw ı̄
2nd Sg. M tinr̄ıba dangi danb̄ıl rank
w ı̄ya
F tinr̄ıbi dangi danb̄ıl rankw ı̄yi
3rd Sg. M inr̄ıb dangi danb̄ıl rankw ı̄F tinr̄ıb
1st Pl. nirib nideg nidabil nerankwi
2nd Pl tiribna tidegna tidabilna terankw ı̄na
3rd Pl. iribna idegna idabilna erankw ı̄na
Figure 1.53: <n>-Infixed Imperfectives in Beja
A number of scholars, such as Greenberg (1952), have commented on the sim-
ilarity between the geminate imperfective of Berber and Semitic on the one hand
and the <n>-infixed imperfective of Beja on the other. Greenberg suggests that
the Beja form arises from an originally geminated form with secondary dissimi-
lation of the geminate into a nasal/consonant cluster (CC>nC ). We, however,
suggest that the relationship is quite the opposite. Namely, the geminates of
Semitic and Berber are in fact the reflexes of these originally infixed clusters
(nC>CC ). We believe this is the correct interpretation for a number of reasons.
First, dissimilation of geminates into [nasal]+[stop] is not a known phono-
logical process in Beja, and indeed geminate consonants are quite commonplace
in Beja without any evidence of dissimilation. On the other hand, both Semitic
and Berber offer some evidence of the assimilation of [nasal]+[consonant] clus-
ters into geminate clusters. Complete assimilation of nasal clusters to geminates
is a surface-true rule in Akkadian, Phoenician, and Hebrew. It is likewise at-
tested in Andalusi Arabic, Sabean, sporadically in Ge’ez inscriptions, and in
Gurage and Gafat (Lipiński, 2001). In Berber, Dell and Elmedlaoui (2012) and
Bendjaballah and Haiden (2005) both demonstrate how the genitival preposi-
tion *n in Tashelhiyt and Qabyle Berber undergoes assimilation with the onset
of the noun that it governs, with Bendjaballah and Haiden further noting how
such assimilations seem to be a fairly regular part of the word internal phonol-
ogy of Qabyle. The data of all three languages therefore support the hypothesis
of geminates arising in [nasal]+[consonant] clusters, rather than the inverse.
Additionally, supposing an original <n>-infix allows us to better explain
why the different verbal root types appear to select different root consonants
as the target for gemination. If we suppose that the initial process was some
sort of templatic or prosodically motivated gemination, it is difficult to state
concisely in a single rule which root consonant appears to be the target of
such gemination. If, on the other hand, we suppose that the initial state of
affairs was rather the infixation of <n>, followed by subsequent assimilation,
the situation is far simpler. This infix is inserted from the right before the
onset consonant of the word-final syllable, in keeping with the simple observa-
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tion that the relevant consonant for the formation of the imperfective (whether
geminated or [nasal]+[consonant]) is always the onset of the last syllable. In
the case of CVC biliteral roots, this will generate *nCVC/*CCVC forms such
as Beja inr̄ıb or Tuareg iggât. In the case of CVCVC triliterals, it will cre-
ate CVnCVC/CVCCVC forms, such as Beja (i)danb̄ıl or Akkadian iparras.
And critically, in the case of the bisyllabic CVCV verbs found in Cushitc and
Berber, it easily generates the otherwise difficult-to-explain final-consonant gem-
inate/cluster CVnCV /CVCCV, as in Beja (i)dangi or Tuared ibâss. In this way,
we can see that an account which locates the origin of the imperfective stem in
simple right-edge infixation, rather than as a templatic process, more easily and
succinctly accounts for the location of the geminate/cluster as it appears in the
attested data.
Unlike the perfective stem, which is morphologically unmarked and therefore
effectively undetectable in those branches which have lost the prefix-conjugation,
the imperfective stem is characterized by an overt morphological realization, one
we might hope to recover in even the more innovative branches such as Egyptian,
Chadic, or Omotic. In Egyptian, some scholars have suggested a link to the
class of perfect/imperfect verbal pairs such as <qb> vs. <qbb> "be cold,"
<šm> vs. <šmm> "be hot," or <km> vs. <kmm> "be black," in which
the forms with the doubled written consonant have inchoative, habitual, or
progressive meanings. Such forms are, however, false cognates with the original
imperfective, as gemination is typically not displayed overtly in hieroglyphic
writing, and a consideration of the outcomes of such pairs in Coptic reveals the
the doubled written consonants are just that: freestanding consonants separated
by vowels.
• keb (*qib) vs. kbob (*qv̆bab)
• /em (*šim) vs. /mom (*šv̆mam)
• kem (*kim) vs. kmom (*kv̆mam)
Such forms should more rightly be considered as examples of true reduplica-
tion, and indeed, Bendjaballah and Reintges (2009) compares these forms with
other complete reduplicative verb stems within Egyptian using the term plu-
ractional, obviously suggesting that such forms find their true cognate forms
in the reduplicated pluractional verbs of Chadic (see below), rather than the
geminated forms of Semitic, Berber, or Cushitic, an analysis we favor as well.
There is, however, a small sub-category of Egyptian verbs which may rep-
resent a true inheritance of the original imperfective geminte/cluster stem:
namely, the so-called medial geminate verbs. This small class of mostly biliteral
verb roots shows the same written alternations as the general perfect/imperfect
pairs (<pr.t> vs. <prr.t> "to come forth"), but their descendents in Cop-
tic reveal a different phonological structure. For instance, <pr.t> survives as
Coptic pire, reflecting a Middle Egyptian *p̄ırv̆t. On the other hand, <prr.t>
survives as the so-called absolute form of the verb in Coptic, attested as pir-
rie, reflecting a Middle Egyptian *pirrv̆(y)v̆t. While it is clear that gemination
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must be reconstructed for the imperfectives of the medial geminate verbs, the
potential connection of the long/geminate imperfective of Afro-Asiatic is less
clear. The gemination in Egyptian occurs on the onset of the final syllable, as
in the inherited geminate imperfective, but if it is an inheritance from AA, it has
clearly been conflated with the entirely separate reduplicative pluractional verb
form. For our purposes, we remain agnostic about potential relations between
the long/geminate imperfective and the medial geminate verbs.
In Chadic, we find that the most common morphological marking of dura-
tion, repetition, or habitual verbal semantics is associated with the reduplicated
forms known as pluractionals. These have traditionally been treated as quite
distinct from the gemination of the imperfective, and we will do the same.
Nevertheless, we may still examine the verbal system of Chadic and note any
potential relics of the original imperfective stem. Jungraithmayr (1974), in his
discussion of the development of the verbal system of Chadic, reconstructs a
basic opposition between imperfective and perfective stems at the Proto-Chadic
level. He notes, however, that the morphological realization of this distinc-
tion varies greatly across the Chadic languages. Surveying these various forms,
he proposes a diachronic development from older methods of aspect markings
to comparatively more transparent innovative forms. Jungtaithmayr’s basic
schema is illustrated below.
• Stage I (Migama, Mubi, Sokoro)
– Vowel infixation and internal apophony/lengthening, gemination
• Stage II (Dera, Dangla, Birgit)
– Vowel suffixation, external (word-final) vowel apophony
• Stage III (Hausa, Ron, Zime)
– Tonal alternation
• Stage IV
– No marking. Impf. and Perf. stems identical
As Jungraithmayr points out, his so-called Stage 1 Chadic languages still
attest to an imperfective stem formed by the gemination of root consonants46.
He notes, for instance, that in languages such as Migama or Mubi, we find
gemination on the second radical of biliteral verbs such as Migama b`̄eré/bèrré
"measure" or Mubi ber/birra "fly." Note that these forms agree exactly with
the disyllabic biliterals of Beja, in which *<n> infixation occurs one sylla-
ble from the right. Jungraithmayr is somewhat struck that in Migama, which
has triliteral verb forms, it is the 3rd! root consonant which geminates, as in
46As well as the infixation of *<a>, which is likewise common throughout Afro-Asiatic.
For further discussion of this instance of infixation/apophony, see section 2.3.2.2.1, in which
apophony is taken up in greater detail.
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»ápìlé/ »àpàllá "wash." While unexpected from the perspective of a templatic
theory, this is nevertheless precisely the positon predicted from a theory of in-
fixation from the right, given that Chadic verbal roots have been extended with
root-final vowels generating an additional syllable and altering the location of
infixation. For our purposes, we will regard the gemination seen in these Stage
I Chadic languages as a fossilized relic of the once fully functional imperfective
stem inherited from Proto-Afro-Asiatic.
1.3.2.3.3 Summary of Aspect Stem Formation
Considering the data presented above from the Afro-Asiatic daughters, we can
reconstruct the following underived stem types for Proto-Afro-Asiatic. Forms




Figure 1.54: Proto-Afro-Asiatic Aspectual Stems
The case of larger four- and five- consonant verbal roots is uncertain. As we
have previously mentioned, it is unclear whether such forms should be recon-
structed for Proto-Afro-Asiatic proper at all. If they are to be reconstructed
at all, the shape of the imperfective stem is not securely reconstructable, as
Semitic exhibits the characteristic right-edge infixation, whereas Berber shows
derived-stem behavior for the imperfectives of these roots. Whether the Semitic
or Berber state of affairs is more archaic is not immediately apparent. We will
discuss the development of quadriliterals later in sections 3.2, 4.2, and 5.2 when
we focus in on the development of our theory of syncope in the verbal systems
of each Afro-Asiatic daughter.
1.3.2.4 Verbal Derivation – Derived Stems
The derived verbal stems of Afro-Asiatic are, on the whole, remarkably well-
attested, considering the tendency for the inherited prefix and suffix-conjugation
systems to be displaced by innovative verbal systems. Both the forms and the
approximate functions of the derivational morphemes are securely recoverable,
and they often trigger cognate alterations in the apparent shape of the derived
verbal stem which they form. Using terminology adapted from Semitic, we will
refer to each of these derived stem types as the S-Stem, the N-Stem, and the
T-Stem. The form and function of each will be discussed in detail below.
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1.3.2.4.1 S-Stem
By far the most common and most securely reconstructable of the derived stem
types is the S-Stem. The S-Stem appears in all Afro-Asiatic daughter branches,
likely with the exception of Chadic, where it is regularly used to create derived
verbs with causative or factitive semantics, or otherwise generally to increase
verbal valence.
In Semitic, the S-Stem, or Š-Stem as it is there known, is widely attested,
appearing in every major branch of Semitic, as well as in close to all attested
languages. The morpheme which forms the Semitic S-Stem is quite securely
reconstructable as a *ša-/*šu- prefix, although the *š segment appears only in
Akkadian, Ugaritic, and some stem formations in Mehri. Elsewhere in Semitic, it
has undergone weakening to /h/, as in Hebrew, Aramaic, or the remaining Mehri
stems, or fully lenited to /»/, as in Arabic, Syriac, or the Ethiopic languages. A
summary of S-Stem forms in Semitic is presented below, adapted from Lipiński
(2001).
Perfective Imperfective Stative
Akkadian ušapris ušapras šuprus
Arabic yuf–ilu47 – »af–ala
Hebrew yaqt̄ıl47 – hiqt̄ıl
Ge’ez yaqt@l47 yaqätt@l47 »äqtälä
Mehri y@haf–@l y@h@f–ol h@f–ol
Figure 1.55: S-Stem Verbs in Semitic
As illustrated above, the perfective Š-Stem in Semitic attests the same CCVC
shape of the verbal root as the perfective of the underived verb stem (henceforth
referred to as the G-Stem, again adopting terminology from Semitic). Interest-
ingly, the stative stem, which typically shows only alternations between CVCVC
and CVCC in the G-Stem, now shows exclusively a CCVC root shape, the same
as the perfective. While Ge’ez attests to a distinctive Š-Stem form along with
imperfective gemination, both Akkadian and Mehri agree that the characteristic
gemination of the imperfective was absent from the Š-Stem. Outside compar-
ison will confirm that this was the original state of affairs, and that, indeed,
the gemination of the imperfective (or the nasal-infix which gave rise to that
gemination) did not co-occur with any of the derived stem forms.
In Berber, a similar picture emerges. As in Semitic, the S-Stem is marked by
a prefix *sv̆-, though which vowel is present appears to vary in different forms.
One peculiarity of the Berber S-Stem, and of the derived verbal stems more
generally, is that the *s segment of the prefix shows sporadic gemination across
47The Arabic, Hebrew, and Ge’ez forms reflect original *yu »af –ilu, *yahaqt̄ıl, and
*ya »aqtil/ya »aqattil respectively.
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the Berber languages, and indeed, even within a single language, as illustrated in
the Tuareg forms given below (adapted from Prasse (1973) and Heath (2005)).
Possible explanations for this gemination will be offered in later discussion, but it
would appear to be an innovation internal to Berber, and indeed, possibly after
the Proto-Berber stage, since the individual Berber languages do not always





Figure 1.56: S-Stem Verbs in Tuareg
The Berber triliteral root, like its Semitic counterpart, retains the charac-
teristic CCVC shape which we saw for the underived G-Stem. The biliteral,
on the other hand, retains an invariant CVC stem shape48. As in Semitic, the
quadriliterals have an invariant CVCCVC shape.
Another point of agreement between Semitic and Berber is that the gemi-
nation of the imperfective G-Stem is incompatible with the S-Stem form. But
unlike Semitic, which indicates the difference between the perfective and the
imperfective of the S-Stem with vowel apophony, Berber has developed a novel
imperfective marker, which consists of the lengthening of the vowel of the *sv̆-
prefix to *sv̂ -. This length is, to reckon from the other Afro-Asiatic daughters,
clearly not original to the prefix, and we may rightly consider a development
internal to Berber. In addition to the lengthening of the prefix vowel, Berber S-
Stems, and derived stems more generally, commonly co-occur with an apparent
*(t)tv̆ - prefix, which also marks imperfective in Berber, as discussed in section
4.2.
The situation in Cushitic is more complex and requires further comment. In
Beja, we find the S-Stem alive and well, again marked by a prefix-containing *s,
as in the forms below from Wedekind and Musa (2010), Zaborski (1975) and
Appleyard (2007).
48The vowel of the root is subject to lengthening by position or stress in Tuareg, but this
is a later, Tuareg-internal development.
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Non-Intensive Intensive
Perfective Imperfective Perfective Imperfective
Biliteral isōdir isōd̄ır isdār
Bisyllabic isdag isdagi isdāg isdāgi
Triliteral išbašikw išbāšikw išbaš̄ıkw išbāš̄ıkw
Figure 1.57: S-Stem Verbs in Beja
Here we find that Beja is unlike Berber or Semitic, in that the triliteral
verbal root in the S-Stem does not match the shape of the G-Stem, appearing as
CVCVC, rather than CCVC. Biliterals are again invariant. Another important
point of contrast is that, unlike the S-Stems of Semitic or Berber, the Beja
S-Stem surfaces in some forms with the causative prefix lacking any following
vowel. We will see that this is indeed a common feature of Cushitic and will
comment further on this phenomenon in our discussion in section 6.2.2.2. The
causative prefix has likewise developed a long form *sō-, which is used with
biliteral roots, but this is an innovation specific to Beja within Cushitic, and we
will not discuss it further here.
Although Beja is the most archaic of the Cushitic daughters, we have pre-
viously remarked that the prefix-conjugated "strong verb" likewise survives ro-
bustly in Afar-Saho, and, along with it, the S-Stem. Though lacking the elon-
gated sō- prefix of Beja, the forms of Afar-Saho otherwise agree with Beja, with
triliterals showing a CVCVC root shape, and biliterals an invariant CVC, as
illustrated in the forms below, from Hayward (1984).
Biliteral Triliteral
Afar-Saho yeyder49 yus–usube
Figure 1.58: Fossilized S-Stems in Afar-Saho
The S-Stem is also preserved, however, even in those Cushitic languages
which lose common prefix-conjugation in the form of strong verbs. In the
Cushitic "weak verb" (Banti’s SC1), we find the S-Stem survives in the form
of a suffix in *-s. In keeping with the accepted origin for the SC1 as a prefix-
conjugated auxiliary which has subsequently undergone univerbation with an
invariant verb stem, the causative *-s suffix of Cushitic is regarded as the same
prefix-conjugated auxiliary with the s-prefix. The apparent suffixation arises
49The form of the causative prefix is subject to a number of phonological alternations in
Afar-Saho. It appears as ys- before vowel-initial roots, as y- before roots beginning with a
coronal obstruent, and as s- before other root forms. These alternations may be shared by
East Cushitic languages more generally.
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once the auxiliary, always in final position due to the SOVT word order in
Cushitic, univerbates with the verb. Examples of such forms are presented
below, adapted from Appleyard (1987), Wedekind and Musa (2010), Mahaffy
(1940), Hayward (1984), and Mous (1993).
Beja Afar-Saho Agaw Iraqw
Biliteral tamsiya fahise k1ns qas̄ıs
Triliteral kad. awšiya hawenise g1d1rz
–akt̄ıs
Figure 1.59: Cushitic Weak-Verb Suffixed S-Stem Forms
Although the suffixed causatives of the Cushitic weak verb represent the
inheritance of the old Afro-Asiatic S-Stem in a certain sense, because they rep-
resent the outcome of univerbation rather than the simple affixation of deriva-
tional morphemes, they cannot directly inform us as to the shape of the original
S-Stem in Afro-Asiatic. The fact that such forms, as with all Cushitic weak
verbs, exhibit a completely invariant verbal root is an important component of
our analysis, which we will discuss further in sections 6.2.3 and 6.2.3.2.
In contrast to typical Omotic data, which is sparse in terms of both attes-
tation and clarity of reconstruction, the S-Stem in particular and the derived
verbal stems more generally are well-attested and point rather unambiguously
to simple constructions. Like its Cushitic counterpart in the form of the S-
Stem weak verbs discussed above, the S-Stem in Omotic survives exclusively
as a *-s suffix which appends to an otherwise invariant verbal stem. This sup-
ports the notion, discussed in section 1.3.2.2.1 above, that Omotic developed
the same periphrastic verbal conjugation which characterizes the Cushitic weak
verb, perhaps as an innovation shared by a common Cushitic-Omotic ancestor.
Omotic S-Stem forms are provided below, adapted from Bender (2000).
Wolaytta Koré Yemsa Dizi Aari Mao
immis wod.us kunsi c.ars wursis kēšiše
Figure 1.60: Suffixed S-Stem Verbs Across Omotic
We have previously described how Egyptian lacks any trace of the prefixes of
verbal inflection common throughout the remainder of the family. Nevertheless,
Egyptian preserves the prefixes of verbal derivation, most clearly the S-Stem.
As in the other languages, Egyptian S-Stems function primarily as causative
or factitives, as in the case of <–nh
˘
> "to live" vs. <s–nh
˘
> "to make live, to
nurse." Fortunately for the historical linguist, the S-Stem forms survive into
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Coptic, albeit as a relic class50, and from these, we may recover the shape of





Figure 1.61: S-Stem Verbs in Coptic and Middle Egyptian
The Egyptian S-Stem forms bear a striking resemblance to their Semitic and
Berber counterparts. As in Berber, the biliteral roots show no stem variation
from the CVC root51. As in Berber and Semitic, the triliterals show a CCVC
root shape with the *sv̆- prefix, as in *sa –nah
˘
. Finally, as in both Berber and
Semitic, quadriliteral verbs attest the same invariant CVCCVC root shapes as
in the G-Stem.
Finally, we may consider the case of the S-Stem in Chadic. There are many
causative morphemes identifiable among the Chadic languages, and a few which
appear to be reconstructable to older stages of the family. Few of these, however,
bear any clear resemblance to the Afro-Asiatic S-Stem. Schuh (2019) notes the
commonality of a causative suffix in *-d, which is securely reconstructable at
least for the West and Central branches of the family. He likewise notes the
presence of an East Chadic causative suffix *-t. It is unclear if these suffixes
should be considered cognate. East Chadic *t does not typically correspond with
Central or West Chadic *d, so if cognation is to be proposed, we must likewise
suppose an irregular sound change or other process beyond simple sound change
has altered the morpheme in some as-yet-undescribed fashion.
The best potential match for the Afro-Asiatic S-Stem in Chadic comes, some-
what surprisingly, from Hausa. Since the work of Parsons (1960), the Hausa
verbal system has conventionally been divided into distinct verb forms referred
to as "grades." These different grades can reflect differences in features such
as verbal valence, aspect, or agentivity. among these distinct forms, we may
note that the Grade 5 form is typically regarded as, at least in part, a semantic
causative. The Grade 5 verb is formed, generally speaking, by the suffixation
of -ar̃, which, as noted by Newman (1983), reflects an original *-as suffix still
attested in some more conservative Hausa dialects. Consider the underived vs.
Grade 5 pairs below, from Jaggar (2001).
50The productive causative formation in Coptic involves the prefixing of t-. In contrast to
the S-Stem, which represents an inheritance of the old Afro-Asiatic derivational prefixes, this
causative in *t- is in fact the univerbation of the Egyptian verb to give, <d»ı>.
51The lengthening present in *sv̆mı̄nt̆ is a surface-level prosodic fact about Middle Egyptian
and does not represent the underlying form.
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Underived Verb Grade 5
far̃k`̄a "awaken" far̃kar̃ "wake up"
fita "go out" fitar̃ "take out"
tāshì "rise" tāyar̃ "raise"
wark`̄e "recover" warkar̃ "cure"
fād. ì "fall" fād. ar̃ "drop"
Figure 1.62: Hausa Grade 5 Verb Forms
Given their initial *-as shape, it is tempting to link the Hausa Grade 5
verbs with the suffixed S-Stem forms seen in the weak verbs of Cushitic and,
likely, Omotic. Despite these apparent surface-level similarities, there are rea-
sons not directly link these formation with the weak verb S-Stems of Cushitic
and Omotic. For one, cognate forms to Hausa Grade 5 verbs are not recover-
able elsewhere in Chadic, making a reconstruction to Proto-Chadic difficult. For
another, as demonstrated by Jaggar (2014), the Hausa Grade 5 verbs are not
clearly a causative formation in the first place. While some verbs have plausibly
causative semantics, many Grade 5 verbs are more accurately assessed as having
a semantics associated with motion away from the speaker. For our purposes,
we will not regard the Grade 5 verbs of Hausa as representing an inheritance of
the older S-Stem.
We would also be remiss in terms of discussing possible remnants of the
S-Stem in Chadic more generally, or Hausa specifically, without mentioning
the Hausa periphrastic causative. In addition to the morphologically fused
Grade 5 form, Hausa also attests another more common and more productive
periphrastic causative construction involving the use of the freestanding "verb"
sâ "put." This construction, which is somewhat confusingly referred to as the
"syntactic causative" of Hausa, involves the insertion of sâ between the so-called
subject pronoun (likely an expression of I/T) and the causee, as in the case of













‘The chief made them dance’
Like the Grade 5 verb form, the "syntactic causative" verb sâ looks like
a plausible candidate for cognation with the archaic S-Stem on the surface.
However, such a connection is unlikely. Jaggar (2001) suggests that the Hausa
verb sâ derives originally from sak`̄a "place, put." In such a case, Hausa sâ would
relate not originally to the old S-Stem, but rather to other Chadic verbs such
as Masa súk "sit down," or Pa’a šikì "dwell, live," as well as to verbs outside
of Chadic like Akkadian šakānu "set out, arrange." For this reason, we will
again not regard the Hausa verb sâ and any constructions involving this verb
as related to the original Afro-Asiatic S-Stem.
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Figure 1.63: S-Stem in Afro-Asiatic
Note carefully the alternation in the forms of the prefix and the verb root.
The biliterals reflect are reconstructed with a purely consonantal *s- prefix and
an invariant verb stem, as in Berber and Cushitic (strong) biliterals (though
against Egyptian biliterals). Triliterals reflect a *sv̆- prefix and a CCVC root
shape as in the simple underived G-Stem, as seen in Semitic, Berber, and Egyp-
tian, but against Cushitic strong verbs. The quadriliterals, if they are to be
reconstructed for Afro-Asiatic at all, again reflect a consonantal *s- prefix, like
the biliterals, and, also like the biliterals attest an invariant root shape CVC-
CVC. We will return to these prefix and root shapes in section 2.2.1.2, where we
discuss how this apparently random distribution is in fact perfectly predicted
by an analysis using syncopation.
1.3.2.4.2 T-Stem
The next most widely attested of the derived stems is the T-Stem. The T-Stem
is found securely in Semitic, Berber, Cushitic, and Omotic, possibly attested in
Chadic, again in the form of Hausa, and is absent entirely from Egyptian. Unlike
the S-Stem, which has a comparatively easily recoverable semantic function, the
T-Stem frequently undergoes confusion with the N-Stem as the functions of each
frequently mismatch between distinct Afro-Asiatic branches. At a sufficient level
of abstraction, the T-Stem tends to function as a reflexive, a passive, a middle,
or a general intransitive, though we will discuss the distinctive function of the
T-Stem in each daughter branch in greater detail below.
In Semitic, the T-Stem is attested in all major branches, though it is subject
to significant re-modification. It is reflected in the East Semitic iptaras (reflex-
ive/reciprocal), the Arabic form VII yafta –alu ( reflexive/passive), the Ugaritic
<ypt– l> *yapta –ilu, (reflexive), and the Mehri y@nt̄ıf@z form, (primarily recip-
rocal, though reflexive and passive meanings are likewise attested). Examples




Akkadian iptaras iptarras pitrus
Arabic yafta– ilu – » ifta–ala
Ugaritic *yapta–alu – *» ipta–ala
Mehri y@nt̄ıf@z y@nt@fūz natf@z
Figure 1.64: Infixed T-Stem Verbs in Semitic
As illustrated above, the T-Stem in Semitic originally was characterized by
an infixed *<ta> morpheme which appears following the initial consonant of
the root, except in the stative stem, where the languages disagree. In the East
Semitic and Mehri suffix-conjugation, the infix of the T-Stem appears before
the second root-consonant, while in the Central Semitic languages the infix
still immediately follows the first root-consonant, while the verb stem itself
is preceded by a * »i - prefix of uncertain origin. The agreement of the East
and South Semitic forms, as well as the fact that the central Semitic form is
transparently derived, suggests that the stative CVtCVC form is original for
Semitic.
Despite the apparent commonality of the T-Stem form with an infixed *<ta>,
there is a strong tendency within Semitic to replace this form with a novel T-
Stem with a *ta- prefix. Such developments characterize the modern Aramaic
»etq@tel, the Ethiopic y@tqatal form, a number of »itfatah. forms which charac-




a form attested in
Hijazi and South-Palestinian Arabic since approximately the 9th century AD.
In Berber, the T-Stem is likewise widely attested, though it forms a passive
rather than a reflexive as in Semitic. Further contrasting with Semitic, the T-
Stem in Berber is formed not by an infixed *ta morpheme, but rather by the
prefixation of a *tv̆- affix. Like the *s of the S-Stem, the *t of the T-Stem
is subject to sporadic gemination across Berber, again clearly internal to the
development of the Berber languages. The prefix also commonly surfaces as
*(t)twv̆-. The two forms are identical in meaning, and the distribution and
origin of the two forms are not known. T-Stems from Tuareg are presented





Figure 1.65: T-Stem Verbs in Tuareg
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The T-Stems show similar patterns to the S-Stem. The biliteral verb roots
are invariant in basic shape, although the *tv̆ - prefix, unlike the *sv̆ - prefix,
always occurs with a vowel in Tuareg. The triliterals have the same CCVC root
shape as the G-Stem, and the quadriliterals are again CVCCVC. We will discuss
the difference between the presence and absence of the vowels in the prefixes of
the derived stems further in section 2.2.1.2 below.
In Cushitic, we see the same split between strong verb forms, which attest a
T-Stem prefix, and weak verbs (the SC1), which form the T-Stem with a suffix.
In Beja, the T-Stem functions primarily as a passive, as in Berber, although the
functions across Cushitic are sufficiently varied that Hayward (1984) refers to
the *t- affix as a "middle root-extension." The Beja forms are similar enough to
their S-Stem counterparts, as illustrated below, again from Wedekind and Musa
(2010), Zaborski (1975) and Appleyard (2007).
Non-Intensive Intensive
Perfective Imperfective Perfective Imperfective
Biliteral itōdār itōd̄ır –
Bisyllabic itdagāy itdagi itdāgāy itdāgi
Triliteral itdabāl itdab̄ıl itdābāl itdāb̄ıl
Figure 1.66: T-Stem Verbs in Beja
Note again that the *t- prefix typically lacks a subsequent vowel, excepting
the novel long prefix tō-, parallel to the S-Stem sō-, and clearly an internal devel-
opment within Beja. The relic strong verbs which remain throughout Cushitic
are quite similar. We may again illustrate this in Afar-Saho, from Hayward
(1984).
Saho Afar
Biliteral Triliteral Biliteral Triliteral
yat–ey yatribih. yabbul yaddih. il
Figure 1.67: Fossilized T-Stems in Afar-Saho
The original *t- prefix is preserved unchanged in Saho, while it has under-
gone gemination with the initial root consonant in Afar. Hayward regards these
geminates as the result of a *t- prefix directly adjacent to the initial root con-
sonant, making such forms parallel both with Saho and with the Beja strong
verb.
Again, the most common attestation of the T-Stem in Cushitic takes the
form of the suffixed *-t in the weak verb. As with the S-Stem, these forms
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are supposed to have originated with the univerbation of an originally prefix-
conjugated, and prefix-derived T-Stem auxiliary. Suffixed T-Stems are pre-
sented below from Appleyard (1987), Wedekind and Musa (2010), Mahaffy
(1940), Hayward (1984), and Mous (1993).
Beja Afar-Saho Agaw Iraqw
Biliteral – d. āmit čibr gwēr̄ıt
Triliteral – lagadat iqwar diya– āt
Figure 1.68: Cushitic Weak-Verb Suffixed T-Stem Forms
The suffixed T-Stems are noticeably absent from Beja, where the function
of the passive for weak verbs has been subsumed by the N-Stem, discussed in
further detail below. Otherwise the forms are similar to the weak S-Stem pre-
viously detailed. The *-t suffix is lenited in the Agaw languages to -r, but
otherwise the form of the suffix appending to an invariant verb stem is iden-
tical with the S-Stem. The forms across Cushitic are primarily passive, but
occasionally reflexive, middle or generalized intransitive verbs are attested.
The T-Stem is restricted in Omotic exclusively to suffixes, as was the S-
Stem, again suggesting a potential connection between the Omotic verb and the
Cushitic weak verb. Bender (2000) notes that T-suffixed forms appear in all
major Omotic sub-families, with the exception of the Mao group, for which we
lack sufficient data. Forms are presented below.
Wolaytta Koré Yemsa Sheko Aari Mao
mec.et
»ušut wort duft d̄ıber –
Figure 1.69: Suffixed T-Stem Verbs Across Omotic
The Aari form has undergone a lenition from original *-t to -r, akin to the
Agaw Cushitic languages. The presence of an original *-t is confirmed by the
forms of the other Aroid languages, where the Hamer language forms passives
with -d and the Dime language with -nd, both voiced variants of the original
*-t, likely reflecting an intermediate stage between *-t and -r. Bender notes that
the meaning of suffixed T-Stem verbs in Omotic is typically inconsistent, with
derived passives, reflexives, and reciprocals all attested. Bender even mentions
that some Omotic languages are able to form intransitive verbs from adjectival
stems using a -t suffix, though it is unclear whether we should connect these
forms with the T-Stem forms inherited from Afro-Asiatic.
In Chadic, the most basic passive/reflexive/intransitive construction is not
the inherited derived-stem type, but rather the apparently innovative Intransi-
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tive Copy Pronoun (ICP). This form, coined by Newman (1971), involves the
affixation of clitic/suffix object52 pronouns to an otherwise intransitive verb,
in agreement with the verbs subject. Consider the pairs of sentences from
























These ICP constructions are common in Chadic (particularly West Chadic)
and would appear to be inherited from Proto-Chadic. There is, however, little
evidence that they were inherited from common Afro-Asiatic, and they are
clearly not related to the derived-intransitive verbal stems (either the T-Stem
or the N-Stem discussed below).
Rather, the best candidate for a survival of the original T-Stem in Chadic
again comes to us from Hausa. Hausa attests a number of intransitive or passive
verbal formations, including the aforementioned Intransitive Copy Pronouns,
and the more common and productive Grade 7 verb, which is formed by a -
u suffix, as well as a (HL) tonal melody, spreading from right to left. Along
with these forms, there is also evidence of a passive/intransitive suffix -ta∼-da.
This suffix can append to verbs to form derived-reflexive or intransitive forms.
Consider the pairs below.
• tsai "remain in place"
• kwān "sleep"
• cî "eat"
• tsaidā "to place oneself"
• kwântā "spend night, be at ease"
• c̄ıdā "feed oneself"
Despite superficial similarities, however, it is unlikely that these suffixed
forms (sometimes referred to as Form II verbs) are in fact related at all to the
T-Stem. First, as with the Grade 5 Hausa verb forms discussed above, this
form has no obvious cognates as a verbal stem anywhere in the Chadic family.
Second, it does appear to have cognates in a so-called "efferential" preposition
52Note that, while in most Chadic languages the ICP pronouns are identical to the object
suffix pronouns, there are some languages that have distinct forms for ICP, DO and IDO
pronouns, such as Miya.
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d`̄a, which appears both in other Chadic languages, and even in other dialects of
Hausa, and likely represents the original form of this morpheme. Finally, while
the Form II verbs sometimes have intransitive or reflexive semantics, as in the
examples above, they frequently have transitivizing or even causative semantics
(tashi "rise" vs. tadā "raise"), or more idiosyncratic semantic relationships (sai
"buy" vs. saidā "sell"). For these reasons, we will not regard the Hausa Form
II verb as related to the Afro-Asiatic T-Stem, and conclude that the T-Stem
does not survive in Chadic.




Figure 1.70: T-Stem in Afro-Asiatic
We have here reconstructed the formation of the T-Stem as parallel to that
of the S-Stem, but that requires further comment. The *t-CVC shape of the
biliteral stem is reflected clearly in Cushitic, where it is the common form of the
strong verb T-Stem in effectively all languages, except the obviously innovative
tō- form of Beja. It is not, however, reflected in Berber, where in contrast to
the s-CVC S-Stem, we find a t@-CVC T-Stem. We will suppose that this form
is an innovation, and whose specific form and origin will be described in greater
detail in section 4.2.1.4 below.
For triliteral verbs, the *tv̆-CCVC shape we reconstruct is directly attested
in Berber, and is likewise reflected in those forms of the Semitic T-Stem which
are not infixed. As in the case of the S-Stem, the Cushitic T-Stem differs here
from the others, reflecting a t-CVCVC form which we will consider innovative.
It is difficult to say much with any certainty about the form of the T-Stem
quadriliteral, since it is reflected directly only in Berber as tv̆-CVCCVC. Note,
however, that this contrasts with both the quadriliteral S- and N-Stem forms
within Berber, as well as the forms of Semitic. Given this exceptional status,
and the variation regarding the *t-∼*tw- forms of the prefix, we will regard the
Berber forms as innovative.
1.3.2.4.3 N-Stem
The last of the major derived-stem types which we will consider in Afro-Asiatic is
the N-Stem. It is the most difficult derived-stem form to reconstruct, both in the
sense that it occurs in the smallest number of Afro-Asiatic daughter branches,
and also in that its semantics often appear to overlap or be confused with the
otherwise more widely attested T-Stem. The N-Stem occurs unambiguously
only in Semitic, Berber, and Cushitic, with a probable reflex in Egyptian and
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possible fragments in Omotic. It is unattested in Chadic. Semantically, the N-
Stem is similar to the T-Stem in forming derived passives, reflexives, reciprocals
or other types of intransitives. We may presume that originally one stem formed
true passives, with the other having reciprocal or middle function, and that
the two have been subject to consistent confusion and reanalysis along each
distinctive line of descent.
As we have come to expect, the N-Stem is best-known to us from Semitic.
The N-Stem occurs in every Semitic sub-branch, although in South Semitic it
has lost semantic function and rather become a fossilized element present only
on quadriliteral verb formations.
Perfective Imperfective Stative
Akkadian ipparis ipparras naprus
Arabic yunfa– ilu – »infa–ala
Hebrew yiqqātel – niqtal
Ge’ez yanqälq@l yanqallaq@l »änqälqäla
Mehri y@nk.arb@t. y@nk.@rbūt. @nk.@rbūt.
Figure 1.71: N-Stem Verbs in Semitic
Semantically, the Semitic N-Stem is primarily passive, with passive seman-
tics attested from Akkadian, Arabic, Hebrew, and throughout West Semitic
more generally. The semantics-less association between the N-Stem and the
quadriliteral verb roots attested in South Semitic is worth mentioning since it
may have parallels outside of Semitic. The form of the morpheme is reflected
as *nv̆- in the stative stems of Akkadian and Hebrew, but is reflected following
an * »a-/* »i- prefix in Arabic and throughout South Semitic (also in the He-
brew N-Stem imperative), making it difficult to reconstruct a single form for
Proto-Semitic, and suggesting that both forms (*nv̆- and * »v̆n-) may have been
present.
In Berber, the N-Stem presents itself in a similar fashion. As with the
other Berber derived-stems, the form of the derivational-prefix is subject to
sporadic gemination, but its basic form can be reconstructed as *mv̆-/*mmv̆-,





Figure 1.72: N-Stem Verbs in Tuareg
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Semantically, the N-Stem verb of Berber forms either reciprocal verbal forms
or more characteristically agent-less passives (mediopassives according to Heath
(2005)). Heath further notes that the N-Stem derivation is the least common
of the derived verbal stem types, as many Berber verbs can be used with an
agentless intransitive sense without derivation. Many N-Stem forms have a lexi-
cally specific semantics, often with the original underived verb having been lost.
As with the other derived verbal-stems in Berber (though unlike in Semitic),
the N-Stem appears to be incompatible with the characteristic gemination of
the imperfective stem, rather, surfacing with the tv̆- imperfective prefix. Note
further that the alternation between the mv̆- and m- prefixes matches that of
the S-Stem for triliteral and quadriliteral stems, but differs for the biliterals.
The N-Stem is attested in Cushitic, divided between a prefixed N-Stem char-
acteristic of the Cushitic strong verb, and a suffixed form for weak verbs. As
always, the strong verb is best attested in Beja, where it survives as a truly pro-
ductive class. In Beja, the N-Stem functions as a reflexive or reciprocal verbal
form, referred to as a social or collective form by Wedekind and Musa (2010).
A full paradigm is presented below from Zaborski (1975) and Appleyard (2007).
Non-Intensive Intensive
Perfective Imperfective Perfective Imperfective
Biliteral imōdār imōd̄ır imed̄ır
Bisyllabic imdagāy imdagi imedgāy imedgi
Triliteral imdabāl imdab̄ıl imedbāl imedb̄ıl
Figure 1.73: N-Stem Verbs in Beja
The so-called "intensive" forms of the N-Stem have clearly innovated a novel
prefix of the form me-, which is not shared by any of the other derived-stem
types. Nevertheless, in the more conservative and archaic non-intensive forms,
we find the characteristic mō- prefix of the biliterals, along with the vowel-less
m- prefix for all other verbal types. The originality of the vowel-less form in
Cushitic is again confirmed by the forms attested in the fossilized strong verbs
throughout the rest of the family, as best illustrated, again, by the East Cushitic





Figure 1.74: Fossilized N-Stems in Afar-Saho
As with the other derived-stem types, the N-Stem is best-preserved in Cushitic
in the form of the suffixed weak-verb forms, as these are the most common ver-
bal formations among the Cushitic languages. A sample of weak N-Stem forms
is presented below.
Beja Afar-Saho Agaw Iraqw
Biliteral tamamiya d. ā
– ı̄me k.wal@st@ŋ –
Triliteral hukwumamiy digālim wäkkäls@ŋ –
Figure 1.75: Cushitic Weak-Verb Suffixed N-Stem Forms
In Beja, the suffixed N-Stem forms serves the semantic function of both the
passive and the reciprocal/reflexive, since the suffixed T-Stem forms have not
survived in that language. In the Agaw languages, the reciprocal suffix survives,
surfacing primarily as -@ŋ, but it must co-occur with the passive suffix -@st. The
passive -@st of Agaw is itself a derivative of the causative S-Stem suffix and
the passive T-Stem suffix, suggesting that the mandatory co-occurrence of the
two might be part of the general trend of confusing and overlapping the T- and
N-Stems. In the Southern Cushitic languages, the suffixed N-Stem does not
survive, here being replaced by a suffixed T-Stem which serves both passive and
reciprocal functions. Note that this is the same change, but in the opposite
direction, as was observed in Beja.
In the case of the S- and T-Stems, we saw that the inherited derived stems of
Omotic share their greatest affinities with Cushitic, specifically with the Cushitic
weak verb, since both are suffixed forms which append to an otherwise invari-
ant verbal stem lacking in vowel apopohony or stem-shape alternations. We
also saw that, in contrast to the typical situation with regard to Omotic, the
derived stems show remarkably clear and uncontroversial cognation with sister
stems outside the family. It is striking, then, that there is no widely attested
derivational form in *-n or *-m across the Omotic family. Nevertheless, Bender
(2000) notes that there are potential fragments which he states "may reflect
*Afrasian [N-Stem]." These forms are presented below.
53This form representing an underlying yumh.uw∼yumh.uy.
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Bench Yemsa Aari Dime
titsasn tūm esim t.sohind
Figure 1.76: Potential Suffixed N-Stem Verbs in Omotic
Although Bender is rightly conservative regarding the morphological history
of Omotic, and is therefore hesitant to connect these forms directly with the
Afro-Asiatic N-Stem, there are a number of parallels supporting the association
of such forms with the Cushitic weak-verb N-Stems. They are, in each case, suf-
fixed to an invariant verbal stem, as with the other Omotic derived stems and the
Cushitic weak forms. The Bench forms obligatorily co-occur with the causative
S-Stem suffix, exactly as in Bilen forms from the Agaw group of Cushitic, sug-
gesting this may be an Ethiopic Sprachbund feature. Additionally, the Aari
forms in -im function as a so-called "impersonal" or agentless passive, in con-
trast to the more common passive in -er. This is again parallel to the situation
in Cushitic, where the weak N-Stems often behave as reflexives/reciprocals as
well as agentless passives, contrasting with the more conventionally passive T-
Stem. For our purposes, we remain agnostic regarding the possibility of N-Stems
in Omotic, but note that if such forms are indeed cognate, our analysis of the
Cushitic N-Stem weak-verb forms and other Omotic derived stems will apply
here.
In Egyptian, it is likely that the N-Stem survives in the form of relatively
common, though apparently non-productive <n>-prefixed verb forms. As il-
lustrated by Derchain-Urtel (1973), many such verbs are derived reflexives or




• <k»»»ı> "think about"






• <nk»»> "ponder (intrs.)"
• <nhp> "escape, spring from"
Such forms would appear to related with the wider Afro-Asiatic N-Stem,
but they survive in Egyptian only as a relic class. The n-prefix cannot occur
with all verb types, being attested primarily in the 2ae- and 3ae-infirmae verbs,
3ae geminatae verbs, as well as showing a strong preference for a reduplicated
verbal root. In addition, many n-prefixed verbs appear to have an idiosyncratic
meaning, or the same meaning as their underived counterparts54, suggesting
that the semantic coherence of the N-Stem has deteriorated and these verbs
were reanalyzed by speakers as lexically specific "deponent" verbs, rather than
a class of derived verbs with systematically derived meanings.
54As in <gs»ı> "to run (towards)" vs. <ngsgs> "to overflow," where the reflex-
ive/reciprocal/passive relationship is unclear and the meaning is lexically specific, or <qdd>
"sleep" vs. <nqdd> "sleep," where the n-prefixed verb is completely deponent.
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As pointed out by Rubin (2004), this situation in Egyptian closely parallels
the development of the N-Stem in Ethiopic Semitic. In each case, some pas-
sive/reflexive verbs survive, but for a great many others, the semantics of the
N-Stem is weakened or completely lost. In each case, the n-prefix no longer
freely co-occurs with all possible root types in language, but rather can occur
only with a restricted subset of verbal types. And most strikingly, in each case,
the deponent N-Stem forms have a strong preference for reduplicated C1C2C1C2
verbs specifically and for quadriliterals more generally55.
The stem shapes of the relic N-Stem in Egyptian are reconstructable on
the basis of their surviving Coptic reflexes, and show strong similarities to their






Figure 1.77: Relic N-Stem Verbs in Coptic and Middle Egyptian




Figure 1.78: N-Stem in Afro-Asiatic
The precise articulation of the nasal consonant of the prefix is difficult to
reconstruct with certainty. Egyptian and Semitic agree in *n-, but both dis-
agree with Cushitic and Berber which point to *m-. Since the prosodic shape
55The association between the N-Stem and quadriliterals in Semitic is not limited solely
to Ethiopic. In Akkadian, the N-Stem also serves as a deponent formative for a number of
quadriliteral verbs. As noted by Heidel (1940), approximately half of these deponent quadrilit-
erals are also 3ae infirmae verbs, a class which commonly occurs with the n-prefix in Ancient
Egyptian. It is possible, therefore, that the association between a deponent N-Stem, 3ae in-
firmae verbs, and quadriliterals may be inherited from the most recent common ancestor of
Egyptian and Semitic.
56This verb is, in the strictest sense, not a true N-Stem, since there exists in Egyptian no
underived form <hs(»ı)> from which it was formed. Nevertheless, the so-called 4ae infirmae
verbs are commonly regarded as containing a number of fossilized S- and N-Stem forms.
Indeed, of the 12 4ae infirmae verbs listed by Plumley (1948), which he considered a "fairly
complete list," fully half begin either with *s- or with *n-.
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of the prefix is identical regardless, we remain agnostic in this analysis. As
for the prefix + root shapes, further comment is called for. Biliterals have a
(n)nv̆-CVC shape in Berber and Egyptian, but n-CVC in Cushitic. Despite
greater frequency of the nv̆- form, we will suppose that the Cushitic variant is
the original, for reasons discussed in section 2.2.1.2 below. For triliterals, the
branches are again split, with Egyptian, and Berber both reflecting a nv̆-CCVC
shape (against Cushitic and Semitic n-CVCVC ). We will reconstruct the for-
mer. For quadriliteral roots, there is general agreement as Semitic, Berber,
and Cushitic all reflect the n-CVCCVC shape, which we reconstruct (against
Egyptian nv̆-CVCCVC ).
1.3.2.4.4 Combined Stems
Because the derived stems are transparently formed by the affixation of simple
derivational affixes (regardless of whatever subsequent changes in root shape
and vowel apophony might accompany such affixation), it is unsurprising that
more complex derivations may in principle be built onto the singly derived
stems. Such forms are widely attested, and as one might expect, their semantics
consist of transparent relations. In Semitic, for example, where the T-Stem
forms reflexive/reciprocal verbs, and the Š-Stem forms causatives, the combined
derived ŠT-Stem represents a reflexive formed to the original Š-Stem causative,
as in, for example, Akkadian uštalpit "destroyed one another/itself" from ilput
"hit/strike" or Arabic yastaqtilu "risk one’s life"57 from yaqtal "kill." The same
such combination occurs in the Berber languages where, for example, we find
combined stems such as the Tuareg SN-Stem form ismäkräs "to tie together"
from ikräs "tie/be tied." The same pattern is attested in Cushitic, for example in
Beja weak verb balamsisya (Appleyard, 2007). This same combination of derived
stems is even attested in Omotic, as in, for example, Wolaytta ket.etis "make
something become built" from ket. "build," ensuring that these combinations
could, in principle, be reconstructed to the common Afro-Asiatic period.
Despite the relative frequency of such combined stems, we will not treat
them as a necessary reconstruction for Proto-Afro-Asiatic. This is because the
combined stems are transparently generated from the simple sequential affixa-
tion of material which each Afro-Asiatic daughter must itself have inherited. If,
for example, both Semitic and Berber inherit the S- and T-Stems, as we know
they do, then the presence of combined ST-Stems in both daughters does not
necessitate their inheritance from a common Semitic-Berber ancestor, since the
material necessary for independent development of the form is already present
in each. It is in fact quite likely that combined stems of this sort were present
in the parent Afro-Asiatic language, but since it is impossible to disambiguate
combined stems which represent common inheritance vs. independent innova-
tion, we will not discuss them in great detail.
57It is not unusual for combined derived stems to acquire idiosyncratic, lexically specific
meanings beyond the simple concatenation of their derived-stem types.
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1.3.2.4.5 Other Derived Stems
The derived-stem types presented above, the S-, T-, and N-Stems, are those
stem formatives which can be reconstructed for the common Afro-Asiatic par-
ent language, but they are not an exhaustive list of verbal derivations which
appear throughout the range of Afro-Asiatic daughter languages. There are nu-
merous verbal derivations which are restricted to single languages or to specific
families and which therefore cannot be projected beyond the most recent com-
mon ancestor of those languages. The D-Stem in Semitic is among the most
widely attested derived-stem forms (rivaled only by the Š-Stem), but it has no
obviously cognate forms outside of that family. The pluractional verbal forma-
tions of Chadic are unquestionably the most common shared verbal derivations
within that family, but, again, it is difficult to connect them obviously with
derived forms outside of Chadic, and they are therefore typically regarded as an
innovation internal to that family.
These derived forms, which have no obvious external cognation beyond the
immediate family in which they are found, cannot have any obvious impact
on our analysis as it pertains to the inheritance of syncope and syncopated
forms from Afro-Asiatic proper. We will return to the issue of these secondary
innovative verbal stem derivations in our discussion of each family, showing in
what ways each either accords with or fails to accord with the syncope analysis
presented here.
1.3.2.5 Summary of Verb Stems
Based on the data presented above, we can reconstruct paradigms of Afro-
Asiatic verbal morphology, both inflectional and derivational, approximately as
presented below, using the verbs *sim "call, name" and *mawut "die."
Stative: CVC Root
G-Stem S-Stem T-Stem N-Stem
1st Sg. *sim-(ā)ku *sv̆-sim-(ā)ku *tv̆-sim-(ā)ku *nv̆-sim-(ā)ku
2nd Sg. M *sim-(ā)tv̆ *sv̆-sim-(ā)tv̆ *tv̆-sim-(ā)tv̆ *nv̆-sim-(ā)tv̆F *sim-(ā)tv̆ *sv̆-sim-(ā)tv̆ *tv̆-sim-(ā)tv̆ *nv̆-sim-(ā)tv̆
3rd Sg. M *sim-∅ *sv̆-sim-∅ *tv̆-sim-∅ *nv̆-sim-∅F *sim-at *sv̆-sim-at *tv̆-sim-at *nv̆-sim-at
1st Pl. *sim(ā)nv̆ *sv̆-sim(ā)nv̆ *tv̆-sim(ā)nv̆ *nv̆-sim(ā)nv̆
2nd Pl. M *sim(ā)tv̆n *sv̆-sim(ā)tv̆n *tv̆-sim(ā)tv̆n *nv̆-sim(ā)tv̆nF *sim(ā)tv̆n *sv̆-sim(ā)tv̆n *tv̆-sim(ā)tv̆n *nv̆-sim(ā)tv̆n
3rd Pl. M *sim-∅ *sv̆-sim-∅ *tv̆-sim-∅ *nv̆-sim-∅F *sim-at *sv̆-sim-at *tv̆-sim-at *nv̆-sim-at
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Stative: CVCVC Root
G-Stem S-Stem T-Stem N-Stem
1st Sg. *mawut-(ā)ku *sv̆-mwut-(ā)ku *tv̆-mwut-(ā)ku *nv̆-mwut-(ā)ku
2nd Sg. M *mawut-(ā)tv̆ *sv̆-mwut-(ā)tv̆ *tv̆-mwut-(ā)tv̆ *nv̆-mwut-(ā)tv̆F *mawut(ā)tv̆ *sv̆-mwut(ā)tv̆ *tv̆-mwut(ā)tv̆ *nv̆-mwut(ā)tv̆
3rd Sg. M *mawut-∅ *sv̆-mwut-∅ *tv̆-mwut-∅ *nv̆-mwut-∅F *mawut-at *sv̆-mwut-at *tv̆-mwut-at *nv̆-mwut-at
1st Pl. *mawut(ā)nv̆ *sv̆-mwut(ā)nv̆ *tv̆-mwut(ā)nv̆ *nv̆-mwut(ā)nv̆
2nd Pl. M *mawut(ā)tv̆n *sv̆-mwut(ā)tv̆n *tv̆-mwut(ā)tv̆n *nv̆-mwut(ā)tv̆nF *mawut(ā)tv̆n *sv̆-mwut(ā)tv̆n *tv̆-mwut(ā)tv̆n *nv̆-mwut(ā)tv̆n
3rd Pl. M *mawut-∅ *sv̆-mwut-∅ *tv̆-mwut-∅ *nv̆-mwut-∅F *mawut-at *sv̆-mwut-at *tv̆-mwut-at *nv̆-mwut-at
Eventive: CVC Root
G-Stem G-Stem Impf. S-Stem T-Stem N-Stem
1st Sg. *»a-sim *»a-<n>sim *»a-s-sim *»a-t-sim *»a-n-sim
2nd Sg. *tv̆-sim *tv̆-<n>sim *tv̆-s-sim *tv̆-t-sim *tv̆-n-sim
3rd Sg. M *yv̆-sim *yv̆-<n>sim *yv̆-s-sim *yv̆-t-sim *yv̆-n-simF *tv̆-sim *tv̆-<n>sim *tv̆-s-sim *tv̆-t-sim *tv̆-n-sim
1st Pl. *nv̆-sim *nv̆-<n>sim *nv̆-s-sim *nv̆-t-sim *nv̆-n-sim
2nd Pl. *tv̆-sim *tv̆-<n>sim *tv̆-s-sim *tv̆-t-sim *tv̆-n-sim
3rd Pl. M *yv̆-sim *yv̆-<n>sim *yv̆-s-sim *yv̆-t-sim *yv̆-n-simF *tv̆-sim *tv̆-<n>sim *tv̆-s-sim *tv̆-t-sim *tv̆-n-sim
Eventive: CVCVC Root
G-Stem G-Stem Impf. S-Stem T-Stem N-Stem
1st Sg. *»a-mwut *»a-ma<n>wut *»a-sv̆-mwut *»a-tv̆-mwut *»a-nv̆-mwut
2nd Sg. *tv̆-mwut *tv̆-ma<n>wut *tv̆-sv̆-mwut *tv̆-tv̆-mwut *tv̆-nv̆-mwut
3rd Sg. M *yv̆-mwut *yv̆-ma<n>wut *yv̆-sv̆-mwut *yv̆-tv̆-mwut *yv̆-nv̆-mwutF *tv̆-mwut *tv̆-ma<n>wut *tv̆-sv̆-mwut *tv̆-tv̆-mwut *tv̆-nv̆-mwut
1st Pl. *nv̆-mwut *nv̆-ma<n>wut *nv̆-sv̆-mwut *nv̆-tv̆-mwut *nv̆-nv̆-mwut
2nd Pl. *tv̆-mwut *tv̆-ma<n>wut *tv̆-sv̆-mwut *tv̆-tv̆-mwut *tv̆-nv̆-mwut




In this chapter, we will reconsider the reconstructed data and forms presented
for Proto-Afro-Asiatic above. We will demonstrate that, rather than recon-
structing the characteristic root- and stem-shape alternations into the grammar
of the proto-language, we can generate effectively all such forms by supposing a
non-templatic, vocalized root and stem, and a rule of left-to-right syncopation
which alters the shape of such roots/stems. We will begin by discussing syncope
as a synchronic and diachronic process, as well establishing the cross-linguistic
plausibility of the syncope rule proposed here. We will then discuss the evidence
for such a rule among attested Afro-Asiatic languages and the initial analysis,
which we will expand to the family as a whole, for generating templatic mor-
phological phenomena using syncopation (this data from Akkadian).
Having established the evidence for such a rule, we will then provide detailed
examples and derivations demonstrating how the attested forms can be gener-
ated without any need for the postulation of a distinct template using only our
rule of persistent syncopation. These novel reconstructed forms with syncope
will serve as the basis for the discussion presented in the subsequent chapters
of this dissertation, in which we discuss the development of these forms to their
particular instantiations along each line of descent within the family.
Finally, we will discuss an important part of the templatic puzzle that is
missing from the syncopation analysis presented here: namely, the alternation
of vowels which comes to characterize much of the morphological behavior of
attested Afro-Asiatic languages. We will provide evidence that such apophonic
alternations are far less common in the more archaic elements of Afro-Asiatic
morphology, and argue that those alternations which are attested are originally
independent of the root/stem-shape alternations and are better characterized as
a separate system of morphological vowel apophony, as proposed and analyzed
by Kuryłowicz (1972).
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2.1 Syncope Rule – Formulation and Cross-Linguistic
Analysis
In the traditional parlance of comparative linguistics, arising for the most part in
the 19th century, syncope occupies space alongside a number of rules involving
the loss of vowels, including apocope and apheresis. In the pre-generative era
in which the early scholars of comparative linguistics operated, the loss of such
vowels was often spoken of in descriptive, non-theoretic terms as a "weakening,"
"elision" or, more pejoratively, "slurring." Today, we would rightly talk about all
such sound changes as instances of deletion, either conditioned or unconditioned
phonologically.
Syncope as a diachronic change is quite common, and is attested in a number
of well-known circumstances. Medial, unstressed vowels were syncopated in the
transition from Classical into Vulgar Latin and the Romance languages, as in
Latin calidus yielding Italian and Spanish caldo, French chaud, Sardinian caldu,
and Romanian cald. Medial schwas in open syllables are subject to syncopation
in the transition from Sanskrit to modern Hindi-Urdu, as in Sanskrit racanā
yielding Hindi-Urdu racnā. In addition to operating as a diachronic change,
syncope can also operate as a sychronic component of the grammar, as it did
in Old English, generating such pairs as dryhten "lord (NOM)" and dryhtnes
"lord (GEN)"58.
For the purposes of our analysis, however, the most illustrative example of
syncope is to be found in Irish Gaelic. The reasons for this are twofold. First,
although syncope was a major diachronic change which distinguished Irish from
Proto-Celtic, it was likewise a sychronic component of the grammar of Old Irish,
and its effects can therefore be observed directly in the attested texts. Second,
the Irish syncope is an iterative phonological rule which operates over the length
of the entire word, from left to right. In the purely descriptive, pre-generative
terminology of his day, Thurneysen described the rule as follows:
War nach dem (§ 87 f.) besprochenen Schwund der Vokale der End-
silben ein Wort mehr als zweisilbig, so fiel bei ungestörter Entwick-
long der Vokal der zweiten Silbe aus. Hatte es fünf oder mehr Silben,
so scheint außerdem der Vokal der vierten Silbe geschwunden zu sein.
Today, rather than describing syncope in Irish as a descriptive fact about
words of three and five syllables, we might restate the rule as: the vowel of every
other unstressed medial-syllable following the stressed syllable deletes. Consider






58The details of Old English syncope are rather more complex than those of Latin to Ro-







Syncope related alternations are not merely an artifact of the diachrony
of Old Irish Gaelic, but are indeed a part of the synchronic grammar of the
language. For example, in the inflection of the verb, the presence of the negative
proclitic ní- can trigger syncopation of the verb which is otherwise absent, as in
pairs such as as·berat/ní-epret or do·róscai/ní-derscaigi.
The specific details of the the syncope rule which we will reconstruct for Afro-
Asiatic in this dissertation are, of course, distinct from those which characterize
Old Irish. But it nevertheless serves as a typological model illustrating that
left-to-right iterative syncope rules of this sort are possible and attested, and
that originally phonological processes of this sort can easily become intertwined
with the morphology of a language, leading to quite pronounced and striking
morphophoonemic alterations in the roots and stems of words.
2.1.1 Syncopation in Akkadian
2.1.1.1 Traditional Analysis
Our analysis of syncope in Afro-Asiatic begins in Akkadian, where the syncope
rule which we reconstruct for Proto-Afro-Asiatic was first recognized and for-
mally characterized. The presence of such a rule in Akkadian has been almost
uniformally accepted by Akkadologists and scholars of comparative Semitic, to
the point that Albrecht Goetze was comfortable beginning his 1946 article on
the topic saying,
It is a universally recognized fact that Akkadian does not tolerate the
sequence of two or more short open syllables in the middle of a word.
Wherever such sequences were inherited from Primitive Semitic, or
encountered in borrowed words, the last of the short vowels is synco-
pated.
Although Goetze, like so many in his field, discusses this syncope rule in
characteristically descriptive and non-theoretic terms, we may state it simply in
the form of a phonological rule:
• V→∅/V$C_$CV
The evidence for such a rule in Akkadian, or perhaps in its relatively near
prehistory, is quite ample. Precious few examples of such sequences of adjacent,
light, word-internal syllables can be found in the corpus of written Akkadian59.
In addition, root and stem alternations triggered by syncope are abundant
59Though it is not entirely true that no exceptions can be found. For greater detail on these
exception forms, see Greenstein (1984).
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throughout Akkadian. Greenstein (1984) notes six common Akkadian mor-
phological forms which attest to these alternations, including: (1) the stative
verb, (2) monosyllabic feminine nouns with -at, (3) the imperative inflection of
G-Stem verbs, (4) disyllabic masculine noun inflection, (5) derived verbal stems,
and (6) the G-Stem of certain primae-w verbs. The forms below are adapted
from Greenstein’s work.
The stative verb shows alternations between the basic stative stem CVCVC,
and a shorter syncopated root CVCC, which appears in the feminine singular,
the 3rd persons plural, and the subjunctive.
(13) Stative Verb
(a) damiq ‘he is good’
(b) damqat ‘she is good’
(c) damqu ‘were he good’
(d) damqū ‘they are good’
Although some scholars, such as Reiner (1966), have posited the existence
of two distinct underlying stative stems, /damq/ and /damiq/ in this case,
to account for variable forms such as these, most have found the more eco-
nomical explanation in positing a single stative stem /damiq/ which is sub-
ject to syncope in some environments (/damiqat/→[damqat]), and not others
(/damiq/→[damiq]).
In Akkadian, there are two suffixes which can indicate the feminine gender
on nouns: a -t suffix, which appears with with triliteral CVCVC nouns, and
a related suffix -at, which appears with triliteral segolate nouns CVCC and
with the archaic monosyllabic root nouns CVC. In this final group, we find that
the underlying vowel of the suffix surfaces only in certain forms and is absent
in others, a fact which caused early Akkadologists no shortage of trouble in




»amtu »amat ‘servant girl’
biltu bilat ‘unit of weight; talent’
šattu60 šanat ‘year’
The simplest explanation to account for these alternations is not to claim,
as was initially supposed, that the unbound and construct forms were varying
between the -t and the -at feminine suffixes. Rather, we may suppose a sin-
gle underlying -at suffixes for both forms, which is subject to syncopation in
60šattu reflecting underlying *šantu, with complete assimilation of nasals to adjacent con-
sonants.
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the unbound forms where case marking is present (/»amatu/→[»amtu]), and
not subject to syncopation in the construct form where case marking is absent
(/»amat/→[»amat]).
In Akkadian, the form of the imperative consists of the basic verbal root
CVCVC lacking other overt morphology. This form would appear to be original,
since it is shared by the other Semitic languages61, as well as throughout Afro-
Asiatic more generally. To this basic imperative stem, novel feminine and plural
forms have been innovated, indicated by the addition of suffixes. Akkadian
attests to stem alternations between this original and unmodified masculine
form and its feminine and plural counterparts.
(15) G-Stem Imperative




Since, for a triliteral verb, the second vowel of the verbal root cannot be
predicted according to a grammatical template and must be specified in the un-
derlying representation, we must suppose that it is the fully vocalized CVCVC
masculine form which is original diachronically, and the underlying form syn-
chronically. Therefore, we must derive the others from the rule of syncope
(/»alik̄ı/→[»alk̄ı], /»alikā/→[»alkā]).
Non-segolate masculine nouns undergo a similar alternation in their unbound
and construct states. The unbound forms with case markings reflect a CVCC
root shape, while the construct forms reflect CVCVC. Consider the examples
below.





We may eliminate the possibility that nouns of this sort are underlyingly
segolate by comparison with the other Semitic languages62. In some instances,
we may also observe the difference between segolate and non-segolate nouns
within Akkadian. In the construct form of truly segolate nouns in Akkadian, the
word-final cluster of consonants, allowable in Proto-Semitic but not in Akkadian,
61Hebrew q@tv̆l, Ge’ez q@tal/q@t@l. Though see Arabic »iqtal/ »iqtil/ »iqtul, which shows a
CCVC root shape in the imperative.




is broken up by the duplication of whatever vowel is otherwise present in the
root. Such duplication can be seen in construct forms such as kalab "dog," uzun
"ear," and biriq "lightning," reflecting underlying /kalb/, /uzn/, and /birq/,
respectively. In the case of forms like malik and ziqan, however, we cannot
generate the construct forms by vowel doubling. Rather, we must suppose that
such vowels are present in the underlying representations, and are lost in the
unbound forms due to the presence of case marking which triggers syncope
(/maliku/→[malku], /ziqanu/→[ziqnu]).
The Akkadian participle, like participles throughout Semitic, exhibits the
morphological behavior of a noun, meaning it is inflected for case and occurs
in a number of distinct "states." As illustrated below in the N-Stem forms, the
unbound participial form reflects a CVCC root shape, while the construct form




Again, the vocalization of the root cannot be generated by duplication, as at
least for some verbal forms, the vowels mismatch. We must therefore posit the
presence of both vowels in the underlying representation, and the subsequent
deletion of the final vowel due to syncope in the unbound, case-inflected forms
(/mupparisu/→[mupparsu]).
The Akkadian w-primae verbs are a subclass of the larger Semitic cate-
gory of so-called "weak verbs." In contrast to the Cushitic weak verb, or the
Indo-European weak verbs from which the Cushitic forms get their name, the
Semitic weak verbs are not so-named due to their regular or affixing inflection.
Rather, the name refers to the presence within the verbal root of "weak" con-
sonants which have a tendency to be lost in the Semitic daughters, creating a
verb with an irregular, apparently biconsonantal inflection. Weak consonants
across Semitic include *» , *w, *y, *– , *h, *h. , and *ġ, depending on the Semitic
daughter.
In the case of the w-primae verbs, these forms in Akkadian have developed
from an original *yawbil, still reflected with a different vocalization in the S-
Stem in Hebrew yōb
¯
ı̄l (*yihiwbil). In Akkadian, the root initial /w/, a weak
consonant, undergoes contraction with the vowel of the inflectional prefix. It
is not clear why such contraction did not result in a surface-long vowel, but
the resulting verbal form produces a short first syllable, followed by a closed
second syllable. The w-primae verbs are subject to alternations between a root




3rd Sg. 3rd Pl. Ventive
ubil ublū ublam
The simplest explanation to account for these alternations is, again, to posit
that the presence of the suffixes creates the necessary environment for the op-
eration of syncope (/ubilū/→[ublū], /ubilam/→[ublam]). W-primae verbs have
been included here for thoroughness, though we will not discuss them further.
This is because it is unclear whether and in which forms the initial *w might
have survived in Akkadian, and if they should be represented in the underlying
form. This makes the analysis somewhat muddled, since we do not have a clear
picture of the underlying forms to which we would apply the rule of syncopation.
In the traditional analysis of the 19th and 20th century, it is these forms
which are typically taken to be the best evidence for the operation of the syncope
rule in Akkadian, while other alternations of the root or stem are considered to
be separate, as part of the morphophoonemic "templatic" manipulation of the
consonantal root. We will argue that this analysis has far greater explanatory
power, and that a great many more such stem and root alternations can be
accounted for by an extension of the syncope analysis.
2.1.1.2 Bacovcin and Freeman (2015)
Our own investigation into the greater explanatory power of the rule of syncopa-
tion begins with Bacovcin and Freeman (2015). In this work, the pair attempt
to account for the apparent asymmetry which exists between the expression of
the gemination of the imperfective (durative in their terminology) verbal stem.
As they note, gemination characterizes the imperfective of the G-Stem, the N-
Stem, the T-Stem, but is strikingly absent from the forms of the S-Stem63, as







Figure 2.1: Perfective and Imperfective Verb Stems in Akkadian
63The imperfective of the ST-stem in fact shows a split between a truly passive uštapras
form and a reflexive uštaparras form with gemination. As this split may be paralleled in
the form of the Modern South Arabian present/future verb, it may be reconstructable for
Proto-Semitic.
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Unlike the traditional templatic analysis, which can do little more than stipu-
late that a given derived verb has a given stem shape, Bacovcin and Freeman are
able to derive the distribution of imperfective gemination across stems naturally
through the application of the syncope rule, along with distinct phonological cy-
cles triggered by the affixation of the derivational prefixes/infix.
For our purposes, the most important part of Bacovcin and Freeman’s anal-
ysis is the postulation of a fully vocalized verbal root. In contrast to a templatic
analysis, they propose that the Akkadian verbal root is a fully vocalized, fully
syllabified segmental sequence:
Here, we take the Akkadian verbal root to have the shape C1aC2V̆C3,
where the second vowel is a theme vowel specified by tense and verb
class64 (Wallace 2013, 15 ff.). The /a/ after the first consonant is
often deleted by syncope, but is consistently retained when durative
gemination creates a heavy syllable after C1.
Bacovcin and Freeman developed this analysis in the context of explaining
the behavior of the gemination of the derived stems in Akkadian, but its im-
plications for the basic inflection of verbs and the alternations of the verbal
root are immediately apparent. In the basic underived G-Stem, if we begin
with an underlying C1aC2V̆C3 root shape, as posited by Bacovcin and Free-
man, the affixation of the prefix-conjugation affixes will, in conjunction with
the rule of syncope, naturally produce a CCV̆C root shape without any tem-
platic or non-concatenative morphological processes. Observe how we can gen-
erate the apparent stem shape of the Akkadian perfective (preterite), imperfec-
tive (durative), and stative (permansive) verb without needing to stipulate any
templatic morphological alternations by beginning with a fully vocalized stem
(parus/parras/paris) and running each through the rule of syncope.
(19) Perfective
UF Syncopation SF
aparus → aparus → aprus
taparus → taparus → taprus
taparus̄ı → taparus̄ı → taprus̄ı
iparus → iparus → iprus
niparus → niparus → niprus
taparusā → taparusā → taprusā
iparusū → iparusū → ipruss̄
iparusā → iparusā → iprusā
64We might here amend their assertion by suggesting that the vowel present in the per-
fective G-Stem, the so-called theme vowel, is underlying and is not specified by any other
morphological categories. For more evidence as to the presence of such thematic vowels, see
section 2.3.1.1.3
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In all person and number forms, the application of the conjugation prefixes
to the vocalized verbal root creates a sequence of adjacent, light, word-internal
syllables as the first and second syllables of the verb. This means that the first
vowel of the verbal root will be deleted in every form of the perfective verb,
exactly in keeping with our observation that the Akkadian perfective (preterite)
always attests a CCVC root shape. Using syncope, we may generate this fact
about the Akkadian verb using elements already present in the grammar, rather
than simply stipulating a verbal template which the consonantal root must
match.
Supposing that we begin with an imperfective stem parras, we can easily
account for the unaltered root shape because, unlike in the case of the perfective




aparras → aparras → aparras
taparras → taparras → taparras
taparras̄ı → taparras̄ı → taparras̄ı
iparras → iparras → iparras
niparras → niparras → niparras
taparrasā → taparrasā → taparrasā
iparrasū → iparrasū → iparrass̄
iparrasā → iparrasā → iparrasā
Note that while the traditional analysis of root gemination of this sort in
Semitic (as illustrated previously with the examples of katab∼kattab in Arabic)
has been to attribute the gemination of the second root-consonant to a template
requiring pre-specified gemination, we have previously noted that in diachronic
terms, we can likely generate these forms by the infixing of the same <n> infix
attested in Beja. In this way, the shape of both the perfective and imperfective
stem can be generated solely by means of affixes and syncope, without any need
for an explicitly non-concatenative morphological process.
The same analysis will generate the apparent shape of the stative stem.
Starting with an underlying stem paris, the application of the conjugation suf-





parisāku → parisāku → parsāku
parisāta → parisāta → parsāta
parisāti → parisāti → parsāti
paris → paris → paris
parisat → parisat → parsat
parisānu → parisānu → parsānu
parisātunu → parisātunu → parsātunu
parisātina → parisātina → parsātina
parisū → parisū → parsū
parisā → parisā → parsā
Note that while the stem is normally CVCC, it is CVCVC in the 3rd M. Sg.
Under the templatic analysis, we must simply stipulate that most forms require
the CVCC template, while another, the 3rd M. Sg., requires the CVCVC tem-
plate. Under the syncope analysis, all of these forms have the same underlying
verb stem (paris), and the alternation between the two surface stem shapes is
predicted perfectly and derived via syncope.
Although Bacovcin and Freeman developed their analysis primarily to ex-
plain some of the idiosyncrasies of the more complex derived stems in Akkadian,
its ability to generate all of the basic verbal alternations within the language
was not lost on them. Discussions with both scholars about the forms attested
across Semitic and Afro-Asiatic more generally acted as the foundation of the
analysis presented below, and to each both I and this overall analysis owe a
great debt.
2.1.2 Syncope in Afar-Saho
Unbeknownst to Goetze, Greenstein, or Bacovcin and Freeman, Akkadian is not
alone within the Afro-Asiatic family in attesting to a syncope rule with almost
these exact specifications within its synchronic grammar. Indeed, the Lowland
East Cushitic language(s) Afar-Saho, which is neither particularly closely related
to Akkadian, nor likely to have undergone contact with Akkadian at any point
in its history, contains a strikingly similar phonological rule to that of Akkadian.
Bliese (1981) states of the syncope rule of Afar-Saho:
...in those words which do have an underlying (C)VCVCVX pattern,
the vowel which is second from the left is deleted to break them into
(C)VCCVX.
Bliese, of course, makes no mention of the similarity to Akkadian, since he
has no external reason to suppose that the two may be related in any capacity,
or indeed, he may not have been aware of the presence of such a rule within
Akkadian at all. And we should mention that the Afar-Saho syncope rule is not
perfectly identical to that of Akkadian. For example, it does not allow identical
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consonants to become adjacent via syncope, hence the existence of Afar-Saho
forms such as mid. ad. i "fruit" or sababa "reason." It is also sensitive to stress,
with the presence of a word-level stress on the second light syllable able to block
syncope65. This is observed in nominative/genitive vs. accusative pairs such
as xamíla vs. xamlí, both "love." It can also be blocked if the second of the
newly adjacent consonants would be *y, as in daraya "worm" or katayēni "they
followed," though this blocking appears to be variable, as alternate forms such
as katyēni are also attested. Finally, Bliese remarks that this rule may have
sensitivity to the left edge of the word, and may only apply word initially, but
we should note that his examples provide no counter-examples demonstrating
that the rule does not apply to word-internal sequences.
Notwithstanding these small-scale deviations, it is impossible not to note the
striking similarities between this rule in Afar-Saho and the one which we have
demonstrated for Akkadian. The most obvious similarity, of course, is that they
have effectively the same environments (sequences of adjacent light syllables),
the same targets (the second syllable of such a sequence), and of course produce
the same output (the deletion of a vowel). But the similarities run far deeper
than a simple description of the rule’s environment and output. Bliese also
remarks that this syncope rule is responsible for alternations which are quite
similar to those which are conventionally attributed to templatic morphological
processes in the other Afro-Asiatic languages, including in other Cushitic lan-
guages. For example, Bliese notes that the syncope rule in Afar-Saho explains
the variations present in the stems of Strong Verbs (the Cushitic inheritor of
the old prefixing/eventive-conjugation) between what we would term G-Stem
forms such as i-rxide "I slaughtered" with a CCVC(V) form, and old S-Stem
causatives such as i-y-rixide66, with a CVCVC(V) stem, which Bliese analyzes
as underlyingly /iyirixidi/. But note that this precise alternation, between a G-
Stem in CCVC and an S-Stem in CVCVC is not unique to Afar-Saho, as might
be supposed by the assertion that that it is purely the result of the synchronic
syncope rule found only in that language. Rather, it is paralleled perfectly by
Beja forms such as i-dbil "he collected" vs. i-s-dab̄ıl "he made collect." Bliese
also remarks that the Afar-Saho syncope rule can explain the variation in suffix-
conjugated verbs between stems such as alf-ēni "they closed" vs. alif-tēni "you
(pl.) closed." Again, note that this variation is perfectly parallel to the varia-
tion in stem shape seen in the Semitic suffix-conjugation between forms such as
Akkadian parsāku but Arabic fa –altu.
Without a clearer picture of the comparative history of the Cushitic lan-
guages, it is impossible to say with certainty how far back we should project
the syncope rule of Afar-Saho, or whether we can directly link this rule with
that of Akkadian. We cannot, in principle, rule out the possibility that this
rule is simply a parallel development on the part of two out of the close to 400
65The Cushitic languages frequently have a system of contrastive stress, pitch accent or
metrical syllable prominence, which does not appear to be shared with Semitic, hence the
absence of such an exception in Akkadian.
66Recall that in Afar-Saho, the old causative *s morpheme typically surfaces as y. This
form reflects an earlier * »i-s-rixide, perfectly parallel to the other Cushitic forms.
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Afro-Asiatic languages recognized by Ethnologue. Nevertheless, the fact that
two syncope rules, each having similar formulations, trig
Nevertheless, the fact that two syncope rules, which have such strikingly
similar formulations, and which explain and generate many of the same other-
wise stipulated morphological alternations characteristic of the families exists in
two not-particularly-closely related sub-families should be considered, if nothing
else, evidence for the plausibility that such a rule might have been present at
older stages of the history of Afro-Asiatic, perhaps at the common ancestor of
Semitic and Cushitic.
2.2 Syncope in Reconstructed Afro-Asiatic Forms
The fact that syncope can accurately predict and generate the forms of the
Akkadian verb, as well as those of Afar-Saho is a striking realization in and of
itself, and points to potential non-templatic analyses for large portions of both
the Akkadian and Afar-Saho verbal systems. However, the Akkadian verbal
system is not unique to that language, and is indeed shared, to a greater or lesser
degree, with the remainder of the entire Semitic family. Likewise for Afar-Saho,
where the verbal system preserved there is not dissimilar to that recoverable for
Beja, Somali, or the various other Cushitic languages. And indeed, the Cushitic
and Semitic verbal systems are quite similar to one another, and to that of
Berber, as well as potentially to the weak suffixed-forms of Omotic, and to the
stative suffix-conjugation of Egyptian. If syncope can account for these forms
in Akkadian and Afar-Saho, forms that are clearly cognate with formations
throughout the Afro-Asiatic world at large, it immediately raises the question
as to whether these cognate forms could, in principle, have been generated by
a syncope rule as well, and whether the ancestral verbal formations of earlier
stages of Afro-Asiatic, from which these forms are inherited, can have been
derived from syncope.
In the following section, we propose precisely this analysis. We suggest that
effectively the same rule of iterative, persistent syncopation which characterizes
Akkadian and Afar-Saho was active in the synchronic grammar of Proto-Afro-
Asiatic. We will demonstrate how the reconstructable forms presented above
may be generated in their myriad root and stem shapes using solely affixa-
tion and syncope, without need to reconstruct a non-concatenative "templatic"
morphological structure to the common Afro-Asiatic stage.
2.2.1 Verbal Morphology
We will begin with verbal morphology, which we have reconstructed for Afro-
Asiatic, since the syncope rules of both Akkadian and Afar-Saho have been
suggested to have their largest impacts on the formation of verbal stems. We
will consider the same categories as presented above: namely, the Prefix and
Suffix conjugation, the perfective and imperfective aspect stems, and the G-,
S-, T-, and N-Stems.
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2.2.1.1 G-Stem
As we summarized in Section 1.3.2.5 above, the inflection of the G-Stem can be
reconstructed as follows.
Prefix-conjugation Suffix-Conjugation
Perfective Imperfective Short Long
Biliteral yv̆-sim yv̆-<n>sim sim-ku sim-āku
Triliteral yv̆-mwut yv̆-ma<n>wut mawut-ku mawt-āku
Quadriliteral yv̆-tumtum yv̆-tumtum tumtum-ku tumtum-āku
Figure 2.2: Afro-Asiatic G-Stem Inflection
Having summarized the comparative morphology actually attested, as well
as discussing and introducing the syncopation rule, we now possess all of the
tools needed to generate all such forms through simple affixation and syncope,
with no need for "root-and-template" morphological effects. We will begin with
the discussion of the biliterals.
One of the striking features of the biliteral verb forms in Afro-Asiatic (most
clearly attested in Berber and Cushitic), is the comparative stability of the
root. The biliteral root exhibits little of the apparent root or stem alternations
of their triliteral counterparts, appearing in almost all attested instances with
an invariant root *CVC. Under a templatic analysis, this fact must effectively
be left to simple stipulation: the templates which govern biliterals verbs are
simply less mutable or variable than those that govern triliterals. Under the
syncopation analysis, this lack of variability emerges naturally as part of the
derivation. Neither the affixation of the CV- prefixes, the *-Cv̆ suffixes, or even
the *-āCv̆ long suffixes to the underlying *CVC biliteral root will produce in
the verbal stem a sequence of adjacent, light, word-internal syllables. Therefore,
the biconsonantal verb will never be subject to syncopation, regardless of the
inflection it undergoes.
(22) CVC G-Stem
Perfective Imperfective Short Stative Long Stative
Underlying Root sim sim sim sim
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
<n>-Infix – <n>sim – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Add Actor Affixes yv̆-sim yv̆-nsam sim-ku sim-āku
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output yv̆sim yv̆nsam simku simāku
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The triliteral roots may be derived in the same fashion. Beginning with
a fully vocalized and syllabified CVCVC root, the addition of the various ac-
tor affixes and imperfective <n> infix will trigger or block the syncope rule,
generating precisely the expected forms in their expected roles.
(23) CVCVC G-Stem
Perfective Imperfective Short Stative Long Stative
Underlying Root mawut mawut mawut mawut
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
<n>-Infix – ma<n>wut – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Add Actor Affixes yv̆-mawut yv̆-manwat mawut-ku mawut-āku
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate yv̆mawut – – mawutāku
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output yv̆mwut yv̆manwat mawutku mawtāku
Here, the syncopation analysis begins to show its strength. Using only the
shapes of the reconstructable morphemes, we are able to generate all four of
the possible G-Stem root shapes, despite the fact that no two forms have the
same surface root structure. The perfective root form *CCVC, inarticulable as
a stand-alone sequence in a language that disallows complex onsets, and that
conspiratorially only occurs with prefixes that make it articulable, is here re-
vealed not merely to co-occur with prefixes, but rather to be the syncopated
output triggered by the affixation of the prefix-conjugation morphemes to the
fully vocalized *CVCVC root. This syncopation cannot occur in the imperfec-
tive or the short-form stative forms. In the imperfective, the presence of the
<n> infix blocks the application of syncope by creating a closed, and therefore
heavy, syllable. Likewise, in the short-form stative, the lack of a prefix pre-
vents syncopation of the first root-syllable, while the suffixes’ consonant-initial
*-CV shape means that these affixes do not generate any sequences of light,
word-internal syllables, and do not trigger syncope. Not so, however, in the
long-form stative. Here, the presence of the long *ā vowel connecting the root
to the suffix creates a string of light syllables and therefore feeds syncope.
The quadriliteral verb roots, to the extent that we must reconstruct such
forms for Proto-Afro-Asiatic, are like the biconsonantals in that they typically
exhibit little in the way of root-internal variation when inflected. Again, this
fact follows naturally from the shape of such roots under an analysis of syncope,
as demonstrated in the derivation below.
(24) CVCCVC G-Stem
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Perfective Imperfective Short Stative Long Stative
Underlying Root tumtum tumtum tumtum tumtum
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
<n>-Infix – tumtum – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Add Actor Affixes yv̆-tumtum yv̆-tumtam tumtum-ku tumtum-āku
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output yv̆tumtum yv̆tumtam tumtumku tumtumāku
It should be noted that, in the case of quadriliterals, the syncope analysis
provides the additional benefit of explaining the absence of quadriliteral verb
roots without medial clusters, such as CVCVCVC. Even if such forms were
present in the underlying reprsentation, they would naturally be subject to syn-
copation (CVCVCVC→CVC VCVC→CVCCVC ) and would invariably surface
with medial clusters.
As illustrated above, then, the full range of stem- and root-shape allomorphy
which we may securely reconstruct for the G-Stem of Proto-Afro-Asiatic can be
generated solely from:
a) Fully Vocalized and Syllabified Roots: *CVC, *CVCVC, *CVC(V)CVC
b) Simple concatenation of inflectional Affixes
c) Application of syncope rule
Under such an account, there is no need to posit consonantal roots, templatic
tiers, interdigitation of vowels and consonants, or any of the other striking non-
concatenative theoretical apparatuses that scholars such as McCarthy (1981)
have invoked to explain these verbal alternations. Excepting vowel apophony,
which will be discussed in section 2.3.2.2.1 below, the inflection of the G-Stem
verb can be reconstructed as purely concatenative, albeit subject to phonological
changes that make the structure quite opaque at the surface level.
2.2.1.2 Derived Verbal Stems
The formation of derived verbal stems, as summarized above, can be recon-
structed with the following forms67.
67In this table, and in the discussion that follows below, the reconstructable derivational
prefixes *sv̆-, *tv̆-, and *nv̆-, will be represented as *Dv̆- in the instances in which we wish




Perfective Imperfective Short Long
Biliteral yv̆-D-sim yv̆-D-sam Dv̆-sim-ku Dv̆-sm-āku
Triliteral yv̆-Dv̆-mwut yv̆-Dv̆-mwat Dv̆-mwut-ku Dv̆-mwut-āku
Quadriliteral yv̆-D-tumtum yv̆-D-tumtam Dv̆-tumtum-ku Dv̆-tumtum-āku
Figure 2.3: Afro-Asiatic Derived Verb Inflection
The derived verbal forms can be generated using the same account of synco-
pation, and indeed, it is through syncope that we can account for the peculiar
alternation of *Dv̆- and *D- prefix forms we saw throughout the daughters lan-
guages in different verbal forms. These alternations suggest a further fact about
syncope, as we must reconstruct it for Afro-Asiatic. Syncope was not a rule that
applied to the output of phonological derivation, functioning as a surface-level
constraint. Rather, syncope must have applied at multiple steps throughout the
morphological derivation, presumably when a given affix or process triggers a
phonological cycle.
Consider the example below, in which we attempt to generate the biliteral,
triliteral, and quadriliteral derived verb stems using surface-level syncope ap-
plied directly before output to the surface form (remember that the derived
stems are not reconstructable as co-occurring with the <n> imperfective infix
of the G-Stem).
(25) CVC Derived Stem
Perfective Imperfective Short Stative Long Stative
Underlying Root sim sim sim sim
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
<n>-Infix – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Dv̆-Prefix Dv̆-sim Dv̆-sam Dv̆-sim Dv̆-sim
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Add Actor Affixes yv̆-Dv̆-sim yv̆-Dv̆-sam Dv̆-sim-ku Dv̆-sim-āku
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate yv̆D̆vsim yv̆D Vsam – Dv̆simāku
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output yv̆Dsim yv̆Dsam Dv̆simku Dv̆smāku
(26) CVCVC Derived Stem
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Perfective Imperfective Short Stative Long Stative
Underlying Root mawut mawut mawut mawut
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
<n>-Infix – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
DV-Prefix Dv̆-mawut Dv̆-mawut Dv̆-mawut Dv̆-mawut
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Add Actor Affixes yv̆-Dv̆-mawut yv̆-Dv̆-mawut Dv̆-mawut-ku Dv̆-mawut-āku
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate yv̆D̆vmawut yv̆D̆vmawut Dv̆mawutku Dv̆mawutāku
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output *yv̆Dmawut *yv̆Dmawut Dv̆mwutku Dv̆mwutāku
(27) CVCCVC Derived Stem
Perfective Imperfective Short Stative Long Stative
Underlying Root tumtum tumtum tumtum tumtum
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
<n>-Infix – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
DV-Prefix Dv̆-tumtum Dv̆-tumtum Dv̆-tumtum Dv̆-tumtum
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Add Actor Affixes yv̆-Dv̆-tumtum yv̆-Dv̆-tumtum Dv̆-tumtum-ku Dv̆-tumtum-āku
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate yv̆D̆vtumtum yv̆D̆vtumtum Dv̆tumtumku Dv̆tumtumāku
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output yv̆Dtumtum yv̆Dtumtum Dv̆tumtumku Dv̆tumtumāku
Treating the syncope as a surface-level phenomenon correctly produces the
forms of the biliteral and quadriliteral roots, but incorrectly generates the trilit-
eral forms, particularly the eventive forms (perfective and imperfective). Specif-
ically, this analysis fails to capture the generalization that for triliteral verbs, the
derivational prefix is always vocalized *Dv̆-, while all verbal roots always reflect
the shape CCVC in all forms, and rather predicts the opposite68. But we need
not seek the explanation of this phenomenon in a morphologically prespecified
template. Rather, it, as well as the correct forms for triconsonantal derived and
combined verbs, follows naturally from an analysis in which the application of
the derivational morphemes triggers a round of syncope, with each instance of
a derivational affixation triggering another round of syncope. Observe how the
triliteral derived stem can be correctly produced using multiple rounds of syn-
copation, while also correctly producing the biliteral, triliteral, and quadriliteral
G-Stem forms.
(28) G-Stem Forms and Triliteral Derived Stems
68Note, however, that it matches the forms as reconstructable for Proto-Cushitic. We will
discuss this state of affairs in section 6.2.2.2 below.
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Biliteral Triliteral Quadriliteral Triliteral Derived
Underlying Root sim mawut tumtum mawut
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
DV-Prefix – – – Dv̆-mawut
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – – Dv̆mawut
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Add Actor Prefixes yv̆-sim yv̆-mawut yv̆-tumtum yv̆-Dv̆mwut
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – yv̆mawut – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output yv̆sim yv̆mwut yv̆tumtum yv̆Dv̆mwut
The syncope analysis, therefore, can correctly produce all of those forms that
we have previously reconstructed for Proto-Afro-Asiatic from a simple system of
verbal affixation and ordered-rule phonological alternation. It has the additional
benefit of not only producing the reconstructed forms, but further explaining
why these forms have the particular shapes they do, rather than simply stipu-
lating that a given form is prespecified into the template. In following sections,
we will discuss how this system of verbal inflection and syncopation developed
and changed into the attested languages we see across the Afro-Asiatic family.
2.2.2 Nominal Morphology
As previously discussed, the nominal morphology of Proto-Afro-Asiatic is sig-
nificantly more difficult to reconstruct than its verbal morphology. This is in
part due to the simple fact that, cross-linguistically, verbal morphology tends
to be far more robust and therefore easier to detect with the comparative
method, even at the vast time depths associated with Afro-Asiatic. But it
is also largely attributable to the fact the the nominal morphologies of the at-
tested Afro-Asiatic daughter languages show a much weaker degree of clear and
unambiguous cognation, suggesting that much of it may represent independent
post-Proto-Afro-Asiatic innovations.
For this reason, we can discuss the impacts of our syncope analysis in far less
detail than we could for the inflection and derivation of the verb. Nevertheless,
we can still discuss the impact of syncopation on the potential or hypothetical
nominal morphemes discussed above.
2.2.2.1 Gender Inflection
In a sense, the morphology of gender in Afro-Asiatic is one of the more easily
reconstructable areas. As previously discussed, the presence of the feminine *-t
marker is one of the most obviously characteristic features of the Afro-Asiatic
family. Whether in the form of outright *-t marking nouns, or as part of the
pervasive n/t/n system of pronominal and deictic inflection, this morpheme
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is present in effectively every sub-branch of Afro-Asiatic69. It seems entirely
clear, then, that this morpheme is securely reconstructable to the common Afro-
Asiatic period as a marker of the feminine gender.
What is not clear is the precise form that morpheme should take. As dis-
cussed in section 1.3.1.2, many of the daughter languages appear split as to
whether the feminine gender suffix was a consonant *-t that appended directly
to the final consonant of the root/stem, or whether it took the form *-at (or
*-v̆t to remain agnostic about potential vowel quality). This disagreement can
exist even between closely related languages. Consider the feminine formations




































The shape of the feminine morpheme is not securely recoverable even within
a single line of descent, as reflexes of both *-t and *-v̆t are often recoverable
from a single daughter language. Again, Semitic provides ample examples, as








Figure 2.4: *-t and *-at Reflexes in Semitic
The precise shape of the affix, of course, has a strong bearing on our analysis
of syncopation, because the two reconstructable forms (*-t and *-v̆t) will have
69The only possible exception being Omotic, though see Bender (2000) who suggests relics
of *-t form across the family.
70Note that this does not represent the same Proto-Semitic form *malik, but rather a dif-
ferent Semitic root reflected in Akkadian nagāšu "overthrow" Arabic najaša "drive," Hebrew
nāg
¯
aś "oppress, extract tribute," and Ugaritic <ngś> "overseer." It is also reflected in Chadic
in Gisiga mangaŝ "bridegroom" reflecting *ma-nagaŝ, with syncopation.
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different impacts on the syllabification of the stem after affixation. Most notably,
a *-v̆t feminine affix shape would be expected to trigger syncopation on all
CVCVC triliteral nouns, as in the derivations below.
(29) *-v̆t Affixation on Feminine Nouns
Biliteral Triliteral Quadriliteral
Underlying Root »am yamin taftaf
↓ ↓ ↓
Feminine *-v̆t »am-v̆t yamin-v̆t taftaf-v̆t
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – yaminv̆t –
↓ ↓ ↓
Output »amv̆t yamnv̆t taftafv̆t
Under our theory, this would make the prediction that all triliteral CVCVC
nominal roots, when affixed with the feminine suffix, should surface with a
CVCC segolate root shape, regardless of whether the corresponding masculines
were segolate or not.
In section 1.3.1.2, we suggested that the feminine *-t suffix was original in
form, because it was more widely distributed, and because it occurred with deic-
tics, pronouns, and commonly with more archaic biliteral nouns. To this we may
now add the fact that suffixation with the feminine suffix does not commonly
trigger stem-shape alterations in Afro-Asiatic. Indeed, only in Egyptian is such
variability regularly seen, and it is telling that Egyptian is the only branch in
which the original *-t form has been completely displaced by a vocalized *-v̆t
form that should trigger syncopation.
We may therefore suggest that the original form of the feminine suffix was
a non-syncope-inducing *-t, and that the alternate variant *-v̆t finds its origin
as an allomorph of *-t which appears in environments in which the affixation
of the standard feminine suffix would violate the syllable-structure constraints,
that is, following segolate CVCC nominal roots, which are already heavy, and
nouns ending with CV̄C sequences. It is precisely in these cases that we find the
vocalic *-v̆t variant in Akkadian and also in Berber. And it is perhaps telling
that in Egyptian, which exhibits exclusively *-v̆t, the word-final extrametricality
allowing for CVCC sequences at word end has been lost, making the *-v̆t form
the only allomorph which can append to effectively any nominal root or stem.
2.2.2.2 Number Inflection
Since the Afro-Asiatic languages show such a wide array of pluralizing mor-
phemes, it is difficult to comment on the ways in which these morphemes may
have variously interacted with syncopation. While we will discuss the role of
syncopation with respect to concatenative sound-plural formation in the vari-
ous daughter languages, we can say little about sound-plural syncope in Afro-
Asiatic proper, since we cannot securely reconstruct concatenative pluralizing
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morphemes. Instead, we will focus our attention on those broken-plural forma-
tions that can be reconstructed for at least a few of the daughter languages,
discussing how they interact with our rule of syncopation.
2.2.2.2.1 Changes in Vowel Quality/Quantity
Broken plurals formed by alternations of either vowel quality or quantity, with-
out other changes to root or stem shape, are common throughout the family,








Figure 2.5: Broken Plurals Formed by Vowel Apophony
Under the common templatic theories, such forms are generated by the direct
manipulation of the consonantal root and the interdigitation of the vowels which
form the plurals. But, as discussed in far greater detail in section 2.3 below,
our analysis of syncopation suggests that, at least initially, these were distinct
morphophoonological processes. Since our syncope rule is insensitive to vowel
quality, it must originally have been the case that there was an unrelated rule
of vowel gradation or apophony, which transformed vowels within the roots of
nouns and verbs, quite independent of any changes in the shape of the root/stem.
Over time, since these two processes co-occurred with such frequency, they may
have become conflated and reanalyzed as part of a single process.
For this reason, we will not discuss pluralization formed by the apophonic
transformation of vowels internal to the root or stem, since they will have little
bearing on the our analysis of the shapes of such roots or stems. For further dis-
cussion on the plausibility of apophony as an originally distinct morphological
process, with particular emphasis on the verb, where such apophonic transfor-
mations are presumed to have arisen, see secion 2.3
2.2.2.2.2 Changes in Root Shape
Far more interesting for our purposes are those plurals formed by the alternation
of the basic shape of the nominal root or stem. These "root-manipulated"
broken plurals are no less common than their apophonic counterparts, again








Figure 2.6: Broken Plurals Formed by Root/Stem Alterations
The precise patterns and forms attested differ from branch to branch and
language to language, but there are a number of general trends which are consis-
tent with and easily explained by an analysis of syncopation, but are otherwise
unexplainable and purely stipulated under a templatic analysis.
We may first consider the "broken plural" types involving a cluster of the
final two root consonants, -CC- forms for biliterals, and -CVCC- forms for
triliterals. The triliteral form is clearly allowable given the syllable structure of
Afro-Asiatic, in that it is identical to a segolate root noun. Such forms should,
therefore, be possible as freestanding plurals without the need for any additional






Somali gabad. /gabd. o
Boni šilib/šilbi
Figure 2.7: Suffixed Plurals Exhibiting CVCVC∼CVCC Root Shape
Under a templatic theory, this co-occurance between a CVCC root alterna-
tion and the presence of a vowel-initial suffix is simply a matter of stipulation,
as it need not be the case any more than any other type of affixation ought
to call for such a root manipulation. But under our theory, the conspiratorial
relationship is unmasked. The presence of the vowel initial suffix is precisely the
cause of the syncopation that generates the CVCC root shape, as in the simple
derivation provided below.
71Although the Coptic words have the same basic syllable structure, excepting the difference
in vowel length, the presence of the long vowel in the singular form reveals that this syllable
must have originally been open, since original *ā is only possible in open syllables in Middle
Egyptian. This points to a singular form *h
˘
āfat contrasting with a plural form *h
˘
aftaw, with
a closed initial syllable.
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The same would apply to broken plurals exhibiting a CCVC root struc-
ture. As goes without saying, such forms cannot surface on their own, and most
co-occur with a *CV- vowel-final prefix, bringing such forms into accord with
the Afro-Asiatic syllable-structure constraints. Again, our rule of syncopation
easily predicts the common co-occurrence of such forms, since the addition of
the prefix will necessarily trigger syncope. This explains not only the common
co-occurrence of the *CCVC root shape with prefixes, but also the otherwise
unexplained gap wherein *CVCVC roots rarely if ever co-occur with *CV- pre-
fixes. Simple derivations are provided below.









We will have a great deal more to say about the role of syncope in the
formation of broken plurals in the sections below, in which we discuss broken
plural along each line of descent. There, the specific plural formations are far
more easy to reconstruct and identify, and we can therefore comment on the
role that syncope plays in the generation of each broken-plural formation.
2.2.2.3 Case Inflection
We can say little about the interaction of case marking and syncope at the Afro-
Asiatic level, because, as we have discussed, we cannot reconstruct the form of
case-marking morphemes to the Afro-Asiatic level with any degree of certainty.
Since the rule of syncopation is precisely sensitive to the specific shape of the
morphemes which append to the nominal root/stem, we therefore do not know
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what our theory predicts, and whether the attested data is in accord with these
predictions.
For this reason, we will not discuss case inflection at the Afro-Asiatic level
here. We will, however, discuss the extent to which case marking triggers (or fails
to trigger) syncope in the nominal roots and stems of each Afro-Asiatic daughter,
where the precise form of the case-marking morphemes can be identified more
clearly.
2.2.2.4 Nominal Derivation
By contrast, in the realm of nominal derivation, we can say a great deal more,
both about the morphemes themselves, and about the way the presence of
derivational affixes can cause syncope in the nominal stem. The most widespread
derivational affix throughout Afro-Asiatic is the prefix *mv̆-, which is used in
the formation of agent nouns, instrument nouns, location nouns, abstract ver-
bal nouns, and, in some daughter branches, participles. In particular, we will
consider the behavior of biliteral roots CVC and triliteral roots CVCVC which
are affixed with the *mv̆- prefix. Biliterals are, of course, unrecoverable from
Semitic, since the *mv̆- prefix appends to verbal roots/stems, and all Semitic
verbal roots are effectively triliteral in their inflection. They are, nevertheless,





Figure 2.8: *mv̆- Prefixed Biliteral Nouns
It is striking that biliteral CVC roots exhibit an effectively invariant root/stem
shape. Indeed, the only major variations in the root shape of *mv̆- prefixed bilit-
eral nouns come in the form of CVCV nouns in languages like Tuareg (emäkš 73
"eater"), or Beja (mifrey74 "birth"), or in feminine biliterals in Egyptian, such
as Coptic madke *mat
¯
kv̆t75 "dress." In each case, we might make note of the
presence of a vowel immediately following the final root consonant. The presence
of this vowel is hardly coincidental, as it is in fact the presence of the vowel which
triggers syncope and enables the modification of the root. Note further that sur-
face *mv̆CC nouns are not attested with basic CVC biliteral verbal roots, only
72Reflecting a Middle Egyptian *nābv̆s, reflecting an underlying */nabv̆s/, with secondary
lengthening of the stressed vowel in an open syllable.
73From the verbal root äks "eat," whose underlying form Heath (2005) gives as i-äkši.
74From verbal root firi "give birth."
75From the verba III infirmae <t
¯
k»ı> "to dye." Weak triliteral verbs in Egyptian frequently
lose their weak consonants in nominal derivation, which has happened in this case. Therefore,
*mat
¯
kv̆t represents the form of a two-consonant biliteral feminine noun.
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with underlyingly CVCV roots. This despite the fact that, in Berber and Beja
at the very least, super-heavy CVCC syllables are allowable word-finally, and
that therefore such forms are not precluded by Afro-Asiatic syllable-structure
rules. They are, however, predicted not to arise via our syncope rule, since
they cannot be generated. Observe the derivations below, featuring both un-
derlying CVC biliterals, along with derivations of the two variable types in
Cushitic/Berber and Egyptian
(32) Derivation of *mv̆- Prefixed Biliterals
CVC Root CVCV CVC-at








Syncopate – mif iri –
↓ ↓ ↓








Output *mv̆bin mifri→mifrey mv̆t
¯
kv̆t→madke
Triliteral CVCVC verbal roots prefixed with the *mv̆- prefix are recoverable
from effectively every major branch, and they again exhibit a very distinctive
root shape. In almost all cases, the verbal root appears with a characteristic






Figure 2.9: *mv̆- Prefixed Triliteral Nouns
Again, in a templatic analysis, this common co-occurrence of prefix and root
shape must effectively be stipulated, or an accidental, contingent occurrence.
So too must be the common exceptions. The CCVC root shape can be blocked
by, for example, the gemination of one of the first two root-consonants, as in
Arabic mukattab "writing," and Tuareg ănäbbed@r "rude person." It can also
be blocked by the presence of a long vowel, as in Arabic mubārak "blessed" or
Coptic medhl76 "ash."
76Reflecting a Middle Egyptian *mv̆dū»» v̆r, from an underlying /mv̆dū»» v̆r/.
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Once more, using our theory of syncopation, we can predict both the com-
monality of the CCVC as well as the specificity of the common exceptions to
it. Observe the derivations below.
(33) Derivation of *mv̆- Prefixed Triliterals
CVCVC Root CV̄CVC CVCCVC
Underlying Root mawut kātib kattab
↓ ↓ ↓
mv̆- Prefix mv̆-mawut mu-kātib mu-kattab
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate mv̆mawut – –
↓ ↓ ↓
Output *mv̆mwut mukātib mukattab
Nominal derivative suffixes are also present in a number of Afro-Asiatic
daughter languages, although it is difficult to identify a single suffix that is as
widely cognate as the near-ubiquitous *mv̆- prefix. Nevertheless, by considering
the forms of derived nouns from the daughters, we can begin to piece together the
interaction between suffixed derivation and syncopation. Consider, for example,
the case of Semitic nominals affixed with the derivational suffix *-ān, such as




Em "east, front"), Akkadian šanšānu "sunny" (šamšu/Šamaš "sun
(god)"). Comparing directly to these, we might consider Berber adjectives such
as ab@rkan "black" (ib@rrik "be black"), which appear to reflect the same *-ān
suffix. This suffix is not attested in Egyptian, but we may consider the behavior
of those nominal forms suffixed with the common nominal suffixes <.w> and
<.»ı>, such as Coptic rok/ *rakh. v̆
»ı "fire wood" (rwk/ *rākah. "to burn"). And
to this group we may then add forms such as Afar-Saho agent nouns bearing
the suffix -eyna, such as beyeyna "tong" (beyee "to take") and ukteyna "one
who stands" (ugute "to stand up").
Although many of these suffixes are non-cognate (Afar-Saho -eyna), or at
least not obviously cognate (Egyptian <.w> and <.»ı>), we may nevertheless
remark on the characteristic shape of both the affixes themselves, as well as
their impact on the shape of the root/stem. A large number of the derivational
suffixes in Afro-Asiatic languages, particularly those suffixes which exhibit any
cognation across more than a single daughter branch (*-ān in both Semitic and
Berber), are vowel initial77. We may additionally note the impact which the
affixation of such suffixes has on the root shape of the stem to which they apply.
They occur, in an overwhelming number of cases, with CVC root shapes for
77Indeed there are few suffixes of any sort across Afro-Asiatic which are consonant initial.
The subject affixes of the stative/suffix-conjugation are vowel-initial, excepting the possibility
of the long *ā initial variants we have previously discussed. The suffix pronouns are also
mostly consonant-initial, but given their functions, it is quite likely that these forms began
initially as pronominal clitics, and their status as suffixes likely arose from their common
position following nouns as members of a construct chain.
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biliterals (Afar-Saho beyeyna, Zenaga ašiban), and segolate CVCC shapes for
triliterals (Arabic rah.mān, Coptic rok/ *rakh. v̆
»ı, Afar-Saho ukteyna). However,
the segolate root shape apparently can be blocked by the gemination of one of the
medial root-consonants (Afar-Saho cemmiseyna "beginning," Hebrew zikkārōn
"remembrance"), along with the lengthening of any of the root vowels (Akkadian
nādinānu "merchant," Coptic canou878 "coward"). Again, our theory can
predict this distribution cleanly. We predict the commonality of the segolate
CVCC root shape, as well as its blocking from forms with geminated second
root-consonants and lengthened root-vowels.
(34) Derivation of Suffixed Triliterals
CVCVC Root CV̄CVC CVCV̄C CVCCVC
Underlying Root yamin nādin sanād
¯
zikkar
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Suffix yamin-ān nādin-ān sanād
¯
-v̆w zikkar-ān
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate yaminān – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output *yamnān nādinānu sanād
¯
v̆w *zikkarān→zikkārōn
In sections below, we will discuss the behavior of nominal derivation as it
pertains to syncope in each of the daughters, where we can speak about the
shapes and patterns associated with nominal derivation in far greater detail
and with more security and certainty.
78Reflecting middle Egyptian *sanād
¯
v̆w, with an underlyingly long second vowel.
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2.3 Syncopation and Vowel Apophony
The syncope rule proposed here is, as demonstrated, capable of successfully
generating the alternations in root and stem shape attested and reconstructable
across much of the Afro-Asiatic family. It cannot, however, generate the changes
in vocalism which often co-occur with these stem and root alternations. In many
instances, these vowel changes often serve as primary or secondary markers of
morphological inflection or derivation, as illustrated in the examples below.
Arabic fa –ala "he did" vs. fu –ila "it was done"
Tuareg a-Gânib "molar" vs. i-Gûnab "molars"
Coptic noute "god" vs.
p p
nthr "gods"
Beja miri "he found" vs. manri "he finds"
Hausa gāsh̀̄ı "hair" vs. gas̄ū "hairs"
Ometo š̄ık. adis "I approached" vs. š̄ık. ides "he approached"
Figure 2.10: Morphological Vowel Alternations Across Afro-Asiatic
The importance of these vowel alternations in morphological processes, as
well as their frequent co-occurance with root/stem alternations, has led to their
inclusion under traditional theories as a basic component of the morphological
template, which is constructed as consisting of a consonantal tier, a vocalic tier,
and a prosodic template (into which the previous two tiers are interdigitated).
In contrast to this canonical templatic theory, we argue for the fundamental
separation of each as a distinct element of Afro-Asiatic morphology, at least at
a sufficient time depth. To do this, we will attempt to demonstrate: a) that
the alternation of vocalism is not original to the oldest and most archaic part of
the Afro-Asiatic vocabulary; b) that even among innovative forms, some vowels
appear to be underlying; and c) that the changes in vocalism which are attested,
now divorced from root/stem shape alternations, are better understood in terms
of vowel apophony than the complex theories of templatic interdigitation.
2.3.1 The Necessity of Conflating Stem/Root Allomorphy
and Vowel Apophony
Regarding the templatic theories commonly proposed to describe the morphol-
ogy of Afro-Asiatic languages, the first question we must consider is whether it is
an a priori theoretical necessity that a language whose morphology is character-
ized by vocalic alternations within morphemes and alternations to the syllabic
structure of root morphemes and full stems be analyzed using a theory of dis-
tinctive tiers interdigitated with a prosodic template, or if more conventional
theories can be used to describe such languages. The answer would appear to
be a resounding no. We need look no further than our grammatical analyses of
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archaic Indo-European languages, and their Proto-Indo-European ancestor to
conclude that non-templatic morphological theories are quite capable of describ-
ing languages with significant alternations in vocalism as well as the prosodic
structure of morphemes. Consider the following example of the reconstruction




Figure 2.11: Inflection of *nókwts in PIE
Superficially, this state of affairs is not altogether dissimilar to a set of related
inflected words in an Afro-Asiatic language, such as Arabic yaf –alu, yuf –alu, and
fa –ala, the 3rd M. Sg. forms of the imperfect, imperfect passive, and perfect
respectively. In each case, there are two forms, which are distinct only because
of alternations in vocalism (nókwts∼nékwts, yaf –alu∼yuf –alu), each of which
is opposed to another inflected form which differs in its basic prosodic shape,
and features an apparently inserted vowel (nókwtes, fa –ala). If we so wished,
we could apply a templatic analysis to the forms of Indo-European, suggesting
that the root morpheme of *nókwts is in fact a discontinuous triconsonantal
root morpheme
√
nkwt, which is matched with distinctive templates (CóCCs,
CéCCs, CóCCes) in each of the case and number forms. Since *nókwts in fact
belongs to a relatively large class of acrostatic nouns that exhibit similar (if not
exactly identical) behavior in terms of inflection, the postulation of such tem-
plates would indeed characterize a non-trivial portion of Indo-European nominal
morphology.
Despite these superficial similarities, scholars have quite rightly rejected
root-and-template analyses of the morphology of Indo-European languages in
favor of more conventional theories, in which Indo-European morphemes con-
tain basic, underlying vowels, which can then be either transformed or deleted
in accordance with other rules within the phonological system79
The fact that such an analysis works for Indo-European does not necessarily
mean that it is appropriate for Afro-Asiatic. For that reason, we will now briefly
discuss how a similar analysis might be applied to the case of Afro-Asiatic, and
provide evidence that a root-and-template approach is not only not strictly
necessary to characterize most of the phenomena attested in the family, it may
also be in some respects sub-optimal. Since it is the most well-studied, we will
focus our discussion here on the vowel apophony of Semitic.
79For an example, see Andrew Byrd’s (2015) excellent work regarding Indo-European syllab-
ification and the ability to generate much of IE ablaut from careful generative syllabification
rules.
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2.3.1.1 Vocalic Stability – Vowels Present in Underlying Forms
Because templatic alternations, whether in terms of changes to the prosodic
shape of the root/stem or in terms of the vowel qualities within the root/stem,
are typically thought of as the Semitic morphological feature par excellence,
it can be easy to lose sight of just how many of the vowels present in Semitic
morphemes must be postulated into underlying grammatical representation, and
which are not subject to any alternations whatsoever. In the following sections,
we will discuss these stable, invariant, underlying vowels before moving on to
the more well-known vowel apophonies.
2.3.1.1.1 Grammatical Morphemes
In his discussion of the role and presence of underlying vocalism in Proto-
Semitic, Kogan (2005) notes the importance of distinguishing between those
vowels which are present in derivational/inflectional morphemes, as well as de-
ictics/determiners, and those which are present in nominal and verbal lexical
morphemes. The vowels in these non-lexical "grammatical morphemes" are sub-
ject to precious little in the way of vocalic alternation. Indeed, if we consider
only these morphemes, we would have no need for a templatic theory at all,
as these vowels are far more stable than those which appear in, for instance,
English verb inflection.
Proto-Semitic Akkadian Arabic Hebrew Ge’ez
*-ka -ka -ka -kā -ka
*-ki -ki -ki -k̄ı -ki
*-šu -šu -hu -hū -hu
*-ša -ša -hā -hā -ha
Figure 2.12: Semitic "Grammatical Morphemes" Exhibiting Stable Vocalism
It is striking that the vowels present in these morphemes are not only stable
diachronically, as is clear from the tables above, but are also generally sta-
ble within the synchronic grammar as well. The suffix pronouns and suffix-
conjugation are, for example, almost entirely invariant within each Semitic lan-
guage, as are the forms of the independent pronouns. The prefix-conjugation
is subject to certain well-defined and understood alternations, as discussed in
sections 2.3.2.1.1 and 2.3.2.1.2 below, but these are much more simply charac-
terized as instances of phonologically conditioned allomorphy rather than as an
example of templatic alternation in vocalism.
2.3.1.1.2 Nominals
In addition to Kogan’s "grammatical morphemes," many of the basic, underived
nominals present throughout Semitic also exhibit stable, invariant vowels, which
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must be projected into the underlying forms. Consider the nouns below, attested
in each major Semitic branch, and the striking degree to which they agree in
terms of their basic vocalism.









n Ugaritic: »udn Ge’ez: »@zn
*lišān lišānu lisān Aramaic: liššān-ā Ge’ez: l@san





ūm Hebrew: šūm Jibbali: t
¯
um





awr Syrian Aramaic: tawr-ā Mehri: t
¯
awr
*šinn šinnu sinn Aramaic: šin-ā Ge’ez: s@nn
*bayt b̄ıtu bayt Hebrew: bayit
¯
Ge’ez: bet
h. aql eqlum h.aql Syrian Aramaic: h. aql Ge’ez: h. äql
»umm ummu »umm Ugaritic: »umm Ge’ez: »@mm
»ab abu »ab Hebrew: » āb
¯
Ge’ez: »äb
Figure 2.13: Semitic Nouns Exhibiting Stable Vocal Quality and Quantity
In each of these nouns, as well as many others, it is clear that the vowels
present in the nominal form are perfectly cognate across the Semitic family,
exhibiting no variation except for those regular sound changes which occur along
each line of descent. It should be noted that the stability of these vowels is not
merely a diachronic fact, but is also largely a synchronic fact. Let us consider
various derived and inflected forms of the noun * »ab "father" in several Semitic
languages:





Acc. aba »aba »äbä
1st Sg. Poss. ab̄ı »ab̄ı »ab
¯
ı̄ »äbuyä
Fatherly – »abaw̄ı »ab
¯
āh̄ı »äbawi
Fatherhood abbūtu »abwiyat »abbāhūt
¯
»äbäw@nna
Figure 2.14: Vocalic Stability throughout Inflection and Derivation in Semitic
In each of these examples, the basic underlying vowel of the root (the typical
reflex of Proto-Semitic *a) appears in every word form, regardless of any inflec-
tional or derivational processes present. Note that this stability of vocalism in
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underived basic nominals is not an a priori necessity, as it is not the case in
Indo-European, where, as we have seen, the vowels of underived nominals are
subject to significantly more variation than those of Semitic.
Indeed, the only morphological process which triggers any change to the ba-
sic vocalism of underived Semitic nominals is the formation of irregular broken
plurals, which, as discussed in 3.1.4.2.3, may themselves be originally derived
forms, and therefore not truly underived nominals like their singular counter-
parts. Given this fact, a far simpler analysis of the morphological structure of
underived nominals in Semitic than root-and-template structure is that these
nouns are fully vocalized, mono- or bisyllabic root morphemes with a stable
underlying vocalism and a basically affixing morphology. In addition, they are
sometimes subject to an irregular process of plural formation, which distorts
or transforms this simple underlying vocalism. In this sense, we may suggest
Semitic underived nominals are not dissimilar to English strong verbs. Strong
verbs are never construed as having a basically consonantal structure, but nev-
ertheless can form their past tense and sometimes even participial forms by the
manipulation of vowels between apparently fixed sequences of consonants, in
addition to the more traditional affixes which still append to such roots.
2.3.1.1.3 Verbal Theme Vowels
Although we have demonstrated that basic, underived nominals are less amenable
to a root-and-template analysis, it is clear that these theories were designed to
handle the more complex verbal morphology of Semitic, where apparently non-
concatenative phenomena are more prevalent. We may ask ourselves, then, how
a root-and-template theory fares as a basic description of the morphology of the
verbal root of Semitic. If by root-and-template we mean a theory in which the
basic verbal root is a discontinuous string of non-vocalized and non-syllabified
consonants, into which vowels (which are not a part of the root morpheme) are
inserted by a process of templatic interdigitation (as in the work of McCarthy
and Prince), then we must conclude that it fares poorly.
This is because, while a great many of the vowels present in the forms of a
Semitic verb would appear to be fundamentally morphological in nature, it is
empirically not true that all of the vowels present in Semitic verb inflection can
be generated through a process of interdigitation from a morphological template.
Rather, the vowel present between the second and third root-consonants in the
prefix-conjugated perfective stem is lexically specific and unique to each verb,
and must be stored as part of its underlying representation. As stated by Jerzy
Kuryłowicz (1972)
it would be erroneous to consider the root of the Sem. verb as a
merely consonantal skeleton. Within the primary conjugation ...
there is only one paradigm whose vocalism (of R2) is basic or un-
predictable ... The vowel of R2 of the "imperf." being u, the verbal
root is k(u)tub and not simply k-t-b....[T]o look for a morphologi-
cal function of the root vowel (the vowel of R2) in the primary verb
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must be considered a misunderstanding. To look for a constant asso-
ciation between the vocalism of R2 and the fundamental meaning of
non-motivated (primary) verbs is a methodological derailment tan-
tamount to the old theory of Lautsymbolik
Kogan (2005) states that this observation and Kuryłowicz’s analysis have not
been met with widespread acceptance, but further notes "to [my] knowledge,
no coherent objection against it has been advanced so far." Diakonov (1988)
argues that because both the perfective and imperfective verbal stem can be
reconstructed to Proto-Semitic (and likely beyond), we cannot rightly conclude
which is the original verb form from which the other is derived. Kogan rightly
rejects this line of argumentation on theoretical grounds. It is easy to postulate,
as we have done, that the a-a vocalism and the gemination of the stem are mor-
phological markers of the imperfective stem. It is significantly more difficult to
create a coherent theory of morphology in which the absence of gemination and
the non-obligatory presence of other non-*a (*u and *i) theme vowels is a marker
of the imperfective stem. Fox (2003) argues that because the theme vowel is not
present in other forms of the prefix-conjugation besides the perfective stem, we
cannot consider it as the vowel present in the root. Again, this argument misun-
derstands the theoretical rationale behind projecting material to the underlying
form in a generative theory. We do not project a segment to the underlying
form because it is phonetically invariant or because it surfaces in a majority of
circumstances. Indeed many underlying segments are not invariant, and some
underlying segments effectively never surface. Rather, we project a segment to
the underlying form because we cannot predict its presence or generate it via
some other rule of the grammar. Since we can neither predict nor generate the
specific theme vowel of the perfective stem of a Semitic verb, we must conclude
that this vowel is part of the underlying representation of that verbal root.
Having established that these theme vowels must be present in the under-
lying representations of the individual Semitic languages80, we can examine re-
constructable Semitic roots to determine if, even at the stage of Proto-Semitic,
we may observe vowels which are purely part of the lexical representation of the
verbal root. A great deal of work has been done over the decades, including
notable contributions from Fronzaroli (1963), Aro (1964), and Bélova (1993) in
comparing the thematic vocalism of Semitic verbals. A sample of such com-
parisons is provided below, excluding the Canaanite languages, where thematic
vowels have largely been lost.
80Not all modern Semitic languages retain the characteristic theme vowels. They are clearly
present in Akkadian and Arabic, as well as in Ge’ez, though the merger of the *i and *u vowels
of Semitic makes it impossible to distinguish those classes. They would appear to have been
lost in the Canaanite languages, though they may survive in Ugaritic, however our evidence
there is necessarily weak.
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Akkadian Arabic Ge’ez
*šma– išme yasma–u y@smä–
*rkab irkab yarkabu y@rkäb
*»šir ı̄šir ya»siru y@»s@r
*šriq išriq yasriqu y@sr@q
*rgum irgum yargumu y@rg@m
*qtul iqtul yaqtulu y@qt@l
Figure 2.15: Lexically Specific Verbal Theme Vowels in Semitic
In the work of these scholars, as well as that of Kogan, it becomes clear
that, despite some variation, the correspondences between the theme vowels in
Semitic perfective-stem forms are too numerous and too regular to be analyzed
as anything other than an underlying segment and a part of the verbal root-
morpheme. These scholars therefore reconstruct Semitic verbal roots, not as a
discontinuous string of consonants (*
√
qtl), but rather, as illustrated in the chart
above, as monosyllabic *CCVC sequences with distinctive underlying vowels
(*rkab, *šriq, qtul). Although this is a profound insight, it is striking that
the shape of the root morpheme: a) never surfaces on its own in any Semitic
languages, since it violates surface phonotactic rules; and b) would still seem
to require root-and-template manipulation to generate the fully vocalized forms
such as *yaqattal or *yaqtatal.
With our analysis of syncope, we can push this reconstruction one step
further. Taking the perfective stem with the theme vowel as reflective of the root
morpheme, we may reconstruct the verbal root of either Proto-Semitic (or Pre-
Proto-Semitic to be more conservative) as a fully vocalized *CaCv̆C (*rakab,
*šariq, qatul), with the knowledge that the affixation of the subject prefixes
will trigger in all triliteral roots (the only roots that survive into Semitic) the
syncopation of the initial *a vowel between the first and second root-consonants,
as illustrated in the simple derivations provided below.
(35) Derivation of Perfective Stem Forms from Vocalized CaCV̆C
Roots
*rakab *šariq *qatul
Underlying Root *rakab *šariq *qatul
↓ ↓ ↓
Prefix-Conjugation *ya-rakab *ya-šariq *ya-qatul
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate *yarakab *yašariq *yaqatul
↓ ↓ ↓
Output *yarkab *yašriq *yaqtul
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2.3.1.1.4 Summary of Vocalic Stability
In this section, we have analyzed a number of different types of morphemes
in Semitic which appear to have a stable, underlying vocalism with no traces
of vowels supplied by templatic interdigitation. We have further demonstrated
that, in addition to the vowels in inflectional/derivational morphemes, pronouns,
deictics, and determiners, the root morphemes of both underived nouns and
verbs must likewise contain vowels in their underlying representations, contra-
templatic theories in which Semitic root morphemes contain no intrinsic vocal-
ism. We have further demonstrated how we can extend the work of Fronzaroli,
Aro, and Bélova in conjunction with our own theory of syncopation to recon-
struct Semitic verbal roots with the form *CaCv̆C.
2.3.2 Template vs. Vowel Apophony
Although we have demonstrated that we must project vowels into the under-
lying form of effectively all basic and underived morphemes in Proto-Semitic,
it is undeniable that changes in vocalism occur frequently in the inflection and
derivation of many words. If, as we propose, syncope can account for the changes
in the prosodic shape without need for templatic morphology, we must develop
an alternative theory, or set of theories, to account for the variations in vocalism
which we find. The development of a full theory of apophonic alternation within
Semitic is a dissertation in its own right, one we will not undertake in this work.
Nevertheless, we can sketch a basic picture of what such a theory might look
like, and how we can produce the forms necessary to account for the behavior
of those most archaic Semitic languages.
2.3.2.1 Vowel Alternations in "Grammatical Morphemes"
Although Kogan’s grammatical morphemes exhibit far fewer changes in vocal-
ism than their nominal or verbal counterparts, they are not completely fixed.
Indeed there is at least some variation, both diachronic and synchronic, in the
quality of the vowels present in such morphemes in almost all Semitic branches
and families. We will discuss such variability below, demonstrating that nor-
mal theories of allomorphy and apophony are better able to account for such
variability without the need for recourse to templates.
2.3.2.1.1 *yu- vs. *yi/*ya Alternation
It is well-known that in the more morphologically archaic Semitic languages,
we find that the subject prefixes of the prefix-conjugation are in fact divided
between two distinct sets: one containing *u vocalism, which occurs with the
derived forms of the S- and D-Stems; and another with either *a or *i vocalism,
which occurs with all other stem types (including the intransitive but derived




G-Stem iprus yaktubu yik
¯
tōb
¯N-Stem ipparis yankatibu yikkāt
¯
ēb
¯T-Stem iptaras yaktatibu –









Figure 2.16: *yi-/*ya- vs. *yu- Prefixes in Semitic
While interesting from a comparativist perspective for the potential rela-
tionship between the *-u vowel of the causative and factitive prefix forms, and
the *-u nominative ending of Semitic (or *wa- prefix of Berber), this alterna-
tion deserves no special attention as it pertains to the merits of or necessity
for a templatic theory. It is clearly a simple case of allomorphy no different in
theoretic terms from the fact that in the Latin second declension, the nomina-
tive case takes the form -us, while for third-declension nouns, it takes the form
-s. In each case, there are simply two (sets of) allomorphs (clearly historically
related), which are called upon in distinctive morphological contexts.
The prefix-conjugation affix sets are therefore no support for a templatic
theory, as they are both able to be described and better characterized by a
simple theory of affix-allomorphy based on verbal stem type.
2.3.2.1.2 Barth’s Law
More intriguing for our discussion of apophony in Semitic than the two sets of
prefix-conjugation affixes is another variation in the vocalism of the subject pre-
fixes known as Barth’s Law, or sometimes, Barth-Ginsberg’s Law, reflecting the
contributions of Harold Louis Ginsberg in applying Barth’s Law to Ugaritic. In
his original formation, Barth noted that, in contrast to Arabic or Ge’ez )which
have uniform »a-/ta-/ya-/na- and »@-/t@-/y@-/n@- sets of prefixes respectively),
or Akkadian (which has a heterogeneous a-/ta-/i-/ni- set), Hebrew and Ara-
maic show evidence for a systematic alternation between the vowels present in
the prefix-conjugation; namely, when the vowel of the perfective stem is *i or
*u, the vowel of the prefix-conjugation will be *a, but when the vowel of the
perfective stem is *a, the vowel of the prefix-conjugation will be *i. In native
Ugaritic writing, we can confirm the presence of Barth’s Law alternations only
in the first-person singular, where the vowels are indicated following the aleph-
initial suffix. Ginsberg cites forms such as <»amt> (* »amût), »ašr * »ašîr, but
<»il»ak> (* »il »ak), which point to Barth’s Law’s operation. We can further re-
cover Barth’s Law variants in syllabic cuneiform transcription of Ugaritic names
such as <IIa-ab-ni-DINGIR> *yabn̄ı »ilu "El will establish," versus <IIg-ma-
ra-dIŠKUR> *yigmar haddu "Hadad will destroy." Barth’s Law may also be
81Reflecting a contraction from an original *yuhaktib
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observed in the inflection of the Canaanite language reflected in the Amarna
letters. Although the letters themselves are ostensibly written in Akkadian,
they reflect a host of Canaanite linguistic features, including verb forms such as
<ia-az-ku-ur> *yazkur, <ah
˘




Hebrew Ugaritic Amarna Canaanite
yaqtulu yāsōb
¯
*yasub <IIa-ku-un> *yakwun <ia-az-ku-ur> *yazkur(u)
yaqtilu yāgēn *yagin <Ia-ab-ni> *yabniy(u) <IIa-ab-ni> *yabniy(u)
yiqtalu yēgal *yigal <IIg-ma-ra> *yigmar(u) <ir-ka-ab> *yirkab(u)
Figure 2.17: Barth’s Law in Hebrew, Ugaritic and Amarna Canaanite
As demonstrated by Bloch (1967), Barth’s Law forms can also be recovered
from several of the pre-Classical dialects of Arabic. Bloch points to the gram-
matical tradition established by the great Arabic grammarian S̄ıbawayhi in his
work Al-Kitāb, where he makes mention of Eastern Arabic dialects spoken in the
Najd and Iraq, in which the vowel of the prefix-conjugation of the imperfect (the
reflex of the old perfective stem) is *i. After collecting all such examples from
Al-Kitāb, Bloch demonstrates that they all contain an *a theme vowel (yiqtal),
as predicted by Barth’s Law, and a qatila perfect stem. One peculiarity of these
dialects is that, while they show *i vocalism as predicted for Barth’s law for
most forms ( »i-, ti-, ni-), they have ya- for expected yi- in all forms. We can
only conclude that this is a secondary dissimilation from original *yi-.
Barth himself believed that the alternations in prefix form were inherited
from Proto-Semitic, but since evidence for *yi-∼*ya- alternation is restricted to
the Central Semitic languages82, and is absent from Akkadian, Ge’ez, and the
Modern South Arabian languages, we should rightly regard Barth’s Law as a
post-Proto-Semitic innovation.
At first glance, Barth’s Law presents a more likely candidate for a vowel
alternation which we might rightly characterize as "templatic." After all, the
alternation of Barth’s Law allows only a subset of vocalisms (yiqtal, yaqtul,
yaqtil) while other combinations of vowels (yaqtal, yiqtil, etc.) are conspicu-
ously absent. It may be tempting, then, to think of Barth’s Law simply as an




82Assuming the classification of Arabic as Central Semitic. The position of Arabic is some-
what contentious, with some scholars including Arabic as a member of South Semitic. In-
creasingly, however, scholarly consensus places Arabic broadly within Central Semitic.
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This solution, however, is untenable. As we have previously discussed, the
root vowel appearing in the *CCVC stem of the G-Stem perfective is cate-
gorically not generated or supplied by a templatic morphological process, but
rather is part of the underlying representation of the verbal root. With the
knowledge that this vowel cannot be provided by templatic alterations, the sim-
pler description of Barth’s Law is clearly a simple phonologically conditioned
rule of allomorphy:
• Ca→Ci/_$C[-high, -consonantal]
Descriptively, then, Barth’s Law is the change of the prefix form *Ca- to
*Ci- for those verbal roots which contain the low vowel *a, a simple instance of
dissimilation. This kind of alternation is handled far more simply, and with far
fewer problems posed vis-a-vis the presence of underlying root vowels, using a
single allomorphic rule, than by making recourse to a full template.
2.3.2.1.3 Anceps Vowels
The Ca-/Ci- vs. Cu- variation within the prefix-conjugation and the alternations
attributable to Barth’s Law are both synchronic variations present within the
grammar of individual Semitic languages. Another instability in vocalism, this
time of a diachronic nature, is presented by the so-called "anceps vowels." As
its name suggests, anceps vowels are vowels appearing at the ends of Semitic
words (most commonly in grammatical morphemes, pronouns, deictics and other
such forms), whose reflexes across the daughter languages vary sporadically
between a reflex demanding an original short vowel, and those demanding an
original long vowel. For a simple illustration, let us consider the reflexes of
two clearly parallel Semitic verb forms, namely the Arabic suffix-conjugation
(past tense) fa –altu and the Ge’ez suffix-conjugation (perfect) qätälku. Each
consists of a basic verbal root of the form *CaCv̆C (*pa –al, *qatal) along with
the first-singular suffix-conjugation affix. The form of this affix, however, is
impossible to reconstruct from the two attested forms, because they suggest
mutually contradictory reconstructions. Arabic -tu suggests a Proto-Semitic
*-ku83. The Ge’ez form, however, cannot reflect Proto-Semitic *-ku. This is
because the reflex of Proto-Semitic *u in Ethiopic is in fact /@/ ([1]), meaning
we would expect -k@. Ge’ez -ku can only reflect Proto-Semitic *-kū, with an
unambiguously long vowel. We are therefore split between a reconstruction
*-ku/*-kū.
The reconstructive problems posed by anceps vowels are even more acute
when we consider the case of the second-person independent pronouns, both
masculine and feminine. Illustrative forms are given below, from Hebrew, Ara-
bic, and Ge’ez.
83Note that the Central Semitic languages have undergone a change, in which the suffix-
conjugation forms involving a *k have been leveled to contain a *t.
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Arabic Hebrew Ge’ez
2nd Sg. M. »anta »attā »äntä
2nd Sg. F. »anti »at »änti
Figure 2.18: 2nd Sg. Independent Pronouns in Arabic, Hebrew, and Ge’ez
In the case of the masculine forms, we find that the Arabic and Ge’ez forms
are now in agreement. Both point rather transparently to a reconstruction as
Proto-Semitic * »anta. The Hebrew form, on the other hand, cannot be the
reflex of * »anta, since, as noted by Al-Jallad (2014), Hebrew has lost word-final
short vowels inherited from Proto-Semitic. At the same time, Hebrew »attā
cannot reflect a simple long variant * »antā, because the regular unconditioned
outcome of Proto-Semitic *ā in Hebrew is ō, and we would therefore expect
Proto-Semitic * »antā to surface in Hebrew as »attō.
In the feminine forms, by contrast, we find that it is Arabic and Hebrew that
agree completely, and it is Ge’ez that is incompatible. Both Classical Arabic
»anti and Hebrew »at can be the regular reflex of a Proto-Semitic »anti, since the
vowels remain effectively unchanged in Arabic, and Hebrew shows the expected
loss of a short vowel in word-final position. The Ge’ez form, however, cannot
reflect * »anti, since, as mentioned previously, both *u and *i in Proto-Semitic
merge in Ethiopic as /@/. Ge’ez »änti, therefore, can only reflect Proto-Semitic
* »ant̄ı, which cannot be the antecedent of the Arabic and Hebrew forms.
While a satisfying solution to the apparent issue of the anceps vowels is not
entirely apparent (though see work by Hasselbach (2004) and Al-Jallad (2014)
for some recent developments along these lines), it is quite clear that the vari-
ability which the anceps problem presents is not templatic in nature. For one,
it is not a synchronic variation which exists within the grammar of any given
Semitic language or group of Semitic languages, but rather a diachronic discon-
tinuity in the development of vowels in final position in the Semitic languages.
For another, the vowels do not vary freely between the three different inherited
Semitic vowels, as is the case with more typical vowel apophony, but rather,
seem to conspire to retain their approximately original phonetic property. For
these reasons, we need not consider the anceps phenomenon with regard to the
vowel alternations typically construed as evidence for templatic morphological
structures.
2.3.2.2 Vowel Alternations in "Lexical Roots"
In our analysis of vowel apophony with lexical root morphemes, we will re-
strict ourselves primarily to the finite verb and the prefixing conjugation. This
is because, as Kuryłowicz suggests, the prefix-conjugation verb appears to be
the source of vocalic apophony within Semitic. In principle, the analysis put
forth here could be expanded to other portions of the verbal system, like the
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suffix-conjugation, as well as to verb-derived nominals (possibly including bro-
ken plurals), though such forms will not be analyzed in detail here.
2.3.2.2.1 Verbal Apophony
It is in the vowels of lexical roots where we see the greatest number of vocalic
alternations, and these occur overwhelmingly in the inflection and derivation of
verbs. For Kuryłowicz, the verb therefore is of paramount importance for the
understanding of "vowel gradation" (as he terms it):
The primary verb is to be considered as the original source of apophony
simply because the latter is firmly established in its inflection. The
variability of the root-vocalism in conjugation implies the choice (se-
lection) of a definite degree in the corresponding derivative. On the
other hand, nominal inflection shows no trace of apophony... There-
fore, the study of apophony must start with the analysis of the mech-
anism and functioning in the conjugation of the primary verb.
In this regard, we will follow Kuryłowicz, both in asserting the diachronic
primacy of the verb when it comes to vowel apophony, and also in beginning our
investigation there, particularly in the forms of the prefix-conjugated underived
G-Stem. We will address the derived stems in subsequent sections.
Although vowel alternations are typically thought of as the hallmark feature
of Semitic verbal inflection, they are, in fact, remarkably rare in the inflection
of the underived prefix-conjugation G-Stem. Indeed, as Kogan (2005) remarks,
the only purely vocalic inflection84 known from the perfective prefix-conjugation
inflection is the apophony "u, i : a", which characterizes the so-called "internal
passive" formations attested in the Central Semitic languages, including Arabic,
Ugaritic, and the Canaanite languages (such as Arabic yaqtulu "he kills" vs.
yuqtalu "he will be killed"). Even here it must be noted that such internal
passives are: a) difficult to reconstruct beyond Central Semitic into the Proto-
Semitic parent language; and b) not purely vocalic, since they co-occur with
distinctive passive forms of the subject prefixes. Our theory, then, must be
primarily concerned with describing and capturing apophonic changes in the
formation of derived tense and voice forms. In the following discussion, we will
consider the Akkadian and Arabic verbal systems, describing each in terms of the
vocalic alternations present in the inflection of the prefix-conjugation G-Stem.
In Akkadian, there exist four classes of verbs based on the behavior of the
thematic vowel in the inflection of the G-Stem. Three of these classes, the so-
called a/a, i/i, and u/u classes are characterized by a stable vocalism of the
theme vowel throughout the G-Stem, while the fourth, the a/u class, is charac-
terized by an alternation between a /u/ theme vowel in the perfective stem, but
an /a/ theme vowel in the presumably derived imperfective and perfect forms.
Each of these classes is illustrated below.
84By which we mean a form of verbal inflection characterized solely by a variation in vocal-
ism, with no corresponding variation in syllable or prosodic structure of the root, or differences
in affixation.
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a/a i/i u/u a/u
Perfective is.bat ipqid irpud iprus
Imperfective is.abbat ipaqqid irappud iparras
Perfect is.s.abat85 iptaqid irtapud iptaras
Figure 2.19: Verbal Vowel-Classes in Akkadian: G-Stem
Since it is the vowel of the perfective stem which is the underlying thematic
vowel, to generate the finite forms of the Akkadian G-Stem we need only account
for a single vocalic alternation, namely the change of u→a in the imperfective
and perfect stems of the a/u class.
The situation in Arabic is generally similar. In the classical language, there
are three categories of prefix-conjugated verb forms: the imperfect, the jussive,
and the subjunctive. Each of these forms is approximately stem cognate to
the Akkadian perfective stem, since the old Semitic imperfective and perfect
are absent from Classical Arabic, and as such, each is characterized by a single
vowel through each of its prefix-conjugated forms, as illustrated below.
/a/ /i/ /u/
Imperfect yaf–alu ya–kisu yaqtulu
Subjunctive yaf–ala ya–kisa yaqtula
Jussive yaf–al ya–kis yaqtul
Figure 2.20: Verbal Vowel-Classes in Classical Arabic: G-Stem
Between Akkadian and Arabic, then, in order to account for the full range
of stem-internal vocalic alternations present in the prefix-conjugated G-Stem,
we need only account for the alternation u→a in the Akkadian imperfective and
perfect, and possibly the alternation a,i,u→a in the geminate imperfectives of
Andalusi Arabic, should they prove cognate with their Akkadian counterparts.
Because of the simplicity of the Semitic vowel system, we need not postulate
individual rules which transform *i and *u into *a, but rather, can simply postu-
late a single morphophoonological rule whereby, in the imperfective and perfect
forms, the thematic vowel is overlaid with an infixed morpheme containing only
the feature [-HIGH]. Since there are only three segmental vowels present in the
inventory, a [-HIGH] feature will necessarily transform any vowel present into
*a. Conceptually, we may think of this as akin to plural formation by i-umlaut
in Germanic. Individual verbal stems may be lexically specified to undergo this
change in certain morphological conditions, and the resultant change is one in
which features are overlaid onto already present vowels, as in the gaining of
85Reflecting an underlying /is.tabat/.
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[+FRONT] for i-umlaut plurals. Consider the simple derivations below, in
which both Akkadian and Arabic forms can be generated.
(36) G-Stem Prefix-Conjugation Perfective
a/a i/i u/u a/u a i u
Underlying Root s.abat paqid rapud parus fa
–al –akis qatul
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Prefix i-s.abat i-paqid i-rapud i-parus ya-fa
–al ya-–akis ya-qatul
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate is.abat ipaqid irapud iparus yafa
–al ya–akis yaqatul
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output is.bat ipqid irpud iprus yaf
–al ya–kis yaqtul
We may again derive the imperfectives using syncope and a simple rule of [-
HIGH] vowel apophony. We suppose that this rule occurs concomitant with the
introduction of the geminate imperfective morpheme. In Akkadian, this occurs
only in the lexically specified a/u class, while in Arabic, if we follow Corriente
(5/17/2018) in assuming that the semantically non-factitive CaCCaC stems are
in fact old imperfectives, apophony would occur with verbs of all types. In the
derivations below, we provide attested Akkadian forms, as well as hypothetical
Andalusi Arabic forms (and possibly Proto-Arabic, if such forms are inherited)
for illustrative purposes.
(37) G-Stem Prefix-Conjugation Imperfective
a/a i/i u/u a/u a i u
Underlying Root s.abat paqid rapud parus fa
–al –akis qatul
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Geminate Impf. s.abbat paqqid rappud parrus fa
– –al –akkis qattul
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – – – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
-H Apophony – – – parras fa– –al –akkas qattal
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Prefix i-s.abbat i-paqqid i-rappud i-parras ya-fa
– –al ya-–akkas ya-qattal
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – – – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output is.abbat ipaqqid irappud iparras *yafa
– –al *ya–akkas *yaqattal
The same basic sequence of rules will allow us to obtain the perfect forms,
though the original Semitic perfect marked with the *-t- infix is not attested
anywhere in Arabic, so we will provide only Akkadian forms. As we will discuss
in greater detail in our overview of the morphology of Semitic, the perfective
infix, for whatever reason, does not trigger a phonological cycle and therefore
does not trigger syncopation. Because the perfect does not occur in Arabic,
we have presented only forms from Akkadian.
(38) G-Stem Prefix-Conjugation Perfect
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a/a i/i u/u a/u
Underlying Root s.abat paqid rapud parus
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
-ta- Perf s.a<ta>bat pa<ta>qid ra<ta>pud pa<ta>rus
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
-H Apophony – – – pataras
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Prefix i-s.atabat i-pataqid i-ratapud i-pataras
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate i-s.atabat ipataqid iratapud ipataras
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output *is.tabat→is.s.abat iptaqid irtapud iptaras
2.3.2.2.2 Apophony in Verbal Derivations
The vowel apophonies which characterize the derived verbal stems are slightly
more complex, since there are more apophonic transformations necessary to gen-
erate the attested forms, but they are not meaningfully different in kind from
those found in the G-Stem. We can make use of the same basic apophonic trans-
formations, inserting morphemes with floating features as the basic derivational
affixes, and successfully generate almost all of the derived stem types common
to Semitic. Way may begin with a simple observation about the theme-vowel
vocalism in derived verbal classes.
We have established that the theme vowel present in the perfective of the
G-Stem is effectively arbitrary, and can be transformed via apophony into the
appropriate vocalism for the imperfective stems (or perfect in the case of Akka-
dian). We likewise observed that in order to transform the theme vowel of the
perfective into that of the imperfective and perfect, we required, in a sense, only
a single apophonic transformation, namely the alteration of the theme vowel into
/a/, or, perhaps more accurately, into a [-HIGH] vowel.
As it turns out, when we consider the formation of the derived verbal stems
of Semitic, or at least those forms which are cognate between Akkadian and
Classical Arabic, we find that we require in essence only a single additional
apophonic transformation, namely the transformation of the underlying theme
vowel into /i/, or perhaps more accurately a [+FRONT] vowel, along with
subsequent application of the [-HIGH] apophony of the imperfective and per-
fect where appropriate (in Akkadian only). Let us begin with a discussion of the
derived D- and Š-Stems. We will discuss these two forms together not merely
because they are semantically related (being causative/factitive and generally
transitivizing), but also because they exhibit uniform behavior as it pertains to
their vocalism.
The Š-Stem of Arabic (derived verb class IV in traditional Arabic grammat-
ical terminology) survives solely in the stem-cognates of the perfective, in the
form of the Arabic imperfect yuf –ilu, subjunctive yuf –ila, and jussive yuf –il. It is
clear that all such forms contain the same basic stem yuCCiC, reflecting an orig-
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inal *yušaCCiC→*yuhaCCiC→*yu »aCCiC→*yuCCiC 86. All Š-Stem forms in
Arabic will exhibit the form yuCCic, and we therefore require only a single
example of [+FRONT] apophony to produce all such forms.
The same observation holds for the Arabic D-Stem (derived verb class II in
traditional Arabic grammatical terminology). These stems appear as imperfect
yufa – –ilu, subjunctive yufa – –ila, and jussive yufa – –il. The shared component
is clearly the original stem yufa – –il, exhibiting the characteristic gemination of
the D-Stem, along with a uniform /i/ vocalism in the theme vowel position. We
therefore require nothing more than a simply [+FRONT] apophony in order
to properly generate such forms.
The situation in Akkadian is, indeed, a bit more complex, but only because
it exhibits an additional step which obfuscates the simplicity of the apophonic
transformation. For example, the Akkadian D-Stem exhibits perfectly parallel
uparris vocalism in the perfective stem. It shows the same vocalism in the per-
fect uptarris (although, as we have discussed, the perfect has no Arabic cognate).
The imperfective, on the other hand, has an uparras vocalism, with the same
[-HIGH] apophony which characterized the imperfective in the G-Stem of apo-
phonic a/u verbs. This same pattern repeats in the Š-Stem, with the perfective
and the perfect exhibiting a transformation to /i/ vocalism (ušapris/uštapris),
and the imperfective stem exhibiting /a/ vocalism, as in the G-Stem (ušapras).
The full range of Arabic and Akkadian forms are presented below:
Akkadian Arabic
D-Stem Š-Stem D-Stem Š-Stem
Perfective uparris ušapris yufa– –il yuf– il
Perfect uptarris uštapris –
Imperfect uparras ušapras –
Figure 2.21: D- and Š-Stem Vocalization in Akkadian and Arabic
We can generate these forms comparatively simply. We may suppose that
both the D-Stem and the Š-Stem are characterized by [+FRONT] apophony,
triggered by the addition of the derivational morphemes that otherwise form
these stems. Simple derivations are provided below.
(39) D- and Š-Stem Perfective Vocalism
86The presence of the original *š, surviving in Arabic as /»/ can be confirmed by the form




D-Stem Š-Stem D-Stem Š-Stem
Underlying Root fa–al fa–al parus parus
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Derivational Affix fa– –al »a-fa–al parrus ša-parus
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
+FRONT Apophony fa– – il »afa– il parris šaparis
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncope – »afa
– il – ša-paris
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Prefix yu-fa– – il yu-»af– il u-parris u-šapris
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncope – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output yufa– – il *yu»af– il→yuf– il uparris ušapris
The imperfectives require only the addition of a single further step; namely,
the subsequent addition of the morpheme of the imperfective, and the cor-
responding application of the [-HIGH] apophony which accompanies it. The
perfects, however, require additional comment. We have seen that the Akkadian
G-Stem perfect is characterized by [-HIGH] apophony in those verbs which be-
long to the apophonic a/u class. In the derived D- and Š-Stems, however, the
perfective appears to behave as a purely non-apophonic class, failing to trigger
any [-HIGH] apophony. Although this makes the system more complex, it is
not, in principle, different than the situation as it stands for the G-Stem. In
the G-Stem, some verbs, in effect arbitrarily, exhibit perfective or imperfective
apophony, and others do not. In the D- and Š-Stems, the imperfective behaves
as a uniformly apophonic class, whereas the perfect behaves as a uniformly non-
apophonic class. While the classes themselves have shifted, this is not different
in kind from the system which we have established for the G-Stem. Again,
corresponding Andalusi Arabic forms of imperfective D- and Š-Stems cannot be
identified, so we will present only those recoverable from Akkadian.
(40) D- and Š-Stem Imperfective/Perfect Vocalism
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Imperfective Perfect
D-Stem Š-Stem D-Stem Š-Stem
Underlying Root parus parus parus parus
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Derivational Affix parrus ša-parus parrus ša-parus
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
+FRONT Apophony parris šaparis parris šaparis
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncope – šaparis – ša-paris
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Impf/Perfect Affix – – patarris ša-ta-pris
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
-HIGH Apophony parras šapras – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncope – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Prefix u-parras u-šapras u-patarris u-šatapris
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncope – – upatarris ušatapris
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output uparras ušapras uptarris uštapris
The N-Stem is similar, although the details differ slightly as to which verbal
formations function as apophonic and which do not. Just as with the D- and
Š-Stems, we find that the basic perfective N-Stem shows a largely invariant
vocalism with /i/, as in Akkadian ipparis and Arabic yanfa –ilu, suggesting that
this derivational affix, like the other two, triggers a [+FRONT] apophony. As
illustrated in the derivation below.
(41) N-Stem Perfective Vocalism
Arabic Akkadian
Underlying Root fa–al parus
↓ ↓
Derivational Affix na-fa–al na-parus
↓ ↓
+FRONT Apophony nafa– il naparis
↓ ↓





Output yanfa– il inparis→ipparis
In Akkadian, we find that while the perfective stem shows the expected
/i/ vocalism, the imperfective and perfect show /a/. This means that the N-
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Stem of Akkadian behaves identically to the a/u apophonic class of the G-Stem,
with the perfective showing its own distinct vocalism (in this case supplied by
the [+FRONT] apophony of the derived classes), and the imperfective and
perfect showing the same [-HIGH] apophony which they exhibit for underived
verbs. We can therefore derive them comparatively simply; by assuming the
same apophonic rules as are present in the a/u class, with the addition of the
[+FRONT] apophony of derived stems.
(42) N-Stem Imperfective/Perfect Vocalism
Imperfective Perfect
Underlying Root parus parus
↓ ↓
Derivational Affix na-parus na-parus
↓ ↓
+FRONT Apophony naparis naparis
↓ ↓
Impf/Perfect Affix naparris nataparis
↓ ↓







Of all the derived stems in Semitic, the T-Stem is the most complex as it
pertains to vocalism, because there is disagreement between Akkadian and Ara-
bic. In Arabic, the T-Stem form is perfectly parallel to the other derived stems,
exhibiting /i/ vocalism in place of the thematic vowel of the perfective stem, as
in yafta –ilu. On the other hand, Akkadian shows an unanticipated iptaras, in
contrast to the expected *iptaris with /i/ vocalism akin to the other derived
forms. The Akkadian imperfective and perfect show the expected vocalism with
[-HIGH] apophony, surfacing as iptarras and iptatras. The simple derivation
of the perfective stem is provided below.
(43) T-Stem Perfective Vocalism
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Arabic Akkadian
Underlying Root fa–al parus
↓ ↓
Derivational Affix fata–al patarus
↓ ↓
+FRONT Apophony fata– il pataris
↓ ↓





Output yafta– il *iptaris87
Clearly, our syncope theory correctly predicts the stem shape yv̆CtaCVC.
But while it generates the correct vocalism for Arabic, it fails to account for the
unexpected vocalism in Akkadian. A potential explanation for this unpredicted
outcome is, fortunately, easily found. In both Arabic and Akkadian, it appears
that the derived stems are characterized by an apophonic transformation of the
theme vowel to /i/. It is likely no coincidence that the single form which varies
is the form of the T-Stem in Akkadian specifically. This is because Akkadian
is the only Semitic language which exhibits a perfect verbal stem characterized
by a <ta> infix. This means that the Akkadian T-Stem perfective (which we
predict as iptaris) and G-Stem perfect (iptaras) are extremely similar in form,
differing only in vocalism. It is not implausible that the two <ta> infixes have
been conflated in Akkadian and that the original [+FRONT] apophony of the
T-Stem -ta- has been conflated with and replaced by the [-HIGH] apophony
of the perfect <ta> affix. Since Arabic either never had or has lost the perfect
verbal form, there is no similar form from which to level, and therefore the
original [+FRONT] apophony and original /i/ vocalism survives.
The imperfective and perfect T-Stems, by contrast, are easy to generate, as
both show the same [-HIGH] apophony associated with the imperfective and
perfect in the underived G-Stem in the apophonic a/u class, as in the derivations
below.
(44) T-Stem Imperfective/Perfect Vocalism
87Unattested. The attested form is iptaras.
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Imperfective Perfect
Underlying Root parus parus
↓ ↓
Derivational Affix patarus patarus
↓ ↓
+FRONT Apophony pataris pataris
↓ ↓
Impf/Perfect Affix patarris patataris
↓ ↓







2.3.3 Further Discussion of Apophony
In the preceding sections we have demonstrated how the apophonic transfor-
mations of the G-Stem can be produced in both Akkadian and Arabic without
recourse to non-concatenative or templatic morphological processes. Indeed the
system of apophonic transformation, both the number of distinct apophonies,
and the situations in which they apply (one for derived stem types, another for
non-basic aspect formations), is relatively simple. This system would become
larger and more complex if we were to extend it to include the behavior of the
suffixing conjugation. It would need to be expanded even further if we were
to include the behavior of nominals derived from verbs, along with broken plu-
rals88. That said, although the system proposed here would have to be expanded
significantly to accommodate the full range of apophonic transformations com-
mon to the archaic Semitic languages, a task which would likely encompass a
full dissertation unto itself, it is not clear why the principles of apophony and
syncopation established here should be unable to account for a more complex
set of transformations.
2.4 Syncope and Prosody
We have so far discussed the purported syncope rule in Afro-Asiatic in relatively
descriptive terms, or in terms of a simple phonological rule. We would be
remiss, however, if we did not briefly discuss the way in which the rule presented
here interacts with the reconstructable syllable-structure rules and the metrical
structure of words to seemingly favor certain syllable types, or perhaps certain
88Although if we used the same methodology applied here, we would have to seek out
broken-plural patterns common to both Arabic and Akkadian, or perhaps more generally,
Akkadian and some other West Semitic languages.
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foot types. As described above, this syncope rule deletes the second of two
adjacent, light, word-internal syllables. But it would be equally true to state
the rule in terms of constraints or preferences: close as many metrically footed
syllables as possible. Such an analysis does have some advantages in terms of
explanatory power. For example, it would allow us to succinctly explain why
the syncope rule does not apply to open syllables at word end. If we assumed
an extrametricality of word-final syllables at the Afro-Asiatic stage, it would
immediately exclude all such syllables from possible syncopation, without need
for any further stipulation in the rule. This could easily be accomplished under
an optimality-theoretic schema. Consider the simple analysis presented below,
using Semitic as an example:
• CLOSED: Each metrically footed syllable should be closed
• *COMP: Onsets are not complex
• *Weight: Syllables have no more than two moras
• MAX-M: Each mora in the input is preserved in the output
• DEP: Each segment in the output has a corresponding segment in the
input
• MAX: Each segment in the input is preserved in the output
/ya/ + /qatul/ *COMP *WEIGHT MAX-M DEP CLOSED MAX
yaqatul **!
yaqatl * *! *
+ yaqtul *
ya»qa»tul **! **
yqatl *! * * **
/mu/ + /bārak/ *COMP *WEIGHT MAX-M DEP CLOSED MAX
mubrak *! *
+ mubārak * **
mubā»rak *! * *
mbārk *! * * **
mubārk *! * * *









As with every comparative survey of the Afro-Asiatic language family, we have
the most to say about the the development of our analysis of syncope into
Semitic. Beyond the obvious facts that Semitic has received so much more
attention from researchers, and has been, in general, the subject of far superior
scholarship compared to other Afro-Asiatic branches, our analysis of syncope
itself has partial origins in Semitic (Akkadian), and we therefore have the most
potential material to discuss with respect to syncopation.
3.1 Nominal Morphology
The nominal morphology of Semitic is the best-studied and the most securely re-
constructable of any Afro-Asiatic family. Stem shapes, affixes, and morphemes
are all, for the most part, securely reconstructable. We will discuss this mor-
phology in the context of our analysis of syncopation, demonstrating how it may
account for a number of well-known morphological forms attested throughout
Semitic, as well as discussing apparent issues or conflicts with our syncope rule,
and how they may be resolved.
3.1.1 Gender Inflection
As previously discussed, Semitic nominals inflect for two basic genders, an un-
marked masculine, and a feminine marked by the addition of an affix *-t or
*-˘̄vt89. Throughout Semitic, it is likewise the case that the addition of the fem-
inine suffix typically does not trigger syncopation of the accompanying nominal
root, even in Akkadian, where syncopation is known to occur. We will argue
that this is a natural result of the fact that, when syncopation ceased to be
active in the grammar of common Semitic, the feminine affix had the form *-t
for all non-segolate nouns.
89The feminine may also be left morphologically unmarked, as in nouns such as
* »umm/* »imm "mother" or * »atān "she-ass."
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In Akkadian, it is clear that the basic underlying form of feminine suffix is *-t.
This is the form that appears with most basic non-segolate nouns and adjectives
(maliktu, iltu, damiqtum), as well as with non-segolate numerals (M: ištē-n vs.
F: ištē-t, M: šin-ā vs. F: šit-t-ā). Indeed, outside of the likely innovative 3rd
Fem. Sg. stative form90, the *-at ending is attested only with segolate CVCC
nouns, or with nouns exhibiting super-heavy CV̄C final syllables (šarr-at, kalb-
at, M: šalāš vs. F: šalāšat). In Akkadian then, it is the *-t variant which
appears in the elsewhere distribution as the more basic underlying form of the
suffix, with the vocalized *-at variant appearing only in those circumstances
where the affixation of the *-t suffix would create an ill-formed syllable.
In the South Semitic languages, it seems likely that the form of the feminine
suffix was also simply *-t. In Ge’ez, almost all feminine nominals take the suffix
*-t (n@g@śt "queen," »@h
˘
t "sister," k@b@rt "great" (F)), with the only primary ex-
ceptions being those nouns which would have ill-formed final syllables if suffixed
with *-t, as in Akkadian: ( –amät91 "year," m@lkät, "possession"). The form of
the feminine suffix is also *-t when it appears on deictics and pronominals, as in
the case of the demonstrative z@ntu, whose feminine is zatti92. In the Modern
South Arabian languages, Rubin (2014) notes that feminine nouns in Jibbali
may be marked either by *-t or by -v̆t. Again the distribution is that those
nouns with a phonologically well-formed feminine in -t do so (h. ı̃t93 "sister-in-
law," dit94 "aunt," and kōt95 "bitch"), while those which cannot (ba –let "lady,"
qerh. Et "female donkey," kelt¯
Ot "story") exhibit the vocalized variant in *-v̆t.
In the Central Semitic languages, there is a much stronger tendency for the
*-at variant to be generalized as the default form of the feminine suffix. It
is clearly attested in Amorite ( –uzzatum "strength"), and Ugaritic (h
˘
am »atu
"butter," rabbatu "great F.," mar̄ı »atu "fat"), and has become the default suf-
fix in Arabic (malikat "queen," kab̄ırat "great F."), Hebrew (malkāh "queen,"
sad
¯






āh), and, likely, Phoenician
( –urpot "portico," helik
¯
ot "hospitality"). Nevertheless, there is still evidence
for the originality of the *-t suffix variant even within the Central Semitic
family. It is still attested with many nouns in Ugaritic (mali »tu "full") and,
despite losing status as the default marker in the Canaanite languages and
Arabic, remains as the suffix present on many of the presumably more ar-




90Recall that the third persons, both singular and plural, of the suffix-conjugation showed
little cognation across the branches which still attest to the form.
91Reflecting an original * –āmat, with a heavy root syllable.
92Greenberg (1960) analyzes such forms as z@-n-tu and za-t-ti respectively, with the feminine
marked by *-t and the masculine marked by the old Afro-Asiatic masculine/plural deictic affix
*-n, here fossilized and unproductive in Semitic.
93Reflecting an underlying /h. imt/, compare with masculine h. im "brother-in-law."
94Reflecting underlying /didt/, compare with masculine did "uncle."
95Reflecting underlying /kObt/, compare masculine kOb "dog."
96These forms likely reflect two originally distinct Semitic roots. But since each is an archaic
biliteral CVC noun inherited from Afro-Asiatic, we may suitably use them interchangeably
for the purposes of archaic gender inflection.






We will suppose, then, that the basic form of the Semitic feminine suffix
was *-t with an allomorph *-v̆t, which appeared following word-final super-
heavy syllables such as in segolates or closed final syllables with a long vowel.
Critically, we will argue that at that stage in the development of Semitic, in
which syncopation was still sychronically active, the form of the suffix was *-
t (a state of affairs still either attested directly or reflected quite faithfully in
Akkadian). It follows that the affixation of the feminine suffix does not trigger
syncopation, since the *-t suffix cannot itself create an open syllable, and the
*-v̆t suffix can only occur following super-heavy syllables which are not subject
to syncopation anyway. Consider the forms below, in which Akkadian masculine
and feminine nouns, along with their Proto-Semitic reconstructed counterparts,
are derived without triggering syncope in the feminine forms.
(45) Proto-Semitic and Akkadian Feminine Derivation
malik/*malik kalb/*kalb as̄ır/*»as̄ır
Underlying Root malik/*malik kalb/*kalb as̄ır*/»as̄ır
↓ ↓ ↓
Feminine Suffix malik-t/*malik-t kalb-at/*kalb-at as̄ır-at/*»as̄ır-at
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – –
↓ ↓ ↓
Case Suffix malikt-u/*malikt-u kalbat-u/*kalbat-u as̄ırat-u/*»as̄ırat-u
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – –
↓ ↓ ↓
Output maliktu/*maliktu kalbatu/*kalbatu as̄ıratu98/*»as̄ıratu
We would argue then that by the time that the vocalized *-v̆t began to spread
and become the generalized feminine suffix in the Central Semitic languages,
syncopation was no longer a synchronically active component of the grammar
of Central Semitic, and therefore the novel shape of the suffix could no longer
trigger syncopation of the accompanying noun, rather it simply appended to
the nominal stem, regardless of its phonetic shape, as in Classical Arabic.
the dual morpheme. Nevertheless, Aramaic t@rēn and South Arabian, such as Mehri, t
¯
@rō




ar. This state of affairs in Semitic is paralleled in Afro-
Asiatic at large, where Berber and Egyptian attest a numeral in *-n (Proto Berber *sin,
Egyptian/Coptic <sn.w»ı>/cnau), while Cushitic and Chadic reflect the form in *-r (Iraqw
tsar, Mubi sììr). This fact led Takács (2015) to reconstruct a heteroclitic root numeral for
Afro-Asiatic *či-n/r∼*ča-n/r. Takács also notes that Semitic is unique among Afro-Asiatic
daughter branches in attesting both forms of what can only be assumed to be a very archaic
Afro-Asiatic heteroclisis.
98The feminine of Akkadian as̄ıru "captive" as a noun is attested in a non-lengthened form
as asirtu. The lengthened feminine above is attested as an Old Babylonian onomastic element
and is presumed to be the more archaic and original form, given the archaism of proper names
as well as the attestation of lengthened feminines in other Semitic languages, such as Arabic
( »as̄ırat) or Hebrew ( »as̄ırāh).
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3.1.2 Case Inflection
The presence of case inflection in Proto-Semitic is, for the most part, beyond
question. Case marking is attested in Akkadian, (likely) Eblaite and Amorite,
Ugaritic, Classical Arabic, and in a partial and fragmentary form in Ge’ez.
Despite somewhat persistent arguments by Jonathan Owens (1998a; 1998b) to
the contrary, Rebecca Hasselbach (2013) has demonstrated quite convincingly
that the distinctive idiosyncracies shared between the Semitic case systems99
demand the reconstruction of a shared system of case marking to the common
Proto-Semitic ancestor. We may reconstruct the common system of Proto-
Semitic case marking as follows.
Sg. Dl. Pl.
Nom -u -ā -ū
Acc -a -ay -̄ıGen -i
Figure 3.1: Common Proto-Semitic Triptote Declension
In addition to the triptote system with distinct nominative, genitive, and
accusative forms at least for singular nouns, there is also evidence, at least from
Arabic and Ugaritic, for a fully diptotic declension in which the genitive and ac-
cusative cases have the same suffix for all nouns (both singular and dual/plural).
Sg. Dl. Pl.
Nom -u -ā -ū
Acc -a -ay -̄ıGen
Figure 3.2: Ugaritic and Arabic Diptote Declension
Because the evidence for the diptotic declension comes primarily from Ara-
bic and Ugaritic, it is unclear whether diptotic nouns should be reconstructed
all the way back to Proto-Semitic, or whether they should be considered as
an innovation of Central Semitic (the most recent common ancestor of Arabic
and Ugaritic). Purely mechanically, the diptotic declension need be pushed no
further back than Central Semitic, but the lack of an obvious source for the in-
novation and the parallel with the diptotic pattern of the plural and dual nouns
makes a Proto-Semitic form plausible.
99Such idiosyncracies include the triptote singular vs. diptote dual and plural declension, as
well as the somewhat peculiar use of accusatives for subjects of predication and complements
of certain particles.
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Although the full triptote declension at the very least must be inherited
from Proto-Semitic, there is also ample evidence for the existence of a zero
case-marked form along with the case inflected forms, which Hasselbach (2013)
refers to as the so-called "absolute" state. Evidence for this absolute form comes
from a number of distinct Semitic languages, where it appears in several distinct
uses. In Akkadian, the absolute state can be used as a vocative (bēlet "lady!,"
šar "king!"), an explicitly singulative noun (šanat "a single year," ut.t.et "a sin-
gle grain"), certain place and time expressions (ana dār "forever," ana imen
"to the right"), for measures, quantity and prices (sebe ut.t.et "seven grains,"
h
˘
amšat kur "five kor," ana š̄ım gamer "for the full price"), cardinal numbers
more generally (šalāš šinnišātum "three women"), theophoric elements, includ-





<za-lul> *zalul), and common place names (<a-šùrKI> Aššur*, <maš-gánKI>
*maškan). In addition, a number of Akkadian loan words (of Semitic origin)





as.s. in "axe"). Finally, a zero-marked form is common with predicative
adjectives, with Hasselbach remarking that the zero-marked predicate adjective
is more common in Old Akkadian):
• É-a-ra-bi (*Ea rabi »)
• eš4-dar-ma-al-ga-at (* »ištar malkat)
• É-a-dan (*Ea dan)
Although the data is far more fragmentary, many of the same uses can be
identified for the absolute form in Eblaite. It has been attested with theophoric
elements (ma-lik), predicate complements (<dda-gan-li-im> "Dagan is Lim"),
numerals (mi-at "100"), and in month names. The same is true in Amorite,
where zero-marking characterizes theophoric elements (Ba –al, »il), the vocative
(šu-ub-na-il *šubna »il "return, O El"), and complements of predication (ki-bi-
ir-é-a *kibir ea "Ea is great," ia-tar-dIM *yatar haddu "Haddu is surpassing").
In Epigraphic South Arabian, zero case-marked forms can be identified by
the absence of the otherwise present determinate (<-n>) and indeterminate (<-
m>) state endings101. Beeston (1984), in his Sabaic Grammar, notes instances
of zero-marked forms which resemble the uses in Akkadian, including cardinal
numbers (<–h.d> "one," <





and autumn"), cardinal directions (–dy s2 »mt "up to the north"), and cer-
tain fixed expressions (<w-l-»h
˘
r> "and in the future," <w-l-»sfl> "and lower").
Additionally, verbal participles used as predicate complements can appear un-
marked:
100Indeed, Hasselbach (2013) notes that eight out of the 12 attested Old Akkadian month
names are commonly attested without case marking.
101These endings are also absent from the construct state in the Epigraphic South Ara-
bian languages, so in order to identify absolute forms, we must identify nouns which both













‘Because he crossed BT. H. TN while he transgressed (the law)’
Evidence from Ugaritic is difficult to recover, since vowels are not indicated
in native orthography. Nevertheless, Tropper (2000) notes a few instances of
nouns without case marking. Syllabic renderings of Ugartic nouns such as ni-it
(*ni »t "tool") can hardly be regarded as bearing case endings, but such forms
are few and far between, since syllabic texts of Ugaritic are less common than
their alphabetic counterparts. Tropper also notes a few instances in which the
structure of the words in question (critically having *» as their final consonant)
reveals a potentially endingless form (as in the vocative <ks»i nqmd> which
Tropper vocalizes as *kussi » Naqmaddu "O throne of Naqmaddu!" since the
word-final aleph lacks the expected alphabetic symbols indicating nominative
or accusative case endings <»u>/<»a>). Although the use of the absolute
form as a vocative matches with the usage attested in Akkadian, Eblaite, and
Amorite, the data is simply too sparse to conclude with any certainty that the
absolute form survived in any capacity in Ugaritic.
Jonathan Owens (1998a) believes that the phenomenon whereby classical
Arabic nouns lose their case inflection in pausa is related to endingless forms in
Akkadian, and indeed Owens considers all of this as evidence that case marking
is an innovation within Semitic. This conclusion seems untenable, and the loss
of case marking in pausa in Arabic seems much more likely to be a prosodically
motivated innovation within the development of Arabic, and not a reflex of the
common-Semitic absolute state.
Considering these data, we may reconstruct a Proto-Semitic case system as
follows102.
Masculine Feminine
Sg. Dl. Pl. Sg. Dl. Pl.
Nom. -u -ā -ū -tu -tā -ātu
Acc. -a -ay -̄ı -ta -tay -ātiGen. -i -ti
Abs. -∅ -∅
Figure 3.3: Full Proto-Semitic Declension
There are a number of elements of this reconstruction which are significant
for this analysis in terms of syncope in Semitic nominals, and we will discuss
each in detail. The first is the basic status of the nominal root and the case
endings. This reconstruction necessarily implies that the basic nominal root
102The diptotic declension has been excluded since we cannot demonstrate conclusively that
it belongs to the common Proto-Semitic period.
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in Semitic is an unbound morpheme (unlike, for instance, the Indo-European
nominal root), which can stand on its own without any additional morphemes.
Likewise, the case endings themselves are not an obligatory part of the formation
of a well-formed noun, as evidenced by the absolute state forms.
Another important point is the relative functions of the case forms and
the absolute. In the familiar case systems we know from Indo-European lan-
guages such as German, Russian, or Latin (since all nouns are obligatorily case-
inflected) the various cases effectively cover the full range of possible syntactic
or semantic roles a noun can fill (verbal subject, direct object, object of a prepo-
sition, etc.), with the nominative decidedly acting as a default case for a noun
in any position for which another more specific case form is not mandatory. A
different picture emerges from our reconstruction of Semitic. Hasselbach (2013),
for instance, notes:
All the attestations for the zero-marked forms we find in Akkadian
are either numbers, measures, or the VOC – that means, construc-
tions that commonly stand outside of syntactic contexts – and fixed
expressions/idioms which commonly reflect older forms of the lan-
guage.
Although we may quibble somewhat with Hasselbach’s choice of words or
theoretical analysis (it is doubtful that any syntactician would agree with her
assertion that numbers, measures or vocatives are not situated within a syntactic
structure), her point remains well-taken that the data from the archaic Semitic
languages point to a function for the absolute state as the form of the noun which
is not explicitly the subject or direct object of an overt finite verb. The overtly
case-marked forms would therefore be restricted in use to only true arguments of
the verb: with the nominative marking explicit verbal subjects, the accusative
marking explicit verbal direct objects. The genitive is a special case, as it does
not mark a verbal argument. There is evidence from Amorite, however, that the





at> * –abdu –anāt "servant of –anat," <su-mu-el> *šumu »il "son of El," and
<su-mi-ia-ma-am> *šumi yamam "son of Yamam." Moreover, from a broader
Afro-Asiatic perspective, the Semitic Genitive (characterized by its ending -
i) is typically thought of as being related to the gentilic nisba construction
elsewhere attested in Egyptian, and it is not unreasonable to conclude that
the the genitive may have been a comparative late-comer to the Semitic case
system derived from the earlier nisba form. This would account for both the
non-argument usage of the Semitic genitive, as well as its eventual usage for a
number of the functions which originally seemed to belong to the absolute state,
such as objects of prepositions, or counted/quantified nouns.
Finally, it is important to note that the absolute-state forms are atypical
as they pertain to the system of number marking which otherwise characterizes
Semitic nominal inflection. The case endings (in the case of the masculines) and
the feminine ending itself (in the case of feminines) clearly have distinct singu-
lar and plural forms, as well as a dual which is shared with Egyptian and must
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therefore be reconstructed for Proto-Semitic. The absolute-state forms have no
distinct dual or plural forms. This does not simply mean that the absolute is at-
tested solely in the singular (though the use in Akkadian to indicate a distinctly
singulative noun does perhaps suggest singular semantics), because even nouns
which are obviously semantically plural, such as those modified by numerals
(sebe ut.t.et "seven grains," h˘
amšat kur "five kor"), have no morphologically
distinct dual or plural forms103. This split, between the number-marking
case-inflected forms, and the number-neutralized absolute form, will be impor-
tant for our ensuing analysis of number marking vis-a-vis syncopation.
The reconstruction as presented above, featuring both case-suffixed and zero-
inflected absolute nominal forms has implications for our theory of syncopation.
For non-segolate masculine nouns, the presence of the case-marking suffixes,
which are vowel initial, would be expected to trigger syncopation, while the
zero-marked absolute forms should remain unaffected, as demonstrated in the
derivations below.
(47) Proto-Semitic Case-Marked and Absolute Forms
Non-Segolate Segolate
Case-Marked Absolute Case-Marked Absolute
Underlying Root *malik *malik *kalb *kalb
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Case Suffix *malik-u *malik-∅ *kalb-u *kalb-∅
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate maliku – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output *malku *malik *kalbu *kalb
The outcome of this interaction between full and absolute marking and syn-
copation is a split between segolate nouns, which remained segolate (CVCC )
in all forms, and non-segolate nouns, which alternated between a superficially
segolate shape when case-marked (CVCC-u), and which reverted to their un-
derlying non-segolate shape in the absolute form (CVCVC-∅). This fact is
critical for answering the crucial question as it pertains to the interaction of
case-marking and syncopation in Semitic: why aren’t all case-inflected forms
throughout Semitic syncopated?
It should be noted first that syncopation associated with case-inflected forms
is attested in Semitic. It certainly characterizes Akkadian, as mentioned above.
It is superficially present in Eblaite and Amorite as well, but since both lan-
guages are known primarily from words written in Akkadian texts, it is difficult
103Potential feminine plurals of the absolute state have been noted in Akkadian bearing the
ending *-ā. Since, however, this is the precise form of the feminine plural of the stative, it is
unclear whether these are true absolute-state forms, and if they are, whether this represents
an innovative plural modeled on the morphological similarity between the bare, unmarked
form: šar is both the form of the absolute state, as well as the 3rd M. S. of the stative "he is
a king."
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to conclude whether this is a truly separate instance of syncopation, or sim-
ply Akkadian orthographic conventions bleeding over into the writing of foreign
words and names. Syncopation is not typically reconstructed for the vocal-
ization of Ugaritic, and it is clear that syncopation cannot be construed as an
active part of the synchronic grammar, as exceptions are attested. Nevertheless,
it should be noted that apparently syncopated pairs are attested in the corpus

















Syncopation is certainly not attested in Classical Arabic, or in Ge’ez with
the accusative-construct case form. Relevant data is unrecoverable from Epi-
graphic South Arabian and Phoenician, for the most part because of purely
consonantal writing.
Given such sporadic attestation of syncopation attributable to the presence
of case markers, what evidence can we provide that case-related syncope indeed
was common to Proto-Semitic, and how do we account for its absence from such
a wide range of Semitic daughters? To answer this question, we will begin with
one of the more striking facts about reconstructable nominals in the Semitic
family, and demontrate how this state of affairs may indeed be a byproduct of
once-widepread syncopation related to case inflection.
3.1.2.1 Nominal Biforms
There has been significant and fruitful work in the reconstruction of the Proto-
Semitic lexicon to the point that we have a fairly large inventory of words which
effectively all scholars would agree belong to the common Proto-Semitic period.
Examining these words, one notes that the nouns reconstructable for Proto-
Semitic, regardless of the security of their reconstruction, are characterized by
a very distinctive form of variation across the daughter languages: namely the
variation between a segolate CVCC form, and a non-segolate CVCVC form.
Even remarkably well-attested nouns, clearly reconstructable from every major
branch of Semitic, can still show massive variability in terms of the basic root
structure which each attests. Consider the forms below.
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• *kabid "liver, mind"
– Akk: kabid



















– Hebrew: bārāq (*baraq)
– Tigre: bärq
– Mehri: bōrek.
• *gilad "skin, hide"
– Akkadian: gilad





Although these segolate and non-segolate pairs, typically referred to in the
literature as biforms, are well-known and may appear unremarkable to the
scholar well-versed in comparative Semitic studies, alternations of this sort are
not the norm in comparative reconstruction. Indo-European nominals, for in-
stance, can show significant variance in terms of the presence or absence of
derivational affixes104 or in ablaut grade/vocalism105, but variations in the basic
shape of the root (such as that reflected in *dyéws vs. *deywós) are compara-
tively rare and are regarded as an irregular and poorly understood process.
Under a purely templatic theory of morphology, nominal biforms present
little problem, as we can easily stipulate arbitrary templates which account for
the variation (Akkadian has a CaCiC template for napiš, but Arabic as a CaCC
template for nafs). Since we have demonstrated, however, that the vowels of
Semitic nominals, particularly of underived nominals, are in fact remarkably
stable and are far more consistent with a vocalized and syllabified underlying
representation than with any sort of root-and-template system, we may wonder
if appeals to different templates are more theoretical sleight-of-hand than a true
explanation for the variation.
Our theory of syncopation, combined with the notion of a Semitic case-
marking system consisting of both case-inflected and zero-marked absolute nom-
inals, gives us the tools to provide such an explanation. At the common Semitic
stage, there would have been systematic variation between forms bearing case
suffixes, which would be subject to syncopation and appear on the surface as
superficially segolate, and the zero-marked absolute forms, which would surface
either as segolate or non-segolate depending on the underlying form. Critically,
104Compare, for instance, *ǵónh1os (Sanskrit j´̄ana, Greek γόνος) against *ǵénh1tis (Greek
γενεσις, Latin gēns).
105Compare the vocal variation in *gwhéros (Sanskrit hára, Greek θέρος) against *gwhormós
(Latin formus, Sanskrit gharmá), and contrast each with the weak ablaut form attested in
*gwhr.nós (Sanskrit ghr.ná, Latin furnus, OCS гърнъ).
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this state of affairs would mean that every triliteral nominal root present in the
language106, regardless of its underlying form, would have at least some surface
realizations with an apparently segolate root structure. This is the state in
which we find Akkadian (assuming that the syncope rule is still active in that
grammar), as well as possibly Eblaite and Amorite, depending on our ultimate
analyses of the status of syncope in these languages.
In later Semitic languages, as the syncope rule is lost, and doubly so as
the case system atrophies, the once-principled variation in nominal root shapes
would become increasingly opaque, as the daughter languages would inherit, for
a vast number of nominal roots, two distinct root shapes whose distributions
and functions would no longer be easily recoverable from the sychronic state
of affairs. Confronted with the fallout of this system, we could easily envision
generalizing one of the two forms at the expense of the other. Since this process
would presumably occur noun by noun (or at the very least to multiple groups of
phonologically similar nouns), it is not at all difficult to envision different nouns
having different root shapes generalized along different lines of descent, as, for
instance, Arabic generalizing a form malik, while Hebrew generalizes the origi-
nally syncopated form *malk (giving rise to mElEk
¯
). According to this analysis,
the differing nominal biforms in Semitic are somewhat akin to the strong verb
classes of Germanic. They are an archaic morphological holdover of an origi-
nally coherent system of inflection. In each case, the groups become fossilized
and divorced from their original morphological or phonological conditioning, al-
lowing the classes to become confused, and for words which originally belonged
in one class to move into others. The result is chaotic, with different daugh-
ter branches suggesting different reconstructions for clearly cognate words, and
great difficulty in identifying the original distribution of words across classes.
3.1.2.2 INST/NOM Case – Fossilized Adverbals
If, as we have suggested, the loss of the syncope rule, in conjunction with the
loss of the case-marking system, led to mass confusion of syncopated and unsyn-
copated nouns, resulting in the various segolate∼non-segolate nominal biforms
attested across Semitic, we may ask whether there is any direct evidence for
case-related syncope in those languages which no longer reflect it as a part of
their typical system of nominal case inflection. We believe that evidence for
such syncopation is preserved, even in languages which have lost case marking
in the form of the so-called Instrumental/Locative case, and the frozen adverbial
forms which survive as its descendents.
Recalling the nominal case-inflection paradigm provided above, there was no
distinctive instrumental case form reconstructed in the basic triptote nominal-
declension provided above. The reasons for this are twofold. First, the instru-
mental form exists in the function of a productive suffix only in the most archaic
Semitic languages, such as Akkadian and Eblaite (and possibly Ugaritic), as in
forms such as libbum "within, in the heart of," or idum bēl̄ı "by the hand of
106That is to say, both CVCVC and CVCC nominal root morphemes.
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my lord." Outside of these languages, it survives only in the form of individ-
ual words, isolated from the paradigms of nominal inflection such as Hebrew
pit
¯
»ōm "suddenly" or Arabic tah. tu "below." The second reason is that it is not
clear whether this formation represents a distinct instrumental case form, on
par with the nomintive, accusative, and genitive as separate stand-alone cases,
or whether this is simply an extended use of the nominative case beyond its
basic function of marking verbal subjects107.
Hasselbach (2013) argues in favor of the prior interpretation, pointing to
Akkadian, where, despite the superficial similarity between the two affixes (both
superficially appear with the form -um), there are differences in morphological
and phonological behavior which separate the two. Hasselbach notes, for in-
stance, that where truly nominative case-marked nouns lose their overt marking
when they appear as the possessed member of a construct (bēl b̄ıtim "lord of the
house"), instrumental case marked nouns do not lose their overt instrumental
suffix, as we have seen in forms such as idum bēl̄ı "by the hand of my lord," and
the ending even survives before the possessive suffixes, as in beluššu "without
his lord" (clearly representing an underlying *belum-šu).
While these arguments may suggest that at the stage of Proto-Semitic these
cases may have been distinct, it is difficult to ignore the similarities in both form
and function between the Semitic nominative and instrumental cases and the
Berber "construct state108." Many scholars have linked the Semitic nominative
marker *-u with the Berber construct-state prefix *wa-, not merely because
of the phonological similarity, but also because the Berber construct state is
commonly used, like the Semitic NOM/INST form, with instrumental or locative
semantics, and can be used with prepositions.
If we assume that the INST/LOC case and the NOM case of Semitic share a
common origin, even if only at the Pre-Proto-Semitic stage, then it seems clear
that these forms provide evidence for syncopation. Although the instrumen-
tal case as a fully functional inflectional category is present nowhere outside of
East Semitic, individual instrumental case-inflected nouns do survive in many
Semitic languages, typically as frozen adverbials or directionals, and these forms
consistently reflect a shape consistent with syncope. Consider forms such as He-





a – "suddenness, quickness"109), Arabic ba –du "after, behind"
(ba –ad "distance, separation") tah. tu "below" (tah. t "underside, lower part"), or
Ethiopic wätru "always, continuously" (wätr "period of uninterrupted time")
bah. tu "only" (bah. ata "be alone, be only one"). In each case, the fossilized
adjectives reflect a shape CVCC before the suffix. Notably, the only major ex-
107See the precisely parallel use of the nominative case "l’état d’annexion" in Berber, which
can function as an instrumental case.
108Recall from Section 1.3.1.4 that despite usage of the same terminology, the Berber state
system is radically different from the system of "states" known from Semitic, and is better
thought of as a case system, with the "construct state" acting as a marked nominative case,
and the "free state" acting as an accusative/default case for all nominal forms not specifically
calling for the marked nominative.
109The relationship between pEt
¯
a – and pit
¯
–ōm is unarguable, but note the irregular corre-
spondence of *– and *» between the two forms.
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ceptions to this pattern are those forms containing a long vowel somewhere in
the root, such as Ge’ez qad̄ımu "first, earlier, previously" (qad̄ım "beginning").
We consider such forms to be the fossilized relics of the originally syncopated
case-marking forms still attested in East Semitic, and which we postulate for
the common Proto-Semitic period.
3.1.3 Derived Nominals
Evidence for syncopation is found most strongly in Semitic in the derivation
of nominal forms (with the possible exception of broken-plural formation). In
this discussion we will focus primarily on nominal derivation that involves the
addition of a concatenative derivational affix. Changes in vowel quantity and
quality are known processes to derive new nominals in Semitic, but our focus
will be primarily on the changes in root shape triggered by either derivational
prefixes or suffixes, since it is these forms that create the necessary environment
for our syncope rule to apply.
3.1.3.1 »a-
One of the more common derivational prefixes in Semitic is the affix * »a-. The
* »a- prefix is used in the formation of at least two, possibly three, wholly dis-
tinct nominal formations, and may indeed represent the coincidental syncretism
of originally distinct morphemes which overlapped in phonological form. The
most common usage of the * »a- prefix is in the formation of the compara-
tive/superlative so-called "elative" forms of adjectives and nouns referring to
states, as in Arabic »akram "most noble" (kar̄ım "noble") and »akbar "great-
est" (kab̄ır "great"), or Mehri ak. lāl "smaller" (k. el "small") and at.wāl "longer"
(t@w̄ıl "long"). It is also common in the formation of adjectives, such as Ara-
bic »ah.mar "red" (h. ammara "to redden"), Hebrew
»Ezrāh. "native" (zārah. "to
arise from, come from"). In East Semitic, it is common in the formation of
abstract nouns or verbal nouns, such as ikribu "blessing" (karābu "to bless"),
ipt.eru "ransom" (pat.āru "to free, to release"). This usage is not commonly
regarded as occurring outside of East Semitic, but it may serve as the origin
of the numerous patterns of broken-plural formation throughout West Semitic,
including the »af –ul, »af –ūl, »af –āl, »af –il(at) and »af –ilā plurals, all attested
throughout Arabic, Ethiopic and the Modern South Arabian languages. It may
also be sporadically attested in the formation of animal names such as Arabic
»arnab "hare," Akkadian ayyalu "stag," or Hebrew »aryēh "lion," though it is
unclear whether these represent truly derived forms, or simply *»-initial root
nouns of varying forms.
The behavior of the * »a- prefix corresponds precisely with that predicted by
our theory of syncopation, as the short open syllable * »a- prefixed to a CVCVC
would be expected to syncopate the first vowel or the root, exactly as we find
in such forms. Likewise predicted are the exceptions to the expected »aCCVC
shape, namely »aCV̄CVC, as in the case of Arabic masculine plural elative forms
»akābir.
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(48) Derivation of * »a- Prefixed Nominals
CCVC CV̄CVC
Underlying Root kabar kābar
↓ ↓





We would also predict that syncopation would be blocked in the case of »a-
CVCCVC nouns, though these are possibly unattested in the reconstructable
lexicon. Our theory does explain the absence of * »a-CVCVC forms recon-
structable for Proto-Semitic, as these forms are ungenerable using syncope.
Note that nothing else about such forms (their semantics, their syllable struc-
ture, their morphological composition) suggests that they should not exist, so
their absence from Proto-Semitic is an otherwise unexplained gap which must be
stipulated by postulating that * »a- morpheme simply doesn’t take patterns of
that shape, without any particular reason why. Our theory of syncope accounts
for this data more succinctly.
3.1.3.2 *mv̆-
The most ubiquitous derivational prefix in Afro-Asiatic, outside of perhaps the
causative prefix in *sv̆-, is the agent/instrument/locative form in *mv̆-. The
most basic use of the prefix is in the formation of agent nouns. This can take the
form of instrument/object nouns, such as Akkadian narkab110 "chariot" (rakābu





ah. "open"), or Ge’ez mälbäs "a dress" (läbsä "to dress"), or animate agent




û "to become pregnant, have sex with"111),
Arabic muslim "one who is peaceful" (salima "be safe, be at peace"), Hebrew
mal »āk
¯
"messanger, angel" (lā »ak
¯
"to send, perform, move forward"), or its
Ge’ez cognate mäl »äk "messanger, angel" (lä »äkä "send as envoy"). It is also
commonly used in the formation of active participles, though these are seman-
tically similar to agent nominals. The second primary use is in the formation
of location nouns, as in Akkadian mūšabu "dwelling place" (wašābu "to live, to
dwell"), Arabic maktab "school, desk" (kataba "write"), Hebrew mizrāh. "East"
(zārah. "to rise"), or Ge’ez mäqdäs "sanctuary" (qäddäsä "sanctify"112). In
110Reflecting an underlying *markab with dissimilation of the prefix-consonant triggered by
the presence of a labial consonant in the root, a well-known allophonic alternation of this
prefix in Akkadian.





112This verb is clearly a D-Stem form reflecting a G-Stem which is unattested as such in
Ge’ez but whose prior existence is confirmed by Arabic qadusa "be holy" and Hebrew qādaš
"be holy." The expected Ge’ez form would be either qädäsä or qädsä.
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addition to these, there is another less-common, albeit still well-attested, us-
age of the *mv̆- prefix, which is the formation of abstract nouns. Such forms
are reflected in Akkadian maqlūm "burning" (qalû "to roast, burn"113), Arabic
maqrabat/maqrubat "closeness" (qaruba "to be near"), Hebrew mišpāt. "judg-
ment" (šāp
¯
at. "to judge, to govern"), and Ge’ez m@gbär "action" (gäbrä "do,
work").
Regardless of whether these distinct uses constitute a syncretism of a number
of originally distinct morphemes, or a single morpheme with multiple disparate
uses, the important fact for our analysis is that all forms consist of a light
syllable *mv̆- with a short vowel. Our theory of syncopation predicts that the
affixation of this prefix to a CVCVC root ought to result in a mv̆-CCVC shape,
precisely the form which we find in mv̆ -prefixed forms throughout Semitic. The
only major exceptions to this are forms with an initial long vowel within the
root, or forms with a geminated middle consonant, such as Arabic mudarris
"teacher" (darrasa "to teach," G-Stem darasa "to study, learn") or musākanat
"cohabitation" (sākana "to live together with" G-Stem sakana "to live"). These
forms, mv̆-CCVC, mv̆-CVCCVC, and mv̆-CV̄CVC are precisely those predicted
via our analysis of syncope, as in the derivations below.
(49) Derivation of *mv̆- Prefixed Nouns
CCVC CVCCVC CV̄CVC
Underlying Root salim darris sākan
↓ ↓ ↓
mv̆- Prefix mu-salim mu-darris mu-sākan
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate musalim mudarris musākan
↓ ↓ ↓
Output muslim mudarris musākan(at)
It is also worth mentioning that the mv̆-CVCVC pattern, ungenerable by
our theory of syncopation, but otherwise permitted and perhaps predicted to
exist by the normal rules of Semitic syllable structure, is effectively unattested,
particularly among the oldest layers of the Semitic lexicon reconstructable to the
common Proto-Semitic period. In this way, our theory of syncopation not only
predicts the attested forms of *mv̆- prefixed nouns, but also explains a conspic-
uous gap in the attested morphological forms which is otherwise unaccounted
for.
3.1.3.3 *tv̆-
Another common derivational prefix in Semitic is the form *tv̆-, which is used
commonly in the formation of action nouns from verbal stems. These nouns of-
ten have a reciprocal or interactive semantics (related to the verbal derivative T-
Stem), and also commonly form the names of professions or social roles. Simple
113Reflecting underlying *maqlv̆wum and *qalāwu respectively.
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ārum "to confront, oppose"), Eblaite <ta-er-iš-tù-um> *tah. rit¯
tum
"ploughing" (h. arāt¯
u "to sow, to plant"), Arabic tafr̄ıq "partition" (faraqa "to




"to learn, study") Ge’ez täfs.am
"completion" (fäs.s.ämä "to complete"114). Professional or social uses are some-
what less common, but are still reflected in Akkadian tamkārum "tradesman"





study"), as well as the Akkadian and Arabic targumānu/tarjumān "translator."
As with the prior prefixed forms, the *tv̆- forms are characterized by the pre-
ponderance of CCVC root shapes, as reflected in the various nominals presented
above. Again, the CCVC root shape can be blocked by the presence of a long
vowel in the first syllable of the root, tv̆-CV̄CVC, as in the case of Eblaite <ta-
da-bi-lu> *tadābilu115 "interpreter" (or in principle by geminate roots, though
such forms are not reconstructable). Consider the derivations below.
















The absence of tv̆-CVCVC derived forms is striking, with a notable exception
of the Amharic noun täräkäz, meaning "heel." This word is clearly unrelated
to the common Semitic * –aqib/* –iqb "heel," and, indeed, is not attested in
Ge’ez, suggesting that it might be a more recent coinage, possibly derived from
the verb rägäzä "stamp." This is semantically plausible, given the meaning of
Arabic cognate rakaza "to fix into the ground," but the phonetic correspondence
of /g/ in rägäzä with /k/ in täräkäz is irregular, perhaps suggesting that this
word may be derived from the Arabic term, which would account for its irregular
root shape.
3.1.3.4 Other Prefixes
Those listed above constitute the major derivational prefixes associated with
nominals in Semitic, although others, either more poorly attested or of a more
114fäs.s.ämä is clearly the D-Stem of a G-Stem form *fäs.ämä "be finished, be completed."
The existence of such a form can be confirmed by the presence of cognate forms such as Arabic
fas.ama and Hebrew pās.am, both meaning "be completed."
115Reflecting an unattested verb *dabālu. This verbal root typically means "bring together
or assemble," but has commonly come to mean something like "speak" or "repeat," as in
Gafat and Gurage däbbälä.
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dubious nature may occur. Lipiński (2001) notes, for instance, that a poten-
tial variant of the * »a- prefix, * –a-, may be attested in the names of common
animals containing the phonemes *r; Arabic –us. fūr "sparrow" (compare He-
brew s. ippōr), or the common Semitic *
–aqrab reflected in Arabic, Hebrew, and
Ethiopic. Lipiński also proposes the possibility of the deific name * –at
¯
tar(t),
given the association between this deity and the antelope, but we consider such
a connection speculative. A derivational prefix in *ya- may also be attested,
again primarily in the form of animal names such as Hebrew yah.mūr "deer"
(h. āmar "be red") or Arabic yabrūh. "mandrake"116. This proposed *ya- pre-
fix may also be used in the formation of proper names such as Arabic Yat
¯
rib
"Medina" or Yarmūk "Yarmouk River," as well as potentially the name of the
national deity of Samaria and Judah, YahwEh, though the etymology of this
god’s name is hotly disputed. Given the similarity of this form to the 3rd M.
Sg. of the prefix-conjugation, and the frequency with which finite verbs are used
in Semitic onomastics, it seems likely that these may represent the simple use
of inflected verbs in a nominal capacity.
In these cases, as well as the few other prefixes which may be present, the
important element for our analysis is that these derivational prefixes trigger a
concomitant CCVC shape of the verbal or nominal root, precisely that form
predicted via syncopation.
3.1.3.5 *-ān
The derived form in *-ān is one of the most common suffix-derived forms in
Semitic. It is used in the formation of denominal adjectives, as well in personal
names of adjectival origin. It is likewise sporadically attested in the formation
of some verbal nouns, diminutives, and broken-plural forms in Arabic and Old
South Arabian. Derived adjectives in *-ān are the most common form, be-
ing attested in Akkadian šinnānu "toothed" (šinnu "tooth"), Arabic rah.mān




east"), Ugaritic *Nūrānu "Personal Name: luminous" (<nr> "fire"). Verbal
nouns or abstract nouns are attested in Akkadian šulmānu "greeting" (šalāmu
"be whole, be at peace"), Ugaritic <zbln> "sickness" (<zbl> "sickly"), Hebrew
qārbān "offering" (qārab
¯
"approach, bring near""), and Ge’ez ś@lt.an "dominion"
(śälät.ä "have power").
What grabs our attention about derived nominals in *-ān is the distribution
of root shapes with this suffix. Almost all derived nominals of this type are
attested with a CVCC root shape, as was illustrated with a great many of
the examples provided above. Again, this is precisely the shape predicted via
syncope, where the addition of the vowel-inital suffix to the consonant-final
CVCVC root makes the second root syllable open, targeting it for syncope.
Our theory of syncopation predicts that suffix-triggered syncope can be blocked
by the presence of long vowels in the first or second root syllable, as well as
by the gemination of the second root-consonant, and indeed, these forms are
116The potential derivation of this form is unclear. A verb barih. a exists in Arabic, but it is
unclear how its meaning "to depart" would be applicable to the mandrake.
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attested, as in Akkadian nādinānu "seller" (nadānu "to give, to pay"), Arabic
salāmān "peaceful" (salama "be at peace") Hebrew zikkārōn "remembrance"
(zāk
¯
ar "to remember"). Derivations for all types are provided below.
(51) Derivation of *-ān Suffixed Nouns
CCVC CV̄CVC CVCV̄C CVCCVC
Underlying Root salam nādin salām zikkār
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
-ān Suffix salam-ān nādin-ān salām-ān zikkār-ān
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate salamān – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output salmān nādinān(um) salāmān zikkārān→zikkārōn
Derived nominals in *-ān attesting a shape CVCVC-ān are comparatively
quite rare, and are effectively unattested in nouns which can be reconstructed
to common Proto-Semitic. This gap is, again, predicted by our theory, because
such forms should be ungenerable. This gap is, under the conventional templatic
theory, an unexplained fact and must simply be stipulated. We believe this
makes our theory better able to account for the distribution of attested (and
unattested) forms.
3.1.3.6 *-iy/iyya
The nisba suffix is interesting in Semitic as it pertains to our proposed syncope
analysis, precisely because it fails to regularly participate in morphological syn-
copation. Denominal nisba adjectives are well-attested in West Semitic, being
particularly well-known and robustly attested in Arabic. In contrast to other
suffix-derived nominals, which, as we have demonstrated, are typically associ-
ated with a CVCC root shape, nisba adjectives typically have no concomittant
shape in root shape, as illustrated in forms such as Arabic malikiyy "royal"
(malik "king"), Hebrew y@rēh. ı̄ "lunar" (yārēah. "moon"), or Ge’ez gwädälawi
"deficient, incomplete" (gwädälä "be missing, lacking")117. In Akkadian, where
syncopation is typically thought of as a surface-true synchronic fact, the nisba





rum "front part") urkû "Urukean," though exceptions in the form
of place names are attested, such as šubarû "Šubar-ian" or urukû "Urukean."
Since a great many of these place names are borrowed, or of potentially non-
Semitic origin, it is unclear whether these exceptions should be attributed to the
117In all such cases, the nisba suffix can be appended to nouns with an underlyingly segolate
CVCC root shape. In Hebrew, this can create the apparent alternation between non-affixed












"tribal," kasp̄ı "silvery, metallic"). Since both the underived and the suffixed forms in He-
brew reflect an originally segolate CVCC root, this alternation should not be attributed
to inherited Afro-Asiatic syncopation, but should instead be considered a Hebrew internal
phonological development.
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peculiar behavior of the nisba form, or to simple loan word phonology, where
loans are often exempt from native phonological processes.
These data raise the obvious question of our theory: Why should the nisba
suffix be exempt from the syncopation rule we have proposed? According to
the terms of our theory, in order for the nisba to fail to trigger syncope, it
should originally not have been: vowel-initial, yielding a closed final syllable
and blocking syncope; part of the same morphological word as the nominal
stem, since syncope is a word internal process; or the morpheme itself must
have had some as-yet-unidentified property that blocked the syncope process.
Is there evidence to support any of these theories as it pertains to the nisba
suffix? Indeed there is. To demonstrate such evidence, we must begin with a
bit of background on the comparative distribution and origin of the nisba form.
The nisba is typically thought of as a quintessentially Afro-Asiatic form,
due to its presence in Arabic, Hebrew (and Semitic more generally), and An-
cient Egyptian, some of the best-known and most widely studied Afro-Asiatic
languages. This appearance in the most well-known Afro-Asiatic daughters ob-
scures the fact that the nisba form is in fact attested nowhere outside of Semitic
or Egyptian118. Focusing our attention on the behavior of the nisba form in
Egyptian and Semitic, and contrasting the two, we are struck by a pronounced
difference. In Semitic, the nisba suffix has all the hallmarks of a true deriva-
tional suffix. It affixes directly to the nominal stem (Arabic malikiy "royal"),
can both follow (Hebrew qadmōn̄ı "oriental") and precede other derivational
affixes (Ugaritic šapšiyānu "sunny"), and it can be followed but never preceded
by true inflectional affixes such as case markers (Arabic malikiyyun) or gender
markers (Arabic malikiyyat). The data of Egyptian paints a different picture.
While simple examples such as neete *nv̆t
¯
rit <ntr.»ı.t> appear similar to their
Semitic counterparts, certain more carefully chosen examples reveal a stark dif-
ference in behavior.
For example, the Ancient Egyptian word ounam *»ıanam <»ımn>119 "right
hand" is clearly cognate with the Semitic form *yamān/yamı̄n, also meaning
either "right hand" or "right-handed." As in Semitic, it has become associated
with a cardinal direction, though unlike Semitic, where *yamān/yamı̄n comes to
mean "south" (the right-hand side when facing the rising sun), in Egyptian the
clearly related feminine noun <»ımn.t> has the meaning "West" (the right-hand
118The status of the nisba form in Berber is controversial. It is clearly no longer a productive
affix in the same manner that it is in Semitic or Egyptian, and is not typical of derived
adjectives or gentilics, short of names for nations or ethnic groups clearly borrowed from
Arabic. Nevertheless, scholars such as Vycichl (1952) and Gordon (1957) believe that the
original nisba suffix is preserved in pairs such as Qabyle ibeqs "boxwood" vs. abeqsi "wooden
bowl" or Tashelhiyt afus "hand" vs. afäsi "right-hand side." That such forms represent
fossilized nisba formations is plausible, in which case we should rightly say that the Nisba
formation is attested nowhere outside of the Northern Afro-Asiatic languages.
119The Coptic form, as well as the reconstruction which comes from it is subject to a number
of phonological alterations. First, the final two root-consonants have undergone metathesis.
Second, the initial root-consonant, almost certainly a reflex of Proto-Afro-Asiatic *y, was
irregularly replaced with the reflex of *w. The common but irregular interchange of *y and
*w in Afro-Asiatic is a well-known phenomenon, though a suitable explanation as to how or
why such changes should occur is not forthcoming.
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side when facing the source of the Nile to the South of Egypt in the Rift Valley
Lakes region). From this, a nisba form emnte *»ıamv̆ntv̆»ı <»ımn.t.»ı>, meaning
"Western" or later lexically specified to "Western Wind" can be formed. This
form presents a massive problem for the interpretation of the nisba affix in
Egyptian as a simple derivational affix. Namely, the nisba "suffix" appears to be
able to append to the fully formed and inflected word <»ımn.t>, critically, being
affixed after the inflection morpheme, the feminine <.t>. If we take seriously
the theoretical claim that, in the process of word derivation, a derivational affix
cannot be added after the affixation of an inflectional morpheme, then we must
conclude that, in opposition to its apparent use in Semitic, the Egyptian nisba
"suffix" is not a true derivational suffix at all, but rather appears to exhibit the
behavior of something more along the lines of a word-level clitic.
This analysis suggests that the nisba "suffix" in fact began as a freestanding
clitic or post-position which, at the stage of Pre-Proto-Semitic, may not have
participated in word-level phonological processes such as syncope. It seems un-
likely that the nisba suffix retained its freestanding clitic properties into Proto-
Semitic itself, but it seems plausible that it may have, following its eventual
univerbation, exhibited irregular properties with respect to syncope, irregulari-
ties which may account for the inconsistent relationship between nisba formation
and syncope, even with respect to Akkadian.
3.1.4 Number Inflection
3.1.4.1 Sound Plural
The inflection of the Semitic "sound plural" presents one of the greatest chal-
lenges for our theory of root and stem alternation via syncopation. Recall from
section 1.3.1.3 that the sound plural of Semitic is formed by the lengthening of
the case vowel which follows the nominal stem (or in the case of feminines, by
the presence of a lengthened *-āt suffix120). The form reconstructable for these
affixes is important because, in conjunction with our theory of syncopation,
it makes the prediction that nominal roots and stems in Semitic should be ex-
pected to exhibit alternations triggered by syncope as a function of sound-plural
formation. As we shall see, such alternations are largely unattested.
We may begin in Akkadian, where, perhaps unexpectedly, syncopation is
attested. As we have seen, masculine singular nouns in Akkadian are themselves
likely to be subject to syncope due to the overt and robust case system, the
vowels of which often trigger syncope. The same syncopation is attested in
masculine plurals, since they exhibit effectively the same prosodic structure as
their singular counterparts.
120It is incorrect to simply consider the feminine plurals as lengthened versions of feminines













(*gibarāt/gabirāt) "lady(s)"). For another, even
feminine nouns which lack an overt *-t/*-at affix in the singular can still form their plurals
in *-āt (Akkadian ummu vs. ummātu "mother(s)," Ge’ez may vs. mayat "water(s)").
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M. Sing. Abs. M. Sing M. Pl.
malik malku malkū
Figure 3.4: Syncope in Masculine Plurals in Akkadian
An important point to make is that the unmarked absolute form can also be
used as a plural (as we demonstrated in forms such as sebe ut.t.et "seven grains,"
h
˘
amšat kur "five kur"). We will return to such forms later as a potential source
of invariant plural nouns in Semitic. Feminine plurals in Akkadian exhibit the
same alternations, with feminine singulars in -t showing no syncopation, but
their corresponding plural showing syncope:
F. Sg F. Pl
damiqtu damqātu
Figure 3.5: Syncope in Feminine Plurals in Akkadian
These forms accord with our theory of syncopation, but outside of East
Semitic, such alternations in the formation of the sound plurals are, for the most
part, unattested. They are not known from the sound-plural forms of Classical
Arabic (malik(u) vs. malikū, malikat(u) vs. malikāt(u)) or from the Modern
Arabic vernaculars, where the old oblique plural endings now function as a
masculine plural, along with the original feminine plural (maktub vs. maktub̄ın,
malika(h) vs. malikāt121).
This latter state of affairs is shared in Hebrew, in which the common mascu-
line plural suffix in -im is itself often taken to be a reflection of the old oblique
plural morpheme. In both Hebrew and Aramaic, we find surface alternations
which superficially resemble the types of syncopation we have here proposed,








ı̄m. It is incorrect to
include these as examples of syncopation, since in each case, both the singular
and the plural reflect the same underlying nominal stem (*malk vs. *malk̄ım,
*yald vs. *yald̄ım). Rather, the alternations are due to internal facts about
Aramaic and Hebrew syllable structure and the vocalic sound changes each
has undergone. Once all such sound changes are undone, evidence for syncope
pertaining to sound pluralization is not recoverable from Hebrew and Aramaic.
Ge’ez, and the Ethiopic languages more generally, no longer have a distinct
121The lack of syncope is perhaps unexpected in the case of the masculine sound plurals in
modern Arabic forms, as the masculine sound plural tends to occur only with a restricted set
of nouns, including participles, derived nisba adjectives and certain classes of nouns referring
to human males.
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masculine plural form122, instead forming almost all sound plurals by the pres-
ence of the originally feminine plural suffix -at (reflecting Proto-Semitic *-āt).
Again, the addition of the sound-plural suffix, regardless of the gender of the
noun, fails to trigger syncope (näbiy vs. näbiyat, n@g@śt vs. n@g@śtat). In the
Modern South Arabian languages, sound plurals are even more uncommon, with
almost all nouns taking broken plurals of one pattern or another. Nevertheless,
by considering the few nouns which do form regular sound plurals, we may iden-
tify the affixes as well as their behavior on the noun stems to which they are
appended. In Mehri and Jibbali, masculine sound plurals are apparently formed
from affixes -un and -in (Mehri k@tōb vs. k@t@b̄ın, Jibbali ktOb vs. k@tbin), which
rather transparently reflect the nominative and oblique sound plural morphemes
*-ūn and *-̄ın
3.1.4.2 Broken Plurals
In contrast to the difficulties and problems presented by the formation of sound
plurals throughout Semitic, the broken plurals by contrast are exceptionally
amenable to an analysis via syncope. In fact, not only are the broken-plural
forms able to be generated via syncope, we believe our analysis provides a more
satisfying explanation for the patterns of broken plurals attested (or systemat-
ically unattested) across the family. We will look at an overview of such forms,
and demonstrate how the complex range of broken plurals can be broken down
and understood in terms of a number of processes of morphological affixation
in conjunction with subsequent syncopation123.
3.1.4.2.1 Overview of Broken Plurals
At a first glance, the broken-plural patterns of Semitic present a truly dizzy-
ing array of possible forms. Classical Arabic, for instance, is characterized by
Lipiński (2001) as having up to 30 morphologically distinct broken-plural for-
mations, a sampling of which is presented below.
122A distinct masculine plural form exists in the inflection of adjectives, and is occasionally
used in true noun inflection.
123Changes in vocalism are also present, but recall that we have suggested in section 2.3
that such apophonic transformations are an originally distinct morphological process. We will




fu–al fu–alat fu– –al
fu–ul »af–ul
fa– ı̄l »af– ilat
fi– āl fi– ālat »af– āl




fa– ālil fa– ālilat fawā–il fa– ālā
fa– āl̄ıl fawā– ı̄l fa– ā»il
fu–alā» »af–ilā»
Figure 3.6: Broken Plural Patterns of Classical Arabic from Lipiński (2001)
An important point is that although broken plurals are typically thought
of as characteristically and ubiquitously Semitic (likely due to the widespread
prevalence of Arabic), they are not equally distributed throughout the fam-
ily. Rather, broken plurals are sporadically and inconsistently attested in the
Northern and Westernmost Semitic languages (such as Akkadian, Ugaritic, or
Hebrew) and robustly attested among the languages spoken further south in the
Arabian peninsula and East Africa (such as Arabic, Ethiopic, or the Modern
South Arabian languages). In the following sections, we provide an overview of
the broken-plural types attested throughout Semitic and then begin our analysis
using syncope.
Broken-plural forms are largely unattested in East Semitic, where the sound
plural forms the vast majority of nominal plurals. One attested broken plural
pattern is the formation of plurals via gemination of the second root-consonant,
roughly corresponding to the Arabic fu – –al pattern, though the vocalism may
vary. Such forms are reflected in Akkadian in the form of plurals such as abu
vs. abbû "fathers" (reflecting * »abba-ū), bakru vs. bakkarū "camels" or zikru
vs. zikkarū "men." While each form is itself marked with the sound-plural suf-
fix, the manipulation of the nominal stem in the form of the gemination of the
second root-consonant is unmistakable. This pattern is likewise probably at-
tested in Eblaite forms such as <du-ba-lu> (*dubbar˘̄u??) "pastures," but the
nature of Eblaite writing makes such identification difficult. The characteris-
tically Afro-Asiatic "internal a-plural" identified by Greenberg (1955) may be
reflected in Akkadian ah
˘
lāmu "Arameans," but such a form is likely the bor-
rowing of Proto-Aramaic »aġlām "boys, young men." This internal a-plural may
also be reflected in Eblaite forms such as <áš-kà-lum> (* »at
¯
kālum) "grapes" or
<a-sa-lu> (* »a »šālu) "rushing," in each case prefixed with * »a-, as in the Ara-
bic pattern »af –āl. Non-prefixed forms may be reflected in Eblaite <sí-kà-ri>
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(sikāri) "stories," akin to the Arabic fa –āl pattern. Finally, a lengthened final
*̄ı is likely reflected in Eblaite forms such as <sa-i-lum/sa-ì-lu-um> (śa– ı̄rum)
"grains of barley," parallel to Arabic fa –̄ıl.
Broken plurals are unattested in Ugaritic, although again the nature of the
written language may conceal plurals formed by gemination, changes in vocal-
ism, or changes in the prosodic shape of the noun stem. Such broken plurals
clearly must have been present in the common Northwest Semitic ancestor, be-
cause both Hebrew and Aramaic reveal archaic broken-plural forms. In Hebrew,
particularly well-preserved in the Masoretic vocalization tradition, are irregu-









-ē "grapes." The internal a-plural formation survives





vs. *malak̄ım) or Samaritan Aramaic r@gēl vs. rēgālen (rigl vs. rigal̄ım), which
are clearly old internal a-plurals to which the sound plural morphemes have
been later added in an over-regularization error.
As we have mentioned previously, broken plurals are remarkably common in
Arabic, both in the number of nouns whose plural formations are broken, and
also in terms of the number of distinctive formations present. Classical Ara-
bic grammarians recognized approximately 30 distinct pluralization patterns,
the total of which have been provided in the table above. When we turn our
attention to the Ethiopic languages, we find that Ge’ez exhibits ten distinct
patterns of broken-plural formation for triliteral nouns, including q@täl (Ara-
bic fu –al and fi –al), q@tul (Arabic fu –ūl), qätäl (Arabic fa –al), qätält (Arabic
fa –alat), qättält (no direct Arabic cognate, see fu – –al), q@ttal (Arabic fu – –al),
»äqt@l (Arabic »af –ul), »äqt@lt (Arabic »aqtilat), »äqtal (Arabic »af –āl), and äq-
tul (long variant of Arabic »af –ul), as well as a few additional patterns for
quadriliteral nouns. The nature of Epigraphic South Arabian writing makes the
identification of internal plurals formed solely via vowel apophony, consonant
gemination, or change of prosodic shape of the stem effectively impossible, but
their existence can be inferred by written broken plurals such as <f–l>, <f– lt>,
<f–wl>, <f–wlt>, <f–yl>, <f–ylt>, <f– lw>, <f–ln>, <»f– lt>, <»f–lw>, all of
which indicate plural nouns, and none of which exhibit the sound-plural suffixes
of Epigraphic South Arabian. The broken-plural patterns of the Modern South
Arabian languages are less well-studied and categorized, but Lipiński remarks
that these show "more similarity to those of Ethiopic than to those of Arabic."
3.1.4.2.2 Elements of Broken-Plural Formation
Although the range of possible broken-plural patterns across Semitic is consid-
erable, a closer examination of these forms reveals that these patters are them-
selves composed of a number of distinct and repeating elements which can be
combined to form more complex broken-plural formations. As we shall see, the
relationship between the presence of these formatives and the types of broken
plural patterns is not arbitrary. Rather, only a subset of the logically possible
combinations of affixes of stem shapes occurs, and, as we will demonstrate, we
can predict not only those forms which occur, but also those forms which sys-
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tematically fail to appear, by examining the way that these affixes interact with
syncopation to produce (or never produce) certain prosodic patterns.
For our purposes, we will not consider the issue of vowel apophony. As
discussed in section 2.3, we argue that vowel apophony and prosodic stem-shape
alternations are originally separate morphological processes, and since the rule
of syncope treats all short vowels as essentially identical, it will have no impact
on the analysis presented here.
»a-
Broken plurals formed with the prefix * »a- are common across Semitic. They
are reflected in the »af –ul, »af –ilat, »af –āl, and »af –ilā » patters of Arabic, the
<áš-kà-lum> *at
¯
kālum pattern of Eblaite, tha ah
˘
lāmu pattern of Akkadian (if
this form is native), the »äqt@l, »äqt@lt, »äqtal, and »äqtul patterns of Ethiopic,
and the <»f– lt> and <»f–lw> patterns of Epigraphic South Arabian. As the dat
reveals, for all those patterns for which we have reconstructable phonological or
prosodic information (all those besides ESA), the * »a- prefix does not co-occur
with nominal root shapes of all the logically possible forms. Rather, they occur
effectively only with (triliteral) roots of the form CCVC. Critically, there is a
curious absence of broken plurals of the »a-CVCVC, although nothing about
the heretofore established rules of Semitic syllable structure or prosody would
appear to prohibit such forms.
A templatic theory can stipulate this conspiratorial gap into existence. CCVC
is the pattern that happens to co-occur with the * »a- prefix, and the others are
not. But is has no explanation for why this should be the stipulation as op-
posed to any other logically possible stipulative rule. Our theory of syncopation
does better. According to our theory, the co-occurence of * »a- with the CCVC
nominal shape is the logical fallout of the fact that the presence of the prefix
will naturally trigger the syncopation of an underlying CVCVC nominal stem.
The conspiratorial absence of * »aCVCVC is no conspiracy at all. Rather, such
forms are ungenerable from a prefix of the form * »a- and a root of the form
CVCVC. Any combination of these two morphemes will result in syncopation
to »aCCVC. Syncopation can only be blocked by the the lengthening of the first
syllable of the nominal stem (CVCCVC, CV̄CVC). The confluence of these facts
explains the gaps in attested broken-plural patterns. Observe the derivations
below.
(52) Derivation of * »a- Prefixed Plurals
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CVCVC CVCV̄C CVCCVC CV̄CVC
Underlying Root fa–ul fa– āl fa– –al fā–al
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
»a- Prefix »a-fa–ul »a-fa– āl »a-fa– –al »a-fā–al
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate »afa
–ul »afa
– āl – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output »a-f–ul »af– āl »afa– –al »afā–al
CVC2C2VC
Broken plurals formed via gemination are among the most common patterns
found throughout Semitic. They are reflected in the fu– –al and fu– – āl patterns
of Arabic, the bakkarū pattern of Akkadian, the *dubbar˘̄u pattern of Eblaite
(assuming this form is reconstructed properly), the –iqq@b
¯
ē form of Masoretic
Hebrew, and the qättält pattern of Ge’ez. Such forms are unrecoverable from
Epigraphic South Arabian, as gemination is not typically indicated in the script.
One of the striking features of geminated broken plurals (or of verbal forms
exhibiting second-radical gemination, such as the D-Stem or Imperfective aspec-
tual stems) is that they are effectively invariant, save for possible lengthening of
the final vowel of the stem. We suggest that this fact can be accounted for via
our syncope analysis. The addition of a prefix or suffix to a geminated CVCCVC
root form cannot ever result in syncopation, since there are no light syllables
present outside of the prefix. In the sample derivations below, we demonstrate
how the presence of either prefixes or suffixes is unable to alter the shape of the
plural form.
(53) Derivation of CVC2C2VC Plurals
CVCCVC CVCCVC CVCCV̄C CVCCV̄C
Underlying Root fu– –al fu– –al fu– – āl fu– – āl
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
CV- Prefix CV-fu– –al fu– –al CV-fu– – āl fu– – āl
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
-VC Suffix CVfu– –al fu– –al-VC CVfu– – āl fu– – āl-VC
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output CVfu– –al fu– –alVC fu– –al fu– –alVC
It is important to mention that, at least in the case of the geminated bro-
ken plurals, such invariance need not be accounted for only via syncope. So
long as the second consonant is geminated, the loss of any other vowel in the
nominal stem would result in an illicit consonant cluster (* »a-C1C2C2VC and
*C1VC2C2C-ān both contain ill-formed syllables in Proto-Semitic). For this
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reason, while geminate broken plurals are in accord with our theory of synco-
pation, they are not exclusively explained by such a theory.
CVCV̄C
Broken pluralization via the lengthening of the vowel of the final syllable is
ubiquitous in Semitic. Is it represented by the fa –̄ıl, fi –āl, fu –āl, fu –ūl, fi –ālat,
fu –ālat, fu – –āl, »af –āl, and fa –ālā patterns of Arabic, the ah
˘
lāmu pattern of
Akkadian, the <áš-kà-lum> (* »at
¯
kālum) and also the <sí-kà-ri> sikāri pat-
terns of Eblaite, and the q@tul, q@ttal, »äqtal, and »äqtul patterns of Ge’ez.
Lengthened-vowel broken plurals are unrecoverable from Epigraphic South Ara-
bian.
At first glance, it may be tempting to link the lengthened-vowel plurals
with the internal a-plurals described by Greenberg (1955). For instance, we
could attempt to derive a plural form such as fi –āl via the following chain
fi –al→fi –a<a>l→fi –āl by assuming some rule of vowel coalescence. Such an
attempt is likely misguided. First, the lengthened broken plurals in Semitic are
not limited exclusively to forms with a lengthened final -ā-, as evidenced by
the numerous forms above attesting long -ū- or -̄ı-. Even if we suppose that
the coalescence of vowel sequences -aa-, -ia-, -ua- resulted in contractions -ā-,
-̄ı-, and -ū- respectively, this form of internal a-plural formation is otherwise
unattested. Greenberg notes that internal a-plural formation takes many forms,
including what he terms intercalation (Ge’ez »@zn vs. »@zän), replacement (He-
brew bēn vs. bānim, Arabic bint vs. banāt), dissimilation (badrat vs. bidar),
general (Ge’ez n@guś vs. nägäśt), and reduplicative (Akkadian šamû vs. ša-
mamū). Internal a-plurals across Afro-Asiatic never exhibit the vowel-hiatus
into coalescence behavior proposed here. For this reason, as discussed further
in section 3.1.4.2.3 below, it seems more plausible to connect broken plurals of
this form to the derived nominals and adjectives with a lengthened final vowel.
As with the other broken-plural forms, patterns with a lengthened final
vowel do not co-occur with all logically possible nominal stem shapes. They
may co-occur with gemination of the second root-consonant. They may appear
with a CCV̄C stem shape (though always with a prefix CV-), and can never
appear with a prefix without also exhibiting a CCV̄C shape; that is to say »a-
CVCV̄C patterns, which are well-formed in terms of syllable structure, are in
fact wholly unattested. Again, we can account for this conspicuous gap in a
more satisfactory fashion than the stipulation of patterns in a templatic theory.
Our account via syncopation both generates those forms attested throughout
the family, and also predicts that precisely the unattested »a-CVCV̄C form
should be absent since it is ungenerable.
(54) Derivation of Lengthened-Final-Vowel Plurals
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CVCV̄C CVCV̄C CVCV̄C CVCCV̄C
Underlying Root fi– āl fa– āl fa– āl fu– – āl
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
CV- Prefix fi– āl »a-fa– āl fa– āl fu– – āl
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
-VC Suffix fi– āl »a-fa– āl fa– āl-ā» fu– – āl
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – »a-fa
– āl – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output fi– āl »a-f– āl fa– āl-ā» fu– – āl
-(a)t
The use of the suffix *-(a)t as a marker of plurality likely has its roots in the
tendency to conflate collective feminine nouns ending in *-t/*-at with plural
forms. Whatever its origin may be, it is relatively common throughout Semitic,
being reflected in the fa –alat, fi –alat, fu –alat, fi –ālat, fu –ālat, fi –lat, and »af –ilat
patterns of Arabic, the qätält, qättält, and »äqt@lt patterns of Ge’ez, and the
<f– lt>, <f–wlt>, <f–ylt>, and <»f–lt> patterns of Epigraphic South Arabian.
In contrast, for instance, to the * »a- prefixed plurals or the second-consonant-
geminated plurals, the plurals formed by the presence of *-t/*-at appear to have
a freer range of possible nominal stem shapes with which they can co-occur. Such
forms can appear with no stem change (fa –alat, qätält), with syncope of the first
syllable ( »af –ilat, »äqt@lt), with gemination of the medial root-consonant (qät-
tält), and even with stem-final vowel length (fi –ālat). Indeed, the only stem
formation which the broke plural in -t appears to disfavor is the segolate CVCC
shape, with only the relatively uncommon Arabic fi –lat pattern reflecting such
a form. With a templatic theory, there is no a priori reason why this should be
the case because, again, both the attested and unattested (or uncommon) forms
are well-formed according to the rules of syllabification and syllable structure.
For our theory of syncopation, the problem is reversed, and therefore simpler.
It is not a question of why so few nominal stems of the form CVCC appear with
the -t suffix, rather, it is a question of why even the single form appears at all.
This is because under out theory of syncopation, the affixation of the feminine
suffix *-t should block the syncopation of the final syllable of the nominal stem,
as is attested in every broken plural of this type except the Arabic fi –lat form.
We are left with a simpler solution than to appeal to templatic stipulation. We
know, independently, that true segolate nouns likely took the allomorph *-at as
their feminine suffix since the affixation of the single consonant *-t would have
produced an ill-formed cluster. The fi –lat pattern therefore likely began its ex-
istence as a group of collective feminine segolate nouns. In the process of vowel
apophony and stem allomorphy undergoing grammaticalization (as has likely
occurred in, for instance, Arabic) this group was included as a potential source
of lexical analogy and new members were added to the class. The remaining
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classes we may derive is in the examples provided below.
(55) Derivation of *-t Suffixed Nouns
CVCVC CVCVC CVCVC CVCCVC
Underlying Root fa–al fa–al fa–al qattal
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
CV- Prefix – »a-fa–al »a-fa–al –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
CVCV̄C Lengthening – – »afa– āl –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
-t Suffix fa–al-t »afa–al-t »afa– ālt qattal-t




↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output fa–alt »af–alt »af– ālat qattalt
-ān
Although somewhat less common throughout the Semitic daughter languages,
the broken-plural formation featuring the suffix *-ān is solidly reconstructable
to Proto-Semitic due to its cognate attestation in the Berber languages, in
which it appears as the formative of the broken plural class 3 (Tuareg: adk@r
vs. id@krân). It is attested within Semitic primarily in the form of the Arabic
plural patterns fi –lān and fu –lān, as well as the <f–ln> pattern of Epigraphic
South Arabian. The Semitic broken plurals in *-ān only co-occur with syn-
copated CVCC nominal stem shapes, precisely parallel to those attested with
Class 3 broken plurals in Berber. This is, again, predictable. The presence
of the suffix triggers syncope of the second root-vowel. This syncopation to
CVCCān means that the first syllable, which is now closed and heavy, cannot
itself be subject to syncopation. A simple derivation is provided below.











Although the oldest of the broken-plural formations reconstructable for the
Afro-Asiatic family as a whole, the internal a-plural is somewhat less common
than the other types documented in the summary above. It is reflected most
clearly in the irregular plural forms of the segolate nouns of Hebrew and Ara-
maic. Such nouns exhibit a CVCC nominal stem in their singular forms, but











The internal a-plural is also likely reflected at least in part in broken plurals
such as the Arabic fa –al, fi –al, fu –al, fa –alat, fi –alat, fu –alat, and fu – –al pat-
terns, as well as the q@täl, qätäl, qätält, and qättält patterns of Ge’ez. It is also
reflected in sporadic, apparently irregular, plurals such as Arabic bint vs. banāt,
Akkadian alaktu vs. alkakātu, or Akkadian mû vs. mamū.
For the purposes of syncope, it is only those types of internal a-plurals which
alter the syllable structure of the nominal stem which are of interest. This
means Greenberg’s intercalating and reduplicative types, since the others simply
replace one vowel quality with <a>, without disrupting the prosodic form of
the word. Within Semitic, the intercalating internal a-plural is limited to the
segolate plurals of Hebrew and Aramaic. Since this process of plural formation
involves the insertion of the a-plural infix between the second and third root-
consonant of the segolate nouns, it clearly changes the syllabification and syllable
structure of the nominal stem. At the same time however, it is only able to
create CVCVC stem shapes (a light syllable followed by a word-final heavy
one). This means that it should be predicted not to interact meaningfully with
syncopation since neither the CVCC singular forms nor the CVCVC plurals
contain a sequence of syllables which can be syncopated under our rule124.
For this reason, it is only reduplicative plurals which we predict may interact
with our rule of syncopation, and indeed we do find sparse evidence for this.
Reduplicative plurals are attested in Semitic primarily from Akkadian, in irregu-
lar and sporadically attested plurals such as *šamamū125 "heavens," or alkakātu
124An objection could be raised that a reconstructable sequence such as Proto-Hebrew
*malak̄ım, underlying m@lāk
¯
ı̄m, contains precisely such a sequence. It must be noted, however,
that the sound-plural suffix -̄ım is clearly an innovation here, since other fossilized interca-
lated plurals from across Semitic clearly lack them (Arabic hirr vs. hirarat, Ge’ez »@zn vs.
»ezän). For this reason, we should rightly suppose that the forms that Proto-Hebrew or
Proto-Canaanite inherited were in fact *malk vs. *malak, and that the addition of the sound-
plural suffix was a later development internal to these languages and post-dating the decline
of synchronic syncopation.
125This word is typically reconstructed as *šamāmū in order to account for the absence
of syncope. It is, however, according to the University of Chicago’s Assyrian Dictionary,
rarely (never?) spelled with full plene writing which would confirm the presence of a long
vowel. We propose the alternative theory that the form is indeed *šamamū, with the sound-
plural suffix being a later morphological leveling intended to make the form more apparently
plural, as the old internal a-plurals were mostly dying out in Proto-Semitic. This further
means that, despite the conventional reconstruction of the singular as Proto-Semitic *šamāy,
the reduplicated plural *šamam is reflecting an original biconsonantal *šam, potentially also
attested in the proposed Egyptian cognates from the Coffin Texts <s»ım> "fog," which has
itself been extended to triconsonantal form, but via the addition of an internal consonants.
For the semantic relationship heavens vs. fog, see the related Akkadian word šamû/šamūtu
"rain."
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"roads." It is only the triconsonantal forms in which we expect to see syncope-
related alternations, and indeed, these are the forms we find, as demonstrated
in the derivations below (note that we assume the sound-plural morphemes are
a later addition in a process of morphological leveling, post-dating sychronic
syncopation).
(57) Derivation of Reduplicative Internal a-Plurals
CVC CVCVC
Underlying Root šam »alak
↓ ↓





3.1.4.2.3 On the Origin of Broken Plurals
A number of the broken-plural formatives identified above are identical to those
discussed in Section 3.1.3 as derivational formatives common to Semitic. Such
overlapping forms include the prefix * »a- and the suffix *-ān. We have also
noted that the gemination of medial root-consonants and the lengthening of
final vowels is a common feature in the derivation of verbal participles and
adjectives throughout Semitic. Indeed, the only relatively common broken-
plural formative which does not share its form with a derived nominal in Semitic
are the internal a-plurals, which are known to be exceedingly archaic even by
the time of Proto-Semitic.
For these reasons, it is not implausible to suppose that many of the broken-
plural formations characteristic of Semitic began originally as derived nominals
of one sort or another. Indeed, they are morphologically often indistinguishable
from one another. But this theory immediately raises the question as to why
derived nominals of this sort, which were presumably morphologically singular,
would become reanalyzed as plurals, or, further, why singular nouns, which
presumably had sound-plural forms in Proto-Semitic, should require or allow
these derived nominals to become their plurals. While it is beyond the scope
of this dissertation proper to assess the precise mechanism of the origin of such
forms, suffice it to say that the overlap in formatives present, and stem shapes
attested is not coincidental, being rather the natural outcome of the affixation
of these formatives and subsequent syncopation of the nominal stems.
3.2 Verbal Morphology
The verbal morphology of Semitic is largely inherited from its Afro-Asiatic an-
cestor. It retains the archaic prefixing conjugation, the suffixing stative con-
jugation, and the major derived stem types. To the extent that such endings
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are recoverable, the actor affixes of Semitic, both prefixing and suffixing, are
cognate with the other endings reconstructable from Egyptian, Berber, and
Cushitic. Indeed the only major innovation on the part of the Semitic verbal
system is the almost total absence of biliteral CVC verbal roots or patterns of
biliteral verb inflection, presumed to be the more archaic form on the basis of
the other Afro-Asiatic daughters. In this section, we will discuss the inheritance
of the Afro-Asiatic verb into Semitic, as well as the inheritance of those pat-
terns generated by syncopation. We will likewise discuss those verbal formations
unique to Semitic and commonly regarded as Semitic internal innovations. We
will demonstrate how these innovative forms can also be accounted for using an
analysis of syncopation.
3.2.1 Inherited Verbal Stems
3.2.1.1 Suffix-Conjugation
3.2.1.1.1 G-Stem
The suffix-conjugation within Semitic shows a distinction between two primary
classes of suffix endings, which correspond to two different attested shapes of the
verbal stem. The East Semitic suffix-conjugation, as represented by Akkadian
(and perhaps Eblaite, depending on one’s Semitic internal classification), reflects
endings of the form *-āCV for the second and first persons, both singular and
plural126. Concomitant with these suffix forms, the Akkadian (and perhaps
Eblaite) suffix-conjugation reflects an alternation within the triconsonantal verb
stem (the only verbal stem type which survives in Semitic) between a segolate
CVCC shape and non-segolate CVCVC shape. In the other Semitic branches,
we find that the cognate subject-suffixes lack the long vowel -ā- which appears
between the verbal stem and the consonant of the ending itself. Sample forms
are provided below.
Proto-Semitic Akkadian Arabic Hebrew Ge’ez Mehri
1st Sg. *qatalku/qatlāku parsāku fa–altu pā–alt̄ı qätälku k@t@bk
2nd Sg. M qatalta/qatlāta parsāta fa
–alta pā–altā qätälkä k@t@bk
F *qatalti/qatlāti parsāti fa–alti pā–alt qätälki k@t@bš
3rd Sg. M *qatal(a)/qatil paris fa
–ala pā–al qätälä k@tūb
F *qatal(at)/qatl(at) parsat fa–alat pā–alāh qätälät k@t@būt
1st Pl. *qatalnu∼a/qatlānu∼a parsānu fa–alnā pā–alnū qätälnä k@tūb@n
2nd Pl. M *qataltun/qatlātun parsātun(u) fa
–altum p@–altem qätälk@mmu k@t@bk@m
F *qataltin/qatlātin parsātin(a) fa–altunna p@–alten qätälk@n k@t@bk@n
3rd Pl. M *qatalū/qatlū parsū fa
–alū pā–alū qätälu k@tawbF *qatalā/qatlā parsā fa–alna qätäla k@tūb
Figure 3.7: Suffix-Conjugation Forms in Semitic
126The status of duals is somewhat unclear, though these may lack the characteristic long
vowel.
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Notwithstanding the potential alternation between the a-i vocalism of the
stative forms of East Semitic and a-a vocalism of the perfect formations out-
side of East Semitic, these forms, as well as the alternations associated with
them, may be generated comparatively easily using an analysis of syncopation.
Example derivations for first and second person forms are provided below.
(58) Derivation of Long and Short Suffix-Conjugation in Semitic
(1st∼2nd Persons)
Long Form Stative Short Form Perfect
Underlying Root qatil qatal
↓ ↓





The forms of the third persons require some additional comments, and we
will discuss each in turn before we provide a complete derivation of forms.
The third-person masculine singular form appears most often either with zero
overt marking or with an *-a suffix. The form with the *-a suffix appears to
characterize Classical Arabic, Ge’ez, and likely Mehri and Ugaritic, though it
is noticeably absent from syllabic renderings of Ugaritic proper names. It must
also underlie the forms of Classical Hebrew and Aramaic, although it is nowhere
attested as such. The zero-suffixed form appears in Akkadian, Eblaite, and the
early Canaanite of the Amarna letters. In ascertaining which form is original,
we may consider the fact that, as discussed in section 1.3.2.2.2, archaic names
formed using suffix-conjugated verbs in both Arabic and Ge’ez lack the -a suffix
which comes to characterize such forms in the later classical languages. For this
reason, we will suppose that the unmarked form is the original form of the third
masculine singular, and the *-a suffixed form is an innovation127.
On the form of the third feminine singular, the Semitic languages are in
almost complete agreement. In each daughter, the form of the third feminine
singular suffix is basically identical with whatever form the nominal feminine
affix has taken in that language, most typically pointing to a reconstruction
*-at. Note however, that we have presented evidence previously that within
Semitic specifically, and Afro-Asiatic more generally, the form of the feminine
nominal suffix should likely be reconstructed as *-t. If we accept this proposal,
as well as the idea that the third feminine singular of the suffix-conjugation
shared its form with that of the singular feminine nominal, we must conclude
that this form originally would have been marked by a *-t suffix only, and that
127For further discussion on the source of the variant with the *-a suffix and the origin of
the suffix itself, see the discussion in Satzinger (1998), in which he equates the *-a suffix of
the Semitic suffix-conjugation with the *-a suffix of the Semitic accusative case and the *ā-
prefix of the Berber free state (effectively an all-purpose non-nominative "absolute" case).
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the presence of the *a vowel in the ending was an innovation of Proto-Semitic,
possibly owing to the presence of syncopated, superficially segolate verbal root
forms which have appeared to take the *-at feminine allomorph.
Regarding the forms of the third person plural, the Semitic daughters are
not in complete agreement, but it seems entirely clear that the the third plural
suffixes share their form with the masculine (*-ū) and feminine (*-ā(t)) nominal
plural morphemes. Indeed, for all 3rd person suffix-conjugation forms, the end-
ings of the verb appear to resemble the nominal endings of the corresponding




Figure 3.8: Nominal and 3rd Person Suffix-Conjugation Endings
If we accept these reconstructions as the original form of the third person
suffix-conjugation endings for Proto-Semitic or pre-Proto-Semitic, then our the-
ory of syncopation predicts that we ought to see zero sycopation and the fully
vocalized CVCVC forms in the singulars, but syncopation into the CVCC root
shape for the plurals, as presented in the derivations below.
(59) Derivation of 3rd Person Sg. vs. Pl. Suffix-Conjugation in
Semitic
F. Sg. F. Pl.







What we find throughout Semitic is, in our opinion, rather a case of leveling
in each direction. In East Semitic, where syncopation is either still active, or
was active in the recent history of the branch, the syncopated form is leveled
and expanded to any form where it might apply, even those forms such as the
feminine singular, which might not originally have triggered syncope. In the
other branches outside of East Semitic, where syncopation is lost comparatively
early on, those forms without syncopation are generalized, both those that orig-
inally ought to have syncopated, such as the plurals, as well as for innovative
forms that come to meet the requirement, such as the feminine singular and the
innovative masculine singular in *-a.
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Despite this process of generalizing either the extended long-form suffix-
conjugation in *-āCV with concomitant syncopation, or the short form in *-CV
with no syncopation, we may ask if there is any evidence for a split paradigm,
featuring syncopation in the vowel-initial third person forms, but lacking syn-
copation for the consonant-initial first and second person suffixes. We may
find such evidence in the paradigms of the Ethiopic descendent of the suffix-
conjugation, the Perfect. We have here presented the third person forms of
the Ge’ez Perfect as qätälä/qätälät/qätäla/qätälu, but this is something of an
oversimplification. There are in fact two distinct types of Perfect verbal for-
mations in Ge’ez; the qätälä type and the läbsä type. The qätälä, which we
have presented and discussed to this point, typically consists of transitive verbs,
and is characterized by a ä-ä (*a-*a) vocalism, as well as an invariant CäCäC
root structure in all persons and numbers. The läbsä type, on the other hand,
consists largely of intransitive verbs. It is characterized by ä-ä vocalism in the
first- and second- person forms, but by a ä-∅ vocalism in all third-person forms.
Compare the two paradigms below.
qätälä läbsä
Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl.
1st qätälku qätälnä läbäsku läbäs"a
2nd M. qätälka qätälk@mu läbäska läbäsk@muF. qätälki qätälk@n läbäski läbäsk@n
3rd M. qätälä qätälu läbsä läbsuF. qätälät qätäla läbsät läbsa
Figure 3.9: qätälä and läbsä Type Perfects in Ge’ez
Given the split between the transitive qätälä type and the intransitive/stative
läbsä type, and the fact that the läbsä type, like the Akkadian stative, is the
type which exhibits syncopation in those forms featuring vowel-initial endings,
we may suppose that these are the archaic remnants of the syncopation which
originally characterized the full stative paradigm.
3.2.1.1.2 Derived Stems
In the suffix-conjugation, we will consider all of the derived-stem forms together
since they pattern together and do not exhibit any peculiar behavior as it per-
tains to our analysis of syncopation. The Š- and N- stems are formed by the
addition of derivational prefixes of the form *Cv̆- to the vocalized verbal stem
CaCVC. The presence of this affix triggers syncopation128 of the initial vowel in
128As we will demonstrate below, Semitic has begun to follow in the footsteps of Cushitic
in terms of losing the persistent application of syncope, and the surface opaque forms which
result from it. This is demonstrated in our derivation, in which the T- and N- stems do not
undergo syncopation at each step throughout the course of the derivation. Such differencess
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the root, between the first and second root-consonants. The T-Stem is unique
because its derivational affix has become an infix, which appears infixed one
minimal syllable (CV in Semitic) from the left word-edge. This infix then un-
dergoes the typical syncopation predicted by our analysis. Sample forms and
derivations are provided below. For a more in-depth treatment of the derived
stems, consult sections 3.2.1.3, 3.2.1.4, and 3.2.1.5 below.
Proto-Semitic Akkadian Arabic Ugaritic Ge’ez Mehri
Š-Stem *šuqtulāku/*šuqtulku šuprusāku »af–alti *šap–alt̄ı »äqtälku h@rk@bk
N-Stem *naqtulāku/naqtulku naprusāku »infa–altu *nap–alt̄ı – –
T-Stem *qittulāku/*qittulku pitrusāku »ifta–altu *»ipta–alt̄ı – natf@z@k/@ft@k@rk
Figure 3.10: Derived-Stem Forms in Semitic
Particular attention must be paid to the tendency for the languages outside
of East Semitic to develop forms which are prefixed with the so-called "pros-
thetic aleph." The origin of this * »i-/* »a- prefix cannot be known with complete
certainty. Based on the morphological similarity between the two forms, some
attempts have been made to connect this mysterious prefix with the prefix of the
derived Š-Stem. Possible support for such a conclusion may be found in tran-
sitive »än- initial forms in Ethiopic, which are transitive despite the presence
of the N-Stem prefix. On the other hand, this co-occurrence between the pros-
thetic aleph and transitive meaning is largely unattested outside of Ethiopic,
and furthermore, forms exhibiting the prosthetic aleph occur even in languages
such as Ugaritic, in which the form of the form of the Š-Stem has not undergone
debuccalization and was still realized with a coronal obstruent. For this rea-
son, it seems unlikely that the prosthetic aleph and the Š-Stem were originally
related.
Regardless of its possible origin, the form of the verbal stems affixed with the
prosthetic aleph is predicted perfectly by syncopation, and our analysis explains
an inconsistency present in the typical account of such forms. Under the conven-
tional analysis, the prosthetic aleph is, quite literally, prosthetic. It is typically
thought of as a purely phonological insertion caused by the unpronounceable
cluster at the beginning of the derived stem (-nf-, -ft-). Such an account is
plausible synchronically, but it cannot represent the diachronic origin of such
forms. The first step of this proposed series of changes is the loss of the initial
vowel, generating the cluster which will subsequently require the presence of the
prosthetic aleph to resolve it and allow it to be articulated. The loss of these
initial vowels would appear to be an unconditioned, non-regular change whose
environment is completely arbitrary. Second, consideration of the T-Stem re-
veals that it is not merely the absence of that initial vowel which distinguishes
are undetectable at the surface level, however, as the absence of an inflectional prefix to the
left of the derivational prefix results in identical surface forms which mask the difference in
the derivations.
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the prosthetic aleph forms from the normal derived stems. To reckon from Akka-
dian, the form of the suffix-conjugation T-Stem was *CVtCVC (pitrus). This
is confirmed by the presence of the clearly cognate stem shape natf@z in Mehri.
Mehri also possesses, however, a T-Stem form with the prosthetic aleph. Com-
parison of the two, natf@z∼eft@k@r, reveals that what distinguishes one form form
the other is, in fact, the relative position of the T-Stem infix, which is adjacent
to the initial root consonant in forms with prosthetic aleph, but adjacent to the
second root-consonant in the basic form (as it is in Akkadian). These positions
are precisely those are predicted and generated using our theory of syncopation.
We can therefore account for this otherwise unprincipled and stipulated varia-
tion between the apparent position of the derivational affix without the need to
add any further complexity to the grammar, since this variation is an epiphe-
nomenal outcome of syncope and a change in the number of syllables present in
the word. Consider the full derivations below for derived suffix-conjugation.
(60) Derivation of Semitic Derived-Stem Suffix-Conjugation
Š-Stem N-Stem T-Stem Prosthetic T-Stem
Underlying Root qitul qitul qitul qitul
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Derivational Affix šu-qitul na-qitul qi<ta>tul qi<ta>tul
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate129 šuqitul – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Prosthetic Aleph – – – »iqitatul
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – naqitul qitatul
»iqitatul
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output šuqtul naqtul qittul »iqtatul
3.2.1.2 Prefix-Conjugation
3.2.1.2.1 G-Stem
The prefix-conjugation inherits from Afro-Asiatic the split between the un-
marked perfective and the geminate imperfective. To these, Semitic has added
a novel perfect form, indicated by an infixed <ta> morpheme. We will discuss
each and demonstrate how the attested forms may be generated via syncope.
The perfective is the most widely attested and invariant Semitic verbal for-
mation, being attested in every major Semitic branch and language. In each
case, the perfective verbal formation, regardless of the particular semantics
which it has developed, is characterized by a CCVC root shape.
129As we will discuss in later sections, the derived stems of Semitic are split between the
Š-Stem, which retains the archaic structure (in which the application of the affix triggers a
round of syncopation), and a more transparent system in which the affixes do not trigger
syncope, and rather the whole word is subjected to a final round of syncope before output.
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Proto-Semitic Akkadian Arabic Hebrew Ge’ez Mehri
1st Sg. *»aqtal aprus »af–alu »ep
¯
–al »@qt@l @ktēb




F *taqtal̄ı taprus̄ı taf–al̄ına tip
¯
–al̄ı t@qt@li t@ktēbi




F *taqtal taprus taf–alu tip
¯
–al t@qt@l t@ktēb
1st Pl. *niqtal niprus naf–alu nip
¯
–al n@qt@l n@ktēb




F *tiqtalā taf–alna tip
¯
–alnāh t@qt@la t@ktēb@m




F *yiqtalā iprusā yaf–alna yip
¯
–alnāh y@qt@la y@ktēb@n
Figure 3.11: Perfective Forms in Semitic
The imperfective is somewhat less widespread, being attested unambiguously
in only East Semitic and Ethiopic, with traces or potential forms in South
Arabian, Pre-Classical and Andalusi Arabic, Epigraphic South Arabian, and
Eblaite, if one does not include that language in East Semitic. A sample of
attested forms are presented below.
Proto-Semitic Akkadian Andalusi Arabic Ge’ez Mehri
1st Sg. *»aqattal aparras niqabbal »@qätt@l @kūt@b
2nd Sg. M *taqattal taparras tiqabbal t@qätt@l t@kūt@bF *taqattal̄ı taparras̄ı t@qätt@li t@kūt@b
3rd Sg. M *yaqattal iparras yiqabbal y@qätt@l y@kūt@bF *taqattal taparras tiqabbal t@qätt@l t@kūt@b
1st Pl. *niqattal niparras niqabbalu n@qätt@l n@kūt@b
2nd Pl. M *tiqattalū tiparrasā tiqabbalu t@qätt@lu t@k@tb@mF *tiqattalā t@qätt@la t@k@tb@n
3rd Pl. M *yiqattalū iparrasū yiqabbalu y@qätt@lu y@k@tb@mF *yiqattalā iparrasā y@qätt@la y@k@tb@n
Figure 3.12: Geminated Imperfective Forms in Semitic
We have previously discussed the potential infixing origin of the imperfective
stem, but by the time of Proto-Semitic, any traces of an original *<n> infix
are gone, with only gemination left as its exponent. Nevertheless, we may still
derive the imperfective of Proto-Semitic using ordered rules and affixation by
suggesting that it took the form of an infixed mora, which, like its <n> ancestor,
infixed itself one complete syllable from the right edge of the word. This will
result in its position as extra weight (in the form of gemination) at the end of
the first root syllable.
The perfect form, marked with an infixed *<ta>, is even more restricted
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in attestation. It is known primarily from Akkadian, Eblaite, Amorite, and
possibly Ugaritic. Sample forms are presented below.
Proto-Semitic Akkadian Eblaite
1st Sg. *»aqtatal aptaras *»aštama–
2nd Sg. M *taqtatal taptaras *taštama
–
F *taqtatal̄ı taparas̄ı *taštama– ı̄
3rd Sg. M *yaqtatal iptaras yištama
–
F *taqtatal taptaras *tištama–
1st Pl. *niqtatal niptaras *ništama–
2nd Pl. M *tiqtatalū tiptarasā *tištam– āF *tiqtatalā
3rd Pl. M *yiqtatlū iptarsū *yištam–ūF *yiqtatlā iptarsā
Figure 3.13: *<t> Infixed Perfect Forms in Semitic
Note that the *<ta> infixed perfect is attested outside of East Semitic solely
in Amorite, and there only fragmentarily, as in forms such as <ia-ab-ta-h
˘
a-
ar-na> *yabtah. arna "he has chosen us." As such, the reconstruction of this
form to Proto-Semitic is not without controversy. It has been included here to
demonstrate that, regardless of its origin, it presents no problems for our theory
of syncopation and can easily be generated using our system. In contrast to the
imperfective infix, which from our investigation of other Afro-Asiatic languages
we have supposed is infixed from the right, the Semitic *<ta> must be infixed
a minimally formed syllable (CV in Semitic) from the left word-edge130.
(61) Derivation of Semitic G-Stem Prefix-Conjugation
130Although the landing position of leftward and rightward infixation is identical for triliteral
CVCVC verb roots, they differ for quadriliteral and quinquiliteral roots, as evident from
Akkadian forms such as inbalakkat, with gemination one syllable from the right, but intabalkat,
with <ta> infixation from the left.
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Perfective Imperfective Perfect
Underlying Root qatal qatal qatal
↓ ↓ ↓
Impf. Infix – qa<μ>tal qatal
↓ ↓ ↓
Perf. Infix – – qa<ta>tal
↓ ↓ ↓
Prefix ya-qatal ya-qattal yaqatatal
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate yaqatal – yaqatatal
↓ ↓ ↓
Output yaqtal yaqattal yaqtatal
As is apparent from the derivations above, our theory requires that tense/aspect
morphemes used in the formation of the verbal stem not trigger a round of
syncopation. This makes sense from an Afro-Asiatic perspective, since the two
inherited markers, the -∅ marker of the perfective and the *<n> infix of the im-
perfective, would result in no change, irrespective of the application of syncope
after their affixation, and therefore the simplest hypothesis for the learner would
have been that this type of morpheme did not trigger syncopation. Once we as-
sume this, however, we can now generate all attested forms in all tenses/aspects
of the G-Stem using a fully vocalized root, a set of ordered rules, and our rule
of syncopation, without any need to postulate a consonantal root or a root-and-
template morphological system.
3.2.1.3 Š-Stem
The Š-Stem is unique within Semitic in that it is the only inherited derived
verbal stem which likewise inherits the morphological property that the deriva-
tional verbal prefixes trigger a round of syncope immediately after their affixa-
tion, a property which we have assumed is common to Afro-Asiatic, due to its
commonality to Berber and Egyptian. In this sense, we may consider Semitic
as preserving a stage of development intermediate between that of Berber and
Egyptian, where the derivational affixes all trigger syncopation in the midst
of verbal derivation before the final finite verb is formed, and that of Beja or
Cushitic more generally, in which the syncopation as applied to verbs appears
to apply once to the surface form of the verb after its full derivation and inflec-
tion. It appears that Cushitic has undergone a rule-reordering of its inherited
morphological structure, making it more surface-transparent, and it would ap-
pear that Semitic is in the process of doing the same, with only the Š-Stem still
retaining the original, more archaic state.
As previously discussed, the Š-Stem, as the inheritor of the Afro-Asiatic
S-Stem, is used in the formation of causatives and other transitives, although
the factitive function has primarily been assumed by the innovative D-Dtam in
Semitic. The Š-Stem is widely attested throughout Semitic, being attested un-
ambiguously in Akkadian, Eblaite, Ugaritic, Arabic, Hebrew, Aramaic, Phoeni-
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cian, Ethiopic entirely, Epigraphic South Arabian, and Modern South Arabian.
Despite its wide range of attestation, the Š-Stem in Semitic is subject to an
irregular sound correspondence. While Akkadian, Eblaite, and Ugaritic reflect
their respective sound-change outcomes of Proto-Semitic *š, all remaining lan-
guages reflect an irregular change of *š→*h→*» with the Canaanite and Modern
South Arabian reflecting a form in * »v̆-, with both often being subject to loss
and resulting in an initial long vowel in causative stems. Although the change
*š→*h→*» is not regular (conditioned or otherwise) anywhere in Semitic, it
should be noted that a perfectly parallel change has occurred to the third per-
son pronominal forms reflecting Proto-Semitic *š as well, so the cognation of
the Š-Stem forms is not in question. Sample Š-Stem forms are provided below.
Proto-Semitic Akkadian Arabic Hebrew Ge’ez Mehri





Imperfective *yušaqtal ušapras – – yaqätt@l y@h@rkūb
Perfect *yuštaqtil uštapris – – – –
Figure 3.14: Š-Stem Forms in Semitic
The *š of the prefix survives in the forms presented above only in Akka-
dian, with the others undergoing debuccalization of the initial consonant. The
presence of the *š is reflected in the Mehri /h/, still present on the surface,
but the consonant has been lost in the other daughters. The Arabic form re-




, and the Ge’ez ya »aqt@l. Like its Afro-
Asiatic predecessor, the Semitic Š-Stem still retains the incompatibility between
the derivational prefix and the gemination which characterizes the imperfective
stem. Gemination does characterize the Ge’ez Š-Stem imperfective, but the in-
novative nature of this form is confirmed by the agreement of the Akkadian and
Mehri131 Š-Stems, which both lack gemination.
(62) Derivation of Semitic S-Stem Prefix-Conjugation
131The agreement between the East Semitic Akkadian and the South Semitic Mehri con-




Underlying Root qatil qatal qatil
↓ ↓ ↓
ša- Prefix ša-qatil ša-qatal ša-qatil
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate šaqatil šaqatal šaqatil
↓ ↓ ↓
Impf. Infix – – –
↓ ↓ ↓
Perf. Infix – – ša<ta>qtal
↓ ↓ ↓
Prefix yu-šaqtil yu-šaqtal yu-šataqtil
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – yušataqtil
↓ ↓ ↓
Output *yušaqtil *yušaqtal *yuštaqtil
As is clear, we have assumed that the Š-Stem triggers a round of syncopa-
tion immediately following its affixation, and likewise, that the Š-Stem is not
compatible with the geminated morpheme of the imperfective. With these as-
sumptions, however, we can generate all of our reconstructed forms using only
affixation without the need for root-and-template structures.
3.2.1.4 N-Stem
The N-Stem is the first of the derived verbal forms to lose its persistent appli-
cation throughout the derivation and which therefore is subject to only a single
round of the syncope rule, applied to the fully derived and inflected form before
its phonological output. As mentioned, this transition from persistent to one-
time syncopation is complete in Cushitic, but is still "in progress," so to speak,
in Semitic, with only the N-Stem and T-Stem having undergone the change.
The N-Stem was likely common to Semitic, but it can be difficult to identify
in those ancient languages with imperfect written traditions (such as Ugaritic
or Epigraphic South Arabian) due to the tendency of the *n consonant to as-
similate and geminate with whatever consonant with which it is immediately
adjacent. Nevertheless, we can identify distinct N-Stem forms in Akkadian, Ara-
bic, the Canaanite languages (excepting Aramaic) and Ugaritic, though only in
the suffix-conjugation. The N-Stem is missing entirely from South Semitic (both
Ethiopic and Modern South Arabian)132. Sample N-Stem forms are provided
below.
132As previously mentioned, relic N-Stem forms used in the formation of quadriliteral verbs
may be present in Ethiopic, but these are clearly not productive and it seems unlikely the
N-Stem survived as a functional class of derived verbs in South Semitic.
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Proto-Semitic Akkadian Arabic Hebrew
Perfective *yanqatil ipparis yanfa–ilu yiqqāt.ēl
Imperfective *yanqattal ipparras –
Perfect *yantaqtal ittapras –
Figure 3.15: N-Stem Forms in Semitic
The derivation of the N-Stem is, in some senses, simpler than that of the
Š-Stem, since the derivation no longer involves multiple iterations of syncope,
but rather a final process of syncopation which occurs following the addition of
the person/actor affixes. This rearrangement of the rule-ordering has led to a
surface form which is less opaque to a learner than the Š-Stem of the presumably
original form of the Afro-Asiatic N-Stem still attested in Berber. The innovative
status of the Semitic N-Stem is further confirmed by its co-occurrence with the
gemination characteristic of the imperfective aspect. The co-occurrence restric-
tion between the derived stems and the imperfective gemination is otherwise
unexplained and somewhat opaque in its origin, and therefore presumably old.
By contrast, the imperfective of the Semitic N-Stem appears to be formed simply
by the overt appearance of both morphemes. The surface transparency of the
Semitic N-Stem suggests its innovative status vis-a-vis the more opaque Berber
and Cushitic N-Stems in this regard. Derivations of these forms are presented
below.
(63) Derivation of Semitic N-Stem Prefix-Conjugation
Perfective Imperfective Perfect
Underlying Root qatil qatal qatal
↓ ↓ ↓
na- Prefix na-qatil na-qatal na-qatil
↓ ↓ ↓
Impf. Infix – naqa<μ>tal –
↓ ↓ ↓
Perf. Infix – – na<ta>qatal
↓ ↓ ↓
Prefix yu-naqatil ya-naqattal ya-nataqatal
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate yanaqatil yanaqattal yanataqatal
↓ ↓ ↓
Output *yanqatil *yanqattal *yantaqtal
3.2.1.5 T-Stem
Although the Semitic T-Stem is inherited from Afro-Asiatic, it has been sub-
ject to significant innovative remodeling. In addition to losing the persistent
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application of the syncope rule, like the N-Stem (and the opacity of the out-
put that comes along with it), the T-Stem has also modified the form of its
derivational affix. Unlike that of Berber or Cushitic, the Semitic T-Stem affix
has become infixed into the middle of the verb stem. This innovative posi-
tion immediately after the initial consonant of the verbal root is reflected in
the T-Stems of Akkadian (imtah
˘
s. ā), Eblaite (<ti-il-tap-tu> *tiltaptū), Amor-
ite (<ia-an-ta-qím> *yantaqim), Moabite (<»lth.m>), Phoenician (<thtpk>),
Aramaic (<ygtzr>), Arabic ( »irtafa –a), Epigraphic South Arabian (<d. trrn>),
and Modern South Arabian (Mehri @kt@lōf ).
There is, in addition to this, a form with a T-prefix in present in a number
of Modern Arabic varieties (tfa –al), Aramaic from the 8th century BCE onward
(<ytšm–>), as well as in the Ethiopic (taqatla). Typically, outgroup analysis
would suggest that the presence of the T-prefix in Semitic and in other Afro-
Asiatic branches should mean that it is the ancestral form. However, in two of
the three attestations (Arabic and Aramaic), it is clearly an innovation, as we
can detect and trace its development within the historical record. In addition,
while we have no record of Ge’ez ever having an infixed T-Stem, the presence of
such infixed forms in both Epigraphic South Arabian and Modern South Arabian
suggests that Proto-South-Semitic should be reconstructed with an infix. In
this case, a T-Stem with a derivational infix would be the reconstructed form
of all major Semitic branches, and it seems clear that such a form should be
reconstructed for Proto-Semitic. Sample T-Stem forms are presented below.
Proto-Semitic Akkadian Arabic Mehri
Perfective *yaqtatal iptaras yaqtatil yiqqāt.ēl
Imperfective *yaqtattal iptarras –
Perfect *yaqtattal iptatras –
Figure 3.16: T-Stem Forms in Semitic
Why the T-Stem should have undergone this infixation, while the Š- and
N-Stems remain in their initial prefixed position, is not entirely clear. One po-
tential explantion may be sought by examining the phonemic inventory which
Semitic inherited from Afro-Asiatic. Of the 33 consonant phonemes recon-
structed by Orel and Stolbova (1994) and Takács (1999) for Proto-Afro-Asiatic,
a full 13 of them are coronal obstruents of one sort or another. It seems plausible,
then, to suppose that the infixation may have arisen as an originally allophonic
metathesis triggered by the adjacency of a coronal obstruent. Since such seg-
ments would have been quite frequent at the beginning of verbal stems, as they
would in all words, it would not be implausible for native speakers to simply
extend the rule to all verbal forms. The empirical evidence does support the no-
tion of some interaction between the T-Stem affix and an initial coronal, but the
direction of the interaction is inconsistent. In Akkadian, for instance, in verbs
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beginning with /d/, /t./, /s/, /s./, /z/ (and presumably /t/, though the form is
identical in either case), T-Stem forms without prefixes (such as the imperative
or stative) appear with the *t-affix in initial, prefixed position (tizkar, tis.butū).
On the other hand, in Aramaic, where a prefixed T-Stem appears with most
verb forms, the infixed form surfaces in roots beginning with /š/ and /s/. At
present, the question of why the Semitic T-Stem should be infixed in contrast to
the other derived stems of Semitic and Afro-Asiatic lacks a conclusive answer.
Despite the innovative position of the affix, the attested forms of the T-Stem
in Semitic are no less derivable from a vocalized root using syncope. Like the
N-Stem, in order to derive the T-Stem, we must suppose that this verbal form
has lost the persistent application of syncope throughout the derivation of the
verb, with a single round of syncope applying only at the end of the derivation.
Again, this has a direct parallel in the verbal formations of Beja and Cushitic,
which we will examine in greater detail in Section 6.2.2.2. For our purposes, we
will suppose that the T-Stem infix infixes itself into the vocalized verb stem one
minimal syllable (which recall is CV in Semitic) from the left edge of the word.
Full derivations of each form are presented below.
(64) Derivation of Semitic T-Stem Prefix-Conjugation
Perfective Imperfective Perfect
Underlying Root qatal qatal qatal
↓ ↓ ↓
<ta> Infix qa<ta>tal qa<ta>tal qatatal
↓ ↓ ↓
Impf. Infix – qata<μ>tal –
↓ ↓ ↓
Perf. Infix – – qa<ta>tatal
↓ ↓ ↓
Prefix ya-qatatal yaqatattal ya-qatatatal
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate yaqatatal yaqatattal yaqatatatal
↓ ↓ ↓
Output *yaqtatal *yaqtattal *yaqtattal
3.2.2 Innovative Verbal Stems
In addition to those stem forms cognate outside of Semitic and therefore inher-
ited either from Proto-Afro-Asiatic or some more-immediate common ancestral
language, Semitic has also developed a number of forms which would appear to
be innovations unique to the family, or at least cannot be conclusively linked to
verbal formations outside of Semitic. Since these forms are reconstructable for
Proto-Semitic, this implies that at some point between the breakup of the most
recent common ancestor of Semitic and whichever branch to which it is most
closely related, Pre-Proto-Semitic gained these novel forms. Although they can-
not be dated to common Afro-Asiatic, it seems clear that these forms developed
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at the time when syncope was still an active part of the synchronic grammar
of the language, because, as we will demonstrate, the forms of these innovative
verbal stems can be predicted and generated using our rule of syncopation.
3.2.2.1 D-Stem
The most common and best attested of the innovative derived verbal stems is
the D-Stem. The D-Stem (German Doppelungsstamm) is so-named because it is
characterized morphologically by gemination of the second root-consonant. This
is the same morphological indicator of the imperfective verb form, meaning that
in all those verbs with the same vocalism, the D-Stem and the imperfective of a
verb may be identical. Because of this morphological similarity, attempts have
been made to connect the D-Stem with the imperfective, though the semantic
variety of the D-Stem makes such connections speculative. By semantic func-
tion, the D-Stem sometimes appears far more similar to the Š-Stem because
the D-Stem is used in Semitic in the formation of factitives, some causatives
and other general transitive verb forms. On the other hand, D-Stem forms may
also be multiplicative, expressing repetition, spatial dispersion, or multiplicity
of subject or object, all of which may plausibly derive from an originally im-
perfective verbal formation. The D-Stem is widely attested, being known from
Akkadian, Eblaite, Ugaritic, Arabic, Hebrew, Mehri, and Ge’ez. It is attested
in every major Semitic branch and is unquestionably reconstructable for Proto-
Semitic.
Proto-Semitic Akkadian Arabic Hebrew Ge’ez Mehri
Perfective *yuqattil uparris yufa– –ilu y@qat.t.ēl y@qätt@l yarōk@b
Imperfective *yuqattal uparras – – y@qett@l yarakb@n
Perfect *yuqtattil uptarris – – – –
Figure 3.17: D-Stem Forms in Semitic
Mechanically, the formation of the D-Stem is precisely parallel to that of the
imperfective form; namely, the infix of a mora one full syllable from the right.
Unlike the imperfective, in which the outside presence of the Beja <n> infixed
imperfective allows us to reconstruct an original <n> infix for Afro-Asiatic, it
is unclear what exactly gave rise to the gemination of the D-Stem. Despite this
etymological uncertainty, it is not at all difficult to generate using our account of
syncopation, and requires only simple affixation. Derivation is provided below.
(65) Derivation of Semitic D-Stem Prefix-Conjugation
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Perfective Imperfective Perfect
Underlying Root qatil qatal qatil
↓ ↓ ↓
D-Stem Infix qa<μ>til qa<μ>tal qa<μ>til
↓ ↓ ↓
Perf. Infix – – qa<ta>ttal
↓ ↓ ↓
Prefix ya-qattil ya-qattal ya-qatattal
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – yaqatattil
↓ ↓ ↓
Output *yaqattil *yaqattal *yaqtattil
It is, unfortunately, impossible to recover precisely whether the D-Stem
exhibits the gemination of the imperfective. Recall that in both Berber and
Cushitic, the geminated/infixed imperfective does not co-occur with the derived
stem types. Therefore, if we could conclusively demonstrate that the D-Stem
either showed, or failed to show, gemination, it would be relevant evidence for
determining how far back the D-Stem can be reconstructed, since it is clear
that derived stems with gemination are markedly younger innovations internal
to Semitic. Unfortunately, D-Stem forms with or without gemination would
likely be predicted to yield the same surface form. The imperfective D-Stem
without imperfective gemination would, of course, be marked by gemination
of the second root-consonant caused by the infixation of the D-Stem mora in-
fix. At the same time, the imperfective D-Stem with imperfective gemination
would have the same realization regardless, as the infixation of both the D-Stem
infix mora and the imperfective infix mora would result in a super-heavy word-
internal syllable. One of these moras could be realized as gemination on the
root consonant, but the other simply could not be realized anywhere at that po-
sition within a word, since a super-heavy syllable is allowable only word-finally
in Semitic, thanks to the extrasyllabic final consonants permissible there. The
remaining mora, with no consonant or vowel within its syllable to which it could
attach, would presumably be deleted before the surface form is derived.
3.2.2.2 ŠT-Stem
Another very common innovative derived stem in Semitic is the so-called ŠT-
Stem. As its name suggests, the ŠT-Stem is a combined derived stem, being the
T-Stem form of an Š-Stem verb, the passive/reciprocal of a causative. Typically,
derived forms composed by transparently identifiable affixes, such as the Š-
Stem and T-Stem affixes, are not reconstructed using the comparative method
(as indeed, we have not reconstructed other combined derived stems) precisely
because the transparent derivation makes it possible, and indeed, likely, that
such forms could have been generated numerous times independently. In the
case of the ŠT-Stem, however, we are able to identify the form as common to
Proto-Semitic, because the T-Stem affix, applied later in the derivation since
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the form is a passive of a causative, is consistently placed inside the Š-Stem
prefix, even in those languages, such as Aramaic or Ge’ez, in which the T-Stem
in isolation has developed a prefixed-only form. This implies that the ŠT-Stem
developed before the the innovation of these intra-Semitic prefixed T-Stems.
The ŠT-Stem is, likewise, very widespread throughout Semitic, being attested
in Akkadian, Eblaite, Ugaritic, Hebrew, Aramaic, Arabic, Mehri and Ge’ez,
and therefore reconstructable for every major-order Semitic branch and for the
proto-language.
Proto-Semitic Akkadian Arabic Ugritic Ge’ez Mehri
Perfective *yaštaqtil uštapris yastaf– ilu yaštap– ilu yastäqt@l y@šaf–@l
Imperfective *yaštaqtal uštap(ar)ras – – yastäqätt@l yeš@f– ōl
Perfect *yaštataqtil uštatapris – – – –
Figure 3.18: ŠT-Stem Forms in Semitic
The ŠT-Stem is particularly useful to illustrate how our analysis of affixation
and syncopation differs from the templatic analysis. Under a templatic theory,
in which we consider both the Š-Stem and the T-Stem to be preformed templates
(yu/ašaCCVC, yaCtaCVC respectively), it is not clear why the combination of
these two patterns should necessarily take the form yaštaCCVC as opposed to,
for instance, **yašaCtaCVC or any other prosodically licit form that blends
the two patterns. Under our analysis, however, as the affixes are attached one
by one, either triggering or failing to trigger syncopation, the form yaštaCCVC
emerges as the only possibility, as it is the only form which is generable. Ob-
serve the derivations below, which predict and produce only the attested and
reconstructable forms.
(66) Derivation of Semitic ŠT-Stem Prefix-Conjugation
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Perfective Imperfective Perfect
Underlying Root qatil qatal qatil
↓ ↓ ↓
ša- Prefix ša-qatil ša-qatal ša-qatil
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate ša-qatil ša-qatal ša-qatil
↓ ↓ ↓
<ta> Infix ša<ta>qtil ša<ta>qtal ša<ta>qtil
↓ ↓ ↓
Impf. Infix – – –
↓ ↓ ↓
Perf. Infix – – ša<ta>taqtil
↓ ↓ ↓
Prefix ya-šataqtil ya-šataqtal ya-šaatataqtil
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate yašataqtil ya-šataqtal yaqatatatal
↓ ↓ ↓
Output *yaštaqtil *yaštaqtal *yaštataqtil
3.2.2.3 L-Stem
The final of the innovative derived stems of Semitic we encounter is the L-Stem.
Unlike the D-Stem and the ŠT-Stem, the L-Stem is far more restricted in its
attestation. It is known primarily from Arabic, the the Ethiopic languages, the
Modern South Arabian languages, and possibly Ugaritic. This restricted dis-
tribution makes reconstruction to the Proto-Semitic period impossible, and the
L-Stem is rightly regarded as an innovation internal to the Semitic family. The
shared presence of the L-Stem has been regarded by some scholars as evidence
for the inclusion of Arabic within an extended South Semitic family. Today,
Arabic is not typically included as a genetic member of South Semitic, so the
simpler explanation would appear to be the L-Stem was perhaps an innova-
tion of Proto-South Semitic and was spread to Arabic as part of an Arabian
peninsular Sprachbund area. How Ugaritic fits into such an account is unlear.
In each case, the L-Stem is formed by the lengthening of the first vowel of
the verbal root, present between the first and second root-consonants (Arabic
yufā –ilu, Ge’ez y@qat@l, Mehri yafō –@l, potentially Ugaritic *yupā –ilu). This is
striking, because recall from Section 2.3.1.1.3 that this vowel is not a necessary
component of the underlying representations of Semitic roots (which can be
rightly represented with an original form *CaCv̆C, in which the theme vowel
is lexically specific, but the initial vowel is pre-specified as /a/ and inserted by
rule). Since we will be inserting the initial vowel by rule even in the non-L-Stem
forms, we may generate the L-Stem by suggesting there is simply a lengthened-
variant *<ā> infix, which is called for in the case of the L-Stem, as opposed
to the simple *<a> vowel inserted in other forms. Since the typical vowel is
short, it can be syncopated in appropriate situations, but the long vowel of the
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L-Stem is invariant, since it cannot be syncopated regardless of environment133.
The fact that the L-Stem matches our account via syncope is likely an accident,
however, since it developed well after the breakup of Proto-Semitic proper, and
likely never co-existed in a single synchronic grammar with our syncope rule.
133This presupposes that in all other forms within Semitic what we have presented as the
"underlying root" is, in fact, one step removed from the underlying root, after an epenthetic
vowel has been supplied to allow for the proper syllabification of the root. This is technically
correct. Since, however, in Proto-Semitic, for which we do not reconstruct the L-Stem, all
verbal forms will have an epenthetic vowel supplied in every possible derivation, we have
excluded this step from our sample derivations for simplicity and to avoid redundancy. This
step is included here since, for the first time, it is possible for it to be meaningfully contrasted




Though less well-known than its Semitic sister, the comparative study and re-
construction of Berber morphology and phonology enables us to piece together
a fairly accurate picture of the specific shapes of various morphemes at the
Proto-Berber stage. Although the modern Berber languages are well-known for
their paucity of surface-vowel segments and rather liberal syllable-structure al-
lowances, the picture that emerges from Proto-Berber is rather similar to Semitic
(and to the other Afro-Asiatic languages). All syllables contain vowels, almost
all syllables have onsets (though the loss of the sub-oral consonants has created
gaps in the surface transparency of the rule), and syllables may have no more
than one coda consonant, except at word-end where a super-heavy syllable of
CVCC# or CV̄C# is allowed. The secondary stressing of primary stressed vow-
els in certain positions, to go along with the loss of various unstressed vowels,
has obfuscated this originally quite simple and quite characteristically Afro-
Asiatic system, but it is nonetheless generally recoverable. The nominal and
verbal morphology of Proto-Berber can also be reconstructed with reasonable
certainty, as seen in the works of Karl Prasse. In the following sections, we will
consider these reconstructable morphological forms, and demonstrate how they
may be generated from our theory of syncope.
4.1 Nominal Morphology
Berber shows the most marked morphological differences from its northern Afro-
Asiatic neighbors in its nominal morphology. While the Berber verb looks rather
strikingly like that of Semitic (as well as the prefix-conjugation of Cushitic), the
nominal formations of Berber, such as the state prefixes or the sound-plural
suffix, not only exhibit tantalizing resemblances to forms known from other
languages, but also reflect puzzling, often difficult-to-explain differences. Nev-
ertheless, the basic nominal categories (number, case, gender) are all effectively
the same as those of Semitic, and there are certainly unmistakably cognate
formations, such as the feminines in *-t or the large classes of internal, non-
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concatenative, "broken plurals." In the discussions below, we will demonstrate
how the various nominal forms of Berber can be explained as the product of
affixation and syncope, beginning with the so-called "state prefixes."
4.1.1 Case Inflection – State Prefixes
Case inflection is somewhat sporadically attested throughout the Afro-Asiatic
world, with the peculiarity of its alignment (marked nominative) and the speci-
ficity of the use of individual case forms seeming far more securely recon-
structable than the specific forms of any individual case marking morphemes.
The issue of case in Berber is not entirely without controversy. We will therefore
address these issues and controversies before we delve into the particulars of the
morphological forms.
As stated, and as will become apparent below, Berber nominals are unam-
biguously marked for both number and gender. The categories of each (mas-
culine and feminine/singular and plural) are unremarkable within Afro-Asiatic
as a family, and more generally in terms of world languages. But Berber nouns
are also (typically) inflected for another category, which in traditional Berber
studies are referred to as l’état libre (free state) and l’état d’annexion (construct
state), using terms originally borrowed from the grammar of the Semitic lan-
guages, most notably Arabic. Despite the directly borrowed terminology, the
"states" of Berber are really quite dissimilar to the true state forms of Semitic.
In Semitic, for example, the construct state is obviously distinct from the case-
marking system indicated by final vocalic suffixes. Rather, the construct state is
the form the noun takes when it is behaving as a clitic, and appending to some
other word upon which it depends phonologically. This non-tonic clitic behavior
of the construct is most apparent in Ancient Egyptian, where the sensitivity of
Coptic to the presence of stress in Middle Egyptian reveals construct forms to
have been entirely unstressed, exactly like a clitic.
The "states" of Berber, on the other hand, behave very differently. Rather
than representing a fact about the prosody of the word, the Berber states appear
to be sensitive to the syntactic environment in which a word appears. This
syntactic sensitivity has led many scholars, including Sasse (1984), Satzinger
(2000), and Gensler (2000), to conclude that the Berber "states" are in fact
nominal cases. Although the appeal of this analysis is apparent, the range of
functions associated with each of the "states" does not align neatly and cleanly
with our expectations of what nominal cases ought to do. Consider the functions




– Direct Object of Verb
– Subject of Copular Sen-
tence
– Nominal Predicate
– Objects of Prepositions
– Left Dislocated Subjects
• Construct State
– Subject of Finite Verb
– Possessors
– Objects of "Non-True"
Prepositions
– Numerated Nouns
– Right Dislocated Direct Ob-
jects
The simplest analysis, one adopted by Hasselbach (2013), is that the Berber
"states" are indeed cases, effectively nominative and accusative cases, but with
a number of unusual uses and syncretic functions.
Having established that we are likely dealing with case, albeit a case-marking
system different from the typical nominative and accusative system of Indo-
European, we can now consider the morphological form which these cases take
in Berber. Case is marked by the so-called "prefixes d’état," which prefix to
(almost) all Berber nouns. These state prefixes themselves show additional
secondary agreement in number and gender, but this is distinctly agreement, as
the primary morphological indicators of number and gender appear elsewhere
in the word, either as apparent suffixes, or via vowel apophony. Although the
precise form of the state prefixes across the Berber languages varies somewhat,
we are nevertheless able to identify the form of the prefixes as they would appear
in Proto-Berber, as in the table below, adapted from Prasse (1974).
Free Construct
Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl.
M *ā- *̄ı- *wa- *wi-
F *tā- *t̄ı- *ta- *ti-
Figure 4.1: State Prefixes in Proto-Berber
For our purposes, one of the most striking features of the Berber state
prefixes is that they appear to trigger syncopation of triconsonantal nominal
stems. Consider forms such Qabyle awraG "yellow" (compare Semitic *waraq
"green/yellow, vegetation"), or Ayr and. @r "tear, wound, opening" (compare
Ge’ez nas.ara, Bilin nac.ar, both "to tear"), in which a root that clearly origi-
nally possessed a full vowel between the first and second root-consonants appears
to lose this vowel when a Berber state prefix precedes it. This apparent syncope
can be further demonstrated by considering the behavior of those few Berber
nouns which lack state prefixes. In contrast to those nominal stems listed above,
which surface with a CCVC stem shape unless the initial vowel is long or one
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of the root consonants is geminated, nouns without a state prefix can, and of-
ten do, surface with an unsyncopated CVCVC form, as in kärad "three," b@dir
"breast," or l@b@k "weakness/frailty." We might add that syncope appears to
be blocked in the case of the alternate free-state prefixes *e- and *te-; edäbir
"dove" and tekäbärt "small hut."
Having established that the syncopation of triconsonantal nouns (or other
nominal forms in which syncope is possible) is associated with the presence
of nominal state prefixes, while the absence of such prefixes is associated with
an unsyncopated CVCVC triconsonantal noun stem, we may ask whether such
forms are predicted and accounted for by our account of syncope. To which the
answer is: partially. The rule of syncope which we have here proposed certainly
predicts that forms such as the Berber state prefixes ought trigger syncope in at
least some instances, but it, in a sense, undergenerates syncopated forms from
the perspective of the actually attested Berber languages. In actual fact, the
presence of any state prefix, free or construct, appears to be associated with
the apparent syncope of the nominal stem. Note that this uniform syncope is
not what is predicted straighforwardly from our rule. Because the prefixes, at
their Proto-Berber or Pre-Proto-Berber stage, were characterized by systematic
distinctions in the length of vowels present in the morphemes (all free-state pre-
fixes reconstructed with long vowels, all construct-state prefixes reconstructed
with short vowels), our rule predicts that we should see variation between fully
vocalized nominal stems in the free state, and syncopated stems in the con-
struct state (**āragaz vs. **wargaz ), rather than the uniformly syncopated
forms (*ārgaz vs. *wargaz ), which are attested throughout the family.
A solution to this apparent discrepancy is not readily forthcoming, though
we might propose a few plausible explanations. The simplest solution is to
propose that the uniform syncopation with state prefixes which we see in the
modern Berber languages and therefore reconstruct for Proto-Berber, is itself an
innovation, a leveling of an earlier alternating system in which free-state forms
were unsyncopated while construct-state forms were syncopated. While simple,
there are a number of issues with the solution. First, there is no evidence of
any noun in any Berber language which shows stem variability between its free
and construct form, which means that if such variation did occur, it has been
completely leveled, having left no discernible traces of any sort. Another issue
is the direction of leveling. For this account to be true, obviously, the construct-
state form must have been leveled at the expense of an originally unsyncopated
free-state form in every instance. This may not seem problematic, given the
fact that the construct state corresponds in at least some of its uses to our
conventional notion of a nominative case, and that we are accustomed to the
idea of leveling of a nominative-case form. But recall that in Berber (as well
as Afro-Asiatic more generally) it is the free state (roughly approximating the
accusative case) that occurs more commonly in speech, appears in a wider range
of possible environments, and in fact appears to be the morphologically-default
form of a noun uttered in isolation. A reasonable case could be made that if there
were variable free- and construct-state forms originally associated with distinct
nominal-stem variants, it should be the free-state form which we should expect
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to spread at the expense of the more marked and restricted construct-state form.
Another potential solution comes from the distinct phonological form of the
free-state prefixes. In contrast to the construct-state forms, which are character-
ized by short vowels regardless of number or gender, all free-state forms exhibit
the reflex of a Proto-Berber long vowel. This makes the free-state prefixes
somewhat typologically odd within the world of reconstructable Afro-Asiatic
morphemes, in that almost all reconstructable inflectional affixes or pronouns
are reconstructed with short vowels134 This admits the possibility that the free-
state prefixes may themselves be originally morphologically complex, and that
at the time when syncope was still a synchronic part of Proto-Berber or Pre-
Proto-Berber phonology, the free-state prefix may have consisted of a light syl-
lable. This idea is speculative, however, and without independent evidence or
motivation for the existence of such a shortened form, this alternative seems
unlikely.
At its most basic, then, we should conclude by stating that case inflection in
Berber appears to have some impact on the syncopation of nominal stems, and
that at least some of this impact is predicted by our theory. The construct-state
forms are appropriate to trigger syncope, syncopated syllable (the first of the
nominal stem) is precisely the one predicted by the prefixing of morphemes, as
we have demonstrated in countless other examples throughout this dissertation.
The process is not, however, completely regular, and if we are to assert that it
is syncope that triggers stem alterations in state-prefixed nominals in Berber, a
more developed or articulated theory of their origin and diachronic development
is clearly required.
4.1.2 Gender Inflection
The gender inflection of Berber is the most familiar and most characteristically
Afro-Asiatic feature of Berber nominal inflection or derivation. All Berber nom-
inals belong to one of two grammatical genders, conventionally referred to as
masculine and feminine, though as in Semitic or in the modern Romance lan-
guages, these categories often function more as classes of noun inflection, and
only occasionally and overlap with the biological categories of male and female,
typically in the case of animate nouns referring to humans and other animals
(and even then, the overlap is not perfect).
As one may have expected given the forms in Semitic or Egyptian, mascu-
line nouns in Berber are typically unmarked (Tuareg amG@s "molar")135, while
134To the extent that such reconstructions are possible, the reconstructed forms of mor-
phemes such as the suffix pronouns, the independent pronouns (with the possible exception of
the Semitic, Egyptian, Berber isogloss * »anāk), the prefix-conjugation, the suffix-conjugation,
or most of the basic lexical roots all appear to contain short, non-lengthened vowels.
135As we have discussed, the Berber state prefixes have distinct and morphologically overt
masculine and feminine forms. The nouns themselves have no explicit marking for masculine
gender. This is illustrated by the comparison of simple masculine and feminine nouns, in
which the feminine shows both a distinctly feminine state prefix and an overt feminine suffix,
while the masculine noun shows the masculine state prefix, and no other overt morphological
inflection.
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feminine nouns are typically marked with the anticipated *-t suffix ubiquitous
throughout the family (Tuareg tank@bt "hair-braid"). As in Semitic, feminine
nouns can sometimes lack the characteristic *-t suffix (Tuareg ma "mother").
There a number of phonological interactions which exist between the final *-t
feminine suffix and stem-final consonants of the nominal root. These interac-
tions can often conceal the presence of the feminine suffix136, but since such
alternations are purely allophonic changes, they need have no bearing the anal-
ysis presented here. In addition to this expected feminine suffix in *-t, Prasse
(1974) notes two additional feminine suffixes, those appearing in Tuareg as -a
and -e, which he reconstructs with the Proto-Berber forms *-āh and *-ay.
The presence of these additional affixes is crucial for the application of our
analysis of syncope, as it allows us to examine the behavior of noun stems when
they inflect for gender. The most basic nouns, whose feminines are formed by
the affixation of the simple *-t suffix, show effectively no variability in nominal
stem shape on the basis of gender inflection. Consider the following pairs of
masculine and feminine nouns from Tuareg,
• ekäbär "hut"
• amd@G "giraffe"
• aGr@m "house, village"
• tekäbärt "small hut"
• tamd@G-t137"she-giraffe"
• taGr@mt "small house, village"
This invariance is predicted by our account of syncope. Whatever syncopa-
tion may be triggered by the state prefixes (as we discussed in section 4.1.1), this
syncopation is still present in the feminine form. Meanwhile the feminine suffix
*-t cannot create the sequence of adjacent syllables necessary to trigger any
syncope that would not otherwise be present in the masculine nouns. Observe
the derivations below:
(67) Derivation of Berber *-t Suffixed Feminine Nouns
136See, for example, the Tuareg noun tämâšäq "Tuareg free-woman, Tuareg language," a
feminine counterpart to ämâsäG "Tuareg freeman," underlyingly /tämâšäG-t/.
137Note that this noun surfaces as tamd@q, since underlying sequences of /Gt/ surface in
Tuareg as [q] at word end.
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M F M F
Underlying Root mv̆d@G mv̆d@G käbär käbär
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Fem. Suffix – mv̆d@G-t – käbär-t
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
State Prefix a-mv̆d@G ta-mv̆d@Gt e-käbär te-käbärt
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate am̆vd@G tam̆vd@Gt – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output amd@G tamd@Gt→tamd@q ekäbär tekäbärt
We may additionally consider those sporadic nouns in Berber which appear
with a variant of the feminine suffix in -ät (*-at) rather than the unvocalized -t.
As noted by Heath (2005), a large majority of such forms are in fact borrowings
from Arabic138 and are therefore irrelevant to the question of syncopation at
the Proto-Berber stage. There are, nevertheless, several nouns of apparently
non-Arabic origin, and we might ask whether these forms exhibit any stem al-
ternations. To begin answering this question, we must first observe the striking
similarity between the forms of Tuareg (and the picture of Proto-Berber which
emerges from it), and the behavior of the archaic Semitic languages. Recall,
in our discussion of the feminine suffix in Akkadian, that what governed the
apparent distribution between the feminine suffix in *-t and the feminine suffix
in *-at appeared to be the shape of the nominal stem. Nominal stems end-
ing with syllables already containing two moras (CVCC#, CV̄C#) took the
vocalised *-at variant, while all other stems (all those stems for which the ad-
dition of *-t would not create an ill-formed syllable) took *-t. There is some
evidence that a similar situation held in Proto-Berber. Of the forms Heath cites
as examples of non-Arabic words exhibiting the suffix -ät, there is a strong ten-
dency for these nouns to have super-heavy final syllables: tanäGw-ät (*tānaGw-
at) "python," toraw-ät (*torāw-at) "honey," wänšät (*wanš-at) "rabies," šälbät
(*šalb-at) "intestinal disease." Indeed, the only form which Heath cites which
does not exhibit a super-heavy stem-final syllable is täb@ssilläw-ät, which owing
to its unusual shape (quadriliteral with two! medial geminates) as well as its
meaning (referring to the fruit of the Salvadora plant indigenous to the less-arid
sahel and tropical regions of sub-Saharan Africa and India), is more likely to
be a borrowing or cultural Wanderwort139. If this generalization is indeed true,
then it is unsurprising that feminine forms in *-t/*-at do not exhibit syncope.
The *-t forms cannot trigger syncope, and the *-at forms only append to those
nominal stems which, due to their super-heavy final syllables, cannot undergo
syncope.
138Heath cites forms such as älGibadät (Arabic al- –ibādat) or älah
˘
ärät (Arabic al- »āh
˘
irat).
139Note that the branches of the Salvadora Persica plant have commonly been used in oral
hygiene throughout North Africa and the Near East, and it should therefore not be surprising
that this word would exhibit the potential traits of a cultural loan.
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The effective invariance of masculine vs. feminine noun pairs formed by
the suffixing of the feminine *-t suffix is contrasted with the behavior of those
forms suffixed with the less-common *-āh and *-ay affixes. These forms tend
to exhibit a syncopated CVCC stem shape, or indeed a fully syncopated -CC-
stem in the case of biconsonantal nouns, as illustrated in forms such as tanäkra
(*tānakrāh) "standing up," tewäGne (tewaGnay) "package," or tiske (*tiskay)
"horn." Prasse notes:
"Il est extrêmement rare de trover des paires de noms formés sur un
même thème, dont l’un est masculin, l’autre un f. à dés -a ou -e
(tandis que l’inverse est vrai pour les f. en -t)"
Despite the relative scarcity of such pairs, we may still consider the few
which do occur, in order to determine the alternations which are present.
(68) Derivation of Berber *-āh and *-ay Suffixed Feminine Nouns
M F M F
Underlying Root s@k s@k – näkär
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Fem. Suffix – s@k-e – näkär-a
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – – näkära
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
State Prefix i-s@k ti-s@ke – ta-näkra
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – tis@ke – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output is@k tiske – tanakra
In these forms, in which the vowel-initial suffixes *-āh and *-ay can append
to noun stems of all forms, syncope is both predicted, and indeed attested, in
contrast to the more typical *-t/*-at feminines. This is the only place in which
our theory predicts that we ought to see syncopation within Berber gender
inflection, and it is the only place in which syncopation is attested.
4.1.3 Number Inflection
Berber number inflection is not wholly dissimilar to that of Semitic in terms
of its basic structure. There is a simple affixing "sound plural" suffix (to use
the Semitic term), which is used to form regular concatenative plurals, along
with a large array of internal "broken plurals." An important fact to keep in
mind is that formatives present in the broken-plural patterns of Berber show
much stronger cognation with formation outside of the family throughout the
Afro-Asiatic world, while the sound-plural affix is likely a later, Berber-internal
innovation derived from the plural *-n suffix found throughout the deictic and
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pronominal systems of Afro-Asiatic. The difference in relative diachrony be-
tween the sound-plural suffix and the presumably earlier, more archaic broken-
plural affixes will be critical for our account of the differing nominal stem shapes
associated with each form. We’ll begin with the sound-plural suffixes.
4.1.3.1 Sound Plural – Class I
Prasse identifies the sound-plural formations of the Berber languages as con-
sisting of two distinct suffixes, surviving as -än (M) and -in (F) in Tuareg, -en
(M) and -in (F) in Tarifit, -en (M) and -in (F) in Tashlhiyt, -@n (M) and -ìn
(F) in Awjila. These affixes are soundly reconstructable for Proto-Berber in the
form *-an and *-̄ın. Prasse in particular is struck by the fact that masculine
plural suffix is reconstructable with a short vowel, while the feminine contains
a long vowel. In speculating about the origin of the feminine suffix, Prasse cites
personal communication with Werner Vycichl who speculates that the feminine
suffix arises from a sequence *-(v̆)tv̆n via the lenition of the -t- and the coalesence
of the vowel. Prasse correctly notes that the lenition of intervocalic or prevocalic
*t is otherwise unattested in Proto-Berber140, and therefore is unsatisfactory as
a source for the sound feminine-plural suffix. Prasse supposes in a footnote that
the long feminine suffix in *-̄ın may be a secondary back-formation (he does not
state whether this secondary development is pre- or post-Proto-Berber) from an
original "époque à pluriel commun" in which the ending *-an functioned as a
common plural suffix for both masculine and feminine nouns.
This supposition from Prasse may indeed prove to be remarkably prescient.
We would today seek the origin of the Berber sound plural *-an in the common
system of gender/number marking, which Greenberg (1960) referred to as the
n/t/n pattern. This pattern is strongly attested in the Chadic languages, where
its most opaque and presumably archaic feature, the neutralization of gender in
the plural, is beyond question. If it is true that the Berber sound-plural suffix
*-an shares a common origin with the plural of the n/t/n pattern, we would
expect it to lack morphologically distinct masculine and feminine forms in its
initial state, just as we see in Chadic n/t/n plurals. The feminine form in
*-̄ın, then, would be, just as Prasse supposed, a later innovative back-formation
modeled on the originally common masculine/feminine form *-an, with the long
vowel *̄ı which appears repeatedly in feminine pronominal forms in Berber.
As with their Semitic counterparts, the sound plurals of Berber are char-
acterized by stable vocalism in the singular and plural, as well as by a fixed
stem-shape which does not vary. Consider the following singular vs. plural
pairs from Tuareg.
140Lenition of stops is attested in the Northern Berber languages, but this is obviously a late




• tank@bt "hair braid"
• tăk@mmust "little package"
• irǵ@män "inscriptions"
• idlîGän "troubles"
• tink@bîn "small house, village"
• tik@mmusîn "little packages"
Notwithstanding the Tuareg phenomenon of lengthening vowels by position,
which can trigger the apparent alternation between short schwa vowels and
long vowels with distinctive qualities, the nominal stems are entirely invariant.
Prasse, for instance, reconstructs Proto-Berber *ā-dliG/*̄ı-dliGan as the vocal-
ism underlying Tuareg a-dl@G/i-dlîGän.
Given the forms reconstructable for the suffixes of the Berber sound plural,
we may ask ourselves: Why should the sound-plural suffixes not trigger syn-
copation? After all, if we are supposing an original CVCVC nominal root for
triliteral nouns (or a CVC root for biliterals), the presence of a vowel-initial
suffix would be expected, at least at the synchronic level, to trigger syncope. As
far as explaining the absence of syncope in the sound-plural forms, one fact is
important above all others: namely, that the innovative spread of the plural *-n
suffix from the paradigm of pronoun/deictic inflection to a full nominal marker
of plurality is clearly a late innovation internal to the development of Proto-
Berber. If, as most scholars have supposed, and as we have suggested in section
1.3.1.4 above, the state prefixes are cognate, at least in morphological form,
with the case suffixes of Semitic, then it is overwhelmingly likely that the state
prefixes, and the syncope associated with them, became part of Berber word
formation before the sound-plural suffix arose and became the regular morpho-
logical plural formation. Concretely, this means that at the stage at which the
*-an sound-plural suffix came to be applied to basic nouns: a) syncopation may
no longer have been a synchronic part of the grammar of (Pre-)Proto-Berber;
and b) the plural suffixes almost always apply to nominal stems which have
already been syncopated by the state prefixes (*ā-rǵim/*̄ırǵim→*̄ırǵum-an).
Because the syncopation triggered by the state prefixes results (at least in the
case of triliteral nouns) in a nominal stem shape of CCVC, it would be impos-
sible for the sound-plural suffix to trigger syncope, even if syncope were still
synchronically active. The innovative status of the sound-plural ending may
also be suggested by the fact that it typically does not co-occur with the in-
creasingly archaic bi- and monoconsonantal nouns which survive in the Berber
daughters.
4.1.3.2 Broken Plurals
In contrast to the sound plurals, which appear to be comparatively late inno-
vations internal to Berber, the broken plurals (at least some of the formations)
would appear to be significantly older. Some have clear cognates outside of
the family, particularly with Semitic, and many affect the older, more archaic
classes of nouns, suggesting an earlier origin. For this reason, broken plurals are
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much more likely to exhibit syncope-related stem alternations. We will move
through the commonly reconstructed broken-plural classes as enumerated by
Prasse (1974), demonstrating how each relates, or fails to relate, to our theory
of syncopation.
4.1.3.2.1 Class II
Plural Class II is the first of the broken-plural classes identified by Prasse (1974).
Class II plurals are, for our purposes, of little interest. These are purely internal
plurals, formed solely by the apophonic transformation of the vocalism of the
nominal stem, and by the lengthening of the final vowel (perhaps reminiscent
of the CVCV̄C broken plurals of Semitic). It is in accord with our theory that
a broken plural formed solely through internal changes in vocalism should show
no apparent syncope, as there is no meaningful change in prosodic structure
between the singular and plural forms which could trigger syncopation. From
the perspective of syncope, then, we have little more to say.
Nevertheless, we will give a brief overview on the Class II plurals, both for
the purposes of completeness, and also because the Class II plurals of Berber
illustrate the so-called internal a-plurals identified by Greenberg (1955). Class
II plurals are characterized by a distinctive C@CaC vocalism in Tuareg, re-
constructible in Proto-Berber as *CuCāC, and more rarely as *CiCāC (both
becoming Tuareg C@Cac through regular sound change). This plural clearly re-
flects Greenberg’s category of a dissimilatory internal a-plural. The final vowel,
as expected, is replaced by the internal <a>, while the initial vowel of the sin-
gular stem, whatever its original quality may have been, is replaced by one of
the dissimilatory high vowels (*u or *i), but never by *a. Due to the presence
of the state prefixes, the initial vowel of the nominal root is likely to syncopate,
in both the singular and the plural. However, if the initial vowel of the nominal
stem is long (either underlyingly long or lengthened by position), the vowel of
the corresponding plural will also be long, revealing the quality of the initial
root vowel. Examples of Class II broken plurals, with state-prefix syncopation
and without, are provided below. A stem containing an initial long vowel in the
singular has been included to reveal the dissimilatory vocalism of the plural.
• a-mG@s (*ā-mGis) "molar" vs. i-mGâs (*̄ı-mGās) "molars"
• a-Gânib (*ā-Gān̄ıb) "feather" vs. i-Gûnab *̄ı-Gūnāb) "feathers"
We can also reveal the vocalism by examining those nouns which have state-
prefix forms which, as discussed in section 4.1.1 above, do not cause syncopation
of the noun stems, or in quadriliteral nouns, which cannot syncopate due to their
prosodic shape, as in the forms below.
• ă-hărik (a-har̄ık) "ill-omen" vs. i-h@râk (*̄ı-hi/urāk) "ill-omens"
• ă-s@gb@r (*a-sagbur)"bag-tie" vs. i-s@gbâr (*̄ı-sugbār) "bag-ties"
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Since this broken-plural formation exhibits no affixation of new morphemes
changing the syllable count and structure, and as predicted from such a for-
mation, no syncopation, we will have nothing further to say on plural class
II.
4.1.3.2.2 Class III
The Class III is typically thought of in the study of Berber languages as a
variant of Class I, due to the superficial similarities: both are formed by means
of the addition of a suffix-consisting of a vowel plus the consonant -n, as in adk@r
(*ādkir) vs. id@krân (*̄ıdukrān) or tekäbärt (*tekabart) vs. tik@brîn (*t̄ıkubr̄ın).
There are, however, marked differences revealing that we should think of Plural
Class III rather as a broken-plural class, and indeed, a comparatively old one.
For Berber Class III plurals find their cognates in those broken-plural patterns
of Semitic featuring the suffix *-ān and commonly triggering a CVCC stem
shape141. The Berber forms match their Semitic counterparts perfectly. They
are suffixed not with the normal Berber sound plural -än (*-an), but rather
with a lengthened -an (*-ān)142. They trigger obligatory -@- (*i or *u) vocalism
of the nominal stem, precisely matching that of the fi –lān and fu –lān forms of
Arabic, and they likewise always trigger a shift into a C@CC nominal stem shape
for triliteral nouns, just like the CVCC stems of Semitic.
This nominal stem shape is precisely that form we would predict via our
theory of syncope, given certain assumptions about the diachrony. In a class
III broken plural in Berber, there are two potential sources of syncopation: the
state prefix, and the *-ān suffix. Our theory makes different predictions about
which syllable of a triliteral Berber noun should undergo syncope based on which
affixes regularly came to be applied to a given nominal stem first. Given that
the state prefixes are known to be innovations internal to Berber (albeit ones
using elements likely shared with Semitic), while the *-ān broken plurals appear
to have exact stem and suffix cognates in the Semitic languages, it seems likely
that these broken plurals in *-ān arose well before the time that state prefixes
were appended to these nominal stems. In that case, we would expect the nouns
to be syncopated into a Ci/uCC-ān shape, and it is this form, already having
been subject to syncope, which Proto-Berber would inherit. When state prefixes
finally arose in (Pre-)Proto-Berber, these nouns would be ineligible to undergo
syncopation from the state prefixes, since they contain no sequences of light
syllables which the state-prefix can cause to syncopate.
(69) Derivation of Berber *-ān Suffixed Broken Plurals
141These include the Arabic fi –lān and fu –lān patterns, as well as <f–ln> form of Epigraphic
South Arabian.
142Feminine forms have a distinct suffix *-̄ın. Just as with the same phenomenon in the
case of the sound plural, we should regard this morphologically distinct feminine form as an
innovation.
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M Sg. M Pl. F Sg. F Pl.
Underlying Root *dikir *dukv̆r *kabar *kubv̆r
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
-ān Pl. – *dukv̆r-ān – *kubv̆r-̄ın
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – *duk̆vrān – *kub̆vr̄ın
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Fem. Suffix – – *kabar-t –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
State Prefix *ā-dikir ı̄-*dukrān te-kabart t̄ı-kubr̄ın
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate ādikir – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output *ādkir *̄ıdukrān *tekabart *t̄ıkubr̄ın
There is an additional well-known alternation attested within Class III plu-
rals, which is the alternation between a singular form with a geminated second
root-consonant and a plural lacking gemination but with syncope, as in ăl@gg@s
(*aliwwis) vs. ilûsân (̄ıluwsān) or teffart (*tāhiffart) vs. tifrîn (*t̄ıhif̄ın). In
order to account for such stems, we must suppose that the singular forms are
themselves derived from an originally non-geminated CVCVC nominal stem.
This stem is subject to gemination in the singular but must either be present
synchronically, or have been present diachronically at the point that the bro-
ken plurals were formed, in order to be subject to syncopation, because if the
gemination of the nominal stem were underlyingly geminated, it should block
syncope.
In section 3.1.4.2 above, we remarked that the broken-plural forms in *-ān in
Semitic were likely related to the derived adjectives and other nominals formed
with the same *-ān suffix. In the Berber languages, the suffix -an (*-ān) no
longer functions as a truly productive derivational affix, but it may appear in
a fossilized form in Berber adjectives such as ab@rkan "black" (contrast with
the verb ib@rrik "it is black"), aquran "dry," azayan "heavy." Indeed, Chaker
(1995) notes that the so-called patterns aCCan, aCC:Can, and aCV̄Can are
found solely in adjective formation and tentively suggests the segmentation of
-an (-ān) as an adjective-forming suffix, noting that adjectives formed with -an
almost always are formed from a corresponding stative verb which lacks the
suffix.
4.1.3.2.3 Class IV
Synchronically, we might rightly describe plural Class IV as a mixed plural, in
the sense that it is formed by changes in nominal stem vocalism (specifically
internal a-vocalism) along with the affixation of the sound-plural suffixes -än/-
in (*-an/*-̄ın). Diachronically, we can consider plural Class IV as an original
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subset of plural Class II, since both are characterized by the internal change
of a vowel to -a- (*-ā-). To some subset of this original class were added the
sound-plural affixes (Class IV plurals are therefore doubly marked for plurality),
creating a split within the class and the generation of a new plural type.
Because this plural class is originally a subset of Class II, which does not un-
dergo changes in prosodic shape that would be expected to trigger syncopation,
along with the sound-plural affix, which we have previously suggested arose too
late in the development of Proto-Berber to trigger syncope in nouns featuring
state prefixes, we would not predict plural Class IV to exhibit any syncopation
as part of its formation, and indeed, it does not. Examples of Class IV plurals
are provided below.
• adm@r (*ādmir) "chest" vs. idmâr-än (*̄ıdmār-an) "chests"
• akli (akl̆̄ıh) "slave" vs. iklân (iklāhan) "slaves"
• ti-stän-t (*ta-istin-t<**ta- »istin-t) "awl" vs. ti-stân-în (*t̄ı-istān-̄ın<**t̄ı-
»istān-̄ın) "awls"
4.1.3.2.4 Class V/VI
We will consider Classes V and VI together, because they likely share a common
origin, and because they exhibit similar behavior as it pertains to syncope. Class
V is formed by the addition of a suffix -aw (*-āw), together with the sound-
plural suffixes -än/-in (*-an/*-̄ın). Class VI is quite similar, being formed
by the affixation of a suffix -iw (*-̄ıw) in conjunction with the sound-plural
suffixes. Both classes exhibit no internal changes in vocalism, as Prasse notes
that the suffixes -aw and -iw are appended "au thème inaltéré du sg."
While the sound-plural affixes are clearly innovations internal to Berber, the
*-āw/*-̄ıw suffixes appear to be far older. Prasse suggests that these suffixes
may be related to the common Egyptian sound-plural affix <w>, which, as
discussed in section 5.1.3 below, likely takes the form *-v̆w/-wv̆t for masculine
and feminine nouns respectively. Although the Berber Class V and VI plural
suffixes do not exhibit perfect cognation with their Egyptian counterparts, due
to the presence of a long vowel in each of them, it is tempting to link the
forms. Prasse also briefly considers the possibility of linking the Berber suffixes
with the Semitic nominative masculine sound-plural affix *-ū, though here the
phonological connection is more tenuous, to say nothing of the non-nominative
plural forms of Semitic. We consider the connection with Egyptian to be more
likely.
Possible evidence for the inherited and archaic status of the Class V/VI
plural may be found in examining the nouns which belong to these plural classes,
which include select verbal nouns and a handful of underived nominals. In the
case of both the verbal nouns and the simple underived forms, there is a strong
tendency for these nouns to be biconsonantal in structure, and to exhibit an
invariant, word-initial "full vowel" along with no morphologically overt state
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prefix, as in ud. @f "holding" or id@m "face," and also includes very old and
archaic nominal forms such as is@m143 "name" and ulh "heart."
Before we can begin to properly analyze the behavior of these nouns with
respect to syncope, we must first say something about their distinctive mor-
phological form. In comparing those Class V and Class VI nouns which have
Berber-external Afro-Asiatic cognates, it becomes clear that the initial vowel
is, at least superficially, not a part of the original root. Compare, for exam-
ple, Berber il@s "tongue" with Semitic *lišān, Coptic lac Hausa hár̃shè and
Kafa milaso. While many of these nouns are extended with prefixes and suffixes
of one form or another, it seems clear that the reconstructable root is either
*lis or *las, with *lis being presumably more original, and *las arising from
confusion with the verb *lahas "to lick"144. To the extent that such forms ap-
pear in Berber, then, we must consider them innovations in the period before
Proto-Berber, and seek their origin therein. We will examine each form in turn,
beginning with the uC@C nouns.
When they are derived from verbs, uC@C/uCCawän nouns exhibit gemina-
tion of the apparent first root-consonant in their verbal forms; compare uk@s
"removal" with ikkäs "he took it away." They are likewise characterized by an
unexpected -u- vowel following the the S-Stem prefix in causatives, but no gem-
ination, as in issuk@s "to make remove." These facts together lend themselves
to an analysis wherein this initial u- vowel is a reflection of a Proto-Berber se-
quence *wu- (*wukus, *yiwkas and *issiwkus respectively). This analysis can
sporadically be confirmed, either by internal evidence, where for instance the
Tamazight verbal noun of the iddu "he went" surfaces as tawada, revealing its
initial w-, or by external evidence, where the Tuareg verb iqqäd "burn" and
causative issuG@d "make burn" is a clear cognate of Arabic waqada "burn" and
Hebrew yāqad
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"burn," and the noun ur@G is cognate with Semitic *waraq, and
Egyptian <»ı»»q>. We may apply a similar analysis to nouns of the form iC@C,
eC@C, and eCäC, with the first reflecting Proto-Berber *HiCiC, the second re-
flecting *wiCiC and the third reflecting *HaCaC, in which *H represents one of
the inherited Afro-Asiatic sub-oral consonants.
In the case of the verbal nouns, we may uncontroversially suppose that these
*wu-, *wi-, *Hi- and *Ha- simply represent the initial consonant of the verbal
root. Indeed, as we have demonstrated, sometimes this reading is forced by
either internal or external data. In the case of the underived nouns such as is@m
or il@s, however, this analysis requires further comment. The cognates of these
forms in the other Afro-Asiatic languages are, as we have mentioned, uniformly
biconsonantal with no recoverable traces of an initial *w- or *H-. How, then,
can we account for the apparent Proto-Berber forms *Hisim and *Hilis?
One possibility is to invoke Belova’s Law. Belova’s Law is a relatively re-
cent observation in the field of comparative Egyptian phonology which attempts
to explain the large number of instances in which an Egyptian triconsonantal
143Though Maarten Kossmann in personal correspondence suggested this form may represent
a borrowing from Arabic.
144For similar development, observe the development of Classical Latin lingua "tongue" from
PIE dn. ǵhwéh2s under the influence of lingere "lick" from PIE *linéǵhti∼*linǵhénti.
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root beginning with <w>, <»ı>, or <»»> corresponds to CVC roots in another
language. Belova (1987) noticed a correspondence between the vowel internal
to the biconsonantal roots in the other Afro-Asiatic languages and the form of
the innovative initial consonants in Egyptian: *CuC=<wCC>, *CiC=<»ıCC>,
*CaC=<»ıCC>/<»»CC>. Despite its comparative recency, Belova’s law was well
received and is accepted by a number of scholars within in the field, including
Igor Diakonoff and Gabor Takács. Although Belova’s Law was originally formu-
lated as a sound law of Egyptian, Marijn Van Putten has tentatively suggested
that it may have operated in Berber as well, though data are more sporadic and
less consistent in Berber than in Egyptian. If this supposition is true, it would
neatly provide the explanation for the otherwise unexpected initial vowels in
these words.
Having discussed the peculiar morphological and phonological development
of these nouns, we can now examine the interaction between the Class V and VI
plurals and syncopation. Nouns of this sort exhibit characteristic alternation be-
tween singulars of the form VCv̆C and plurals of the form VCCawän. Given the
morphological structure of words belonging to these classes, we can now rightly
say that they reflect alternations between singulars *wv̆Cv̆C/yv̆Cv̆C/*Hv̆Cv̆C
and plurals *wv̆CCāwan/yv̆CCāwan/*Hv̆CCāwan or an original
*wv̆CCāw/yv̆CCāw/*Hv̆CCāw before the sound-plural suffixes, clearly of sec-
ondary origin, were appended. This pattern is transparently derivable as a result
of syncope, as demonstrated in the sample derivations below.
(70) Derivation of Berber *-āw/*̄ıw Suffixed Broken Plurals
-āwan -̄ıwan
Underlying Root *Hilis *madv̆l
↓ ↓














Class VII is a relatively uncommon plural formation in Tuareg, and its precise
form is difficult to recover from the various Tuareg forms. Compare the singu-
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lar vs. plural pairs such as tăfirt/tifir "word(s)" or tărik/tirik "saddle(s)," in
which the relationship between the singular and plural forms appears to be one
of vowel apophony. The precise form of the plural is more clearly preserved in
the Northern Berber languages, where plurals such as Tamazight tiruka "sad-
dle(s)" or timira "chin(s)," and Qabyle tiyita reveal that plural Class VII is
characterized by an original *-ā/*-ah ending.
For our purposes, we must stress several important facts about plural Class
VII nouns, as noted by Prasse (1973) himself. He remarks:
Tous les ex. sont trilitères, parfois avec gémination de la 2” qui se
perd au pluriel....Les deux denières radicales forment toujours
groupe (d’origine protoberbère)
This form as reconstructed by Prasse is precisely that predicted for tricon-
sonantal nominal roots. Just as in Semitic, the addition of a vowel-initial suffix
to a fully vocalized CVCVC nominal root triggers the syncopation of the vowel
between the second and third root-consonant, generating the grouping of the
last two consonants noted by Prasse. This form can be easily generated as seen
in the derivation below, using Prasse’s reconstructions.













Plural Class VIII consist of only two nouns, ma "mother" and mäss "mas-
ter,"and is characterized by the plural suffix -aw (*-āw). It therefore likely
represents the original form of Class V, before the subsequent addition of the
sound-plural suffix, surviving here only on a relic class of two archaic nouns.
From the perspective of our rule of syncope, Class VIII is of little import, since
neither of the nouns in question, ma/maw (*mah/*mahāw) and mäss/mässaw




Plural Class IX consists of "a handful of nouns," whose plurals are formed by
the addition of the suffix -t to the nominal stem according to Prasse. He cites
such examples as ma/mătt "mother(s)," ăw/ăyt "son(s)," and ăsâGu/ăsaGät
(*āsāGuh/*as̄āGah-t) "young man/men," as well as the suppletive plural šêt
"daughters." As Prasse remarks, these forms are likely not original plurals, but
rather, at least in part, old collective singular nouns formed with the collective
suffix *-t, which have been reanalyzed as plurals. Regardless of their origin, the
simple form of the plural as a single consonant affix *-t predicts that Class IX
plurals ought to exhibit no variation in singular vs. plural stem shape. And
indeed, this is precisely what we see in Prasse reconstructions: *mah/*maht,
*aw/*ayt/, *āsāGuh/*as̄āGah-t. The only variability is the complete suppletion
of the stem between singular w@lt and plural šêtt "daughter(s)," which is clearly
not of a templatic nature. We will therefore not dwell on the Class IX plurals
other than to note that, again, it is not merely the case that the lack of stem
shape alternations is in accord with our theory of syncopation, but rather, is
predicted by it. In contrast to a purely templatic theory in which such a plural
affix could, in principle be associated with stem shape alternations.
4.1.3.2.8 Class X
Prasse’s plural Class X consists of a variant plural form for a single noun:
mässa/mässawăt "mistress(s)." This plural appears rather transparently to con-
sist of the Class VII plural affix -aw (*-āw) along with an apparently long variant
of the feminine suffix -ăt (*-āt), elsewhere attested in the feminine form of the
numeral "two" sänat. Little else need be said about this form, since its appar-
ently segolate shape mäss-a means that it would not be expected to syncopate
(or indeed, is possibly already syncopated from an otherwise unattested original
*masv̆s) in the plural.
4.1.3.2.9 Class XI
We would be remiss in the discussion of nominal pluralization if we did not men-
tion the so-called default plural particle @dd. For a handful of nouns, including
a number of derived or compound nouns, as well as ägg (from *aw "son," pre-
sented above), the proposed element, presumably a proclitic, can be added to
form a plural. Since this form does not directly attach to the nominal stem (it
can be separated by articles or some prepositions as in @dd i n tet.t.âwen "one
eyed people") and is a maximally closed syllable that cannot generate a string
of adjacent light syllables, this plural formation is of little interest to us in our
discussion of syncope.
4.1.4 Derived Nominals
As in Semitic, a large number of Berber nominals are derived from roots of origi-
nally verbal or adjectival meaning. Many such forms are derived simply through
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the combintion of distinctive vowel apophony and the presence of state prefixes,
as well as other number/gender affixes. Since these forms do not directly in-
teract with our syncope rule, we will not further discuss such forms here, other
than to mention that gemination of root consonants is relatively common in
transition from verbal roots to derived nouns, and that the gemination of these
consonants can and does block syncopation when it appears in the appropriate
environment.
4.1.4.1 *mv̆- Prefix
Berber derived nominals in *mv̆- may effectively be divided into two distinct
classes: nouns derived from originally N-Stem-derived verbs, which typically
exhibit an *mv̆- initial prefix in Berber, and nouns prefixed with the old Afro-
Asiatic *mv̆- agentive/instrumental/locative prefix. We will examine members
of each class, and will consider the nominal stem forms associated with each.
Beginning with the former, the most basic examples are simple verbal nouns
originally from derived N-Stem verbs (we might here consider the behavior of
S- and T- Stem nouns, as being effectively identical). Such nouns are typically
formed by the simple addition of a state prefix and appropriate number/gender
morphology. Therefore, from CVCVC verbs, such as ifr@n "choose," we have
nouns like an@fr@n "being chosen." From CVC verbs, such as ir@d "be clean,"
we have forms such as asîr@d145 "washing," and from CVCV verbs such as ibd. u
"be separated," we have nominal forms such as an@bd. "being separated," with
the short vowel of the verbal stem having been lost in word-final position.
The majority of these forms are those predicted by our theory of syncopation,
and, indeed, they are effectively identical, in terms of the root shape to their
verbal counterparts. The only primary deviation is in the shape of the CVC
verbal nouns, in which we would predict the vowel of the prefix to be syncopated,
but it typically surfaces, often along with secondary lengthening of the vowel in
question. The simple derivations of such forms are presented below. Note the
similarity to the derivation of derived verbs.
(72) Derivation of Berber N-Stem-Prefixed Derived Nominals
145This is an S-Stem rather than N-Stem form. They behave identically morphologically.
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CVCVC CVC CVCV
Underlying Root *fv̆rin rid bid.u
↓ ↓ ↓
mv̆- Prefix mv̆-fv̆rin mv̆-rid mv̆-bid.u
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate mv̆f̆vrin – mv̆bid. u
↓ ↓ ↓
State Prefix ā-mv̆frin ā-mv̆rid ā-mv̆bd.u
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – am̄̆vrid –
↓ ↓ ↓
Output *āmv̆frin→an@fr@n *āmrid→amr@d *āmibd.u→an@bd.
The other of the *mv̆- prefixed forms is, of course, the agentive/instrumental/
locative derivation, with its obvious and well-known cognates throughout the
remainder of the family. In Berber, however, its functions are somewhat re-
duced. As Heath notes, when the *mv̆- prefix is appended to a transitive verbal
root, the resulting nominal is almost exclusively agentive, with few instrumental
or locative forms. When prefixed to an intransitive verbal root, the resulting
nominal is not so much agentive as attributive and this function is likely parallel
to the formation of participles in Semitic with the *mv̆- prefix.
The primacy of the agentive form is likely quite old, as agent-nouns formed
with the *mv̆- prefix can likely be discerned even in the Libyco-Punic inscrip-
tions, in forms such as <nbbn> or <nbt.n>, typically translated as "stone-
cutters" and "carpenters" respectively, which Lipiński (2001) reconstructs as
the *mv̆- prefixed agentives of the verbal roots bb@y "cut" and bd. u "split" re-
spectively. Such forms are likewise common in the modern Berber languages,
where they form the names of numerous traditional occupations or social roles,
such as ămâlway "guide," ănâbdin "cripple," or ămâraw "parent." While they
are somewhat less common, Heath (2005) does additionally note that a hand-
ful of *mv̆- prefixed instrument nouns do survive into Tamasheq, indicating
that such forms were inherited into Proto-Berber, even if only as archaisms.
Tamasheq *mv̆- prefixed instrument nouns such as ănâz.may "needle" (iz.m@y
"sew") or tenäGmitt "dye" (iGm "decorate") are close parallels to comparable
forms in Semitic, Egyptian, and Cushitic.
As in those languages, the forms which *mv̆- prefixed agent/instrumental
nominals take in Berber are largely in accord with the predictions of our theory.
CVCVC verbal roots for mv̆-CCVC agentives, just as in Semitic and Egyptian.
CVC verbal roots form mv̆-CVC agentives, which is, in isolation, the form we
would predict, but special mention must be made of the interaction of such
forms with state prefixes (see further below). Finally, CVCV biconsonantal
verbal roots show the same expected syncopation, forming mv̆-CC(V) agentives,
often with the loss of the final vowel. Simple derivations are provided below.
(73) Derivation of Berber *mv̆- Prefixed Agentive/Instrumentals
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Underlying Root *laway d. an raz.v̆
↓ ↓ ↓
mv̆- Prefix ma-laway ma-d. an ma-raz.v̆
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate malaway – maraz.v̆
↓ ↓ ↓
Secondary Lengthening mâlwây mâd. ân –
↓ ↓ ↓
State Prefix ā-mâlwây ā-mâd. ân ā-marz.v̆
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – –
↓ ↓ ↓
Output *amâlwây→ămâlwây *āmâd. an→ămâd. ân *āmarz.v̆→emärz.
4.1.4.2 *sv̆- Prefix
As previously discussed, the archaic Afro-Asiatic *mv̆- prefix is commonly used
in the formation of locatives, agentives, and instrumentals throughout the fam-
ily. While the agentive use is, as discussed in the preceding section, alive and
well in Berber, the instrumental function has largely fallen into disuse. Notwith-
standing the presence of some archaic instrumentals such as ănâz.may "needle,"
instrument nouns in Berber are formed primarily through a novel construction
involving a *sv̆- prefix. This derivational prefix clearly shares a common origin
with the causative *sv̆- common to almost all Afro-Asiatic branches, and indeed
Heath even notes that some *sǔ- prefixed instrumentals are homophonous with
their derived-causative counterparts, excepting the subsequent additions of the
state prefixes and number/gender morphology.
As we would expect, given this frequent homophony, the forms of the *sv̆-
prefixed instrumental exhibit precisely the same sorts of stem shapes which
characterize the S-Stem verb itself. Instrument nouns derived from triliteral
CVCVC verbs, such as as@fr@d. "broom" (ifr@d. "to sweep"), or as@sl@y "curdled
milk" (isl@y "to curdle, to sour"), exhibit the characteristic CCVC root shape
we would expect from the cognate forms in Semitic. CVC biliterals are, gen-
erally speaking, invariant. They commonly surface in Tuareg with secondary
lengthening of the vowel of the derivational prefix, as in äsâk@l "leg/paw" (ik@l
"to tread") or täsâw@q "obstruction, barrier" (iw@G "to keep back"). It should
be noted, however, that in those instances in which the prefix has not under-
gone secondary lengthening, the vowel of the prefixes is absent entirely: asf@l
"roofing material" (if@l "to be roofed"), tash@rt "door" (ih@r "shut, block off").
The CVCV verbal roots tend to surface as CC(V), as in asälso "garment" (äls
"get dressed") or tas@swit "drinking place, well" (is@w "drink").
These forms are, for the most part, precisely those which our syncope theory
predicts. Excepting the secondary lengthening characteristic of the Tuareg lan-
guages, the remaining root and stem shapes are easily generable via our syncope
rule.
(74) Derivation of Berber *sv̆- Prefixed Instrumentals
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Underlying Root *fv̆rid *kil siwi
↓ ↓ ↓
sv̆- Prefix sv̆-fv̆rid sv̆-kil sv̆-siwi
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate sv̆f̆vrid – sv̆siwi
↓ ↓ ↓
Secondary Lengthening – – –
↓ ↓ ↓
State Prefix ā-sv̆frid ā-sv̆kil tā-sv̆swi-t
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – ās̆vkil –
↓ ↓ ↓
Output *asv̆frid→as@fr@d *āskil→ask@l *tāsv̆swit→tas@swit
4.1.4.3 Derivational Suffixes
In contrast to Semitic, where derivational suffixes are relatively common in
number and whose functions are often easily identifiable, or Egyptian, where
forms which appear to be suffixes (*-aw, *-a»ı) are abundant in number (even if
their individual functions are often opaque) derivational suffixes are relatively
uncommon in the Berber languages. We will therefore briefly consider those
forms which may represent the archaic inheritance of derivational suffixes, and
examine the effect that they have on the shapes of roots to which they are
attached, if such information is recoverable.
As previously mentioned, Chaker (1995), in discussing the formation of ad-
jectives, notes that the Berber languages have within them a group of patterns
which he lists as CVCCan, CVC:Can, and CV̄Can, citing forms such as ab@rkan
"black," am@z.z.yan "small," or azuran "large," and notes:
...certaines de ces formes sont même exclusivement adjec-
tivales (-a, -an), ce qui permet de poser en berbère nord un
suffix d’adjectif -an
Given its similarity in both form and function to the Proto-Semitic deriva-
tional suffix *-ān, we can conclude that this form is not unique to northern
Berber, as Chaker supposes, but rather was likely inherited from a Proto-Berber
*-ān, and instead survives primarily in the northern languages. To reckon from
the patterns which Chaker links with this proposed suffix, the stem shapes asso-
ciated with this Berber affix are likewise cognate with their Semitic counterparts.
Forms such as ab@rkan "black" or az@dgan "clean" are transparently identical
to derived Semitic nouns like Hebrew šimšōn "sunny" or Arabic rah.mān "mer-
ciful," being distinguished as characteristically Berber solely by the presence
of the state prefix a-. The form with a geminate as the initial member of the
cluster, as in am@qqran "large" or am@z.z.yan "small," clearly cannot be recon-
structed to Proto-Berber, since such forms would have been in violation of con-
straint against super heavy syllables except at word end. We should therefore
suppose that the Proto-Berber forms underlying these modern variants were
non-geminated *āmv̆Grān and *āmv̆z.yān respectively. That is, that the original
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root shape was CVCC. Indeed, even the long vowel CV̄Can forms often appear
to go back to an original CVCC. Compare, for instance, azuran "great/large"
with other forms of the same root such as am@zwaru "best/first" or the related
Mozabite aziwar "great." Both reveal that azuran should be taken to reflect an
original *āzv̆wrān, with a root-final consonant cluster, CVCC.
Chaker does not include any examples with biconsonantal CVC or CVCV
roots, so we cannot address the form that they might take, but of the triconso-
nantal forms which he includes, effectively all can be reconstructed with CVCC
root shape which we have postulated for Semitic, and which we would predict
according to syncope.
The final potential derivational suffix which we will consider in Berber is the
so-called nisba suffix, which forms denominal adjectives. As we have discussed
previously in section 3.1.3.6, the nisba suffix is ubiquitous throughout Semitic,
and remains robust and productive even in the modern Semitic languages. As we
will likewise see in section 5.1.4.2, the nisba suffix was comparably productive in
Ancient Egyptian, although it ceased to be so by the time of Coptic, leaving us
with only fossilized remnants of the form. The nisba suffix is typically thought
of as absent from Berber, excepting the borrowing of gentilic forms from Arabic,
as Vycichl (1952) notes.
Im Berberischen waren derartige Bildung bisher völlig un-
bekannt. Die bekannten Nisbe-Bildung waren arabisch wie
arifi146, amzabi147...
Although it seems incontrovertible that the nisba suffix is not a productive
part of the grammar of any modern Berber language (and is not likely recon-
structable as productive at the Proto-Berber stage), Vycichl believes that he has
identified the remains of original nisba formations still present in the Berber lan-
guages. He notes forms such as Tashelhiyt turzit *ta-wurzi-t "sandal" (awurz
"heel") or afäsi "right side (afus "(right) hand")," and Qabyle ab@qsi "wooden
box" (ib@qs "boxwood"), which appear to be plausible candidates for nisba-
derived formations of Berber origin. He also musters some support for the idea
that the Latin names given to the Canary Islands by the Numidian king Juba
II (Canaria, Capraria, Ninguaria, Pluvaria) may themselves have been calques
of the native Berber names, such as Tebicena, which he claims may be a nisba
from wiššen jackal, or Erbane, from Tarifit arban "billy-goat."
The Canary Island onomastics are intriguing, but they are too second-hand
and speculative for us to recover a great deal about the phonotactic shape of
proposed nisba forms in Berber. The forms he cites directly from the modern
Berber languages are more promising. Although they are relatively few in num-
ber, it is at least worth mentioning that both turzit and ab@qsi exhibit the same
CVCC root shape which our theory might predict for the nisba forms (notwith-
standing its likely divergent origin, as discussed in section 3.1.3.6), and that




will see is the case in Egyptian in section 5.1.4.2 below. For these reasons, we
will say simply that the sporadic data on fossilized nisba formations in Berber
are consistent with our analysis, although hardly uniquely so, and there is little
probative value gained from these forms.
4.2 Verbal Morphology
The verbal morphology of Berber is remarkably similar to that of its Semitic
sister. The forms of the inflectional affixes, the verbal stems, and the derived
verbal stems, all have more or less directly cognate formation identifiable from
Semitic. They are also, as we will demonstrate, often easily generable from our
theory of syncopation, in ways that are more explanatory and satisfying than
the the stipulative alternative explanations of templatic theories.
As breifly discussed in section 1.3.2.2.2 above, the Berber verb is character-
ized by the (almost) complete loss of the basic distinction seemingly present in
the archaic Afro-Asiatic languages between stative and eventive verbs, as re-
flected in the prefix- and suffix-conjugations. Note that this does not simply
mean that Berber has lost the categories of stative and eventive verbs. Rather,
it means that Berber has collapsed the morphological distinction between prefix-
and suffix-conjugated verb forms148, with the Modern Berber languages attest-
ing to a mixed conjugation for most verbs in which actor affixes from both
the prefixing and suffixing conjugation are present, sometimes within the same
verbal form.
Tuareg Proto-Berber
Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl.
1st ∅-...-äG n-...-∅ *a-...-aG *na-
2nd M t-...-äd t-...-äm *ta-...-ad.
*ta-...-am
F t-...-mät *ta-...-mat
3rd M i-...-∅ ∅-...-än *ya-...-∅ *∅-...-anF t-...-∅ ∅-...-nät *ta-...-∅ *∅-...-nat
Figure 4.2: Actor Affixes in Tuareg and Proto-Berber
With the exception of the prefixes of the third plural forms, the prefix-
conjugation affixes survive into Berber with relatively little change, and there-
fore require little comment. The suffix-conjugation forms, however, are worth
mentioning. The 1st Sg. and 2nd Sg. forms are not perfect sound-correspondence
148Recall additionaly from section 1.3.2.2.2 that a possible survivor of the original Afro-
Asiatic stative suffix-conjugation may be found in the Berber so-called Verbes Qualitatifs,
which are semantically stative or adjectival verb forms inflected solely with the remaining
suffix forms and without any prefixing actor affixes.
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cognates of their Semitic and Egyptian counterparts, where Semitic *-(ā)ku, *-
(ā)ta/i and Egyptian <kw(»ı)>, <t(»ı)> suggest that the Proto-Berber forms
ought to have been *-ak and *-at. Instead we find Proto-Berber *-aG and
*-ad. , reflecting the emphatic counterparts (Afro-Asiatic *k. and *t.) of the ex-
pected suffix-conjugation forms. While the change that "emphasized" these
suffixes is irregular in the sense that it certainly did not apply to all inherited
instances of *k and *t, it seems clear that it applied in the case of the singular
suffix-conjugation forms. The plural suffix-conjugation forms are not obviously
cognate with their Semitic or Egyptian counterparts, and despite occasional at-
tempts to link them with the affixes in these better known languages, we would
suggest that these suffixes are innovative.
We should also briefly comment on the precise shape of the suffix-conjugation
forms (at least of those forms which are clearly cognate with those of Egyp-
tian and Semitic). To reckon from what we have suggested about the suffix-
conjugation forms present in both Semitic and Ancient Egyptian, where we find
at least some evidence for a distinction between so-called long and short suffix-
conjugation forms, varying by the presence of a long vowel preceding the *-CV
suffixes, Proto-Berber would appear to have inherited the short-form suffixes.
While a vowel is present in the Proto-Berber form, it is characteristically short,
while we might expect the long vowel to survive either as vowel length or as
consonant gemination word-finally149.
4.2.1 Inherited Verbal Stems
The inherited verbal stems of Berber show an overwhelming similarity to those
of Semitic, with the simple underived G-Stem, the causative S-Stem, the passive
T-Stem, and the reciprocal N-Stem all exhibiting striking similarity in both form
and meaning. Berber has apparently inherited the Afro-Asiatic state of affairs
as it pertains to verbal aspect, with both the old imperfective stem and the
old perfective reflected in Proto-Berber verb forms. Additional forms have been
developed, however, as Berber has innovated a distinction between so-called
"simple" and "intensive" verbal forms. The original perfective functions as the
simple perfect form, which is preterite, with its intensive counterpart functioning
as a true perfect. The old imperfective functions as the intensive imperfect form,
a present progressive/durative/habitual, while the simple imperfect is the basic
present/future form.
We must also remark that the original imperfective stem retains the Afro-
Asiatic peculiarity in which the derived verbal stems lack the characteristic
gemination which indicated the imperfective in the G-Stem. The original, mor-
phologically indistinct imperfective form is preserved in Berber in the S-Stem,
where both the perfective and imperfective are morphologically unmarked. In
the remaining derived stems (the T- and N-Stems), a novel impefective form has
149Consider Kossman’s Proto-Berber 1st Sg. Independent pronoun *naḱḱ, clearly cognate
with Akkadian anāku, Hebrew »anōk
¯
ı̄ both reflectic Proto-Semitic * »anāku/i, and Coptic
anok reflecting Middle Egyptian * »anak, underlyingly */»anāk/.
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been created, indicated by a *tv̆- prefix. This innovative form will be discussed
in greater detail below.
4.2.1.1 G-Stem
In considering the basic underived G-Stem of Berber, we will focus our attention
primarily on the simple perfect form and the intensive imperfect forms, since
these are direct reflexes of the original Afro-Asiatic perfective and imperfective
stems respectively, and therefore directly cognate with the perfective and im-
perfective of Semitic, as well as the preterite present/habitual of Beja150. The
other forms, the intensive perfect and the simple imperfect, to reckon from their
morphological form, appear to be secondary innovations based on the perfective
stem with minor alterations in vocalism and occasional lengthening of the final
verbal root vowel.
In considering these forms, the most basic observation is that each takes
precisely those forms predicted by our account of affixation with syncope, and
indeed, our account explains some aberrations which must be stipulated under
a purely templatic theory. Triconsonantal verbs exhibit the expected character-
istic CCVC stem shape, precisely parallel to those of Semitic. In the case of
Berber, however, we may also examine the case of biliteral verbs, both those of
the more conventionally Afro-Asiatic CVC stem shape, as well as the CVCV
verbs that appear sporadically151 in Berber. The CVC verbs exhibit no syncope
in their basic inflection, though Heath (2005) notes that within the Tuareg di-
alect there exists an alternation between CVC stems (such as w@t "hit"), which
he states is the obligatory form before consonants or word finally, and a synco-
pated form CC (-wt-), which he notes is optional, but can only appear before a
vowel-initial suffix or clitic, precisely those environments in which syncopation
would be possible according to our theory. CVCV verb stems show syncopation
to CCV in all forms of the G-Stem, as the addition of the actor prefixes creates
the necessary environment for syncopation to take place. All of these forms are
precisely those which we would predict using our analysis of syncope.
(75) Derivation of Berber G-Stem Perfectives
150Also possible with the proposed geminated imperfectives of Ancient Egyptian, though the
existence of such forms is not without controversy.
151Some such forms appear to arise from CVCVC verbs with a weak third root-consonant,
but some appear to be extensions of CVC verbs with an additional vowel of uncertain etymo-
logical origin.
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CVCVC CVCC CVC CVC-VC
Underlying Root *kv̆ris *basa *wat *wat
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Subject Affix yi-kv̆ris yi-basa yi-wat yi-wat
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate yik̆vris yibasa – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
-V(C) Suffix/Clitic – – – yiwat-an
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – – yiwatan
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output *yikris→ikr@s *yibsa→ibsâ yiwat→iwät yiwtan→äwtän
In the case of the imperfective G-Stem, our theory provides even more sat-
isfying explanations. Berber triliteral verbs exhibit the characteristic gemina-
tion of the second root-consonant (Tuareg i-kârräs), perfectly parallel to their
Semitic counterparts. But again, the biconsonantal verbs (of both sorts) reveal
that this simple discription, which applies to effectively all verbs in Semitic,
is in fact inaccurate. In the case of biliteral CVC verbs, it is not the second
root-consonant which geminates, but rather the first, as in Tuareg i-ggât152,
the imperfective counterpart to iwät. Based on these two examples, we could
perhaps try to rescue our templatic approach by stating that it is not the second
root-consonant from the left which geminates, but rather, perhaps, the second
root-consonant from the right. Even this alternative stipulation, however, ap-
pears to be empirically false, as is revealed by the case of the CVCV verbs. Here,
it is not the first root-consonant that geminates, as predicted by our "from the
right" templatic hypothesis, but rather the second root-consonant, as in Tuareg
ifîllu "be splitting." The consideration of all these forms simultaneously leads to
the idea that the gemination of the imperfective is not sensitive to imposed tem-
platic structures, but rather, is completely sensitive to the syllabic structure, as
it is always the onset consonant of the final syllable which geminates
in every case, regardless of which numbered root consonant it happens
to be. This fact is difficult to capture in a theory in which all such verbal roots
consist effectively of discontinuous, non-vocalized strings of consonants. In fact,
it appears to create of a circular argument. The selection of which template
applies to a given verb root appears to require the presence of vowels and syl-
labification to determine which consonant will be geminated, but these vowels
are allegedly supplied by the template itself. This creates a situation in which
the template must have already applied in order for the grammar know which
template ought to be applied. Such problems are avoided (at least diachroni-
cally) in our account, in which the verbal roots contain underlying vowels, and
gemination behaves as an infix which appends one syllable in from the right.
In this instance, the information necessary to calculate the correct target for
gemination is already present within the verbal root itself, and the behavior of
152Note that Tuareg [gg] is a reflex of Proto-Berber *[gwgw], which is known to be the
phonetic realization of a geminated sequence */ww/.
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gemination as fundamentally affixing means it can correctly exhibit the syllabic
sensitivity and right-edge effects that appear to characterize its behavior. Ob-
serve in the derivations below that, with affixation to vocalized and syllabified
verbal roots, we can generate the apparent "movement" of the gemination from
one root consonant to another comparatively trivially.
(76) Derivation of Berber G-Stem Perfectives
CVCVC CVCC CVC CVC-VC
Underlying Root *karas *basa *wat *wat
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Impf Geminate karras bassa wwat wwat
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Subject Affix yi-karras yi-bassa yi-wwat yi-wwat
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
-V(C) Suffix/Clitic – – – yiwwat-an
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output *yikarras→ikârräs *yibassa→ibâss yiwwat→iggât yiwwatan→iggâtän
Moreso even than in Semitic, the advantages of our affixation and syn-
cope theory are apparent in Berber verbal inflection. For the perfectives, we
correctly predict the variability between syncopated forms like Tuareg/Proto-
Berber ikräs/*yikras and non syncopated forms such as iw"at/ *yiwat, despite
the fact that forms such as the hypothetical *iwt/**yiwt are permissible accord-
ing to the rules of Proto-Berber syllable structure. For the imperfectives, we
likewise correctly predict which root consonant should undergo gemination in
each case. Critically, for each instance, these are true predictions, not post-
hoc stipulations, since we do not start with a specific final morphological form
in mind and create a template that will generate them, but rather start with
a number of apparently unrelated phonological rules and morphological affixes
which, in concert with one other, create precisely and only those forms which
are attested.
4.2.1.2 S-Stem
Befitting the most common of the derived stems in Afro-Asiatic, the S-Stem is
attested in Berber with its expected causative semantics. It should be noted that
the Berber S-Stem, in addition to simple causatives, can form factitive verbs,
unlike in Semitic, which has developed the innovative D-Stem to form factitive
verbs. As we move into the derived stems, we will also have to confront a pe-
culiar development internal to the Berber languages, namely, the gemination or
"lengthening" of the consonants of the derivational prefixes. This gemination is
quite common and widely attested throughout the Berber region, but appears to
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be somewhat inconsistent as to which derivational prefixes and which forms of
the verb reflect gemination. We can illustrate this behavior most clearly in the
form of the S-Stem. In the Northern Berber language Tashelhiyt, the S-Stem
prefix (like the other derivational prefixes) is uniformly geminated for all singly
derived verbal forms, as in isslsa "dress." It is not geminated, however, for dou-
bly derived verbs such as ismh. ada "position next to one another." By contrast,
in the Eastern Berber language Awjila, the S-Stem prefix is never geminated
(though the T- and N-stem often are), as in forms such as š@nd@l "cover" or
š@gz@l "shorten." Finally, in the Southern Berber language Tuareg (Tahaggart
specifically), the S-Stem form reflects gemination, but only in specific verbal





Figure 4.3: Tuareg S-Stem Forms
This comparative inconsistency of gemination or lengthening of the deriva-
tional prefixes makes their precise reconstruction for Proto-Berber somewhat
difficult. Given how widespread the phenomenon of gemination is throughout
the Berber family, it seems unlikely that there were not at least some geminate
forms present in the parent language, though which ones, and how extensive
they were, remains unclear. Nevertheless, the outgroup comparisons provided
by Semitic, Ancient Egyptian/Coptic, and the Cushitic strong verb comfirm
that the gemination present in Berber is certainly a family-internal innovation,
and that the forms inherited into either Proto-Berber or Pre-Proto-Berber most
certainly had the form *CV-. We will consider these forms for our purposes,
since it is these forms, without additional gemination or secondary lengthening,
that syncope likely acted on.
When examining the behavior of the S-Stem, notwithstanding the issues of
gemination, the most obvious point with triconsonantal verbs is how remark-
ably similar they are to their Semitic and Egyptian counterparts. Verbs such
as Tuareg iss@kräs or Awjila iš@gz@l are strikingly similar in morphological to
Akkadian ušapris, featuring a vocalized *Cv̆- prefix appending to a CCVC ver-
bal stem. The Tuareg imperative s@kr@s likewise bears a strong resemblance
to the Akkadian imperative šupris, and even to the S-Stem forms of Ancient





These forms are easily generable under the assumption that the derivational pre-
fix appends first, triggers syncopation, and is followed by the actor prefix. The
biconsonantals have no precise parallel in Semitic, since no verb reconstructable
for Proto-Semitic retains a biconsonantal shape during inflection, but they are
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comparable to those of Cushitic. Compare, for instance, Tuareg isyän "make
kneel" with Beja isdār "kill." In each case, the verbal root is fully vocalized, and
the prefix appears without a vowel as s-153. These contrast with the biconso-
nantal verbs which are also bisyllabic, such as iss@knâ, in which the underlying
CVCV verbal root is syncopated, and the prefix morpheme retains its vocal-
ism. All such forms follow naturally from simple affixation and the application
of syncope throughout the derivation.
(77) Derivation of Berber S-Stem Perfectives
CVCVC CVCC CVC CVC-VC
Underlying Root *karas *basa *wat *yan
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
sv̆- Prefix si-karas si-kana si-yan si-yan
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate sikaras sikana – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Subject Affix yi-sikras yi-sikna yi-siyan yi-siyan
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – yisiyan yisiyan
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
-V(C) Suffix/Clitic – – – yisyan-an
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output *yisikras→iss@kräs *yisikna→iss@knâ yisyan→isyän yisyanan→isyänän
In the case of the imperfective S-stem, we find in Berber a situation strik-
ingly similar to that of Semitic. Recall in Semitic (and, as we shall see, in
Cushitic as well) that in contrast to the G-Stem, in which imperfective verbs
are characterized by gemination of the second radical, the Š-Stem imperfective
is characterized only by a change in vocalism and attests the same CCVC ver-
bal root shape as its perfective counterpart. The same is true in Berber, where
triliteral verbs form their imperfective S-Stems almost identically to the S-Stem
perfective, with the notable difference that the imperfective forms are charac-
terized, at least in Tuareg, by the secondary lengthening of the vowels (Impf
isâkrâs vs. Perf iss@kräs). This secondary lengthening also characterizes the
two types of biconsonantal verb roots, as illustrated by imperfective forms such
as isâyân and isâknâ.
Special attention must be paid in these instances to the secondary lengthen-
ing of vowels. Since these vowels are originally (and perhaps still underlyingly)
short, they can participate in syncope, but cannot themselves be syncopated.
We can achieve this effect through simple rule ordering of the *sV̆- prefix and
its associated syncope before the lengthening of the vowel. Since the secondary
vowel lengthening itself one of the morphological markers of the imperfective,
it is not implausible that this lengthening (and whatever morpheme originally
153Recall that in some forms of this verb, Beja attests a prefix sō-. This form is clearly
innovative to Beja, being unattested even elsewhere in Cushitic, and is therefore not relevant
to external comparisons with Berber.
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triggers it) would occur later in the derivation than the valence-altering S-Stem
prefix, as illustrated in the sample derivations below.
(78) Derivation of Berber S-Stem Imperfectives
CVCVC CVCC CVC CVC-VC
Underlying Root *karas *kana *yan *yan
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
sv̆- Prefix sa-karas sa-kana sa-yan sa-yan
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate sakaras sakana – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Impf. Lengthening sâkras sâkna sâyan sâyan
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Subject Affix yi-sâkras yi-sâkna yi-sâyan yi-sâyan
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
-V(C) Suffix/Clitic – – – yisâyan-an
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output *yisâkras→isâkräs *yisâkna→isâknâ yisâyan→isâyän yisâyanan→isâyänän
4.2.1.3 N-Stem
The Berber N-Stem is clearly cognate in morphological form with its Semitic
counterpart, but it exhibits a different semantic meaning. While the N-Stem in
Semitic is almost exclusively passive, the Berber N-Stem is a reciprocal/reflexive,
as illustrated in the forms such as Tashelhiyt izri "to pass by" vs. immzri "to
meet one another," Middle Atlas ird. el "to lend something" vs. imerd. al "to lend
to one another," Qabyle iz.er "to see" vs. imz.er "to see one another," or Tuareg
irmäm "stick to something" vs. inn@rmäm "to stick to one another."
Morphologically, the N-Stem in Berber shows many of the same properties
as the S-Stem. It is frequently subject to sporadic and seemingly inconsistent
gemination across various verbal forms, just like the S-Stem. And, as in the
case of the S-Stem, it seems clear from the cognates of Semitic and Cushitic
(and possibly Egyptian, if the proposed fossilized N-Stems suggested there rep-
resent true cognates) that this gemination is an innovative fact internal to the
Berber family, which therefore need not have any impact on our analysis of the
verbal morphology inherited into Proto-Berber. We will therefore reconstruct
the Proto-Berber or Pre-Proto-Berber N-Stem prefix as *mv̆-. The Berber N-
Stem is likewise subject to a consistent, phonologically conditioned allomorphy
whereby the initial *m- of the prefix alternates with *n- in verbal roots contain-
ing additional labial consonants.
From the perspective of syncope, the most important fact about the N-
Stem is the corresponding verbal root shapes which co-occur with with the
prefix, and, here, the form is distinctly parallel to the S-Stem. Triliteral verb
roots are attested with the characteristic CCVC root/stem shape, as in Tuareg
imm@rtäy. CVCV biconsonantal roots are likewise unproblematic, reflecting
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the same CCV root shape as in the S-Stem, as seen in Tuareg inn@bd. a. The
CVC biconsonantals are problematic, however. Recall that in the S-Stem, the
derivational prefix appears without a vowel in the case of CVC verbal roots
(isyän). Our theory predicts that the N-Stem ought to be perfectly parallel
to the S-Stem, but in fact, the attested forms which we encounter reflect the
presence of a vowel following the derivational prefix, as in Tuareg imm@däd. Why
the two forms should behave differently is not superficially clear. One possibility
is that the perfectives have been remodeled on the basis of the imperfective,
where, as we will demonstrate below, the presence of the vowel following the
derivational prefix follows naturally from the typical derivation. This is likely
the most plausible source for the observed deviation from the expected shape,
but it is not itself without problems. For one, the perfective appears itself to be
derived from the imperfective, so it is somewhat less plausible that the derived
imperfective forms should influence the simpler perfectives. For another, Berber
N-Stem (and T-Stem) imperfectives are formed with a novel affix not attested
elsewhere in Afro-Asiatic. That said, the imperfectives with lengthening and
the novel t- affix appear to have become the default, so it is not implausible
that it might be used as the basis for remodeling of other types. The derivation
of the perfective verb stems is presented below, demonstrating the improper
derivation of CVC verbal roots.
(79) Derivation of Berber N-Stem Perfectives
CVCVC CVCC CVC
Underlying Root *ratay *bad. a *dad
↓ ↓ ↓
mv̆- Prefix mi-ratay mi-bad. a mi-dad
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate miratay mibad. a –
↓ ↓ ↓
Subject Affix yi-mirtay yi-mibd. a yi-midad
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – yimidad
↓ ↓ ↓
-V(C) Suffix/Clitic – – –
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – –
↓ ↓ ↓
Output *yimirtay→imm@rtäy *yimibd. a→inn@bd. â **yimdad→imdâd
In the case of the imperfective stems, the situation is simpler. Just as in the
S-Stem (as well as in the case of the derived stems throughout Afro-Asiatic more
generally), the N-Stem lacks the gemination which characterizes the imperfec-
tives of the G-Stem. In the S-Stem, we saw that the lack of gemination in the
imperfective is compensated for by the development of a morphological length-
ening of the vowel of the derivational prefix. In the N-Stem (and the T-Stem),
the characteristic lengthening of vowels is indeed still present, but it now finds
itself realized on an additional prefix of the form tâ- in Tuareg, presumably *tā-
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in Proto-Berber. The origin of this marker of the imperfective is unclear, since it
has no obvious external parallels throughout Afro-Asiatic. Attempts have been
made to link this prefix with the *<ta> infix, which marks the perfect stem in
East Semitic, but the semantic connection here is nebulous, since perfects and
imperfectives have rather different meanings and could rarely, if ever, be used in
similar types of sentences. For this reason, we consider the tâ-/*tā- prefix to be
an innovation internal to the development of Berber. Regardless of its potential
origin, we can account for the verbs formed with this prefix quite easily in our
theory of syncope, as demonstrated in the derivations below.
(80) Derivation of Berber N-Stem Imperfectives
CVCVC CVCC CVC
Underlying Root *ratay *bad. a *dad
↓ ↓ ↓
mv̆- Prefix ma-ratay ma-bad. a ma-dad
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate maratay mabad. a –
↓ ↓ ↓
Impf. Prefix tā-martay tā-mabd. a tā-madad
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – –
↓ ↓ ↓
Subject Affix yi-tāmartay yi-tāmabd. a yi-tāmadad
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – –
↓ ↓ ↓
-V(C) Suffix/Clitic – – –
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – –
↓ ↓ ↓
Output *yitāmartay→itâmärtäy *yitāmabd. a→itânäbd. â yitāmadad→itâmädâd
4.2.1.4 T-Stem
The T-Stem is the last of the derived stem types in Berber. It has the basic
function of forming passive verbs from transitive underived verbs, although,
as noted by Heath (2005), "the passive derivation is not very common." The
reason is that a great many Berber verbs are either naturally intransitive with
approximately passive semantics, or are labile and can be used either transitively
or intransitively. For this reason the causative derivation (S-Stem), which can
form transitives from this large class of intransitive or partially transitive verbs,
is by far the more common of the derived verb types.
Morphologically, the T-Stem is, for the most part, similar to the other de-
rived verbal forms which we have seen in Berber, reflecting the sporadic gemi-
nation of what was originally a singlet *tv̆- prefix, the lack of gemination char-
acterizing the imperfective verbal stem, as well as the unexpected presence of a
vowel with the derivational *tv̆- prefix in the perfective of biconsonantal CVC
verbal roots (parallel to the N-Stem). Although the imperfective gemination
of the G-Stem is unattested, the form which appears as the imperfective of
the T-Stem varies between the simple lengthened-vowel prefix of the S-Stem,
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as in itîkräh and the innovative *tv̄- prefix of the N-Stem, as in itâtäkräh. In
our analysis, we will discuss both forms and demonstrate how each is trivial to
derive using our analysis. An additional complication arises in the form of an
alternate, so called "tw-" T-Stem formation which surfaces with a prefix *twv̆-.
The origin of this variant is unknown, and its shape is quite odd, since it begins
with an initial consonant-cluster, a form inarticulable in archaic Afro-Asiatic
languages, and which is otherwise unattested in all verbal or nominal affixes.
Despite its comparatively strange shape, the affix presents little difficulty for
our theory, as we can simply assume its presence at the Proto-Berber stage and
derive the attested forms (excepting the CVC biconsonantal perfective) using
simple affixation and syncope. We will begin with the perfectives.
The perfective T-Stems are largely similar to those of the N-Stem. Tri-
consonantal verbal roots still exhibit the same basic CCVC stem shape, while
CVCV biconsonantals reflect a CCV surface stem-shape. The simple CVC bi-
consonantal roots exhibit the same unexpected irregularity as in the N-Stems,
in which the derivational prefix unexpectedly retains its vowel, contrary to the
predictions of our theory. As mentioned, this may find its origin in the shape
of the imperfective stem, where the presence of a vocalized derivational prefix
is predicted by the theory. Sample derivations are provided below.
(81) Derivation of Berber T-Stem Perfectives
CVCVC CVCC CVC
Underlying Root *karaz *nana *wat
↓ ↓ ↓
tv̆- Prefix ti-karaz twa-nana ti-wat
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate tikaraz twanana –
↓ ↓ ↓
Subject Affix yi-tikraz yi-twanna yi-tiwat
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – yitiwat
↓ ↓ ↓
Output *yitikraz→itt@kräh *yitwanna→itwännâ **yitwat→itwät
The imperfective T-Stems show little difference from their N-Stem coun-
terparts, with the notable exception that they attest to forms with both an
imperfective *tv̄- prefix (like the N-Stem) and imperfectives formed by length-
ening (itâtärmâs vs. itermâs). The derivations of each are identical in form to
those of the N-Stem and S-Stem respectively. In the derivations below, we will
present solely the prefixed *tv̄- forms.
(82) Derivation of Berber T-Stem Imperfectives
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CVCVC CVCC CVC
Underlying Root *karaz *nana *wat
↓ ↓ ↓
tv̆- Prefix ta-karaz ta-nana ta-wat
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate takaraz tanana –
↓ ↓ ↓
Impf. Prefix tā-takraz tā-tanna tā-tawat
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – –
↓ ↓ ↓
Subject Affix yi-tātakraz yi-tātanna yi-tātawat
↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – –
↓ ↓ ↓
Output *yitātakraz→itâtäkräh *yitātanna→itâtännâ yitātawat→itâtäwât
4.2.2 Combined Verbal Stems
Unlike in Semitic, the Berber languages do not feature novel or innovative de-
rived verbal types akin to the Semitic D- or L-Stems154. They do, however,
feature the combination of derivational affixes to form multiply derived stems.
This formation of doubly derived verbal stems is far more common in Berber
than it is in Semitic, and we may wish therefore to touch on them in slightly
more detail. As was the case in Semitic, because the combined derived stems
are formed from the transparent affixation of morphological material present in
the Proto-Berber parent language, it is not clear that we need reconstruct such
forms to Proto-Berber itself. Nevertheless, because the combination of multiple
derivational affixes reveals the persistent application of syncope, albeit with a
distinctive peculiarity, they are worth discussing in some form here.
Prasse (1973) lists a number of combined derived stem types including his so-
called réciproque inmäkräs (what we might call an NN-Stem), causatif de ref́lechi
ismäkräs (NS-Stem) causatif de réciproque isnämakräs (NNS-Stem), réfléchi de
causatif imsäskär (SN-Stem) réciproque de causatif inmäz.ägz.än (SNN-Stem),
causatif de réfléchi de causatif ismäsäskár (SNS-Stem), passif de causatif it-
twäsästän (ST-Stem), and causatif de causatif issänkär (SS-Stem).
The forms of the combined derived stems are quite striking, and require
further comment. Doubly derived stems (NN-, SN-, and SS-Stems) are compar-
atively easy to generate under our theory, and require no special modification to
the rules which we have presented to this point. Observe the simple derivation
below.
(83) Derivation of Berber Doubly Derived Stems
154We could briefly mention the formation of verbal participles, which are discussed in Chap-
ter 8.5 of Heath (2005). It is unclear how far the participial formations of Berber should be
reconstructed back into Afro-Asiatic history, since they do not match even the formations
present in Semitic. Nevertheless, we can mention that forms Heath cites, such as iǵǵäšän


















The triply derived verbal stems, such as the NSS-, NNS-, SNN-, and SNS-
Stems, reveal an additional complication. If we follow the same simple derivation
presented above, in which syncope applies after each instance of affixation of a
derivational morpheme, our theory makes incorrect predictions about the precise
shape of the concatenated string of derivational prefixes which precedes the
verbal root. Consider the derivation below.




















Out theory incorrectly predicts that the form of, for example, the NNS-Stem
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in Tuareg ought to be issv̆nmäkräs rather than the actually attested isnämakräs.
A similar situation applies to the other triply derived verb forms. Purely me-
chanically, we can rescue our theory. The triply derived stems of Berber consis-
tently exhibit a shape as if the first derivational affix applied to them triggers a
round of syncope, but all others do not, and syncopation applies at the surface
level. It is not clear that this conclusion is preferable regarding the synchronic
grammar of any single Berber language, or even the Proto-Berber language it-
self, but as a diachronic explanation, it is more palatable. We may envision a
scenario, for example, in which Proto-Berber or Pre-Proto-Berber inherit a ver-
bal and phonological system wherein the addition of derivational affixes triggers
a round of syncopation on the verbal stem. This generates the characteristic
CCVC root shape associated with the basic S-, T-, and N-Stems in Berber. Sub-
sequently, at some point in the prehistory of the Berber languages, they undergo
the same change which occurred in Cushitic, and which is partially complete in
Semitic; namely, the loss of persistent application of syncope. Unlike in Semitic
or Cushitic, the inherited derived stems are not remodeled to accord with the
new syncope rule (the forms of the simple derived stems are fossilized in their
original shape), but any novel derived stems, such as the larger double- and
triple-derived stems, which are likely to have been formed independently by
various Berber daughters, are now subject to only a single round of syncope
beyond the archaic and fossilized initial derived stem formation. Such a state
of affairs would generate the apparent synchronic discrepancy between singly
derived stems, which behave according to the archaic, persistent syncope rule,
the younger doubly and triply derived verbal stems, which show the initial rule,
but appear to "switch," as it were, to a non-persistent syncope rule partway
through their derivation. This explanation is speculative, and while it is not, to
our knowledge, subject to any explicit objections, we provide it here merely as
a possible explanation for any otherwise peculiar state of affairs, rather than as




Although the morphology of the Ancient Egyptian language is comparatively
well-described, especially considering its immense antiquity, it presents a mas-
sive obstacle for analysis under our theory of syncopation. Since primary at-
tested Old, Middle, and Late Egyptian texts provide neither vocalization nor
syllable-structure information, we must rely heavily on the attestation of Cop-
tic, the latest stage of the Egyptian language which came to be written in a
Greek-derived alphabetic script. Nevertheless, while Coptic has been subject to
a number of phonological developments which obscure the original phonology,
a great deal of the phonological structure of older forms of Egyptian can be
recovered from attested Coptic.
As far as the syncope analysis, the inherited morphological forms recon-
structable for Egyptian from Coptic provide support that they were, at some
point, subject to syncopation155. We will discuss both those inherited forms
with syncopation, and more recent forms without, and note a similarity be-
tween Egyptian and Semitic in terms of which pieces of morphology appear to
have triggered syncopation.
5.1 Nominal Morphology
The nominal morphology of Egyptian is, in most cases, the more archaic element
of the grammar. Although case marking is not present in any attested form,
plural formation shows potential cognation with other Afro-Asiatic branches,
and the ubiquitous feminine *-t marker is also present. Nominal derivation
shows its closest links with Semitic, particularly in the form of the so-called
nisba formations (denominal adjectives productively derived from nouns). We
155It is unclear whether syncopation was synchronically active in the grammar of either Old
or Middle Egyptian. Few, if any, clear counterexamples exist, but without grammaticality
judgments from native speakers, it is difficult to ascertain if this is the result of active syn-
chronic syncope, or the fallout of a system which had already been subject to syncope, with
any syncopated∼non-syncopated alternations simply being inherited archaisms.
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will examine each, and the ways in which the forms and alternations can be
accounted for and explained by an analysis of syncope.
5.1.1 Case Inflection
As previously stated in section 1.3.1.4, overt case inflection on nouns is wholly
absent from our attested corpus of Egyptian. It is not present on the surface in
Coptic, where nouns inflect for "state" (akin to the concept of state described
in Semitic), but have no overt case-marking endings. Neither can the presence
of earlier case marking be inferred from alternations present in Coptic, the
way the feminine and plural morphemes can be reconstructed. They are also
not present in Egyptian words attested in Akkadian cuneiform in the Amarna





for Egyptian <h. tp> *hātip reflect that case marking was at least absent from
the Middle∼Late Egyptian of Egypt’s 18th Dynasty circa 1350-1330 BCE.
Nevertheless, some scholars, such as Loprieno (1995), have argued that traces
of case marking survive. Loprieno argues that the common suffixes of unclear
origin *-aw, *-uw, and *-iw, which appear frequently on Egyptian nominal for-
mations, ought to be interpreted not as *-v̆w suffixes, as is commonly supposed,
but rather as remnants of the same *-u suffix which characterizes the nomi-
native case of Semitic and may underlie the so-called construct-state prefix of
Berber. In Loprieno’s system, this case form, which was originally present on
all nominals, was lost in consonant-final noun stems, but survived in *-i, *-a,
and *-u stems, where it surfaced as a vocalic glide.
Loprieno’s assertion is not the consensus viewpoint of the Egyptian *-aw,
*-iw and *-uw terminations, so we will treat these forms as nominal suffixes in
sections 5.1.2, 5.1.3 and 5.1.4 below. Nevertheless, is is worth mentioning briefly
that such forms, whether they be opaque derivational suffixes or case endings
as supposed by Loprieno, are consistent with an analysis of syncopation and
trigger it in such nominal forms as would be predicted using our analysis.
5.1.2 Gender Inflection
Like those of all archaic Afro-Asiatic languages, Egyptian nominals are all
inflected for gender, which may trigger gender concord with other elements
within the NP, as well as trigger agreement with the truly verbal stative suffix-
conjugation. As expected, this gender system is divided between an unmarked
masculine, and a feminine commonly marked with the inherited *-t suffix, with
precious few exceptions. One striking feature of the inflection for gender in
Egyptian is that, whenever recoverable from Coptic, the feminine suffix of non-
pronominal, non-deictic nouns in Egyptian is always reconstructable as *-v̆t.
This contrasts notably with Semitic and Berber, where we have argued that the
*-t form is original and more basic, and the vocalized *-v̆t form is an allomorph
which follows super-heavy syllables.
In section 1.3.1.2, we discussed the variability between *-t and *-v̆t feminine
affixes in Afro-Asiatic, and concluded that the *-t form was more likely to be
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original. We noted that, if the form of the affix were indeed *-v̆t, we would
expect this morpheme to feed our rule of syncope, triggering an alternation in
triliterals between CVCVC masculine nominals, but CVCC-v̆t feminine, which
is, generally speaking, not the case in Afro-Asiatic. In Egyptian, where the
feminine affix does surface with a vowel as *-v̆t, we do indeed see such al-
ternations. Below, we will consider masculine and feminine noun paradigms,
as reconstructable from Coptic. Our data will be drawn primarily from Osing





muw M. roeic *ras(y)v̆w koobe *qa
»»bv̆w –
F. morc *marv̆t ouoolec *wa–rv̆t –
sid
¯
maw M. min *mı̄nv̆w qibe *qi
»»bv̆w –
F. 3pe *d̄ıpv̆t oulle *wi»»rv̆t –
sud
¯









ūmuw M. yau *ša








āmaw M. mrau *hv̆maw cbw/ *sǔbāh. v̆y cmoue *sv̆m
»» ā– v̆y
F. akw *»» v̆qāyv̆ prw *pv̆rāwat –
sud
¯
ı̄maw M. – ckim *sǔk̄ımv̆y celcil *suls̄ılF. ate *– v̆d
¯
i»ıwv̆t ayh *– v̆ši»»wv̆t –
sād
¯
im M. /at *h. id¯
ou/e *wāh. v̆
– conte *santv̆r
F. mine *mı̄nv̆t ouoo/e *wah.
– v̆t tltile *dald̄ılv̆t
s̄ıd
¯
am M. /om *h. am ouhhb *w̄ı
– v̆b –





im M. cife *zūfv̆
»ı mh *mū»» v̆– –
F. cife *zūfv̆t me *mu»» – v̆t –
sid
¯
am M. – cmot *sv̆mad empo *
»ıv̆nba»»




mi»ı M. – nay3 *nah˘
tv̆»ı –
F. – kamh *kammı̄»ıv̆t –
sad
¯






mmw *šv̆m»» āyv̆t –
sud
¯





m/h *rv̆mh. ı̄wv̆t –
sad
¯










āmuw M. iJ *
»» īh
˘










ūmv̆w M. amau *
»ıamaw qerhq *gv̆rūgv̆w –
F. <ma-h
˘
u-ú> *mah. ūwv̆t qrhpe *gv̆rūpv̆t –
sādam





F. 1 ounou *wv̆nāwv̆t aouw *»ıawā»» v̆t –




M. taf *taf yna *šv̆na– –
F. 1 – polqc *palgv̆t –




M. taf *taf ouyap *wv̆šib –
F. 1 – elkc *–urqv̆t –
F. 2 – ekibe *qv̆»» ı̄bv̆t –
sad
¯
miw M. – pork *parqv̆w –F. – cabh *sab»» ı̄yv̆t –
sid
¯




F. – naeiw *nv̆–»ıāwv̆t –
sud
¯
ı̄miw M. ;it *š̄ıtv̆w ybin *šv̆b̄ınaw celcil *sv̆ls̄ılv̆wF. bh *b̄ı»»yv̆t naeiw *nv̆–»ıāwv̆t yhri *sv̆š̄ırwv̆t
sad
¯
miw/-it M. – moyte *maštv̆w –F. – hocb *h. asbv̆t –
sud
¯






u»»wv̆t /hpi *h.u»»pv̆t –
Figure 5.1: Egyptian Masculine and Feminine Noun Forms from Osing (1976)
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Although Osing divides his noun patterns according to their vocalism (fol-
lowing the tradition of Semitic; *qatal, *qital, *qutul, etc.), for our purposes we
may group the nominal patterns according to their morphological shape and
prosodic structure. Nouns formed with the common prefix *mv̆- are handled
in section 5.1.4.1 below, but of the remaining nouns, we may group them into
three macro-classes: those with underlying CVCVC triliteral roots, those with
CVCV̄C triliteral roots, and those with CV̄CVC triliteral roots. We will dis-
cuss each below, and demonstrate how the forms attested, both masculine and
feminine, can be generated from syncope.
5.1.2.1 CVCVC Roots





























































The most striking shared features of the CVCVC class is that it is charac-
terized by a fixed first-syllable stress in the underived forms, and an alternation
between a CVCVC triliteral root shape in underived masculines, and a CVCC
triliteral root shape in underived feminines. Suffixed masculine and feminine
nouns both share the CVCC root shape.
We may begin our analysis with the underived root nouns, which are the
simplest type. Here, the addition of the feminine affix, which always takes the
form *-v̆t157, triggers syncopation of the triliteral CVCVC nominal roots, as in
the derivation below.
(85) Derivation of Masculine/Feminine CVCVC Triliteral Root
Nouns
156We must here discuss some of the peculiarities of Middle Egyptian surface syllable-
structure. Vowel length must be phonemically contrastive in the underlying representations
of Middle Egyptian words, as the calculation of stress is critically sensitive to the weight of
syllables, and reflects the presence of long vowels. In the surface forms, however, vowel length
is a predictable outcome of stress and syllable structure. There can be only a single long vowel
on the surface of a Middle Egyptian word, which will appear on any stressed open syllable.
All other syllables, regardless of underlying weight, will surface with short vowels.
All of the patterns presented here have underlying CVCVC roots, but surface with CV̄CVC
masculine forms, due to the stressing of the first open syllable.
157Though the quality of the vowel varies. It is often a copy of a vowel from the nominal




























In the case of those nouns exhibiting underlying CVCVC root and suffixes
*-v̆w or *-v̆»ı, the same analysis holds, although the presence of the vowel-initial
suffix means that even the masculine forms exhibit syncopation and a surface
CVCC root shape.
(86) Derivation Masculine/Feminine CVCVC Triliteral Suffixed
Nouns












































Biliteral and Quadriliteral root nouns have not been included here, as they
are predictably invariant, since the addition of the feminine or derivational suf-
fix fails to create the necessary environment for syncopation in all but the case
of feminine biliteral nouns of the *-v̆wv̆t type, such as /ome *h. anwv̆t. Again, we
may account for these simply via syncopation as *h. an-v̆w-v̆t→*h. an̆vwv̆t→*h. anwv̆t.
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5.1.2.2 CVCV̄C Roots


























ūmv̆t. The CVCV̄C class is characterized by the
absence of the CVCVC∼CVCC alternation in masculine and feminine noun
formation, or in derived *-v̆w nouns, as well as a fixed stress on the underly-
ingly long vowel which appears between the second and third root-consonant in
triliteral nouns. Again, all such forms may be generated via syncope, as in the
examples below.














Stressed Open Vowel → v̄ – –
↓ ↓









(88) Derivation Masculine/Feminine CVCV̄C Triliteral Suffixed
Nouns















Syncopate – – –
↓ ↓ ↓






Syncopate – – –
↓ ↓ ↓















158It is unclear if any formations of this type are directly attested in Coptic or Ancient
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5.1.2.3 CV̄CVC Roots


















as well as possibly the root-noun class sādam/sadāmat, although this class is
somewhat irregular, as discussed in section 5.1.2.4 below.
In the suffixed nouns, the CV̄CVC class is characterized by an alternation
between a surface CVCV̄C-v̆w masculine form and a feminine in CVCVC-w-v̆t.




āmat class, we may say that root
nouns of this type are characterized by a shift of stress from first to second root
vowel, with no surface alternation between a CVCVC root and a CVCC. The
absence of syncopation in any of these forms (root/suffixed, masculine/feminine)
may be derived succinctly from the postulation of an underlying CV̄CVC form
(for triliterals) along with our rule of syncope, since the first vowel cannot be
syncopated due to its weight, while the second cannot, since it will never be the
second of adjacent light syllables. Example derivations are provided below.








































Again, biliteral and quadriliteral nouns have not been included as they are
predictably invariant.
5.1.2.4 Irregular or Problematic Classes
Although the vast majority of nominal patterns in Osing (1976) exhibit the
variation in shape (particularly among triliteral nouns) which our syncope rule
Egyptian. Nevertheless, they have been included here for the sake of completeness based on
how our syncopation analysis predicted such forms would have appeared.
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predicts, it is worth mentioning that there are several classes which present
difficulties both for our syncope theory and for general theories of Egyptian
stress/stem formation. In most such examples, we find multiple noun pat-
terns exhibiting the same vocalic sequence, but differing patterns of root/stem


















It is difficult to account for such forms using syncopation, but before we can
address such issues, we must also account for the irregular stress patterns which
they exhibit. For example, the masculine sud
¯
im, which must have an underly-
ingly long second vowel /sud
¯
ı̄m/ in order to account for its final syllable stress,
perfectly matches the attested feminine sud
¯
ı̄mit, but is wholly incompatible
with the likewise attested feminine sud
¯
mit, which cannot have an underlyingly
long vowel between the second and third root-consonants, as such a long vowel
would attract stress and could never be deleted (even under traditional theo-





where the masculine form reflects an underlying /sad
¯
ām/, while the feminine
categorically cannot reflect such a form.
The simplest explanation for the apparent irregularity of these classes (given
their shared vocalism), is that they represent the conflation of originally distinct
underlying forms with coincidentally shared vocalism. If true, this means that
such forms are not, as they appear, an irregularly stressed class which exhibits
irregular syncope. Rather, they are a novel, innovative class generated by the
combination of forms from distinct paradigms of inflection, which presumably
originally exhibited more regular patterns of stressing and syncopation in their
natural paradigms.
5.1.3 Plural Formation
Egyptian plural formation is fairly unique within the Afro-Asiatic world. In
contrast to the vast majority of Afro-Asiatic languages, where it is common
to find a number of distinct "sound" plural affixes, Egyptian attests only one
plural formative, hieroglyphic <.w>. More striking, this plural affix is found on
effectively all plural forms. Even those that attest the characteristics of internal,
"broken" plurals, such as noute "god" vs. nthr "gods," must be reconstructed





For our purposes, the important issue is to examine the form of such plu-
rals as they survive down into Coptic, and examine whether the affixation of
the plural <.w> suffix is consistent with the analysis of syncopation presented
above. This question is difficult to answer, since the majority of nouns in Coptic
have no morphologically distinct singular and plural forms, with plurality being
indicated solely by the presence of a plural article or deictic. Nevertheless, there
are enough surviving archaic plural forms in Coptic to reveal at least in part
the state of affairs in older forms of Egyptian.
As predicted by an analysis of syncope, biliteral nouns typically exhibit
no syncopation or stem manipulation, other than the surface-lengthening of
stressed vowels in open syllables, which is clearly a secondary development
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within Egyptian (and likely a surface-level phonetic one at that). Consider
the masculine and feminine plural biliteral nouns below.
Masculine Feminine
Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl.
Coptic ro "mouth" rwou "mouths" eiw/e "field" eia/oue "fields"
Egyptian <r»»> *ra»» <r»» .w> *rā»»aw <»»h. .t> *»» āh. v̆t <»»h. .wt> *»»ah.wv̆t
Figure 5.2: Singular and Plural Biliteral Nouns
Masculine Feminine
Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl.
Coptic iwt "father" io3 "fathers" /ime "woman" /iome "women"





Figure 5.3: Singular and Plural Triliteral Nouns
We may derive all such forms comparatively straightforwardly using our
theory of syncope.
(90) Derivation of Biliteral Singular and Plural Nouns
M. Sg. M. Pl F. Sg. F. Pl
Underlying Root ra»» ra»» »»ah. »»ah.
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
-v̆t Suffix – – »»ah. -v̆t –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
-v̆w/-wv̆t Suffix – ra»»-aw »»ah. -wv̆t
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Stressed Open Vowel → v̄ – rā»»aw »» āh. v̆t –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Unstressed/Closed Vowel → v̆ – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output ra»» rā»»aw »» āh. v̆t »»ah.wv̆t
(91) Derivation of Triliteral Singular and Plural Nouns
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M. Sg. M. Pl F. Sg. F. Pl
Underlying Root »ıatv̆»ı »ıatv̆»ı hi»ıam hi»ıam
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
-v̆t Suffix – – hi»ıam-v̆t –
↓ ↓
Syncopate – – hi»ıamv̆t –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
-v̆w/-wv̆t Suffix – »ıatv̆»ı-v̆w – hi»ıam-wv̆t
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – »ıat̆v
»ıv̆w – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Stressed Open Vowel → v̄ »ıātv̆»ı – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Unstressed/Closed Vowel → v̆ – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output »ıātv̆»ı »ıat»ıv̆w hi»ımv̆t hi»ıamwv̆t
We have here presented derivations only for the simple CVCVC root type,
the most common formation. Presumably, in older forms of Egyptian, there
would be plural patterns for the CV̄CVC and CVCV̄C root types described
above, but as these were fewer in number than their simple counterparts, pre-
cious few (if any) have survived into Coptic, where we might have direct ac-
cess to them. Examples of such singular/plural pairs are likely to be found in







159 and reflecting an underlying form */ –anāh
˘
/, necessary to
explain the word-final stress of the singular form.
5.1.4 Nominal Derivation
As with Semitic and Berber, a large portion of Egyptian nominal derivation
takes the form of affixes which, we will argue, append directly to the vocalized
root/stem. Before we begin our discussion of this affixing derivation, and its
impact on the final root/stem shape of the fully derived word, we must briefly
mention that vowel apophony plays a part in Egyptian nominal derivation, with
certain vocalisms being more or less common, entirely absent, or exclusive to
certain derived nominal meanings. As discussed in Section 2.3, we will not con-
sider these alternations to be the same phenomenon as stem/root modification,
and instead propose that such forms be examined in the same light of systematic
vowel apopohony which Kuryłowicz (1972) applies to Semitic. Whether such
an analysis is applicable for Egyptian is an empirical question, and should be
the subject of further research.
159Metathesis of the original *-v̆w ending to impact the vowel of the immediately preceding
syllable is quite common from Middle Egyptian to Coptic, and has likely occurred here. The
Coptic form therefore directly reflects –anawh
˘





Among the most common of Egyptian derivational morphemes, as well as the
most clearly cognate across Afro-Asiatic, is the so-called preformative in *mv̆-.
As we have seen in our discussions of Semitic and Berber, this prefix serves
a number of distinct functions. As noted by Takács (2007), this prefix could
form nouns of instrument and location, is common with participles and nomina
agentis nouns, and is also used in the formation of abstract, derived verbal-
nouns, a function which is known from the Semitic mas.dar but is exceedingly
common in the Southern Afro-Asiatic languages. Osing notes four primary















imwv̆t. Examples of each are pro-
vided below.
Three of the four forms presented by Osing are predicted perfectly from
analysis of syncopation. The *misd
¯
im form, which is masculine only and only
attested with triliteral roots, may be derived simply enough from the application
of the *mv̆- prefix to a fully vocalized CVCVC root with no underlying vowels,
as in the simple derivation below.















Stressed Open Vowel → v̄ –
↓














forms, though here we encounter feminine forms, which are likewise easily gen-
erable.

































































































imwv̆t form is particularly illuminating, as here the
analysis of syncopation not only correctly produces the attested -sd
¯
im- stem
shape generated by the *mv̆- prefix, it also explains the alternation in the suffix
between the masculine ending in *-aw, and the feminine in *-w-v̆t, since the
*a of the masculine ending will naturally be targeted for syncopation in the
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mit form is problematic for the analysis of syncopa-
tion, since masculine form shows no apparent syncopation at all, while the femi-
nine shows apparent syncopation between the second and third root-consonants,
inconsistent with the pattern typically found with the *mv̆- prefix. We may
note, however, that the difficulty with these patterns is not simply a mat-
ter of the their *mv̆- prefixed forms, but also in fact is present in the basic







ı̄mit patterns. As already noted, these forms show an
inconsistent placement of stress, as well as feminine forms which suggest two
distinct underlying representations are present. For these reasons, we have






ı̄mit pattern may in fact
represent more than one type of noun with coincidentally similar vocalisms
which have fallen together to form a less-than-coherent class of inflected nouns.





class can also be resolved if we suppose that the form which underlies both
the masculine and the feminine of the *mv̆- prefixed class is in fact segolate.









































While such an analysis mechanically generates the forms, it remains to be
seen if further evidence can corroborate the hypothesis of underlying segolate







5.1.4.2 Suffix -»ı "Nisba"
The gentilic "nisba" suffix is directly attested only in Semitic and Egyptian,
though as previously noted by Vycichl (1952) and Gordon (1957) claim to have
found relics of the nisba formation in Berber nominal forms. In Egyptian, as
in Semitic, the nisba suffix can be reconstructed with a structure *-v̆»ı, though
unlike Semitic, this form applies to masculine nisbas only. Feminine nisbas can
be reconstructed with the form (v̆)-»ıv̆t, or -v̆t, though the source of the variation
is not well-understood. Examples of nisba formations are provided below.
Biliteral Triliteral Quadriliteral
Coptic Egyptian Coptic Egyptian Coptic Egyptian
M.
/rhi *hari»ı no/i *nawh. v̆
»ı






mesiw3 *miswātv̆tF. m/h *mah. ı̄wv̆t
Figure 5.4: Nisba Formations in Egyptian
In contrast to Semitic, as we have seen, the formation of nisba adjectives
in Egyptian is associated with a change in root/stem shape. For biliteral con-
sonants, this alteration is not present, with simple biliteral forms such as *h. ar
"on" or *h
¯
ur "under" give rise to their nisba counterparts *hari»ı "top part,
higher" and *h
¯
urit "underside" without any associated alternations. Quadrilit-
erals, likewise, show no alternations to the root (*marwut "love" → *mv̆rw̄ıtv̆»ı
"amorous," *miswat "birth" → *miswātv̆t "young girl"). In each case, this is
predicted by the analysis of syncope, since the addition of either the mascu-
line or feminine nisba suffixes fails to create the necessary sequence of adjacent,
internal, light syllables to trigger syncopation.
For triliteral nouns, however, the expected syncopation of the vowel between
the second and third root-consonants is attested, though not in all forms. Syn-
copation is attested in *nawh. v̆
»ı "rope-maker" from *nāwih. "rope" and *wi
–wātv̆t
"only, sole" from wi –wat "a whole, unit," but it does not occur with those forms
such as *»ıaw̄ınv̆»ı "jaundiced person" from *»ıawin "color," or *mah. ı̄wv̆t "north-
wind" from *māh. iw "Lower Egypt." But here, an interesting question presents
itself. Since the presumably underived form of each nisba adjective differs in
stress (»ıawín vs. m´̄ah. iw), how can we account for the fact that each shows no
syncope in its nisba form, while a comparably stressed form such as *nāwih. does.
We may account for the full range of patterns attested in the nisba formation
of triliteral nouns using syncope and a quantity-sensitive theory of Egyptian
stress. Observe the derivations below.
(96) Derivation of Syncopating and Non-Syncopating Nisba Forms
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*nawh. v̆




Nisba Suffix nawih. -v̆





Stressed Open Vowel → v̄ – – māh. ı̄wv̆t
↓ ↓ ↓




As we can see, under this analysis, the difference in syncopation between the
*nawh. v̆
»ı and *mah. ı̄wv̆t forms reveals that, despite their similar stress placement,
the two forms have distinct underlying representations which allow syncopation
on the one hand, and block it on the other. Without syncope, we would other-
wise have no forthcoming explanation as to why these two forms should display
the different shapes which they attest.
5.1.5 Suffix Pronouns
The Egyptian Suffix pronouns bear a strong resemblance to their counterparts in
Semitic, Berber, and Cushitic, excepting some minor phonological development
internal to Egyptian. Coptic suffix pronouns, as well as Egyptian reconstruc-
tions, are provided below.
Sg. Pl.
Coptic Egyptian Coptic Egyptian
1st -i *-i/*-̄ı/*-yv̆ -n *-n






3rd M -f *-f -ou/-cou *-sūF -c *-s
Figure 5.5: Coptic and Egyptian Suffix Pronouns
As is apparent, both the Coptic forms, and the reconstructed Egyptian forms
which they reflect, have lost the short, word-final vowels present (or reflected)
in the other branches. Although in some cases the presence of these vowels
can be discerned by their impact on adjacent consonants, they were certainly
gone by the Middle Egyptian, which Coptic reflects, and likely in Old Egyptian
as well. The loss of these final vowels is important because, as we have seen,
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Egyptian has lost the allowance for word-final extra-syllabic consonants seen in
Semitic and Berber. This means that the addition of the suffix pronouns to a
nominal stem ought to result in an inarticulable CVCC# syllable. To remedy
this illegal final syllable, the Egyptian suffix pronouns gained an epenthetic short
vowel preceding their initial consonant and blocking the word-final cluster160.
For our purposes, this epenthetic vowel is interesting, because it may create
the conditions, particularly in triliteral nouns, for syncope to apply to nouns
that would not otherwise have exhibited it. Although we have seen that the
Berber and Semitic suffix pronouns (likely originally consonant-initial) could
not trigger syncope, even if they date to a time when syncope was still active,
we may question whether the innovative vowel-initial forms of Egyptian may
have been subject to syncopation. In order to do this, we must examine the
form which nouns take when they are appended with the suffix pronouns.
The data of Coptic reveals that, like Semitic, Egyptian had a so-called con-
struct state, which was the state of the noun which was bound or governed by
some other word. In Egyptian, this construct form was characterized by the
loss of the strong word-level stress which had such a great impact on the devel-
opment from Middle Egyptian into Coptic. In addition to the construct state
(as well as the unmodified absolute state), Coptic reveals an additional state,
commonly referred to as the status pronominalis or pronominal state. This is
the state form of the noun when modified by the suffix pronouns. Unfortu-
nately, the pronominal state in Coptic is an archaism, with many nouns losing
a morphologically distinct pronominal state and simply using the far more com-
mon absolute state form as a catch-all161. Nevertheless, enough nouns retain
their distinct pronominal state forms (particularly body parts, attribute nouns,
and other nouns which commonly exhibit inalienable possession), that we may
recover the form of the status pronominalis for at least some Egyptian noun
types. Forms are presented below.
160Sychronically, scholars of Coptic have tended to treat this vowel as part of the nominal
stem of the status pronominalis form, discussed below. While this may be synchronically the
correct analysis for Coptic specifically, it is entirely clear the vowel is epenthetic in origin and
allows for the articulation of the suffix pronouns.
161Note that unlike earlier forms of Egyptian, which we will argue develop a pronominal
state due to syncope triggered by the epenthetic vowel necessary to break up illicit CVCC#
syllables, Coptic has a very generous syllable structure, allowing both complex onsets (yliq)
and codas (/wtp). Since this liberal syllable structure allowed the suffix pronouns to be
applied directly to effectively all nouns, it is not unsurprising that the more common absolute
form would come to be used and generalized as the noun form before suffix pronouns.
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Absolute Pronominal
Coptic Egyptian Coptic Egyptian
Biliteral coi *sa»» cw.f *sā»» v̆f
Triliteral ieire *»ı̄ırv̆t eiat.f *»ıartv̆f
Quadriliteral162 — – – –
Figure 5.6: Absolute and Pronominal State in Coptic and Egyptian
In each case, the alternation in the forms is easily derivable from simple
Egyptian phonology along with syncopation.
(97) Derivation of Biliteral and Triliteral Absolute/Pronominal
State
Bi. Abs. Bi. Pronom. Tri. Abs. Tri. Pronom.
Underlying Root sa»» sa»» »ıirv̆t »ıirv̆t
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Suffix Pronoun – sa»»-v̆f – »ıirv̆t-v̆f
↓ ↓
Syncopate – – – »ıir̆vtv̆f
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Stressed Open Vowel → v̄ – sā»» v̆f »ı̄ırv̆t –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Unstressed/Closed Vowel → v̆ – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output sa»» sā»» v̆f »ı̄ırv̆t »ıirtv̆f
As with plurals, which survive in Coptic only as a relic class, the pronominal
state is rare in Coptic. The surviving forms are therefore clustered around the
more common CVC and CVCVC root forms. It is likely that the long-vowel
class nominals (CVCV̄C, CV̄CVC ) also exhibited absolute vs. pronominal-state
alternation in older forms of Egyptian, but such forms are difficult to recover
from Coptic. Nevertheless, the attested pronominal states support the notion
that syncope in Egyptian could be triggered by the innovative vowel-initial suffix
pronouns.
5.2 Verbal Morphology
In contrast to its nominal morphology, the verbal morphology of Egyptian would
appear to be comparatively innovative, with the entire prefix-conjugation having
been lost by the time of Middle Egyptian. In its place, Egyptian has innovated
162No unambiguous pronominal state forms for quadriliteral nouns survive. On the basis of
the pronominal state verb forms discussed below, we may assume that they would have had
the form Abs./Pronom. *CVCCVC/CVCCV̄Cv̆f.
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a novel "suffix-conjugation," which is more rightly described as the use of the
possessive suffix pronouns as verbal subject clitics. The original Afro-Asiatic
suffix-conjugation, cognate with Semitic and Berber (and maybe Cushitic), sur-
vives into Middle Egyptian with its originally stative meaning clearly intact.
Our reconstruction of the Egyptian verbal system is hampered immensely
by the fact that neither the original stative suffix-conjugation nor even the new
suffix/clitic "conjugation" survive into Coptic, where an even simpler analytic
verbal system of pronoun + verb has arisen. For this reason, Coptic cannot
directly inform us as to the vocalization and prosodic structure of inflected
Egyptian verbs, except in the case of a few surviving archaic forms.
5.2.1 Suffix-Conjugation – Stative
As discussed in section 1.3.2.2.2, Satzinger (1998), following the work of Schenkel
(1994), believes that the conventionalized orthography of Egyptian in represent-
ing the suffix-conjugation reveals a distinction between a so-called short and long
suffix-conjugation. The short suffix-conjugation is allegedly perfect in meaning,
and features the verbal endings applied directly to the verbal root, while the
long suffix-conjugation is semantically stative. Arguing from analogy with the
spellings of nisba forms, such as those presented in section 5.1.4.2, Satzinger ar-
gues that the long suffix-conjugation is characterized by a long vowel *-ā- which
appears between the verbal root and the inflectional endings, and a CVCC root
shape for triliteral verbs. Satzinger’s paradigm is recapitulated below.
Stative Perfect
1st Sg. *satpākv̆»ı *satapkv̆w
2nd Sg. M *satpātv̆»ı *sataptv̆»ıF
3rd Sg. M *satpv̆
»ı *satpv̆»ı
F *sataptv̆»ı *satpv̆tv̆»ı
1st Pl. *satpātv̆»ı *sataptv̆»ı
2nd Pl. M *satpatūtv̆»ı *sataptūtv̆»ıF
3rd Pl. M *satpv̄wv̆
»ı *satpv̄wv̆»ı
F *satpv̄tv̆»ı *satpv̄tv̆»ı
Figure 5.7: Egyptian Stative/Perfect Suffix-Conjugations
While Saztinger/Schenkel’s argument is plausible and reasonably convincing,
we cannot directly confirm this hypothesis, because the stative does not survive
as a fully functional form of verb inflection into Coptic, and we therefore do not
have direct attestation of such forms. However, while the full paradigm of stative
inflection is not present in Coptic, individual stative forms are present in the
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form of the Coptic "Qualitative Verb." As Satzinger points out, the majority
of such forms are in fact fossilized old third masculine singular forms, but a
few are third feminine singulars and even third masculine plurals, enabling us
to examine at least part of the verbal paradigm. Sample forms are presented
below.
Biliteral Triliteral Quadriliteral
Coptic Egyptian Coptic Egyptian Coptic Egyptian
3rd M. Sg khm *kūmv̆»ı ouab *wa–bv̆»ı t
p p
ntwn *tv̆ntānv̆»ı





3rd M. Pl – t
p p
reiwou *tv̆r»ıāwv̆»ı –
Figure 5.8: Egyptian Stative/Perfect Suffix-Conjugations
The biliteral and quadriliteral forms are, as expected, typically invariant.
Length alternations within the verbal stem are secondary, the result of the
lengthening of stressed open vowels as well as the shortening of closed or un-
stressed vowels characteristic of Egyptian more generally. The triliterals, how-
ever, are variable, attesting to an alternation between a CVCC root shape in
the third masculine singular, but a CVCVC form in the third feminine singu-
lar. The third masculine plurals also show a CVCC root shape, and likewise
provide direct evidence for the presence of the *-ā- form, which Schenkel postu-
lated to characterize the long-form stative (as well as all third plural forms more
generally). Although it is not the full paradigm, the evidence of the surviving
Coptic qualitative verb supports (albeit inconclusively) the Schenkel/Satzinger
paradigm of the Egyptian stative.
The surviving forms attested from the Coptic qualitative are all consistent
with an analysis via syncope. The bi- and quadriliterals are expected not to
syncopate, since they do not exhibit the necessary environment, even after affix-
ation. For triliterals, the alternations are exactly as predicted in the derivations
below.
(98) Derivation of Coptic Qualitative/Egyptian Stative Forms
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3rd M. Sg. 3rd F. Pl. 3rd M. Pl.
Underlying Root wa–ab dari»ı tv̆rv̆»ı
↓ ↓ ↓






Stressed Open Vowel → v̄ – – –
↓ ↓ ↓
Unstressed/Closed Vowel → v̆ – – –
↓ ↓ ↓
Output wa–bv̆»ı dari»ıtv̆»ı tv̆r»ıāwv̆»ı
As in Semitic, the presence of zero or consonant-initial endings blocks syn-
cope from occurring, resulting in the full CVCVC root surfacing, while vowel-
initial endings, such as the 3rd M. Sg. and the 3rd M. Pl., feed syncope and, as
such, surface with the syncopated CVCC root shape.
5.2.2 Suffix/Clitic "Conjugation"
The major "conjugation" of the Ancient Egyptian verb is neither strictly cognate
with the verbal conjugations attested throughout Afro-Asiatic, nor is it truly
a verbal conjugation at all. Rather, it consists of the appending of the suffix
pronouns to a verbal root in order to function as a clitic subject pronoun. This
status as a subject clitic rather than a true verbal inflection can be verified
by comparing the behavior of Egyptian verbs with and without overt nominal
















‘Then his majesty said...’
Although this clitic conjugation is neither cognate outside of Egyptian, nor
truly a form of verbal conjugation, we may still ask whether it exhibits evi-
dence of syncopation. This question is difficult to answer, because the clitic
suffix-conjugation does not survive as such into Coptic, where we could directly
examine the forms. Rather, Coptic has innovated a novel verbal system in which




1st 3 nau t
p p
n nau
2nd M k nau tet
p p
n nauF te nau
3rd M f nau ce nauF c nau cou nau
Figure 5.9: Innovative Coptic "Prefix" Inflection
There does exist, in Coptic, a form commonly referred to as the suffix-
conjugation or old conjugation, due to the presence of the original suffix marking
of verbal subjects. Unfortunately, all163 such surviving verbs can ultimately
be traced to compound verbal formations in Middle Egyptian, and therefore
might not exhibit the same syncopated forms since the Coptic verbs are in fact
univerbations.
To uncover the form of the Egyptian verb, then, we must turn to the only
surviving Coptic form which may represent a survival of the form of the verb
+ suffix pronoun construction, if not its function; the pronominal state. We
previously discussed the pronominal state in the context of nouns, where we
mentioned that it functioned as a possessive, but this form is not unique to
nouns. Many Egyptian verbs (though not all) have a distinct form likewise
referred to as the status pronominalis or pronominal status. This is the form
which the verb takes when it is appended with the suffix pronouns. Now, in
Coptic, unlike in earlier Egyptian, the affixation of the suffix pronouns is not
used to indicate the verbal subject, but rather is used to indicate verbal ob-
jects, being in this sense more similar in usage to the suffix pronouns previously
discussed for Berber and Semitic. Keep in mind that the pronominal form of
the Coptic verb is likely not the direct ancestor of the Middle Egyptian clitic
"suffix-conjugation." It can, nevertheless, likely provide us with an example of
the shape of the verbal stem appended with the suffix pronoun, albeit in a
different function. Pronominal forms are presented below.
163Some uncertainty surrounds the source of the Coptic form nefr. These are sometimes
regarded as the outright survival of the Egyptian verb <nfr> "be good," but are also theorized
to have descend from the phrase <n»» nfr>, also meaning "be good." While its true etymology
is uncertain, it is worth mentioning that its Coptic form nefr is consistent with a syncopated
*nifr.
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Absolute Form Pronominal Form
Coptic Egyptian Coptic Egyptian











Figure 5.10: Coptic and Egyptian Pronominal State Verbs
The quadriliterals show no variation in stem shape, and only attest to a
shift in stress (and therefore the length of the stressed vowel) triggered by the
addition of the suffix pronouns, which tend to appear as *-v̆C. The triliterals,
on the other hand, reflect an alternation between a *CVCVC root shape (which
surfaces as CV̄CVC ) in the absolute state, and a CVCC root in the pronominal
state. Again, we can generate this alternation, and the predict the invariability
of the quadriliteral verb root, using our analysis of syncope.
(101) Derivation of Coptic Absolute and Pronominal State Verbs
















↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Stressed Open Vowel → v̄ rāh
˘
v̆t – – salsālv̆f
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Unstressed/Closed Vowel → v̆ – – –






While the forms of the Coptic status pronomonalis are by no means con-
clusive proof that the Egyptian suffix-conjugated <sd
¯
m.f> verb was subject to
syncopation, they provide the only evidence one way or another regarding the
potential shapes of the <sd
¯
m.f> verb, and they are entirely consistent with
syncopation being present into Egyptian at least until the point when the novel
suffix/clitic conjugation was innovated within the development of Egyptian.
164It is unclear if any originally biliteral verbs attest a pronominal form in Coptic. While
a biliteral pattern of inflection is attested, with absolute/pronominal pairs such as kwb/kob
or pwn/pon apparently reflecting biliteral pronominal forms, these clearly reflect <k»»b> and
<pnn> respectively, and should therefore be considered late innovations for the expected
*kwwb/*koob and *pwnn/*ponn respectively.
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5.2.3 Derived Verbs
Ancient Egyptian does not attest the full array of derived stem types attested
throughout Afro-Asiatic. The T-Stem is completely absent, replaced by other
analytic constructions expressing passive/reciprocal semantics. The N-Stem, if
it survives at all, is a non-productive relic class even in Middle/Old Egyptian.
The S-Stem survives as a relatively productive class into Egyptian. We will
discuss the S-Stem and its forms, as well as analyzing the potential N-Stem
forms.
5.2.3.1 S-Stem
The S-Stem is well-known from Egyptian, where it was a productive derivational
process, forming causatives. From Middle Egyptian to Coptic, the S-Stem is
displaced by a novel causative construction featuring a prefix t-. Despite its
superficial formal similarity to the T-Stem, this Coptic causative is clearly the
result of the univerbation and contraction of the verb 3 "give" along with the
bare verbal stem, as the same construction of <rd»ı + VERB> is attested in
Middle Egyptian.
Although the S-Stem is no longer a productive form of Coptic, numerous
S-Stem forms survive into the language, allowing us to recover their form in
Middle Egyptian. Such forms are presented below.
Absolute Qualitative
Coptic Egyptian Coptic Egyptian
Biliteral catbe *sadbv̆ – –
cmine sv̆mı̄nv̆ cmont *sv̆mantv̆»ı
Triliteral165 cooutn *sawdv̆n coutwn *sawdānv̆»ı
Quadriliteral ckorkr *sv̆karkv̆r ckerkwr *sv̆karkārv̆»ı
Figure 5.11: Coptic and Egyptian S-Stem Forms
Note that we have included two biliteral forms. This is to account for the
presence in Egyptian of biliteral roots of both the CVC and CV̄C types. As
with the forms of Berber and Semitic, the Egyptian S-Stem forms clearly exhibit
the syncopation triggered by the addition of the causative prefix. The biliteral
forms have gained an unexpected additional vowel-initial syllable following the
root. The nature of this extension is unclear, but what is clear is that the
presence of this additional syllable, as well as its shape, feeds syncope for at
least some biliterals. Derivations for each basic root type are provided below.
165The form here is a metathesis of Middle Egyptian <s.dwn>, chosen because it has an
attested Coptic qualitative form. The *sa-CCVC shape of the absolute form may be confirmed
by examining other verbs such as caany *sa –nv̆h
˘
, or coo/e *sa –h. v̆
–.
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(102) Derivation of Egyptian S-Stem Absolute Form
Underlying Root dv̆bv̆ mı̄nv̆ wv̆dv̆n karkar
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
sv̆- Prefix sa-dv̆bv̆ sv̆-mı̄nv̆ sa-wv̆dv̆n sv̆-karkar
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate sad̆vbv̆ – saw̆vdv̆n –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Stressed Open Vowel → v̄ – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Unstressed/Closed Vowel → v̆ – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output sadbv̆ sv̆mı̄nv̆ sawdv̆n sv̆karkar
In addition to successfully deriving the attested S-Stem forms as they appear
in Egyptian, our analysis via syncopation also explains a striking feature of the
Egyptian derived stems in contrast to those of Semitic and Berber (and, as we
shall see, the prefixed derived stems of Cushitic): namely, the persistent *Cv̆-
shape of the prefix. As we saw in Semitic, while the S-Stem retains its *sv̆-
shape, the N-Stem has lost its characteristic vowel in most (but not all) forms.
In Berber, we saw that the derived prefixes are mixed in form, but that there
is a tendency for the form used with biliterals to lose its vowel and appear as
*C-. We have speculated previously that this variability is a result of the fact
that syncopation would be expected to delete this prefix for biliterals, and that
a transparent surface application of syncope would delete this vowel in all forms
(see Cushitic for more).
This is entirely consistent with the data of Egyptian. Here, we find that the
vowel of the prefix is never deleted in any form. Note also, that unlike Semitic
and Berber, Egyptian lacks the actor-affix prefixes which would subsequently be
applied to the left of the prefix, triggering the potential syncopation of the prefix
vowel. Under this analysis, then, it is not coincidence that Egyptian preserves
the fully vocalized *Cv̆- derivational prefixes, in contrast to the other branches,
where we find them in varying states of having lost their vowel. Rather, the
loss of the prefix-conjugation effectively blocked any syncopation of the prefix
vowels, allowing them to surface in all forms, until they, like most unstressed
vowels, were lost in Coptic.
5.2.3.2 N-Stem
As discussed in section 1.3.2.4.3, the presence of the N-Stem in Egyptian is
not entirely certain. It is clear that the N-Stem formation does not survive as a
productive and semantically meaningful Egyptian verb form, and some scholars,
such as Lipiński (2001) do not consider Egyptian as attesting a true cognate of
the N-Stem. On the other hand, Derchain-Urtel (1973) notes a number of
Egyptian verb pairs with and without an <n> prefix, and even notes passive or
intransitive semantics associated with several such forms.
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We are generally agnostic on the question of the N-Stem in Egyptian, but
we will briefly discuss such forms as do exist, under the assumption that they
are N-Stems, and demonstrate how these forms are predicted by syncope. We
have previously stated that the proposed N-Stems in Egyptian have a particular
predilection for quadriliteral verbal roots, a peculiarity shared with the Ethiopic
Semitic languages. Nevertheless, potential N-Stems can likely be recovered for
biliteral CVC and quadriliteral CVCCVC roots as well. In section 1.3.2.4.3,
we provided some illustration of these proposed forms, including nkat *nv̆qad,
ne/ce *nihsi»ı, and nkatke *nv̆qadqad. These forms are, of course, easily gener-
able according to our theory of syncopation, and they are effectively identical to
the S-Stem forms presented above. Again, the biliterals and quadriliterals are
invariant, showing no changes in root/stem form from their simple, underived
counterparts, while the triliterals exhibit the characteristic CCVC root shape,
which is shared with the S-Stem forms.
(103) Derivation of Potential Egyptian N-Stem Absolute Form
Underlying Root qad hv̆si»ı qadqad
↓ ↓ ↓





Stressed Open Vowel → v̄ – – –
↓ ↓ ↓
Unstressed/Closed Vowel → v̆ – –
↓ ↓ ↓
Output nv̆qad nihsi»ı nv̆qadqad
We should mention in conclusion that the attestation of Coptic and there-
fore Middle Egyptian is ambivalent as it pertains to the question of persistent
application of syncope versus a single round of syncope applying to the fully
derived and inflected word. This is largely due to the absence of the prefixing
conjugation, along with the relative scarcity of combined derived verbal stems.
As we saw with both Semitic and Berber, the affixation of a derivational affix
to a verbal stem, followed by the subject prefixes, is what revealed in most
cases the behavior of the verb with respect to syncope. We saw, for example,
that the prefix-conjugation of the Semitic Š-Stem and N-Stem differed in form
(*yušaqtil vs. *yanqatil), which we attributed to the differences in the behav-
ior of the syncope rule. Their imperatives, however, which lack the prefixed
morphemes of the prefixing conjugation, are effectively identical in form (*šaqtil
vs. naqtil), because they will end up identical, regardless of whether syncope
applied persistently through the derivation, or only at a single time before final
output. This is precisely the situation in which we find Egyptian. Without
the prefix morphemes to interact with the derivational affixes, Egyptian derived
stems should have identical forms regardless of whether Egyptian has retained
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or lost persistent syncopation.
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Chapter 6
Afro-Asiatic to Cushitic (and
Omotic)
As we turn our analysis to the southern Afro-Asiatic families (Chadic, Cushitic,
and Omotic), we will necessarily have less to say, and less specificity to our anal-
ysis as it pertains to syncope. The reasons are three-fold. One, the individual
modern languages in question are far more poorly attested than their northern
sisters, and likewise subject to poorer scholarship. Second, these families are far
more internally diverse than are Semitic or Berber, resulting in reconstructions
of the proto-languages associated with these families which are significantly im-
poverished to the point that it is often difficult or impossible to ascertain in
Proto-Chadic, Proto-Cushitic, or Proto-Omotic the precise phonological form
of a word, or its prosodic shape. Finally, while it is true that apparently "tem-
platic" morphological phenomena are found in all three of these branches, they
are less common than in their northern counterparts, and they are more likely
to take forms which do not require characteristically "templatic" morphological
theories, such as alterations of tone/pitch accent or reduplication (particularly
in Chadic).
For the purposes of this dissertation, we will discuss the development of our
analysis of syncopation into Cushitic and Omotic in tandem. This is because,
particularly as it pertains to the verb, and the weak verb especially, it is likely
that the two branches have undergone shared innovations that affect the way
syncope applies (or fails to apply) to given forms. In other circumstances,
those in which the two branches differ meaningfully in ways we can securely
reconstruct, we will discuss each in turn and analyze how syncope may have
applied differently along each line of descent. Since the Cushitic branch is
better attested, subject to more scholarship, and likely retains more of the
archaic features of Afro-Asiatic nominal and verbal morphology, our focus will
remain primarily on that family, with discussions of Omotic included insofar as
we can construct distinctive forms and relate them to our analysis via syncope.
We should finally note and remind readers that Cushitic is one of the two
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branches wherein we find direct evidence for a syncope rule of the sort which
we have reconstructed for Afro-Asiatic (the other being Semitic). Recall from
section 2.1.2 that the Lowland East Cushitic language(s) Afar-Saho exhibits a
synchronically active syncope rule remarkably similar to that of Akkadian, and
to our reconstruction for PAA. It differs in some small respects (it can be blocked
by word-level stress, is sometimes sensitive to the segments adjacent to the tar-
geted vowel, might exhibit some left-edge effects), but is otherwise remarkably
similar. This fact is important to keep in mind as we present Cushitic forms,
particularly those in which the Afar-Saho form, likely the output of syncope, is
clearly cognate with that of another Cushitic language.
6.1 Nominal Morphology
The nominal morphology of the Cushitic languages shows a degree of diversity
that, to this point, we have not encountered with any Afro-Asiatic daughter
branch. The forms of the morphemes and even the basic structure of the inflec-
tion system can show notable variability from one daughter language to another.
This variability will hamper our ability to speak generally about Cushitic as a
whole family, as it is often difficult to reconstruct specific morphemes to specific
functions. For this reason, we will tend to focus on the nominal morphology of
Beja, as it is typically regarded as relatively archaic, as compared to some of
the other Cushitic branches, and because it has been the subject of relatively
complete scholarship. The morphology of other Cushitic languages will also
be discussed where appropriate. Omotic is mentioned only where particularly
relevant.
6.1.1 Gender Inflection
The Cushitic languages attest to the sharp and categorical split of nominals
into two grammatical genders: masculine and feminine. But, as discussed in
section 1.3.1.2, grammatical gender in the southern Afro-Asiatic languages be-
haves quite differently than in its northern counterparts. In Semitic, Egyptian,
and Berber, gender is a wholly independent nominal category, having a binary
value (M/F), which a given noun can exhibit regardless of its number. In the
southern languages, including Cushitic, this is not entirely so. A number of
Cushitic languages, such as Agaw (Hetzron, 1967), Somali (Lecarme, 2002), or
Iraqw (Mous, 1993), exhibit the peculiar phenomenon known as "gender po-
larity," whereby the gender of a given singular noun is inverted in the plural.
Gender polarity is not unique to Cushitic, being known, for example, from the
agreement behavior of numerals in Semitic, but the phenomenon is far more ro-
bust in Cushitic, applying not only to the behavior of numerals and the nouns
modified by them, but to also effectively all nouns in the language166. Somali
166In many Cushitic languages, broken plurals do not exhibit gender polarity. This may
further confirm the hypothesis that broken plurals were originally derived singular nouns
which have become part of the paradigm of number inflection.
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provides a number of examples, such as the following from Lecarme:
• libàax "lion" (m)
• goól "lioness" (f)
• náag "woman" (f)
• libaaxyó "lions" (f)
• gooló "lionesses" (m)
• naagó "women" (m)
Finally, it should be mentioned that although it is less common than in
Cushitic, gender polarity of this sort also appears in Omotic languages, as stated
by Simeone-Senelle and Kamil (2013), which may constitute further evidence
for the existence of a Cushitic-Omotic sub-grouping, or of a general Ethiopic
Sprachbund area where gender polarity occurs (there are some examples from
Ethiopic Semitic languages, such as Amharic).
In addition to the peculiarity of the gender-polarity system, the basic mark-
ers of gender are also quite distinct in Cushitic. Beja exhibits the (presumably)
most conservative of the gender marking-systems of Cushitic, in that it reflects
the inheritance of the original Afro-Asiatic feminine suffix *-t, which appends
to the indefinite form of feminine nouns, as well as any concord elements within
the NP: »oor-t "a girl," »oor-t dawrií-t "a pretty girl." The originally unmarked
status of the masculine gender is preserved in Beja, though it is obfuscated by a
suffix -b which appends to indefinite, accusative-case marked, vowel-final nouns;
kaam rihán "I saw a lion," vs hadd. aà-b rihán "I saw a camel." Elsewhere in
the family, the means of marking gender can vary significantly, but the most
common system, as reflected in, for example, Somali, Iraqw, and Oromo, is one
in which the gender of basic nouns is unmarked, only being detectable through
agreement and concord effects on verbs, adjectives and deictics167. It should
be mentioned that the inherited Afro-Asiatic *-t affix does appear outside of
Beja in Cushitic, but finds itself primarily restricted to articles and determin-
ers as part of the innovative Cushitic k/t determiner system; Oromo kun(i)
"this M." vs. tun(i) "this F.," or Burji ninku/ninka "ours M. Nom/Acc" vs.
ninči168/ninta "ours F. Nom/Acc."
Since the Beja system is presumably the most archaic, we can focus our
attention there, remarking that the addition of the feminine suffix -t does not
trigger any variability in the root/stem shape of the noun to which it appends.
Given the form of the -t suffix, this is predicted by our theory of syncope, and is
similar to the behavior of the *-t suffix when it appends to nouns in Semitic and
Berber. We could also consider the behavior of other Cushitic languages which
have overt gender morphology on nouns. In Awngi, for example, masculine
nouns are either unmarked or exhibit a final -i vowel169, while feminines exhibit
a uniform -a suffix. In each case, the shift in gender inflection has no overt
167It should be rightly noted here that this is generally the same pattern of gender inflection
which one finds in Omotic, in which gender remains operative as a category on nominals, but
is not overtly marked.
168Reflecting underlying ninti.
169The final -i vowel in this case is likely actually a nominative-case marker in origin, here
reanalyzed as a marker of masculine singular nominals.
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impact on the shape of the nominal stem or root; sén "brother" vs. séna
"sister," deGwarí "donkey" vs. deGwará "she-ass." We may conclude that, as a
generalization, the presence of an overt feminine morpheme causes no changes
to the root or stem shape of nominals in Cushitic, and that this fact is in
accord with the general behavior of Semitic and Berber (contra Egyptian), and
in keeping with the form of the original feminine suffix as *-t.
6.1.2 Case Inflection
Case inflection in the Cushitic languages shows greater variability than in any
other Afro-Asiatic branch. In Semitic and Berber we can reconstruct the form of
the case inflecting morphemes with relative security, but such a reconstruction
is quite difficult from Cushitic, as the forms attested in the daughter languages
show surprisingly little cognation. We will briefly examine a number of case-
marking systems throughout Cushitic, considering the interaction between case
inflection and syncope.
In Beja, there are essentially three cases, a nominative, an accusative, and a
genitive. In terms of true affixes appended directly to the noun, the nominative
is unmarked. The accusative is likewise largely unmarked, excepting the -b
accusative marker that appears on indefinite, masculine, vowel-final nouns. The
final case, the genitive, is marked by an -i suffix, invariant for both masculine
and feminine nouns, as well as for singular and plural nouns170. This genitive-
case marker may be related in origin to the nisba suffix of Semitic and Egyptian
(and possibly Berber), and may therefore have originally been a clitic of some
sort. Critically, it does not trigger any apparent change in the root or stem
shape of the noun.
Case is far more robustly attested on the deictics appended to definite Beja
nouns. Here, the nominative and accusative are fully distinct, for all genders
and numbers, although the genitive is completely syncretic with the accusative,
again suggesting that the genitive marker which appends to the noun is a later
innovation. A full table of case-marking is presented below.
Deictic Suffix
Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl.
Nom. M.
»uu- »aa- -∅ -∅
F. tuu- taa- -∅ -∅
Acc. M.
»oo- »ee- -b -∅
F. too- tee- -∅ -∅
Gen – -i
Figure 6.1: Case Inflection in Beja
170The plural genitive takes the form -e, but this is commonly regarded, as in Appleyard
(2004), as a contraction of an original plural suffix plus the genitive: -a + -i.
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In the Central Cushitic Agaw language Awngi, the core cases of nominative
and accusative are marked in the form of suffixes which appear on the noun.
The nominative is unmarked, while the accusative has a number of exponents,
including -e after nouns ending in /i/, -o after consonants, and -wa after vowel
final stems other than /i/ according to Hetzron (1978a). Hetzron additionally
notes the presence of other "cases" of various prepositional and adverbial func-
tion, but these are: a) likely adpositional in origin, and b) all consonant-initial
and therefore unlikely to interact with syncope due to their shape. But this
configuration is unique within Cushitic, because in all other branches within
the family, it is the nominative case form that is marked, and the accusative
is the unmarked default form171. Despite this shared system, the form of the
morpheme which marks the nominative case can vary significantly. Observe
the nominative and accusative pairs from various Cushitic languages presented
below:
Oromo Somali Afar-Saho
Nom. Acc. Nom. Acc Nom. Acc.
namni nama inan ínan afa afa
dammi damma nin nín marub marub
maqaan maqaa madax mádax awki awka
lafti lafa warqadi warqád yalli yalla
afaan afaan madaxi madáx giti gita
Figure 6.2: Case Inflection throughout Cushitic
The extreme variability of these systems makes the recovery of a single case-
marking system for Proto-Cushitic quite difficult to reconstruct. Sasse (1984)




Figure 6.3: Proto-Cushitic Case System from Sasse (1984)
Note, however, as we have previously discussed, Tosco (1994) disagrees with
this analysis, finding the origin of the majority of these morphemes in deictics,
171Appleyard (2012) mentions that in some Cushitic languages, such as Afar-Saho and Qi-
mant, it is only masculine nouns which are marked for nominative case, while feminine nouns
typically have zero case-marking, a system which Appleyard states "appears to be the original
situation."
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determiners and focus markers. Given the confluence of case-marking with
definiteness in Cushitic, such an analysis is quite plausible.
For our purposes, we will not present a single picture of the system of case in-
flection present in Proto-Cushitic, as the nature of the system is, in our opinion,
insufficiently clear to make specific claims about the shape of the morphemes
in question. We will note, however, that across the whole of Cushitic, nominal
inflection for case is not associated with a change in the shape of the nomi-
nal root or stem. This is true even in the case of Afar-Saho, which has a
synchronically active syncope rule . This is because the marking of case
in Afar-Saho is limited to a relatively small class of nouns, which, due to their
unmarked accusative form (masculine, vowel-final nouns) do not syncopate with
the addition of the nominative case morpheme.
If the situation were similar in Proto-Cushitic, it would explain the lack of
widespread syncope associated with case inflection throughout the family. If,
for example, overt morphological marking of case in Proto-Cushitic were limited
only to masculine nouns, or to definite masculine nouns, or to definite masculine
nouns ending in a vowel, then the number of instances in which syncope ought to
have applied might have been sufficiently low that reflexes of such syncopation
in the Cushitic daughters may have been either lost or leveled out in favor of
the more common non-varying case-marked forms.
At present, our knowledge of the case systems of Cushitic, and of the status
of case in Proto-Cushitic, is far too incomplete to assert that the data accord
with our theory, or if they contradict it. Without further research and more
complete reconstructions, we can only speculate.
6.1.3 Number Inflection
As we have perhaps come to expect from Cushitic, the inflection of number
in that family is more variable, in both its form and its structure, than in
any of the northern Afro-Asiatic languages. The Cushitic languages have no
single, obviously shared sound-plural affix, and exhibit a wide array of broken-
plural formations. An exhaustive analysis of the full range of plural affixes and
"patterns," to use the templatic terminology, would be too extensive for the
current work172. For this reason, in our discussion here, we will restrict our
focus to the formation of plurals in Beja, referencing them in other Cushitic
languages only where relevant or appropriate. It is important to note that we
have chosen to focus on Beja not because it gives a complete view of all plural
formations in Cushitic. No single Cushitic language can do so. Rather, we have
chosen to focus on Beja because it is typically regarded as among the more
morphologically conservative Cushitic languages, and is, under some analysis,
one-half of the entire Cushitic family, with all other Cushitic languages forming
a clade opposed to Beja.
172Though see Andrzej Zaborski’s (1986) excellent summation of the situation. An avenue
for future research regarding syncope in Afro-Asiatic would be a categorizing of the plural
formations cited by Zaborski, and an assessment of each in terms of its viability by generation
from syncope.
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In the Northern Afro-Asiatic languages, we have seen that number functions
in much the same manner as it does in more familiar Indo-European languages.
It is an independent nominal category that reflects either two or three basic
numbers (Singular vs. Plural, with duals sporadically attested in Semitic and
Egyptian). We have already seen that the independence of number and gender
as categories is distorted in Cushitic, but even the basic orientation of the num-
ber categories is altered vis-a-vis the northern languages. The Cushitic verb
confirms that the basic categories for nominals are singular and plural173, but
in contrast to Semitic, Egyptian, and Berber, there are a number of nouns in
Cushitic that, rather than forming a plural, are inherently collective or paucal,
and which instead form morphologically distinct singulative forms. Note that
this is distinct from pluralia tantum or dualia tantum nouns well-known from
nothern Afro-Asiatic, such as Akkadian mû "water," Hebrew h. ayȳım "life,"
Arabic »it
¯
nān "two," Egyptian <h.nw> "ribs," Figuig timz.in "barley." Pluralia
and dualia tantum nouns only exhibit morphologically plural or dual forms,
having no corresponding singulars. The collective and paucal nouns of Cushitic
are similar, in that they are intrinsically plural, but quite distinct in that they
have morphologically well-formed "singulatives" which are the marked member
of their singular-plural pair.
In Beja, the more conventional singular-plural paradigm has largely taken
over for the competing collective-singulative paradigm, but even here, Zaborski
(1986) notes a handful of such nouns, including taweg "mosquitoes" to go with
taw´̄ıgay "mosquito," hami "hair, wool" to go with hamoý̄ıay "a single hair,"
āši "fish" to go with ašóyay "a single fish," »arab "highlanders" to go with
»arab́̄ınay "one highlander," and a handful of others. But this behavior is far
more robust in other Cushitic languages. Zaborski notes, for example, that "the
opposition singulative:collective is still functioning parallel to the opposition
singular:plural" in Afar-Saho, such that a given noun may have up four potential
forms; a collective, a singulative, a true plural formed to the collective (implying
a multitudinous plural), and a paucal plural (implying a handful), as in the
example inflection of the word adám "men" below.
Collective Singulative Plural Paucal
adám M: ad´̄amto/ F: adāmtó ad´̄amum ad´̄amtit
Figure 6.4: Number-Inflected Noun in Afar-Saho
It should also be remarked that the form of the singulative morpheme in
Afar-Saho, -to, appears to be more in keeping with the other Cushitic lan-
guages than does the -ay suffix of Beja174. Observe collective/singulative pairs
173These are the nominal number categories which can be reflected in verbal inflection.
174Though this suffix may also appear in some other Cushitic languages, such as Somali and
Burji.
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from throughout the family: Bayso arr̄ı/ar̄ıti "days/sun," Arbore izze/izzet
"gazelle(s)," Elmolo g´̄al/gálte "camel(s)," Dasench gúm/gumitti "mountain(s),"
Oromo moti/ mōtítti "king(s)/queen(s)," Konso íska/ískitta "worm(s)," Di-
rayta tókoyya/tókoyt "porcupine(s)."
In our discussion of number inflection in Cushitic, we will focus our attention
for the most part on the singular-plural opposition. The widespread *-t initial
suffix of the singulative is likely to block syncope on any noun stem ending
in a consonant. But equally importantly, the systematic collective-singulative
opposition appears to be an innovation of a Cushitic-Omotic grouping, or else
an areal feature of a possible Ethiopic Sprachbund, as proposed by Tosco (2000).
Such a distinction is hardly unknown from the other Afro-Asiatic languages175
but it is rarely as pervasive or systematic as it appears in Cushitic, with most
or all nouns having a collective and singulative form.
With all these caveats in mind, we can now turn our attention in earnest
to the question of plural formation in Beja. We find that plurals in Beja can
be divided into the same two basic categories found in the other Afro-Asiatic
languages: namely, affixing sound plurals and non-concatenative internal or bro-
ken plurals. We will begin with the sound-plural formations. Beja is somewhat
atypical for a Cushitic language (and more like a Semitic or Berber language) in
that it exhibits only one primary sound plural, formed by the addition of a suffix
-a. This suffix appends to nominal stems ending in consonants, while vowel-final
stems exhibit a different pattern176. For our purposes, the most striking fact
about Beja sound pluralization in -a is the change in stem shape of the noun
to which is appends. Monosyllabic CVC nouns have no apparent changes asso-
ciated with sound pluralization: yaf /yafa "mouth(s)," san/sana "brother(s)."
By contrast, Zaborski (1986) states that in bisyllabic CVCVC, the short vowels
/a/, /i/, and /e/ can be "elided" when they appear in the second syllable of the
noun: dirim/dirma "herd(s)," darab/darba "road(s)." These alternations look
very similar to those which our syncope theory produces, but the similarities are
even deeper. For one, Zaborski notes that the elision of the vowel in the plural
can be blocked by the presence of the accent (kaleb/kaléba "fence(s)"), precisely
parallel in form to the syncope rule attested in Afar-Saho, which is sensitive
to stress/accent. Zaborski also notes that the elision also can apparently be
blocked if the vowel preceding the elision target in the root is long: āgir/āgira
"virgin(s)." This fact seems to surprise Zaborski, since short syllables following
heavy ones are a common environment for syncope cross-linguistically, but it
175See, for example, the relatively large number of singulative nouns present in Arabic;
qamh. at "grain of wheat" from qamh. "wheatstuff," baqarat "a cow" from baqar "cattle,"
h. ajarat "a stone" from h. ajar "rock (the substance)." Note also that, as in Cushitic, these
singulatives are apparently formed by the addition of the feminine suffix *-t.
176Zaborski (1986) reports that most vowel-final noun stems have "only one form for both
plural and singular," noting additionally some nouns which replace their final vowels with
-a, a type of partially sound-plural. For those vowel-final noun stems which have no overt
pluralizing suffix, Zaborski notes that the plurals can show a difference in accentuation, with
polysyllabic nouns showing a retraction of the accent one syllable from its position in the
singular noun. It should also be noted that all definite nouns can be identified as singular or
plural by the presence of the definite article, which inflects for both number and case.
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is perfectly predicted by our syncope rule, which blocks syncopation in such
circumstances.
It is clear that syncope is not a synchronically active process in Beja the way
that it is in Afar-Saho. Nor is it true that every sound plural which our theory
predicts should exhibit syncopation does so. Zaborski cites dialectal differences,
with different Beja speakers producing syncopated (hawil/hawla "year(s)") and
unsyncopated (hawil/hawila) singular and plural pairs. It is also unclear why
short /u/ should apparently fail to participate in this "elision" if it is truly the
result of our syncope rule. With these exceptions notwithstanding, however,
the data of Beja seem relatively favorable to our analysis of syncope, though it
seems clear that there must have been some leveling or loss of syncopated forms
after the loss of the synchronic rule.
When we turn our attention to the internal or broken plurals, we again
find that the Cushitic languages are far more variable and allow for less-secure
reconstructions. Zaborski comments, for example, that while the internal plurals
seen in Beja and Afar-Saho are "certainly archaic," he also remarks that "there
are very few ablauts that Afar-Saho and Beja have in common." He further notes
that the internal plurals seen in other Cushitic languages, such as Iraqw, Alagwa,
or Agaw are "obviously innovations." Indeed, it is difficult to reconstruct broken
plurals of the sort which we have seen for Semitic and Berber for the Cushitic
languages, and the types which we can reconstruct are quite different in form:
plurals via vowel-shortening and plurals via right-edge reduplication. We will
consider each in turn.
In Beja, one of the most common means for forming internal plurals is the
shortening of the final long vowel of the nominal stem. This can occur with
monosyllabic CVC biliteral nouns (kām/kam "camel(s)," lāt/lat "leaf/leaves"),
as well as with bisyllabic CVCVC triliterals ( »ih´̄am/ »ihám "leopard(s)," gwárār/
gwárar "colon(s)"). This shortening can also coincide with apophonic changes
to the final vowel (anb´̄ur/ánbir "wing(s)," »or/»ar "son(s)"). Unlike the ma-
jority of other internal plurals in Cushitic, this form may indeed be ancestral
to the family, because other Cushitic languages show similar behavior on plu-
ral nouns177, as in Iraqw baala/balu "day(s)" and tliinta/tlitu "corridor(s),"
or Alagwa kasaami/kasamu "arrow(s)" and qwaama/qwamu "fence(s)" (from
Mous (1993, 2016) respectively). However, quite the opposite pattern is at-
tested in Afar-Saho, in which nouns can be pluralized by the lengthening of the
final vowel of the nominal stem (ufuy/ufūy "breath(s)," dik/d̄ıka "family(ies)").
Whether such forms are linked with their seemingly opposite Cushitic counter-
parts, with the Semitic broken plurals involving final-root-vowel lengthening, or
unrelated entirely is not well understood.
The shortened plurals of Cushitic are fascinating from an etymological origin
and are quite distinctive within the world of Afro-Asiatic, but as it pertains to
syncope, they are essentially irrelevant. Since the shortening also appears on the
final vowel of the nominal stem, it cannot have any impact on our predictions
177Though sometimes co-occurring with additional sound-plural affixes, likely added at a
later date by speakers failing to interpret the morphologically irregular internal plurals and
true plurals.
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of where syncope occurs, since all words that should have syncopated in the
singular will still do so in their shortened plural, while all nouns which we
predict not to syncopate will still fail to do so after shortening. This common
type of Cushitic broken plural is therefore of little significance to our syncope
proposal.
The other of the primary broken-plural types in Cushitic are formed by
reduplication, and here we may observe two distinctive classes of reduplicative
plurals: adjectival reduplication and nominal reduplication. In a number of
Cushitic languages, including Beja, Somali, and Rendille, adjectives agreeing
with plural nouns exhibit a morphologically distinctive form characterized by the
reduplication of the initial portion of the nominal stem. This sometimes appears
as reduplication of the initial CV sequence, and sometimes as reduplication of
the full initial syllable. There is also a common tendency for the reduplicated
syllable to exhibit vowel lengthening, though not all forms appear as such, and
the distribution of this phenomenon is not clear. Sample forms are presented
below, adapted from Zaborski (1986).
Beja Somali Rendille
Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl.
de» d´̄ade» d. ēr d. ād. ēr d. ´̄er d. ēd. ´̄er
wun w´̄awun weyn wāweyn wén wewén
dis d´̄adis h.un h.unh.un yeryér yeryeryér
Figure 6.5: Cushitic Plural Adjective Reduplication
This formation is unique to Cushitic, and therefore is unlikely to have been
inherited from common Afro-Asiatic. It is possible, then, that these reduplicated
adjectival plurals may have entered the grammars of the Cushitic languages after
synchronic syncope was lost (the relative chronology of such changes is not well-
understood). Even if syncope were still active, however, the peculiar shape of
the reduplicated element likely would have blocked syncopation in any case.
Since the initial reduplicated syllable often contains a lengthened vowel, and
probably did so originally, its appending to the nominal stem should result in
no further syncopation to the nominal stem, since the syllable which follows,
if short, will not be the second such light syllable in an adjacent sequence.
Our theory, then, predicts that Cushitic adjective reduplication should be a
non-syncopating process, which is consistent with the admittedly sparse data
recoverable from the Cushitic daughter languages.
The second primary type of reduplicated plural in Cushitic is the redupli-
cated nominal plurals, formed by the affixing of a -V̆C suffix to the end of the
nominal stem, in which the C matches the final consonant of the nominal root.
Reduplicative plurals of this type are widespread throughout Cushitic, and are
in fact attested in other Afro-Asiatic branches like Chadic and at least some
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branches of Omotic, like Kaffa178. Unhelpfully for our analysis, they are not
present in Beja, so in order to fully discuss this common type of plural forma-
tion, we will have to turn our attention briefly to the other Cushitic languages.
Zaborski (1986) states that plurals of this type are found in Afar-Saho, Somali,
Rendille, Bayso, Arbore, Elmolo, Dasenech, Yaaku, Dahalo, sparsely in Iraqw,
but more frequently in Alagwa and Burunge and the other South Cushitic lan-
guages. He notes that there is even evidence for such forms in the extinct
Cushitic language K. wadza. Examples are given below, adapted from Zaborski:
Afar-Saho Somali Rendille Alagwa
Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl.
af áfof af afaf af afáf tlūfa tlūfafu
dik dikák – ēl – ēlal sam samám bale balalu
h. ad. ó h. ád. od. mur murar mān mānán kāmu kāmame
Figure 6.6: Cushitic Nominal Plural Reduplication
A full survey would be too extensive, so we will focus our attention on the
comparatively better-studied Afar-Saho and Somali. In Somali, reduplicated
plurals are restricted in distribution, occurring almost exclusively with mono-
syllabic (CVC ) masculine nouns, as well as a few monosyllabic feminines179.
This distribution appears to be common to Cushitic, with a similar restriction
to monosyllabic, often masculine nouns being found in Rendille and Arbore,
and a general tendency throughout the family for nominal plurals formed in
this fashion to belong to monosyllabic or originally monosyllabic nouns. Since,
as Zabroksi states, "all these nouns end in a consonant," the formation effec-
tively takes the form C ˘̄VC singular, C ˘̄VC-V̆C plural, in which the vowel of
the reduplicated element may exhibit vocalism seemingly copied from the nom-
inal stem (af /afaf "mouth(s)"), but often appears to be subject to apophonic
change (fōl/fōlal "face(s)," tūg/t̄ugeg "thief/thieves"). Regardless of any possi-
ble apophony in the reduplicated suffix, the shape of the noun stems to which
the affix attaches precludes any possibility of syncopation. The addition of a
-V̆C suffix to a CVC biliteral noun, regardless of whether it is reduplicated,
should have no impact in terms of our theory of syncope.
In Afar-Saho, this plural is not restricted to monosyllables (ikó/íkok "tooth/
teeth," lafa/láfof ), though it is common with nouns of this sort (af /áfof "mouth(s),"
bar/báror "night(s)"). Critically, bisyllabic CVCV nouns, when made into
reduplicated plurals, are indistinguishable from the monosyllabic CVC coun-
178Due to their superficial similarity, there is also some speculation that this process may
underlie the rise of extended triliteral C1VC2VC2 and C1VC2C2 nouns in the Northern Afro-
Asiatic languages, under the assumption that the reduplicative plurals, like other broken plural
types, began as some sort of process of nominal derivation of uncertain origin and function.
179Zaborski cites h. ad. /h. ād. ad. "hair(s)," hog/hogag "cave(s)," and mur/murar "path(s)" as
reduplicated feminine nouns.
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terparts180. Synchronically, it may be possible to interpret this as a nominal
stem CVCV being affixed with a reduplicated suffix -VC, along with some pro-
cess of vowel coalescence. The apophony of the reduplicated suffix, however, is
sensitive exclusively to root vowel, between the two root consonants, and wholly
insensitive to the terminal vowel181. Indeed the reduplicative suffix seems to en-
tirely overwrite whatever terminal vowel may be present, suggesting either that
such vowels in Afar-Saho may not be original to the nominal root, and therefore
not present at the diachronic stage at which reduplicative plurals were formed,
or, alternatively, that the terminal vowels, though semantically vacuous, are
morphologically separable from the nominal root, and can be blocked from ap-
pearing by the presence of the reduplicative affix.
Overall, across the entirety of Cushitic, reduplicative plurals do not appear
to regularly cause any variability to the root or stem shapes of the nouns to
which they apply, excepting apophonic vowel changes. Although work on the
comparative morphology of the Cushitic languages is still far from complete,
with our theory of syncope, we may now offer a tentative explanation for the
lack of such changes. If, as we have speculated, reduplicative plural formation
was a means for forming plurals solely from monosyllabic CVC nouns, as we
see directly in some Cushitic daughters, and which is suggested by the strong
association between reduplication and CVC roots in others, then as a process it
cannot originally have triggered any syncopation in the nominal stems to which
it applied, as such forms should result only in C ˘̄VC-V̆C plurals, which should
not be syncopated.
6.1.4 Derived Nominals
Nominal derivation is immensely varied within the Cushitic languages. A wide
array of affixes are used in the formation of nouns from verbs, adjectives and
other nouns. Due to the internal diversity of the family, as well as the sparsity
of scholarship and adequate reconstructions, it can be difficult to determine
the direct cognation of many of these forms182. For our purposes, we will focus
primarily on the *mv̆- prefix used in the formation of verbal nouns, agent nouns,
location nouns, and instrument nouns, as we can safely deduce the presence of
this affix at the Proto-Cushitic stage via outgroup analysis.
This derivational prefix is clearly present in Cushitic, though it is not com-
monly productive in a generalized sense in the same way that it is in northern
Afro-Asiatic languages, or even as it is in Chadic. Takács (2007), links this obvi-
ously cognate prefix with various derivational suffixes within both Cushitic and
Omotic. The semantics of such a connection is not implausible, but the mech-
180Compare áfof from af vs. láfof. from lafa
181Zaborski (1986) states that the reduplicative suffix is -oC or -uC when the root vowel is
/a/ and -aC when the root vowel is any other (we might say, when it is any non-low vowel).
This patterning is somewhat reminiscent of the conditioning of Barth’s Law in Semitic.
182Though see the work of Zaborski (1991), who proposes a number of derivational mor-
phemes be reconstructed to the Proto-Cushitic stage. It should be noted that many of his
reconstructions bear a striking similarity to those in Semitic.
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anism whereby movement from a prefixed to a suffixed position might have
occurred is not clear183. For this reason, we will restrict our attention solely to
the clearly cognate prefixed forms, and remain agnostic as to the origin of these
suffixes.
The *mv̆- prefix is far more productive in Afar-Saho, where it appears as
a prefix which forms verbal nouns from verb roots. However, its productiv-
ity is limited, as it serves only to derive verbal nouns from roots which form
strong (prefix-conjugated) verbs, which is a relatively small and archaic class in
Cushitic outside of Beja. Thus, for example, from a verbal root such as kom
"eat" which forms the strong verb yokme "he ate," we find the verbal noun
makmo "eating." From the triconsonantal root fakun "turn," which forms the
strong verb yufkune, we find the verbal noun makfano. The presence in Afar-
Saho of the suffixed ending -o or -a on verbal nouns, in conjunction with the
synchronic syncope rule, results in the hyper-short CC biconsonantal form, but
note that the mv̆-CCVC(-o) root shape, which is clearly cognate with both the
as well as the other forms outside of Cushitic, is unambiguously the result of
syncope in Afar-Saho, and that this rule produces precisely those forms which
we find throughout the majority of the family.
The similarity of the Afar-Saho forms to those of Beja, Semitic, Egyptian,
and Berber is the most crucial of all the *mv̆- prefixed forms we have here ex-
amined, since here it is not speculation or hypothesis that apparently templatic
behavior is the result of syncope and unrelated vowel apophony. In describing
the behavior of these verbal nouns, Bliese (1981) notes that the shape of the
root is clearly the output of sychronic syncope applying to the verb stems. At
the same time, however, he notes that the /a/ vocalism which characterizes the
verbal noun stem is an entirely unrelated process, applying to the jussive, sub-
junctive and consultative, the perfect negative, nonpotential conditionals, -i/-u
infinitives, and to verbal nouns formed with -á, -a, or -iyya, regardless of the
presence or absence of the m- prefix, and regardless of whether syncope has ap-
plied to any of these forms. Afar-Saho, then, provides us with clear evidence for
a language which has synchronic operation of both syncope and vowel apophony,
and how the confluence of each can conspire to produce forms which are not
only superficially indistinguishable from the operation of templatic morphology,
but is also, in fact, directly cognate with it.
183Notwithstanding our skepticism of the bulk of his work, Ehret (1995) makes the plausible
connection between the agent/instrument/location Afro-Asiatic prefix *mv̆- with the otherwise
attested Afro-Asiatic interrogative pronoun in *m. He suggests that, at the Pre-Proto-Afro-
Asiatic stage, this prefix was originally a freestanding element, forming a relative clause of the
form "who/which does X." If this proposal is correct, it provides a potential avenue for the
apparent movement from prefixing to suffixing position in Cushitic. But this would require
the univerbation which Ehret proposes to be a post-Afro-Asiatic innovation occurring in all
non-Cushitic/Omotic branches, a timeline we find somewhat questionable.
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6.2 Verbal Morphology
In contrast to the nominal morphology of Cushitic/Omotic, which is compar-
atively far more difficult both to reconstruct overall and to relate to cognate
systems existing outside these two closely related families, the verbal morphol-
ogy (of Cushitic in particular) bears many strong and remarkable resemblances
to that of in Semitic, Berber, and to a lesser extent Egyptian in terms of the
development of secondary forms of verbal inflection. As we shall demonstrate,
the similarities between these verbal forms extends beyond cognation in terms of
the verbal roots and inflectional affixes (although this is, of course, also true).
It likewise includes a shared amenability to analysis in terms of syncopation
in order to generate the full array of attested verbal formations (and to fail
to produce those forms which are not attested). We will begin our analysis
with the expected inherited verbal forms, including the old Afro-Asiatic suffix-
conjugation, and the prefix-conjugation, with its split between perfective and
imperfective aspectual forms. We will begin with the stative suffix-conjugation.
6.2.1 Suffix-Conjugation
The status of the original stative suffixing conjugation within Cushitic is, at
present, uncertain. It is clearly unrelated to the novel, innovative suffix-conjugation
class of Cushitic "weak verbs," described in section 6.2.3 below. More promising
in terms of possible cognation, as we have previously discussed, is the presence
in the East Cushitic languages of a suffix-conjugated verb form which, Banti
(1987) refers to as "suffix-stativoid" or the "Cushitic Suffix-Conjugation 2"
(SC2). These are verbs which describe attributes or properties of their sub-
jects, semantically similar to the Akkadian and Egyptian statives, and to the
Northern Berber verbes qualitatifs. And like these other, more clearly cognate
suffix-statives, the SC2 is inflected solely by suffixes indicating the person, num-
ber, and gender of the subject. East-Cushitic suffix-stativoid verb paradigms
are sampled below, adapted from Banti (1987).
Somali Jiiddu Boni Afar-Saho Burji
1st Sg. cusbi @k@ eheeyi inniyo anni
2nd Sg. cusbid @kit eheed’i innito andu
3rd Sg. M cusub ehee eheeyi inna anniF cusub ehee eheed’i inna anni
1st Pl. cusbin @kin eheeni innino anninu
2nd Pl. cusbidin @k@d
¯
in eheed’ii innitin ancingu
3rd Pl. cusub ehee eheeyii innun anningu
Figure 6.7: East-Cushitic Suffix-Stativoid Conjugation
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On the basis of these these attested forms, Banti (2001) reconstructs the
suffix-stativoid conjugation with the following inflectional paradigm.
Sg. Pl
1st Sg. -iyi -inu
2nd Sg. -itu -itin
3rd Sg. ∅
Figure 6.8: Reconstructed Suffix-Stativoid Paradigm
There are two theories regarding the origin of the East-Cushitic suffix-
stativoid conjugation. The first, advanced by Banti (1987), is that this verbal
form is directly cognate with the Semitic and Egyptian stative and the Berber
verbes qualitatifs, reflecting a direct inheritance of the original Afro-Asiatic
suffix-conjugation. The second, argued by Banti (2001) against his previous
theory, is that the these verbs are an innovation internal to Cushitic, resulting
from the application of the possessive suffix pronoun to an original verbal noun
or adjective. We will discuss the merits of each interpretation, incorporating
our theory of syncopation into the analysis.
The simplest argument supporting the idea that the East-Cushitic suffix-
stativoid is inherited from the original suffix-conjugation statives is simple: they
are almost perfectly overlapping in function. If Semitic, Berber, and Egyptian
all exhibit a shared class of verbs reflecting attributes, qualities, or states, then
one may suspect possible cognation upon finding a similar class of state or
attribute verbs in a related language. There are additional structural parallels.
Obviously, both are inflected with suffixes, and their form does sometimes match
those of the original stative suffix-conjugation in Afro-Asiatic, particularly the
second persons in *-t, and the weak or zero marking of the third persons.
In favor of the idea of the East-Cushitic suffix-stativoid conjugation as an
innovation featuring the suffix pronouns and some nominalized verbal form is the
peculiar shape of the first singular, with *-iyi, quite distinct from Akkadian -āku,
Egyptian <-k(w/»ı)>, and Berber *-G, but similar to the possessive pronouns
(Semitic *-̄ı/-ya, Egyptian <-»ı>, Berber *̄ı/-iy). Banti (2001) also notes that
the complete absences of marking in the third persons (which is uncharacteristic
of the suffixing conjugation, where the masculine may have been unmarked, but
the feminine seemed to have regular marking with the feminine *-t) is consistent
with the behavior of the the Egyptian clitic "conjugation," in which the third-
person clitics are blocked by the appearance of an overt nominal subject, and
therefore leave a number of third-person verbs unmarked. Such unmarked third-
person forms could have been generalized to all third persons, even those without
nominal subjects if they were frequent enough in use.
To adjudicate between these two theories, we can use our theory of synco-
pation, and ask if it makes any predictions about which the behavior of the
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East-Cushitic suffix-stativoid conjugation should look like depending on its two
origins. As discussed in section 6.2.3, one of the characteristics of the Cushitic
weak verb, which is formed originally from the univerbation of a presumably ver-
bal noun or infinitive along with a prefix-conjugated auxiliary, is the invariance
of the basic verbal root. We explain this invariance as a result of univerbation.
Since the inflectional "suffixes" were originally distinct words, the syncope pro-
cess could not cross the word boundary, yielding an invariant root. This suggests
that our theory predicts that, at least in Cushitic, verbal forms arising through
univerbation should not exhibit any syncopation-related variability in the shape
of the verbal root or stem. By contrast, in the case of the East-Cushitic stative,
we find that it is frequently true that the verb stem alternates frequently, and
often in ways reminiscent of the original Afro-Asiatic suffix-conjugation. Con-
sider, for example, the variation between Somali cusbi/cusbid "I am new/you
are new" and cusub "he/she is new," perfectly parallel in shape to Akkadian
parsāku/parsāta vs. paris or the variation between Afar-Saho prefix-conjugation
yikxine "he fell in love with" and suffix-stativoid conjugation kixna184 "he/she
loves." The presence of this variation in stem form and shape for suffix-stativoid
verbs, under our theory of stem variation by syncope, suggests that this verbal
form arose not from univerbation, where syncope should not be able to cross
word boundaries as in the weak verb, but rather, are truly suffix-inflected verbs.
This is consistent with the analysis whereby the suffix-stativoid conjugation of
East-Cushitic is indeed linked with the original stative suffix-conjugation, and
shows cognate variability in stem formation.
6.2.2 Strong Verb
The Cushitic strong verb, absent at least in the sychronic grammars of the
Omotic languages, is the inheritor of the old Afro-Asiatic prefix-conjugation.
In no Cushitic language does the strong verb survive as the sole or primary
form of verbal conjugation (as the prefix-conjugation is in Berber or Semitic),
coexisting to a greater or lesser extent with the innovative Cushitic weak verb,
in a fashion much akin to the weak and strong verbs of the Germanic languages,
from which the categories clearly derive their names. Nor is the strong verb
evenly distributed across the branches of Cushitic. In Beja, the strong verb
survives as a large and robust class of verbs, and is a more or less sychronically
functional component of the grammar. In Afar-Saho (Lowland East Cushitic),
strong verbs are only slightly less common, still forming a functional class of
verbal inflection. In the other branches, the strong verb tends to survive not as
a class of verbal inflection, but rather as a handful of irregular verbs. Awngi,
for example, (Agaw) has retained a total of five strong verbs.
Nevertheless, by considering the behavior of the strong verbs from all of
these Cushitic languages, with special attention to Beja, which exhibits the
most morphologically conservative verbal system within Cushitic/Omotic, we
184Note the variability within Afar-Saho between syncopated kixna and kixína, in which the
presence of stress blocks such syncopation, as discussed in section2.1.2 above.
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can begin to piece together the behavior of the prefix-conjugation in Cushitic.
The picture that emerges is largely in accord with the analysis of syncope that
we have here proposed. We will begin with our examination of the underived
G-Stem verbal forms.
6.2.2.1 G-Stem
Any discussion of the inherited prefix-conjugation in Cushitic must begin with
the consideration of the Beja verbal system, which is the most typically conserva-
tive, and in which the strong verb survives as a large, relatively productive class.
Unlike in Semitic, where no verbs exhibit truly biconsonantal inflection, or in
Berber, where biconsonantal verbs exist but are typically considered secondary
to their more common triconsonantal counterparts, in Cushitic (including Beja),
biconsonantal verbs are far more common, both in that they occur more fre-
quently, and also in that the inflection of biconsonantal verbs is a common and
basic type, not regarded as an irregular process modeled on the inflection of
triconsonantal verbs. We therefore begin our analysis primarily with the verbal
system of Beja, supplementing information from the other Cushitic languages
where appropriate.
One of the primary archaisms of the Beja verbal system is the presence of
distinct perfective and imperfective verbal forms. As in Semitic and Berber (and
possibly Egyptian), the perfective verbal stem is characterized by the simple
verbal root along with the affixation of the subject prefixes (and any syncopation
which this affixation triggers), while the imperfective is characterized by an
infixed <n> morpheme. As we shall see, the position of the <n> infix is closely
paralleled by the position of the geminated consonant of the Semitic and Berber
imperfective stem, and has similar impacts on where and if syncope occurs in
the verbal stem. Let us begin by analyzing the form of the perfective verb.
Of the three primary verbal roots (CVC, CVCVC, CVCV 185), we find syn-
copation of the verbal root in the CVCVC and CVCV forms, while the CVC
roots are invariant. Sample forms are presented below from Kuryłowicz (1972)
and Wedekind et al. (2008); Wedekind and Musa (2010).
185In the traditional grammatical description of Beja verbal roots, the CVCV roots are
commonly regarded as arising from original CVCVy and CVCVw roots, and can therefore be
regarded as akin to Egyptian and Semitic verbae tertiae infirmae.
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CVC CVCVC CVCV
1st Sg. »abís »adbíl »adgì
2nd Sg. M. tibisà tidbilà tidgiiàF. tibisì tidbilì tidgiì
3rd Sg. M.
»ibís »idbíl »idgì
F. tibís tidbíl tidgì
1st Pl. nibís nidbíl nidgì
2nd Pl. tibisnà tidbilnà tidgiinà
3rd Pl. » ibisnà » idbilnà »idgiinà
Figure 6.9: Beja Perfective/Past Verb Inflection
Outside of Beja, and to a lesser extent Afar-Saho, the prefix-conjugation in
its entirety survives exclusively as an archaism relegated to either small classes,
or to individual "irregular" verbs. Nevertheless, sufficient traces of the prefixing
verbal inflection remain scattered throughout the family to confirm that the Beja
perfective system is ancestral to the family as a whole. A sampling of Cushitic
strong verbs is provided below, adapted from Heine (1976) (Rendille), Bliese
(1981) (Afar-Saho), and Hetzron (1978b) (Awngi).
Redille Afar-Saho Awngi
CVC CVCVC CVC CVCVC CVC CVCVC
1st Sg. id. ah. abh.ub able ikxine aqe186 –
2nd Sg. M. tid. ah. tabh.ub table tikxine taqe –F.
3rd Sg. M. yid. ah. yabh.ub yable yikxine yaqe –F. tid. ah. tabh.ub table tikxine taqe –
1st Pl. nid. ah. nabh.ub nable nikxine aqne –
2nd Pl. tid. aah. in tabh.uubin tablin tikxinin taqana –
3rd Pl. yid. aah. in yabh.uubin yablin yikxinin yaqana –
Figure 6.10: Perfective Prefix-Conjugation outside Beja
Notwithstanding the variations particular to each language in question, such
as the syncope in Afar-Saho of the CVC roots resulting from the presence of
a terminal vowel, it seems relatively clear that the other Cushitic languages
confirm that Proto-Cushitic inherited basically the same system as is present in
Semitic or Berber. Namely, that it inherited a system of prefixing perfective-verb
inflection of the sort yv̆-CVC, yv̆-CCVC. As we have previously demonstrated,
these forms are easily generable via our theory of syncopation, and are likely
186Reflecting an original »a- »aq, ta- »aq, ya- »aq, etc.
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the sychronic output of syncope in Afar-Saho. Observe the sample derivations
below.
(104) Derivation of Cushitic G-Stem Perfectives/Pasts
CVC CVCVC
Underlying Root bis dabil
↓ ↓




Output *yv̆bis→» ibís *yv̆dbil→»idbíl
In both Semitic and Berber, we saw that imperfective G-Stem verbs were
morphologically distinct from their perfective counterparts. Specifically, the
imperfective forms were characterized by the presence of a geminated root con-
sonant, as in Berber iggât or ikârräs, or Semitic *yaqattal. This geminated im-
perfective form is paralleled in Cushitic, albeit only in Beja. In this language,
there is a distinctive present/progressive form characterized by the infixation of
a morpheme <n>. Strikingly, the position of the <n> infix is perfectly parallel
to the geminated root consonant of the Berber and Semitic forms. Namely,
in CVC biconsonantal roots, in which the first root-consonant is geminated
(Tuareg i-ggât), we find in Beja forms such as »i-nliiw or »i-nriib, in which
the would-be geminated consonant is preceded by the <n> infix. In CVCVC
verbal roots, in which the second root-consonant would be geminated (Tuareg
i-kârräs, Semitic *ya-qattal), we find Beja forms such as šanbiib or danbiil. The
full paradigm of Beja present/progressive forms is presented below.
CVC CVCVC CVCV
1st Sg. »anbíis »adanbíil »adangì
2nd Sg. M. tinbiisà danbiilà dangiiàF. tinbiisì danbiilì dangií
3rd Sg. M.
» inbíis danbiil dangìF. tinbíis
1st Pl. neebís needbíl nidèeg
2nd Pl. teebisnà teedbilnà tideegnà
3rd Pl. »eebisnà »eedbilnà » ideegnà
Figure 6.11: Beja "Present/Progressive" Imperfective Verb Inflection
There are a number of distinctive features of the present/imperfective
paradigm of Beja that merit some mention or discussion. The first, and most
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obvious, is that the <n> infix which characterizes the imperfective forms ap-
pears (at least in the standard dialects) to occur solely with singular subjects.
Supposing that the Beja form is truly cognate with its Berber and Semitic coun-
terpart, we would have to conclude that the absence of the <n> infix in the
plural is an innovation. Indeed, we find evidence of this, as Zaborski (1975)
cites forms from Reinisch (1893), drawn from the Hadendowa dialect of South-
Eastern Egypt, North-Eastern Sudan, and Eritrea, which attests the following
paradigm (in which the <n> infix appears in all forms, including the plurals):
CVC
1st Sg. »arankwíi
2nd Sg. M. ránk
wiia
F. ránkwii




Figure 6.12: Hadendowa Beja Fully <n>-Infixed Paradigm
If we assume, as did Greenberg (1952), that the <n>-infixed presents of
Beja represent direct cognations with the Berber and Semitic geminated imper-
fectives, we should assume that the Hadendowa paradigm is original, and that
the loss of the infix in the plural forms is an innovation internal to Beja187. This
is the analysis which we will adopt here.
Another somewhat striking feature is the absence of the inherited prefix-
conjugation affixes in the second (*tv̆-) and third (*yv̆-/*tv̆-) person singulars of
triconsonantal verbs, as illustrated by forms as 2nd M and F danbiilà/danbiilì
(instead of expected *tidanbiilà/*tidanbiilì), or common 3rd person forms such
as šanbiib (for expected * »išanbiib/*tišanbiib). It seems clear that we can again
agree with Greenberg in dismissing the absence of the prefixes in these forms as
"clearly secondary," given the archaic nature of the prefix-conjugation within
Afro-Asiatic, and the retention of these prefixes, in precisely the expected forms
and patterns, in the biconsonantal verbal forms (typically regarded as the more
archaic verbal roots within Cushitic).
We should finally mention the presence of distinctive long vocalisms in the
subject prefixes of the plural (nee-, tee-, »ee-) as well as in the final vowel of
the verbal root ( »inbíis, danbíil). The lengthening of the prefixes can rightly
187The reason as to why the marker of the present/imperfective form should be lost in the
plural is not abundantly clear. It is perhaps worth noting that between the first plural prefix
in *nv̆-, and the second and third person plural suffixes -nà, that all plural forms in Beja
exhibit an independent /n/ elsewhere in the inflected form, which could, in principle, have
triggered a dissimilatory change, but such a change is purely speculative.
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be regarded as a simple innovation given the presence of more typical short
vowel prefixes in the singular forms. The lengthening of the final vowel of
the verbal root is more interesting, since it potentially reflects some type of
templatic behavior or, under our analysis, a common morphological process in
the formation of the present/imperfective stem. Nevertheless, we will not focus
a great deal on this lengthening, since it has little impact on the analysis we
will present, as the final root syllable is never targeted for syncope in the verbal
system which Cushitic inherited from Afro-Asiatic.
As mentioned, the <n>-infixed presents of Beja are directly parallel to the
geminated imperfectives of Berber and Semitic, with the -nC- clusters appearing
in precisely the same positions in Beja as the geminated consonants in the other
families (-nCVC/-CCVC, CVnCVC/CVCCVC ).
(105) Derivation of Cushitic G-Stem Imperfectives/Duratives
CVC CVCVC









The marking of imperfective/present/progressive verbal forms with either
the infixation of <n>, or the gemination which may have arisen from it, is
unattested outside of Beja, and is not found in any of the other major Cushitic
languages. In this respect, we can think of Cushitic as a family as similar
to Semitic, in that the original gemination/<n>-infixation of the imperfective
verbal form is retained only in a few relatively conservative branches (East
Semitic/South Semitic vs. Beja for Cushitic), while in the remainder of the
family, an innovative verbal system based either around the original perfective
stem or periphrastic verbal forms has come to predominate.
6.2.2.2 Derived Stems
Cushitic reflects the full range of derived stem types (S-Stem, N-Stem, T-Stem)
attested elsewhere in the family. Indeed, in all three major-order branches in
which the prefix-conjugation survives as a fully functional inflectional category
(Semitic, Cushitic, Berber), the full complement of derived-stem types are at-
tested. By contrast, in Egyptian and Chadic, in which the prefixing conjugation
is absent, the derivational system has atrophied considerably, with Egyptian re-
flecting only the S-Stem and possible archaic reflexes of the T- or N-Stems, and
Chadic only debatably exhibiting any of the primary derived verbal types at
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all. For the discussion of the derived stem types in Omotic, see section 6.2.3.2
below, in which we consider the derived stem forms present in the Cushitic weak
verb, and likely shared with Omotic, as well as their likely common origin in
the prefixing conjugation.
In Cushitic, these derived verbal stems attest the basic semantic functions
which we would come to expect. The S-Stem functions as a causative, facti-
tive, or general verbal transitivizer, while the N- and T-Stems function inter-
changeably as passives, reciprocals, or middle voice formatives, with the various
Cushitic languages not always exhibiting agreement as to which of the T- or
N-Stems takes which of these various valence-reducing functions. A sample of










CVCVC » itdabaal irrixide
Figure 6.13: Derived Strong Verbs in Archaic Cushitic Languages
Each language is, of course, subject to different changes particular to its own
line of descent. Beja has developed innovative lengthened prefixes sō-, mō-, and
tō- which append to biconsonantal roots. Afar-Saho verbs have gained their
characteristic terminal vowels, and biconsonantal roots show unexpected gemi-
nation of the final root consonant, unattested in the other branches or outside
of Cushitic. Strong verbs entirely, to say nothing of derived strong verbs, are
increasingly uncommon in the other Cushitic daughters. Nevertheless, the com-
monalities of these two more conservative Cushitic languages, and their shared
commonality with languages outside of Cushitic, allows us to piece together the
system of derived verbs at the Proto-Cushitic stage, particularly if Beja is the
most divergent Cushitic branch, and constitutes half of the family. Biconsonan-
tal CVC verbal roots point to a proto-form yv̆-D-CVC in which D represents
the consonant which characterizes the derivation prefix, still more or less at-
tested directly in Afar-Saho. It is striking that such forms are unattested in
Beja (typically thought of as the most morphologically conservative Cushitic
language), instead being replaced by forms reflecting *yv̆-DV̄-CVC, in which
the derivational prefix not only appears with a concommitant vowel, but with
such vowel always appearing as long. This formation is quite unique, not only
within Cushitic (with Beja’s Cushitic sisters having no direct parallel to this
kind of obligatory lengthening with CVC roots) but also within Afro-Asiatic
more generally, since, as we have described, derivational forms associated with
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CVC roots in both Berber and Egyptian do not reflect mandatory lengthening
of the prefix vowel. For this reason, we should rightly regard the the lengthened
prefix vowels of Beja as an innovation particular to that language, albeit one
whose origin and cause is not particularly well-known.
Notwithstanding the innovative Beja forms, the Afar-Saho forms are identi-
cal with their Berber counterparts188, with forms such as yumbulle or yuybulle
effectively identically paralleling forms such as Tuareg isyän, with the prefix
directly adjacent to the initial consonant of the root. In the case of Berber,
we suggested that this pattern arose naturally from syncopation, and the same
analysis is applicable in the case of Cushitic (CVC→sv̆-CVC→yv̆-sv̆-CVC→yv̆-
s̆v-CVC→*yv̆-s-CVC ). A full derivation is provided below.
More striking from a cross-Afro-Asiatic perspective, is the distinctive form
of the triconsonantal CVCVC roots. We have previously suggested that derived
triconsonantal CVCVC roots in Afro-Asiatic exhibited an original shape yv̆-Dv̆-
CCVC. Such forms are universal in Berber, for all derived stem types, and they
also characterize the S-Stem in Semitic, regarded as the most conservative of the
derived stem formation. This *yv̆-sv̆-CCVC form is wholly absent from Cushitic,
with derived triconsonantal verbal stems uniformly reflecting a form *yv̆-D-
CVCVC, as in Beja »isdabil or Afar-Saho yindixide. Generating this form using
our proposed rule of syncopation requires only one of two potential changes,
namely the re-ordering or the re-analysis of the sequence of phonological rules
present at the Proto-Cushitic stage, or the re-analysis of the derivational prefix
as consisting of a single consonant with no accompanying vocalism.
Specifically, this re-analysis would require speakers to interpret the syncope
rule as applying only once, at the end of the phonological derivation, acting as
a constraint on the surface form before output, rather than as an interative rule
applying at multiple stages throughout the course of the derivation. Examples
of such a re-analyzed derivation, using both CVCVC triconsonantal and CVC
biconsonantal roots, are provided below, demonstrating how the attested forms
can be generated with comparative ease after supposing such a re-ordering.
(106) Derivation of Cushitic Derived Stem-Perfectives
(Rule-Reordering)
188Recall that Semitic has no verbal roots which exhibit biconsonantal finite inflection outside




Perfective Imperative Perfective Imperative
Underlying Root dv̆r dv̆r dv̆bv̆l dv̆bv̆l
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Derivational Prefix sv̆-dv̆r sv̆-dv̆r sv̆-dv̆bv̆l sv̆-dv̆bv̆l
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Subject Affix yv̆-sv̆dv̆r – yv̆-sv̆dv̆bv̆l –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate yv̆s̆vdv̆r – yv̆s̆vdv̆bv̆l sv̆d̆vbv̆l
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output *yv̆sdv̆r *sv̆dv̆r *yv̆sdv̆bv̆l *sv̆dbv̆l
This simple re-ordering will allow us to easily generate attested forms such
as Beja perfectives »išbašikw and isookin, along with imperatives sirhiisa and
sookina or Afar-Saho yindixide/eyyeece but the shape Afar-Saho imperatives
are unexpected: iynibib.
The imperatives of Afar-Saho provide potential evidence for our alterna-
tive proposal: that it was not the sequence of phonological rules that was re-
analyzed, but the derivational prefixes were re-segmented, with the consonant
being identified as the true prefix, and the accompanying vowel being misiden-
tified as part of the verbal root/stem. A sample derivation is provided below.
(107) Derivation of Cushitic Derived-Stem Perfectives (Prefix Re-
analysis)
CVC CVCVC
Perfective Imperative Perfective Imperative
Underlying Root dv̆r dv̆r dv̆bv̆l dv̆bv̆l
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Derivational Prefix s-dv̆r s-dv̆r s-dv̆bv̆l s-dv̆bv̆l
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Subject Affix yv̆-sdv̆r – yv̆-sdv̆bv̆l –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – – –
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Epenthesis – s-v̆-dv̆r – s-v̆-dv̆bv̆l
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Syncopate – – – sv̆d̆vbv̆l
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Output *yv̆sdv̆r *sv̆dv̆r *yv̆sdv̆bv̆l *sv̆dbv̆l
The primary difference between the Beja and Afar-Saho forms, under this
analysis, would be the placement of the epenthetic vowel. In Beja, the vowel
would be inserted between the cluster of the derivational prefix and the root
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initial consonant, whereas in Afar-Saho, it would take the form of an initial
prosthetic vowel, which would not break up the cluster, but would serve to
make it articulable.
Although there is little difficulty in modifying our theory in either of these
ways so as to generate such forms, we must ask if there is reason to suppose
that such a change ought to have occurred in Cushitic, when, as we have seen,
no parallel change has occurred in either Semitic or Berber. Indeed there is,
and it pertains to the nature of common root shapes in each of these languages.
Recall, as we have previously discussed, that in Semitic, effectively all verbs
exhibit triconsonantal inflection when finite (except imperatives). Similarly, in
Berber, biconsonantal inflection exists for finite verbs, but the triconsonantal
form is significantly more common. This is not so in Cushitic. In Cushitic, it
is the biconsonantal roots which are more common, numerically (Cohen (1988)
states that Beja is the Cushitic language with the largest number of triconso-
nantal verbal roots, and that even in this language, they represent only a little
under 53% of the vocabulary), as well as with respect to the most common
roots reconstructable for Proto-Cushitic. This fact is of critical importance be-
cause, under a theory of syncopation which applies persistently throughout the
derivation, a CVC verbal root and a CVCVC verbal root would be expected
to produce two distinctive forms: yv̆-D-CVC for CVC roots, but yv̆-Dv̆-CCVC
for CVCVC roots. In the case of Cushitic, this means that a large number of
verbs, including many of the most basic vocabulary items, would only have ever
appeared on the surface with a derivational prefix which was a single conso-
nant with no accompanying vowel189. Given this distribution of surface
forms in derived stems, it is not unreasonable to suppose that Cushitic may
have undergone a re-analysis (of either sort), whereby the numerically less com-
mon CVCVC derived verbal stems are modified to more closely resemble the
dominant CVC type.
As it pertains to the imperfective stem, the Beja forms are again generally
parallel to the forms in Berber and Semitic190 in that the gemination/<n>-
infixation, which is the hallmark feature of the imperfective in the G-Stems,
is entirely absent in the derived stems, as illustrated in the simple comparison
below
189Excepting the imperative forms, in which the vowel is both predicted to surface and known
to appear in attested languages
190At least the Š-Stem of Semitic, which seems to exhibit the most archaic forms of inflection
among the derived stems in that family.
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CVCVC CVC
G-Stem S-Stem G-Stem S-Stem
Beja ašanbiib išbašiikw inrib isoorib
Tuareg ikârräs isâkrâs iwwât isâyân
Akkadian iparras ušapras – –
Figure 6.14: G-Stem and S-Stem Verbs in Cushitic, Berber and Semitic
In the case of the CVC verbal roots, the forms are identical, excepting the
clearly innovative lengthening which characterizes the vowel of the Beja prefixes
(and, coincidentally, the lengthening by position seen in Tuareg). The CVCVC
roots show the same variability between yv̆-Dv̆-CCVC in Semitic/Berber vs. yǔ-
D-CVCVC which we encountered in the G-Stem, and both reflect the absence
of overt infixed or geminated marking of the imperfective. This feature would
appear to be clearly inherited from the common Afro-Asiatic ancestor, and has




The "weak verb" is an innovative verbal formation which is shared througout
Cushitic as a whole, and may potentially be shared with Omotic, though the
evidence is less concrete in that family. In contrast to the strong verb, which fea-
tures both stem-shape alternation and vowel apophony, the weak verb features
an invariant verbal stem to which inflectional suffixes are appended. For this
reason, in Cushitic studies, the weak verb is somewhat unhelpfully referred to as
the "suffix-conjugation," though it is important to note that this form is not di-
rectly genetically related to the archaic Afro-Asiatic suffix/station conjugation,
whose potential reflexes are discussed in section 6.2.1191. The weak-verb suffix-
conjugation is widespread throughout Cushitic as a family and is, in fact, the
only verbal formation common to all major branches of Cushitic, as illustrated
in the sample forms provided below from Banti (2001).
191Banti (2001) refers to the novel Cushitic weak verb form as Suffix-Conjugation 1 (SC1),
while he refers to the potential reflexes of the Afro-Asiatic stative/suffix-conjugation as Suffix-
Conjugation 2 (SC2).
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Beja Awngi Somali Burunge
1st Sg. tam-an des-é tum-aa koom-a
2nd Sg. M. tam-taa des-té tun-taa kon-taF. tam-tay
3rd Sg. M. tam-ya des-é tum-aa kon-aF. tam-ta des-té tun-taa kon-ta
1st Pl. tam-na des-né tun-naa kon-a
2nd Pl. tam-taana des-tànà tun-taan kon-tay
3rd Pl. tam-yaana des-ànà tun-aan kon-ay
Figure 6.15: Cushitic Weak Verb Conjugation
Recall that the weak verb’s most defining feature vis-à-vis the strong verb is
the absence of internal stem alternations, which we have already hypothesized
and analyzed as arising from our rule of syncopation. If we have explained the
stem alternations of the strong verb via syncope, we must now ask whether there
is a similar explanation to be found for the lack of stem alternations in these
weak verbs. As we shall see, our theory of syncopation not only accommodates
the lack of stem alternation seen in weak verbs, it in fact predicts that such forms
ought to have had invariant verbal stems. In order to explain this prediction,
we will need to discuss the origin of the Cushitic weak verb, as this will prove
crucial to our analysis.
As previously mentioned, the Cushitic weak verb conjugation is not shared
with any other major-order Afro-Asiatic family, and is rather an innovation at
the Proto-Cushitic (or potentially at the Proto-Cushito-Omotic stage; see more
on this later). It is the precise nature of the innovation that gave rise to the weak
verb that interests us here. Consider the comparison below of the reconstructed
endings of Cushitic weak verb inflection as compared to those of the original
prefix and suffix-conjugation as reconstructed for Semitic:
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Beja Semitic PC Semitic SC
1st Sg. *-» v̆ *»a- *-ku
2nd Sg. M. *-tv̆ *ta- *-taF. *-ti
3rd Sg. M. *-i *ya- *-∅
F. *-tv̆ *ta- *-(a)t
1st Pl. *-anv̆ *ni- *-na
2nd Pl. M. *-tin *ti- *-kan(u)F. *-kin(u)
3rd Pl. M. *-in *yi- *-ūF. *-ā
Figure 6.16: Cushitic Weak Verb vs. Semitic Prefix and Suffix-Conjugation
The weak-verb endings, as reconstructed by Banti (2001), are more similar
to those of the Semitic prefix-conjugation than to those of the original suffixed
conjugation. While some forms, particularly the second person, or first Pl.
forms are indistinct between the two, the first Sg., the third Sg. M, and the
third Pl. forms are all more similar to the prefix-conjugation affixes than to
those of the suffix-conjugation. And this similarity is no accident. Since the
initial postulation of Reinisch (1893) and Praetorius (1893, 1894), it has long
been supposed that the origin of the weak verb can in fact be found in an
originally periphrastic construction featuring an infinitive or participial verb
form univerbated with a prefix-conjugated auxiliary which immediately follows.
This explains the presence of the prefix-conjugation morphemes as suffixes (as
well as the suffixed position of the originally derivational prefixes, as we will see
later).
For our purposes, this origin in a periphrastic construction with a prefix-
conjugated auxiliary is vital for our prediction that the weak verb should not
exhibit stem alternations, as our theory differs radically from a traditional tem-
platic approach, in terms of the meaning and import of forms arising from
univerbation. Under a conventional templatic theory, the originally periphrastic
nature of the form should be of no consequence, as the infinitive/participial verb
form still would consist of manipulable root consonants, and could, in principle,
have a number of different templates applied to it. The fact that it does not,
under a root/template theory, must be regarded as happenstance.
In our theory, however, root alternations are the not result of abstract tem-
plates applied to consonantal roots, but rather the output of syncope and there-
fore cannot occur without some other morpheme being affixed to the root to
trigger a change in its shape. For this reason, the weak verb, which originates
in a non-affixed non-finite verb form, should therefore never be predicted to
exhibit stem alternations, since the forms which become the "suffixes" are orig-
inally independent freestanding words. It should also be noted that even if we
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suppose that univerbation of the weak verb occurred at a time when syncopa-
tion was still synchronically active in the grammar of the ancestral language,
we would still predict that the affixes should not trigger syncope with either
CVC or CVCVC verbal roots, since all of the "suffixes" are in fact originally
consonant-initial prefixes. The affixation of such morphemes would therefore
be incapable of generating the necessary sequence of light syllables (CVC-CV,
CVCVC-CV ) to trigger syncopation.
In our theory, therefore, the invariant nature of the verbal root and stem
in the Cushitic verb arises not as a happenstance of which templates apply to
which verbal forms, but rather emerges naturally from the interactions among
affixation, periphrasis, and syncope.
6.2.3.2 Derived Stems
The Cushitic weak verb can also exhibit the same basic derived verbal formations
as are present in the prefixing strong verb. And it is in these derived verbal
stems that we may draw the strongest link between the Cushitic weak verb
and the Omotic verbal system. In weak verbs, the derivational affixes which
characterize the derived stems appear as suffixes, rather than in their typical
position as prefixes appearing between the verbal root and the inflectional prefix,
as they do in Semitic or the Cushitic strong verb. Consider the forms below,
drawn from numerous Cushitic languages:
Beja Afar-Saho Iraqw Awngi
S-Stem CVC tamsiya xabsiise na
–aas –
CVCVC kad. awšiya kaclisa
–aktiis –
N-Stem CVC tamamiya fakkiime xawiim tas@ŋtCVCVC »ajjaramiya wagrime hamtliim dig@ŋ@ŋ
T-Stem CVC – caste qawiit –CVCVC kaclite hamtliit –
Figure 6.17: Cushitic Derived Weak Stems
It is in the formation of derived weak verbal stems that Cushitic shows its
strongest similarities to Omotic. Because in this family, derived verbal stems are
likewise characterized by the presence of the typical Afro-Asiatic derivational
affixes (*s, *t, and *n). Most strikingly, they are characterized by the presence of
these affixes as suffixes appearing at the end of invariant verbal roots. Consider
the examples below from several Omotic languages illustrating the parallels
between the derived verbs of that family and the weak verbs of Cushitic.
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Wolaytta Koré Yemsa Dizoid Aari Mao
S-Stem immis wod.us tamars Dizi: cans wursis kēšiše
N-Stem Malé: tik. int – – Dizi: wuŋgin Dimé: c.ohind. –
T-Stem mec.et
»ušut k.ont Sheko: duft d̄ıber –
Figure 6.18: Omotic Derived Stems Parallel to Cushitic Derived Weak Stems
It is these similarities, along with a few others, that lead Zaborski (1991) to
state the Omotic should rightly be considered to constitute merely the "western
branch" of Cushitic. While we remain agnostic regarding that particular claim,
given the peculiar and distinctive shift of the derivational affixes from prefixing
to suffixing being shared only between these two groups, and the fact that the
origin of such a shift can be distinctly identified in Cushitic, it seems likely that
Omotic also underwent change to a periphrastic verbal inflection with subse-
quent univerbation, either as an independent parallel development, or perhaps
more likely, as a shared innovation along with Cushitic. This is, indeed, one
of the strongest pieces of evidence for a cladistic unity between Cushitic and
Omotic at some point in their history.
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Chapter 7
A Brief Discussion of Chadic
In contrast to the other major Afro-Asiatic branches, we will not discuss the
behavior of Chadic in great detail in this dissertation. The reasons for this
are multiple. First, and most simply, our reconstructions of the morphological
structure of Proto-Chadic are more sparse than for any other except Omotic, in
which the shared similarities with Cushitic allow us to reveal some of the history
which might otherwise be obscured. In the case of Chadic, there is no such obvi-
ous external comparanda which illuminate the structure of Proto-Chadic. The
situation is compounded by the remarkable degree of internal diversity and vari-
ety of Chadic languages, a fact which greatly hampers our ability to reconstruct
the proto-language. Second, from the perspective of Afro-Asiatic, the morphol-
ogy of the Chadic languages appears to be remarkably innovative, with a large
number of the characteristic morphological behaviors which other branches in-
herited from the proto-language having been lost, in both the realm of nominal
morphology (overt gender marking on nouns, potential case marking), and ver-
bal morphology (the absence of both the prefixing and suffixing conjugation).
Finally, and more practically, Hausa, the Chadic language which has by far the
greatest scholarship and attestation, is almost universally regarded as one of
the least archaic, most innovative members of the family, and is therefore not
particularly helpful in providing us with a clear picture of archaic Chadic mor-
phology. This contrasts with, for example, Semitic, where reasonably archaic
languages such as Arabic, Akkadian, Ge’ez, and even the Modern South Arabian
languages have been described in at least reasonable detail, or even Cushitic, in
which the remarkably archaizing Beja is among the best-studied languages in
the family.
Nevertheless, we will briefly touch on each of the major topics which we have
discussed to this point, describing what is generally known and accepted about
Chadic as a family, and the ways in which this recoverable morphology might




It is commonly supposed that Chadic, as a family, does not exhibit nominal
case inflection. Diakonov (1988), for example, regards the Chadic family as
belonging to the class of Afro-Asiatic branches which have "lost, for the most
part, their external inflexion." Hasselbach (2013) concurs: "The second branch
of Afro-Asiatic that has no inflectional case morphology is Chadic. None of the
languages which have been described and studied so far show any evidence for
morphological case markers." These observations are not, in the strictest sense,
empirically true. Schuh (2019), for example, cites the presence of an optional
accusative-case prefix t́@- in the Central Chadic language Gude, which can ap-
pear with semantically definite direct objects192, both nominal and pronominal,


















‘Humti looked for me’
Wolff (2015) has likewise demonstrated the existence of a presumably cog-
nate accusative case morpheme tá- in the related Central Chadic language
Lamang.
What is true, however, is that there is little evidence that Proto-Chadic
itself had a system of morphological case inflection whatsoever, much less one
that could be plausibly linked to the attested case systems reflected in other
Afro-Asiatic branches. The case systems attested are restricted to a single sub-
branch of the Chadic family, with no obvious external parallels in West Chadic
or in East Chadic, the branch commonly regarded as the most morphologically
archaic within the family. Additionally, in terms of both the structure of the
alignment and the shape of the morphemes, the Central Chadic case systems
share no obvious similarities with the systems found in the other Afro-Asiatic
daughters, where we find marked-nominative systems193 (or the likely remnants
of a marked-nominative system, as in Semitic), and case morphemes in which
the marked nominative seems to have some common association with vowels
*u/*i, and the accusative either unmarked or occasionally with *a.
192The connection between definiteness and overt case marking is something which Gude
and Lamang share with the Cushitic languages where, recall, in a number of instances, case is
overtly marked only on definite nouns. Unlike in Cushitic, however, where it is the nominative
case that is commonly marked, while the accusative is the nominal default, in Central Chadic,
it is definite accusatives which show overt morphological realization.
193The likely footprint of this original marked nominative system may still be found in the
pronominal system of the Chadic languages, where the functions of the distinctive forms may
reflect this original situation, as argued by Satzinger (2000).
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For this reason, we will follow common scholarly consensus and suppose that
Proto-Chadic had no overt nominal morphology for the marking of case, and
did not directly inherit whatever system of nominal case inflection may have
been present in the common Afro-Asiatic parent language. It would therefore
have no impact on our theory of syncopation, since there would be no overt
realization of case as a category.
7.1.2 Number/Gender Inflection
In the Chadic languages, we cannot speak of number and gender inflection as
wholly separate categories, but rather must consider them simultaneously. This
is because throughout the Chadic family, number and gender do not behave
as independent nominal categories, but rather, as a single category with three
mutually exclusive values: masculine, feminine, and plural. Unlike in Semitic or
Berber, where a given noun can be either masculine or feminine, and separately,
either singular or plural, in Chadic, a noun can be either masculine, or feminine,
or plural, but not more than any one of those categories in a single instance.
And this ternary opposition is true not only of nouns, but also of the entire
grammatical system of Chadic more generally194, including on deictics and de-
terminers, pronouns, and even in verbal inflection. In each instance, gender
oppositions are present exclusively in singular nouns/deitics/pronouns/verbal
inflections, while the plural in effect functions both as an exponent of grammat-
ical number, but also effectively as a derived third gender to the exclusion of
masculine or feminine.
This state of affairs is notable to a speaker (or scholar) of an Indo-European
language, but it may represent one of the most important archaisms preserved
by Chadic as a family, because there is evidence from the other Afro-Asiatic
branches that this was the system inherited from Proto-Afro-Asiatic. Such
evidence may be found in the persistent n/t/n agreement pattern described
by Greenberg (1960), which exhibits only a single, gender-neutral morpheme
as the exponent of the plural, the persistent tendency throughout Afro-Asiatic
for the gender of nouns to be inverted in the plural195, and the absence of
gender distinctions in the pronominal verbal-inflection paradigms of Chadic,
Cushitic196, and Egyptian.
If Chadic resembles Cushitic in strongly preserving the apparent relationship
between number and gender which characterized the proto-language, it likewise
194The indication of gender in the plural is sporadically attested in a few Chadic languages,
but such marking is "clearly a more recent innovative overlay" according to Schuh (2003).
195A phenomenon well-known in Semitic with respect to the inflection of numerals, as well
as some nouns, such as Akkadian libbum/libbātum "heart(s)." It is also likely reflected in the
Arabic rules pertaining to the number and gender agreement of non-human plural nouns with
feminine singular concord. This phenomenon, of course, finds its strongest realization in the
Cushitic languages, where such polarity of gender with respect to number is almost universal
for all nouns.
196Appleyard (2012) states that "Most Cushitic languages have a seven-term personal pro-
noun system, in which gender is only distinguished in the 3 SG.," though he does note that
some have innovated gender distinctions in the plural, as in Beja.
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shares with Cushitic a striking absence of overt gender morphology on the noun
itself. In contrast to Semitic, Berber, and Egyptian, where feminine nouns are
largely marked by the reflex of the inherited and original *-t feminine suffix,
in Chadic, the gender of a given noun is commonly morphologically unmarked.
Schuh (2019) states: "For many, perhaps most, Chadic languages that retain
grammatical gender, nouns themselves have no overt gender marking." For such
languages, obviously, we need not consider the impact of gender inflection as
it pertains to syncope, as there are no affixes which could trigger syncopation.
But we may ask about the behavior of those somewhat rarer Chadic languages
which exhibit overt morphology associated with gender. Might we expect these
languages, and therefore Proto-Chadic itself, to exhibit syncope associated with
gender inflection?
Even in this case, the answer is likely no, because the gender marking mor-
phemes in these languages are, almost without fail, innovations which developed
from an older system in which gender was not marked directly on the noun.
Schuh (2019), for example, characterizes the Chadic languages into four basic
types using the schema proposed by Greenberg (1978):
1. Those lacking overt gender marking, only exhibiting agreement on pro-
nouns and deictics
2. Those which have developed clitic or affixing articles which append to the
noun and reveal the gender
3. Those in which such affixed or clitic articles have lost marking of definite-
ness, serving solely as gender-marking affixes
4. Those in which the original affixed or clitic articles have lost all semantic
function, even gender-marking, and have become a fossilized component
of the noun stem
The many Chadic languages described by Schuh (2019) as lacking any overt
gender morphology belong to this first stage, in which information about the
gender of a noun can only be identified through agreement with freestanding
and phonologically independent deictic or pronominal elements. As we have
stated, these languages cannot directly bear on the question of whether gender
inflection in Chadic is associated with syncope.
The second stage is exemplified by the best-known Chadic language: Hausa.
In Hausa, individual nouns are not overtly marked for their gender, but com-
monly (though non-obligatorily!) co-occur with suffixed or enclitic articles which
reflect the gender of the noun.
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M F Pl.
Indefinite r`̄ago "ram" tunkìya "ewe" tumāki "sheep"
Definite r`̄agòn "the ram" tunkìyàr̃ "the ewe" tumākìn "the sheep"
Figure 7.1: Definite and Indefinite Nouns in Hausa
The third stage is represented by more innovative languages such as Warji or
Musey. In these languages, gender is indicated by suffixes (clearly cognate with
the deictics of stage-2 languages), but these elements are no longer separable,
and no longer impart a definite semantics to the nouns to which they affix,
instead having become solely a marker of grammatical gender.
M F Pl.
Warji c.icana "goat" awai "she-goat" tsuwana "goats"
Musey gàmlànà "ram" tímíra "ewe" tímígína "sheep"
Figure 7.2: Gender Suffixed Nouns in Warji and Musey
The fourth stage is present only in the most morphologically innovative
Chadic languages. In this stage, the innovative gender markers have themselves
lost all semantic or morphological function, having instead become fossilized as
part of the basic lexical root morpheme. Schuh (2019) notes that such devel-
opment is particularly characteristic of the West-Chadic Bade-Ngizim group.
Compare, for example, the Bade and Ngizim nouns presented below with their
Bole counterparts (Bole being likewise West-Chadic, but belonging to the dis-
tinctive Bole-Angas or Bole-Tangale group, Blench’s West Chadic A.2):
Meaning Ngizim Bade Bole
"ram" gōmàk gōmâk gam
"pole" zhiràk z@lȧk z`̄ala
"oil" m@̀ràk m@̀làk mòr
Figure 7.3: Fossilized Articles in Bade-Ngizim
Regardless of the "stage" at which a given Chadic language finds itself, the
picture this paints of the comparative morphology of Chadic seems to be clear.
Nouns in Proto-Chadic seem to have been morphologically unmarked for gender,
and the subsequent gender-marking systems which developed in the daughter
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languages are innovations, and more specifically univerbations of originally free-
standing elements with the otherwise unmarked nouns. Given what we have seen
with other univerbations in Afro-Asiatic daughter branches, such as the weak
verb in Cushitic, we would predict then that the newly innovated gender suffixes
in the Chadic daughters should have no appreciable impact on syncope, as it
is likely that sychronic syncopation was no longer active in the distinct Chadic
daughters during the periods when each underwent its individual univerbation
of nouns and gender-marking deictics. And indeed this appears to be true, as
there are no obvious variations in noun root or stem shape on the basis of overt
gender marking.
7.2 Verbal Morphology
When we turn our attention to the verbal morphology of the Chadic languages,
we once again find a system that is remarkably different from that of almost
any other Afro-Asiatic branch. We should rightly regard it as in many respects
the least archaic and most innovative verbal system found in any major Afro-
Asiatic family except possibly Omotic. It exhibits no trace of the prefixing
conjugation common to Semitic, Berber, and Cushitic. It likewise shows no
cognate to the suffixed stative conjugations of Egyptian, Semitic, and Berber.
This makes Chadic the only Afro-Asiatic branch which shows no attestation of
at least one of the characteristic systems of verbal inflection common to the rest
of the family197.
The Chadic verb itself is comparatively sparse in terms of inflectional mor-
phology compared to the more familiar verbal formations of the other branches.
It exhibits little in the way of overt subject-agreement morphology, or explicit
tense and aspect marking internal to the verb, more commonly co-occuring with
overt nominal subjects and subject pronouns, or freestanding tense/aspect mood
morphemes, as in Hausa. Herman Jungraithmayr (1974, 2012) divides the ver-
bal system of Chadic into four basic categories, corresponding to a chronology
of their development, ranging from the most archaic systems, still exhibiting
some Afro-Asiatic characteristics, to the most innovative systems, showing al-
most none. Jungraithmayr himself uses the somewhat confusing terminology of
"Semitoid," "Cushitoid," and "Sudanoid" to describe these stages/categories,
but we would likely be better served in following Zaborski (2014) and referring
to these stages as Old Chadic, Middle Chadic, Late Chadic, and Neo-Chadic
respectively.
Jungraithmayr’s "Semitoid" or Old Chadic verbal system is, unsurprisingly,
197The Omotic branch does not directly attest either the prefix or suffix-conjugation in the
synchronic grammar of any single language or group of languages. However, the suffixed
position of the morphemes associated with the derived stem types suggests a shared history
with the Cushitic weak verb, in which the derivational morphemes occupy a similar suffixal
position. If true, this implies the one-time presence of the prefix-conjugation at some point
within the historical development of Omotic, as the weak verb and suffixed-derivational stems
result from the univerbation of a prefix-conjugated freestanding auxiliary with some invariant
verbal form, such as a participle or verbal noun.
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the most archaic form of verbal inflection found within the family. It is char-
acterized by the presence of segmental (non-tonal) vowel gradation or other
manipulation internal to the verbal root indicating tense or aspect, and some-
times number, as illustrated in the case of verbal pairs such as Mubi perfec-
tive/imperfective lìlíc/lìl´̄ec "taste." It is important to note that, in addition to
archaic Afro-Asiatic vowel gradation, the Chadic languages additionally show
examples of umlaut and other assimilatory vowel changes (e.g. Kulere Perf.
fwod vs. Impf. fwádáy "beat, strike"). Because these are later, Chadic-internal
developments, we should rightly exclude such forms from our discussion of Old
Chadic "Semitoid" inflection. The original archaic inflection is, for the most
part, restricted in Chadic to the relatively conservative East Chadic grouping,
where Zaborski notes forms (primarily drawn from Jungraithmayr) in Mubi,
Migama, Mokilko, all of which are East Chadic. He does further note, how-
ever, that a similar process seems to occur in some West Chadic languages,
citing forms in the Ron group and the Angas-Sura group. Of the stem alterna-
tions, found in Old-Chadic-type inflection, Zaborski notes three primary types
of morphological alternations: vowel gradation and apophony of the sort at-
tested in Mubi, length alternations within the root, as in Migama Perf./Impf.
mâté/mátá "die," and gemination of the final root consonant as in Migama
Perf./Impf. kútùmé/kótómmá "roll." On formal grounds, Zaborski likens these
latter two to similar formations in Semitic, comparing the Chadic alternations
of length to the Semitic L-Stem (*qātal), and the gemination of consonants to
the Semitic D-Stem (*qattal) and Arabic form IX (yaf –allu)198, suggesting an
inheritance from Proto-Afro-Asiatic.
The Middle Chadic languages (Jungraithmayr’s Cushitoid group) lack the
segmental apophony, ablaut, and gemination of the Old Chadic group, but still
exhibit overt affixal morphology indicating tense and aspect. Particularly, the
Middle Chadic systems attest to a simple suffixal system featuring a perfec-
tive suffix *-i/-e and an imperfective suffix *-a. These inflectional systems are
likewise more common among East Chadic languages, co-occurring alongside
the ablauting/apophonic systems, as in Sokoro téd. è/t´̄ad. à "climb," in which the
imperfectives show both suffixal -a and -a- internal apophony. Voigt (1987)
attempts to connect these suffixes with the tense/aspect markers appearing in
the Cushitic (Impf -a, Perf -i/-e, Subjunctive -u/-o) suffixing weak verb based
on formal similarity, but such a connection is somewhat dubious since we know
the vowels of these endings in Cushitic are originally part of the auxiliary verb
which univerbates in the formation of Cushitic weak verb, and these forms occur
198The semantic connection between the Semitic L-Stem, which forms conative verbs like
Arabic sālama "make peace with" (salama "be peaceful"), and the lengthened variants in
Chadic seems tenuous, since these forms are typically perfective/imperfective pairs, or singu-
lar/plural pairs. Likewise, the connection between the Semitic D-Stem (factitive) and Arabic
form IX yaf –allu (typically indicating color or anatomical defects). Given the analysis pre-
sented here, we would rather argue that this gemination should instead be connected with
the formation of imperfective verb stems in East and South Semitic, Berber, and Beja. The
discrepancy between the second radical gemination of Semitic and the final radical gemination
of Chadic follows naturally in the same manner as it does for forms such as Tuareg ibâss or
Beja »adangi.
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simultaneously with overt inflectional prefixes revealing their former status as
an independent verb, markers that are wholly absent in Chadic. Voigt (1987)
mentions the potential parallel of the Somali restrictive paradigm, in which some
of the characteristic person and number markers of the Cushitic weak verb are
lost, but this seems speculative in a family like Chadic, where no evidence can
be solicited that such forms ever existed.
The Late Chadic and Neo-Chadic systems share the fact that the verb itself
is segmentally invariant, having no variation in apophony or syllable structure
corresponding with tense, aspect, mood, or number. In the Late Chadic sys-
tem, however, such verbs can still be distinguished by the fact they may exhibit
distinctive tonal melodies (which Zaborski refers to as apotony), as in Jun-
graithmayr’s examples from Mushere kúlìk/kùlìk "lock." Systems of tonal in-
flection are relatively widespread throughout the family, being common to both
West and Central Chadic. Despite their commonality, such systems cannot be
projected back to Proto-Chadic, and are therefore likely to be of particular
importance with respect to our analysis of syncopation. This is because the
tonal systems of the Chadic are themselves innovations internal to the family
and not inherited from Proto-Chadic. Rather, each branch has undergone in-
dependent tonogensis resulting from the behavior of neighboring consonants as
so-called depressor, non-depressor, or neutral consonants, resulting in low, high
and mid/high tones respectively. For further details on the rise of tonal systems
in Chadic, see Wolff (1987).
The Neo-Chadic stage, then, is characterized by a wholly invariant verb,
exhibiting no morphological distinction between tense or aspect forms. In these
languages, tense and aspect information in the clause is indicated by freestand-
ing tense/aspect/mood clitics which precede the verb (sometimes erroneously
referred to as "subject pronouns"). It is to this stage which the verbal system of
the best-known Chadic language, Hausa, belongs. Consider the pair of simple
Hausa sentences nā shā shāȳı "I drank tea" and zân shā shāȳı "I will drink tea,"
in which only the freestanding TAM marker varies.
Having discussed the innovative nature of the diverse verbal systems seen
within Chadic, we can now comment on how our syncope analysis applies. We
may begin by observing that, in contrast to many of the other Afro-Asiatic
families, the Chadic verb shows surprisingly little in the way of outright non-
concatenative manipulation of the stem. In contrast to Semitic, where we find
verbal stems varying between the forms CVCVC, CCVC, CVCC, CVC1C1VC,
CV̄CVC, all for a single verb, in Chadic, we effectively only find lengthening of
the vowel or gemination of the final consonant. The apparent weakness of non-
concatenative morphology in the Chadic verb under the traditional root-and-
template theory is a phenomenon without an explanation. Since the templates
operate directly on the root and are in a sense pre-specified for certain forms
and not others without reference to specific affixes or phonological environments
surrounding the root, there is no reason under the traditional theory why Chadic
should be any less likely than branches like Semitic or Berber to either retain
archaic templatic alternations, or fail to develop novel ones.
But under our account of syncopation, the picture is radically different.
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Under this theory, the variability seen in the form of the Semitic verb stem
is the output of syncopation after affixation of various morphemes has taken
place. Without affixation, our theory predicts that the verbal root should remain
relatively invariant in shape (excepting vowel apophony, which we argue was
a different process originally). Chadic is the only major Afro-Asiatic branch
(assuming a common branch for Cushitic and Omotic) that lacks both of the
archaic verbal inflections inherited from the parent language and therefore the
only major branch which fails to exhibit forms in which the verbal root is affixed
with either the prefixes or suffixes which characterize those two paradigms.
Chadic is likewise the only major branch (this time even including Omotic) that
entirely lacks the derived verb stems (the S-, N-, and T-Stems) and therefore
entirely lacks forms modified with the derivational prefixes (or suffixes in the
case of Cushitic/Omotic) which characterize such stems. Indeed, Chadic is the
only family in which no verbal forms exhibit regular affixation as part of their
inflection, and will exhibit no affixation of an archaic Afro-Asiatic origin. In
our theory, all of these facts predict that Chadic should exhibit significantly
less variability in the shapes of verb roots and stems, where affixing verbal
morphology is more common. Since root and stem alternations in our theory
are an epiphenomenon resulting from the triggering of syncope by morphological
affixation, a verbal root which is unaffixed should be invariant.
In this way, our theory provides a more elegant explanation for the appar-
ent disparity in so-called root-and-template modifications across the different
branches of the family. Such alternations are in fact positively correlated with
the inheritance of archaic Afro-Asiatic morphological material. In a family
such as Semitic, retaining both prefix and suffix-conjugation, the derived ver-
bal stems, as well as nominal derivational morphemes/broken-plural formations,
such alternations will be abundant. In a family such as Chadic, which has lost
both archaic verbal inflections, all derived verbal stems, all overt nominal gen-
der morphology, and all possible inherited case morphemes, and shows only a





In this dissertation we have examined a great many topics from all across an
ancient and widespread language family, and done so in as much detail as time
and present scholarship permits. Let us now, in summation, attempt to take a
larger view, and consider the broader implications of the hypothesis and analysis
presented here. We will divide these broader conclusions and implications into
two basic types: those pertaining directly to Afro-Asiatic as a family and its
internal diachronic development, and those pertaining to languages and families
beyond Afro-Asiatic and to the field of linguistics more generally.
8.1 Regarding Afro-Asiatic
8.1.1 Afro-Asiatic and the Development of Templatic Mor-
phology
Clearly the most important outcome for Afro-Asiatic as a family, if this proposal
is correct, is a fully formed diachronic explanation for how non-concatenative
"templatic" morphology arose within the family. Under this analysis, the archaic
stages of Afro-Asiatic were not altogether different from those more familiar to
us in ancient Indo-European languages or in Uralic languages. That is to say,
it was characterized by a mixture of phonologically conditioned vowel deletion
and morphophoonologically conditioned vowel apophony. These two processes
were, in their origin, quite distinct, as we have argued above. The addition of a
single morpheme, however, could in principle be associated with an apophonic
change, as well as create the environment necessary for syncope to occur.
This fact is pivotal because it provides us with the link in understanding
how speakers reanalyzed this system, one which was fundamentally affixing
(albeit a rather complex affixing system), to one which seems to be, at least
in some instances, fundamentally templatic (Classical Arabic would appear to
be almost inarguably templatic in structure). With this new understanding,
we transform the way we perceive the Afro-Asiatic Languages, and languages
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exhibiting non-templatic morphology more generally. They no longer appear as
fundamentally and qualitatively different from their more common affixing kin.
Instead they present us with the most extreme types of morphophonological
development and reanalysis which we have on record. Seen in this new light,
the Afro-Asiatic languages are not so different from, for example, Irish Gaelic,
in exhibiting the morphophoonologically conditioned variation in root shapes
associated with vowel deletion. They are not dissimilar from the Germanic
languages in exhibiting apophony between different vowels within single verbal
and nominal roots as a function of morphological categories. They are not out
of place compared to the archaic Indo-European languages in that the vowels
present in such roots, though subject to frequent gradation and change, can
and must be projected into underlying forms. The theory presented here paints
a picture of the Afro-Asiatic languages as simply more extreme Gaelic, more
innovative German, or more distinctive Greek. But critically, the difference has
been reduced to one of degree: degree of difference, change and reanalysis, rather
than one between fundamentally and intractably templatic morphology and
purely affixing morphology. To us, this seems a more palatable state of affairs.
One in which the Afro-Asiatic family is not wholly unique and distinctive, a
single language-family with a unique morphology all its own, but rather, an
unusual and intriguing collection of languages, but belonging firmly to the same
world as all other languages in terms of its morphophonology.
8.1.2 Synchronic Syncope?
The account presented in this dissertation is intended primarily to be a di-
achronic account of how Afro-Asiatic languages could have progressed from a
morphological system consisting of more common affixing processes to one re-
sembling the root-and-template grammars typically postulated for the family.
It is not intended to be a sychronic explanation or account for the present-day
grammar of any specific Afro-Asiatic language, as such. Indeed, it is quite clear
that the syncope rule which we have postulated here cannot be sychronically
active in a number of Afro-Asiatic languages such as Classical Arabic (kataba),
Hausa (bishiy`̄a), or Beja (hadalu). In these languages, numerous apparent coun-
terexamples to our syncope rule can be found, and a root-and-template account
may prove to be more fruitful.
It is clear, however, that the syncope rule presented here cannot be consigned
entirely to the prehistory of the Afro-Asiatic family. As we have discussed in
previous sections, the Cushitic language Afar-Saho is known to synchronically
possess a syncope rule that amounts to the rule proposed here with a few mi-
nor exceptions based on prosody and phonology. The syncope rule is likewise
supposed to have been synchronically active in Akkadian. While it is true that
there are some attested exceptions to the stated syncope rule, which suggest
the possibility that the rule was no longer active by the time of attested Akka-
dian, it is clear that the rule was either active in Akkadian itself, or had been
active in the almost immediate prehistory of Akkadian. And as demonstrated
by Bacovcin and Freeman (2015), the supposition of a syncope rule in Akkadian
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can produce a number of the forms for which we might otherwise require the
presence of root-and-template morphology. Upon closer inspection, the same is
likely true of Afar-Saho.
Given the presence of these two attested Afro-Asiatic daughters, in which a
syncope rule that we propose to be of great antiquity within the family survives
into synchronic attestation, we may wonder whether other daughter languages
exist in which syncope can be determined to be or to have been synchroni-
cally active, and therefore need not be analyzed as exhibiting the same sort of
templatic grammars which characterize more innovative Afro-Asiatic daughter
languages. One such possbility is Ancient Egyptian. It is clear that Coptic
possesses no active syncope rule, and indeed, the Coptic language has essen-
tially destroyed the pristine Afro-Asiatic syllable-structure rules which create
the phonological environments necessary for syncope. Consider, for example,
Coptic words exhibiting: 1) syllable-initial consonant clusters (cmine), 2) syl-
lables lacking onset consonants/vowel hiatus (/iwme), 3) syllable-final con-
sonant clusters (ckorkr). The picture of Middle Egyptian that emerges from
reconstructions based on Coptic, however, is a different story. There are precious
few counterexamples to syncope recoverable in reconstructed Middle Egyptian,
and there are a number of alternations such as stative ouab *wa –bv̆»ı (CVCC-
V»ı) vs. ;raeit *d
¯
ari»ıtv̆»ı (CVCVC-tv̆»ı), or absolute/pronominal rwye *rāh
˘
v̆t
(CVCVC ) vs. rayt *rah
˘
t-v̆t (CVCC-Vf ) which suggest the possibility of
synchronic syncope active in the grammar of the language. Because Middle
Egyptian has no native speakers, and has not for several millennia, we can-
not, of course, directly corroborate the hypothesis that syncope was active in
the grammar by testing the native intuitions of speakers about licit and il-
licit phonological forms of words. However, a more thorough examination of
the forms of Middle Egyptian words recoverable from attested Coptic data can
reveal whether or not any explicit counterexamples to the idea of synchronic
syncope can be found within that language. The absence of such counterexam-
ples is not, in and of itself, probative, but it means that the hypothesis that
syncope was still active in Middle Egyptian is plausible, and we should therefore
consider whether the grammar of the language can be streamlined and simpli-
fied compared to templatic theories using syncope and vowel apophony in its
place.
It is unlikely that contemporary Berber languages would maintain active
syncope since, like Coptic, many have altered the syllable-structure rules char-
acteristic of the family to the point that the environments wherein syncope
might occur are relatively infrequent, or would be unrecoverable, even if they
were present in earlier stages of the language. Unfortunately, we can recover
little about the syllable structures of earlier Berber languages such as Libyco-
Berber Numidian or old Guanche, since each is written almost solely in a purely
consonantal script, or comes to us only in the form of words or names attested
in other languages. The same is likely true of Chadic, where we have no truly
ancient attestation, and the vowel systems of syllable structures have altered to
such a significant degree as to make the retention of synchronic syncope of the
sort described here unlikely.
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In our estimation, the most likely source for additional languages retaining
syncope is Cushitic. The Cushitic languages are reasonably archaic and con-
servative vis-a-vis Proto-Afro-Asiatic, and they commonly retain many of the
basic syllable-structure restrictions which favor syncopation. Additionally, at
least some Cushitic languages retain the morphophoonemic alternations such as
in the strong verbs which we have attributed to syncope, a factor which may ei-
ther indicate or favor the retention of sychronic syncope among these languages.
Whether any such Cushitic languages will prove to be amenable to such an anal-
ysis requires further investigation, but considering the apparent survival of such
a rule in Afar-Saho, it would be well worth the effort to determine if any of its
Cushitic sisters can bear similar witness.
8.2 Beyond Afro-Asiatic
8.2.1 Other Non-concatenative Languages
Because of the close association between the Afro-Asiatic family itself and the
notion of templatic morphology as a theoretical proposition, it can at times be
easy to conflate the two. After all, the Afro-Asiatic family is typically regarded
as the morphologically templatic family par excellence and it is by a significant
degree the most widely known and widely spoken family of languages exhibiting
this distinctive, morphological structure. It should be noted, however, that
templatic morphology and Afro-Asiatic morphology are not, by any means,
interchangeable concepts. In this dissertation, we have discussed the diachronic
process whereby the specific forms of non-concatenative templatic morphological
structures native to the Afro-Asiatic family could have arisen. We make neither
direct reference to, nor specific claims about, the templatic structures which
may exist in other families or non-related languages.
But what can we learn from our investigation of the morphophoonological
history of Afro-Asiatic that we may apply to the phenomenon of templatic mor-
phology more broadly? The conclusion here is not, of course, that all instances
of templatic morphology should be understood in terms of syncope. This would
be a grossly literal interpretation of the results of this study. Rather, this should
inform us that templatic, non-concatenative, or otherwise unusual morpholog-
ical structures likely have complex histories, involving the interaction between
originally phonological and morphological processes and that these unusual mor-
phologies need not be projected back into an indefinite past as if they have nei-
ther a specific origin, nor a diachronic trajectory, unlike other, more common
morphological systems.
Let us consider, in brief, the case of another language which exhibits so-called
templatic or prosodic morphophonology: Tonkawa. Tonkawa was a language
isolate spoken in what is today Oklahoma, Texas, and New Mexico which died
out in the mid-20th century. In describing the morphophonology of Tonkawa,
Wier (2016) describes the processes in that language as "like Semitic" and sug-
gests that the language appears to have a prosodic preference for maximizing
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CVC syllables, and notes a number of phonological processes which conspire to
produce this apparently desired result:
• Conflation: /awe/, /owe/→[o]
• Word Final Vowel Deletion: /V/→∅/_#
• Vowel Harmony: /V1PV2/→/V1PV1/
• Vowel Elision: V→∅/CVC_C[VSTEM]
Interestingly, the final rule of Vowel Elision bears an almost uncanny resem-
blance to the syncope rule which we have proposed for Afro-Asiatic, perhaps
suggesting that the templatic structures there may likewise have had a prosodic
origin in that family as well. But knowing that even in Afro-Asiatic these
templatic behaviors arose from simple phonological processes, and that some
languages like Akkadian, Afar-Saho, and possibly others, still generate their
apparently templatic grammars more or less from phonology should incline us
to consider the grammar of Tonkawa in these terms also, both in terms of its
diachronic trajectory, but also as to whether we can do away with templatic con-
siderations from the language if we can develop a concise and accurate-enough
set of morphophonological rules and conditions.
8.2.2 Synchrony vs. Diachrony
Another larger-picture discussion to which we hope this dissertation has con-
tributed is the balance between synchronic and diachronic explanations of the
forms present in a given language. Much of modern linguistics has concerned
itself with how to account for the structures and forms found in the world’s
languages solely in terms of sychronic theory. There is, of course, good reason
for this. The speaker of a given language has access only to the data of their im-
mediate contemporaries in the form of spoken or written utterances which they
encounter. They have no direct access to the grammars of their contemporary
speakers, and they certainly have no access to the grammars of their linguistic
ancestors some thousands of years before their own births.
This is an ironclad limitation imposed on all speakers of all human lan-
guages. As such, any component of the grammar of any language must have
an adequate theoretical explanation in reference only to the synchronic struc-
tures available to the native speaker. We neither refute nor deny this fact. And
yet, it seems to us a unique peculiarity of linguistics as a field of inquiry that the
presence of clear synchronic laws and theories are taken to invalidate the pres-
ence of a diachronic trajectory in the development systems under study. The
presence of laws of structural engineering and load-bearing are not typically
taken as mutually incompatible with the notion that, for example, the archi-
tectural tradition of the Byzantine Empire drew heavily on its Roman Imperial
predecessor. That we understand the laws of natural selection and genetics is
not a refutation of the fact that fins of cetaceans take the form which they do
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in part because they evolved in their origin from a terrestrial mammalian paw.
Rather, our knowledge of how the anatomy of cetaceans developed from terres-
trial mammals enhances our understanding of how and why, under the selective
pressure of hydrodynamic fitness, the cetacean fin has the distinctive form it
does.
We can take this biological analogy even further. In considering why, for
example, all cetaceans have fins, any answer to this question which does not
make direct reference to diachrony is missing in important generalization. Of
course the genetics of whales, dolphins, porpoises, must, by definition, be the
ultimate governing factor as to why any member of these species has fins (a
sychronic explantion). But if we fail to note that these species have fins pre-
cisely because they all share an immediate common ancestor which itself had
fins, a trait which each has inherited, we have not adequately explained the
presence of this structure in these related species. As in the case of language,
the DNA of living organisms does not have direct access to the lineage of that
organism, nor to the DNA of its ancestors. Nevertheless, diachrony and ge-
netic relationship are factors of primary importance in explaining how and why
species look and behave the way they do. While sychronic explanations must of
course be available at the genetic or epigenetic, or biological, or even social level,
any explanation which has no diachronic component is necessarily incomplete
in understanding and explaining the state of affairs of any system which evolves
naturally and continuously from a prior system. This is no less true of language
than it is of biology. Which level of explanation we choose to focus on may vary
depending on the object of our inquiry, of course, but we would argue that it
is fundamentally incorrect at a theoretical level to consign diachrony to a sec-
ondary position, or assume that it has nothing to contribute at an explanatory
level.
This is one of the most valuable contribution which we believe this disserta-
tion makes to linguistic theory: the provision of an example and illustration of
the importance and value of diachrony in understanding synchronic structure.
Understanding the circumstances under which Afro-Asiatic templatic morphol-
ogy arose within that family, the conditions necessary for speakers to reinterpret
more conventional morphological processes as this novel and distinctive gram-
matical system, informs us as to the kinds of processes which are likely or even
possible in the daughter systems. It is not coincidence, for example, that the
templatic system described by McCarthy (1981) fundamentally involves the ma-
nipulation of syllable structure, the apparent deletion or insertion of vowels, the
presence or absence syllable weight, and an apparently stipulated sensitivity to
the presence of affixes. Clearly, these constitute the bounds of Arabic templatic
morphology because they are precisely the elements which were necessary to
either trigger or block the operation of syncope. Likewise, the fact that Arabic
templatic morphology does not appear to include variations in tone, stress, voic-
ing, phonation type, or any of the other countless phonological properties which
can be and often are intertwined with morphology in other languages is not an
accident. It is a reflection of the fact that, in its origin, the templatic morphol-
ogy of Arabic (our syncope rule) was not sensitive to stress or tone, involved
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neither voicing nor de-voicing, nor any alternations of phonation type. This is
not an intrinsic theoretical limitation of McCarthy-type templatic morphology.
If such alternations occurred, McCarthy could have easily adapted his theory
to include slots which had pre-specificed voicing or phonation properties. Or
adapted his theory to include templates containing prespecified stress patterns
or tonal melodies, as is basically the case in archaic Indo-European languages
and their patterns of accent/ablaut alternations. We cannot explain the ab-
sence of these cross-linguistically common types of non-affixing morphological
structures in terms of the boundaries or structures of templatic theory. Rather,
we must account for and explain their absence by understanding precisely what
Afro-Asiatic morphology looked like in the speech generations preceding the re-
analysis, whereby its affixing system transformed into the templatic one which
we recognize today. This is an understanding we can come to only through the
incorporation of diachrony into our theoretical understanding, and the recogni-
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